To Hannah and Clara
It’s in your hands now.

This generation has altered the composition of the atmosphere on a
global scale through … a steady increase in carbon dioxide from the
burning of fossil fuels.
—Lyndon Johnson
Special Message to Congress, 1965

The trouble with Americans is that they haven’t read the minutes of
the previous meeting.
—Adlai Stevenson
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Introduction

Ben Santer is the kind of guy you could never imagine anyone attacking. He’s thoroughly moderate—
of moderate height and build, of moderate temperament, of moderate political persuasions. He is also
very modest—soft-spoken, almost self-effacing—and from the small size and nonexistent décor of
his office at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, you might think he was an accountant. If
you met him in a room with a lot of other people, you might not even notice him.
But Santer is no accountant, and the world has noticed him.
He’s one of the world’s most distinguished scientists—the recipient of a 1998 MacArthur “genius”
award and numerous prizes and distinctions from his employer—the U.S. Department of Energy—
because he has done more than just about anyone to prove the human causes of global warming. Ever
since his graduate work in the mid-1980s, he has been trying to understand how the Earth’s climate
works, and whether we can say for sure that human activities are changing it. He has shown that the
answer to that question is yes.
Santer is an atmospheric scientist at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s Model
Diagnosis and Intercomparison Project, an enormous international project to store the results of
climate models from around the globe, distribute them to other researchers, and compare the models,
both with real-world data and with each other. Over the past twenty years, he and his colleagues have
shown that our planet is warming—and in just the way you would expect if greenhouse gases were the
cause.
Santer ’s work is called “fingerprinting”—because natural climate variation leaves different
patterns and traces than warming caused by greenhouse gases. Santer looks for these fingerprints.
The most important one involves two parts of our atmosphere: the troposphere, the warm blanket
closest to the Earth’s surface, and the stratosphere, the thinner, colder part above it. Physics tells us
that if the Sun were causing global warming—as some skeptics continue to insist—we’d expect both
the troposphere and the stratosphere to warm, as heat comes into the atmosphere from outer space.
But if the warming is caused by greenhouse gases emitted at the surface and largely trapped in the
lower atmosphere, then we expect the troposphere to warm, but the stratosphere to cool.
Santer and his colleagues have shown that the troposphere is warming and the stratosphere is
cooling. In fact, because the boundary between these two atmospheric layers is in part defined by
temperature, that boundary is now moving upward. In other words, the whole structure of our
atmosphere is changing. These results are impossible to explain if the Sun were the culprit. It shows
that the changes we are seeing in our climate are not natural.
The distinction between the troposphere and the stratosphere became part of the Supreme Court
hearing in the case of Massachusetts et al. v. the EPA, in which twelve states sued the federal
government for failing to regulate carbon dioxide as a pollutant under the Clean Air Act. Justice
Antonin Scalia dissented, arguing that there was nothing in the law to require the EPA to act—but the
honorable justice also got lost in the science, at one point referring to the stratosphere when he meant
the troposphere. A lawyer for Massachusetts replied, “Respectfully, Your Honor. It is not the
stratosphere. It’s the troposphere.” The justice answered, “Troposphere, whatever. I told you before

I’m not a scientist. That’s why I don’t want to deal with global warming.”1
But we all have to deal with global warming, whether we like it or not, and some people have been
resisting this conclusion for a long time. In fact, some people have been attacking not just the
message, but the messenger. Ever since scientists first began to explain the evidence that our climate
was warming—and that human activities were probably to blame—people have been questioning the
data, doubting the evidence, and attacking the scientists who collect and explain it. And no one has
been more brutally—or more unfairly—attacked than Ben Santer.
The intergovernmental panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the world’s leading authority on climate
issues. Established in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations
Environment Program, it was created in response to early warnings about global warming. Scientists
had known for a long time that increased greenhouse gases from burning fossil fuels could cause
climate change—they had explained this to Lyndon Johnson in 1965—but most thought that changes
were far off in the future. It wasn’t until the 1980s that scientists started to worry—to think that the
future was perhaps almost here—and a few mavericks began to argue that anthropogenic climate
change was actually already under way. So the IPCC was created to evaluate the evidence and consider
what the impacts would be if the mavericks were right.
In 1995, the IPCC declared that the human impact on climate was now “discernible.” This wasn’t
just a few individuals; by 1995 the IPCC had grown to include several hundred climate scientists from
around the world. But how did they know that changes were under way, and how did they know they
were caused by us? Those crucial questions were answered in Climate Change 1995: The Science of
Climate Change, the Second Assessment Report issued by the IPCC. Chapter 8 of this report,
“Detection of Climate Change and Attribution of Causes,” summarized the evidence that global
warming really was caused by greenhouse gases. Its author was Ben Santer.
Santer had impeccable scientific credentials, and he had never before been involved in even the
suggestion of impropriety of any kind, but now a group of physicists tied to a think tank in
Washington, D.C., accused him of doctoring the report to make the science seem firmer than it really
was. They wrote reports accusing him of “scientific cleansing”—expunging the views of those who
did not agree.2 They wrote reports with titles like “Greenhouse Debate Continued” and “Doctoring
the Documents,” published in places like Energy Daily and Investor’s Business Daily. They wrote
letters to congressmen, to officials in the Department of Energy, and to the editors of scientific
journals, spreading the accusations high and wide. They pressured contacts in the Energy Department
to get Santer fired from his job. Most public—and most publicized—was an op-ed piece published in
the Wall Street Journal, accusing Santer of making the alleged changes to “deceive policy makers and
the public.”3 Santer had made changes to the report, but not to deceive anyone. The changes were
made in response to review comments from fellow scientists.
Every scientific paper and report has to go through the critical scrutiny of other experts: peer
review. Scientific authors are required to take reviewers’ comments and criticisms seriously, and to
fix any mistakes that may have been found. It’s a foundational ethic of scientific work: no claim can
be considered valid—not even potentially valid—until it has passed peer review.
Peer review is also used to help authors make their arguments clearer, and the IPCC has an
exceptionally extensive and inclusive peer review process. It involves both scientific experts and
representatives of the governments of the participating nations to ensure not only that factual errors
are caught and corrected, but as well that all judgments and interpretations are adequately documented

and supported, and that all interested parties have a chance to be heard. Authors are required either to
make changes in response to the review comments, or to explain why those comments are irrelevant,
invalid, or just plain wrong. Santer had done just that. He had made changes in response to peer
review. He had done what the IPCC rules required him to do. He had done what science requires him
to do. Santer was being attacked for being a good scientist.
Santer tried to defend himself in a letter to the editor of the Wall Street Journal—a letter that was
signed by twenty-nine co-authors, distinguished scientists all, including the director of the U.S. Global
Change Research Program.4 The American Meteorological Society penned an open letter to Santer
affirming that the attacks were entirely without merit.5 Bert Bolin, the founder and chairman of the
IPCC, corroborated Santer ’s account in a letter of his own to the Journal, pointing out that
accusations were flying without a shred of evidence, and that the accusers had not contacted him, nor
any IPCC officers, nor any of the scientists involved to check their facts. Had they “simply taken the
time to familiarize [themselves] with IPCC rules of procedure,” he noted, they would have readily
found out that no rules were violated, no procedures were transgressed, and nothing wrong had
happened.6 As later commentators have pointed out, no IPCC member nation ever seconded the
complaint.7
But the Journal only published a portion of both Santer and Bolin’s letters, and two weeks later,
they gave the accusers yet another opportunity to sling mud, publishing a letter declaring that the
IPCC report had been “tampered with for political purposes.”8 The mud stuck, and the charges were
widely echoed by industry groups, business-oriented newspapers and magazines, and think tanks.
They remain on the Internet today. If you Google “Santer IPCC,” you get not the chapter in question—
much less the whole IPCC report—but instead a variety of sites that repeat the 1995 accusations.9 One
site even asserts (falsely) that Santer admitted that he had “adjusted the data to make it fit with political
policy,” as if the U.S. government even had a climate policy to adjust the data to fit. (We didn’t in
1995, and we still don’t.)10
The experience was bitter for Santer, who spent enormous amounts of time and energy defending
his scientific reputation and integrity, as well as trying to hold his marriage together through it all.
(He didn’t.) Today, this normally mild-mannered man turns white with rage when he recalls these
events. Because no scientist starts his or her career expecting things like this to happen.
Why didn’t Santer ’s accusers bother to find out the facts? Why did they continue to repeat charges
long after they had been shown to be unfounded? The answer, of course, is that they were not
interested in finding facts. They were interested in fighting them.
A few years later, Santer was reading the morning paper and came across an article describing how
some scientists had participated in a program, organized by the tobacco industry, to discredit
scientific evidence linking tobacco to cancer. The idea, the article explained, was to “keep the
controversy alive.”11 So long as there was doubt about the causal link, the tobacco industry would be
safe from litigation and regulation. Santer thought the story seemed eerily familiar.
He was right. But there was more. Not only were the tactics the same, the people were the same,
too. The leaders of the attack on him were two retired physicists, both named Fred: Frederick Seitz
and S. (Siegfried) Fred Singer. Seitz was a solid-state physicist who had risen to prominence during
World War II, when he helped to build the atomic bomb; later he became president of the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences. Singer was a physicist—in fact, the proverbial rocket scientist—who

became a leading figure in the development of Earth observation satellites, serving as the first
director of the National Weather Satellite Service and later as chief scientist at the Department of
Transportation in the Reagan administration.12
Both were extremely hawkish, having believed passionately in the gravity of the Soviet threat and
the need to defend the United States from it with high-tech weaponry. Both were associated with a
conservative think tank in Washington, D.C., the George C. Marshall Institute, founded to defend
Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI or “Star Wars”). And both had previously worked
for the tobacco industry, helping to cast doubt on the scientific evidence linking smoking to death.
From 1979 to 1985, Fred Seitz directed a program for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company that
distributed $45 million to scientists around the country for biomedical research that could generate
evidence and cultivate experts to be used in court to defend the “product.” In the mid-1990s, Fred
Singer co-authored a major report attacking the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency over the
health risks of secondhand smoke. Several years earlier, the U.S. surgeon general had declared that
secondhand smoke was hazardous not only to smokers’ health, but to anyone exposed to it. Singer
attacked this finding, claiming the work was rigged, and that the EPA review of the science—done by
leading experts from around the country—was distorted by a political agenda to expand government
control over all aspects of our lives. Singer ’s anti-EPA report was funded by a grant from the
Tobacco Institute, channeled through a think tank, the Alexis de Tocqueville Institution.13
Millions of pages of documents released during tobacco litigation demonstrate these links. They
show the crucial role that scientists played in sowing doubt about the links between smoking and
health risks. These documents—which have scarcely been studied except by lawyers and a handful of
academics—also show that the same strategy was applied not only to global warming, but to a
laundry list of environmental and health concerns, including asbestos, secondhand smoke, acid rain,
and the ozone hole.
Call it the “Tobacco Strategy.” Its target was science, and so it relied heavily on scientists—with
guidance from industry lawyers and public relations experts—willing to hold the rifle and pull the
trigger. Among the multitude of documents we found in writing this book were Bad Science: A
Resource Book—a how-to handbook for fact fighters, providing example after example of successful
strategies for undermining science, and a list of experts with scientific credentials available to
comment on any issue about which a think tank or corporation needed a negative sound bite.14
In case after case, Fred Singer, Fred Seitz, and a handful of other scientists joined forces with think
tanks and private corporations to challenge scientific evidence on a host of contemporary issues. In
the early years, much of the money for this effort came from the tobacco industry; in later years, it
came from foundations, think tanks, and the fossil fuel industry. They claimed the link between
smoking and cancer remained unproven. They insisted that scientists were mistaken about the risks
and limitations of SDI. They argued that acid rain was caused by volcanoes, and so was the ozone
hole. They charged that the Environmental Protection Agency had rigged the science surrounding
secondhand smoke. Most recently—over the course of nearly two decades and against the face of
mounting evidence—they dismissed the reality of global warming. First they claimed there was none,
then they claimed it was just natural variation, and then they claimed that even if it was happening and
it was our fault, it didn’t matter because we could just adapt to it. In case after case, they steadfastly
denied the existence of scientific agreement, even though they, themselves, were pretty much the only
ones who disagreed.

A handful of men would have had no impact if no one paid any attention, but people did pay
attention. By virtue of their earlier work in the Cold War weapons programs, these men were wellknown and highly respected in Washington, D.C., and had access to power all the way to the White
House. In 1989, to give just one example, Seitz and two other players in our story, physicists Robert
Jastrow and William Nierenberg, wrote a report questioning the evidence of global warming.15 They
were soon invited to the White House to brief the Bush administration. One member of the Cabinet
Affairs Office said of the report: “Everyone has read it. Everyone takes it seriously.”16
It wasn’t just the Bush administration that took these claims seriously; the mass media did, too.
Respected media outlets such as the New York Times, the Washington Post, Newsweek, and many others
repeated these claims as if they were a “side” in a scientific debate. Then the claims were repeated
again and again and again—as in an echo chamber—by a wide range of people involved in public
debate, from bloggers to members of the U.S. Senate, and even by the president and the vice president
of the United States. In all of this, journalists and the public never understood that these were not
scientific debates—taking place in the halls of science among active scientific researchers—but
misinformation, part of a larger pattern that began with tobacco.
This book tells the story of the Tobacco Strategy, and how it was used to attack science and
scientists, and to confuse us about major, important issues affecting our lives—and the planet we live
on. Sadly, Ben Santer ’s story is not unique. When scientific evidence mounted on the depletion of
stratospheric ozone, Fred Singer challenged Sherwood Rowland—the Nobel laureate and president of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science who first realized that certain chemicals
(CFCs) could destroy stratospheric ozone. When a graduate student named Justin Lancaster tried to
set the record straight on Roger Revelle’s views in the face of the claim that Revelle had changed his
mind about global warming, he became the defendant in a libel lawsuit. (Lacking funds to defend
himself, Lancaster was forced to settle out of court, leaving both his personal and professional life in
tatters.)17
Fred Seitz and Fred Singer, both physicists, were the most prominent and persistent scientists
involved in these campaigns. William Nierenberg and Robert Jastrow were physicists, too.
Nierenberg was a one-time director of the distinguished Scripps Institution of Oceanography and
member of Ronald Reagan’s transition team, helping to suggest scientists to serve in important
positions in the administration. Like Seitz, he had helped to build the atomic bomb, and later was
associated with several Cold War weapons programs and laboratories. Jastrow was a prominent
astrophysicist, successful popular author, and director of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies, who
had long been involved with the U.S. space program. These men had no particular expertise in
environmental or health questions, but they did have power and influence.
Seitz, Singer, Nierenberg, and Jastrow had all served in high levels of science administration,
where they had come to know admirals and generals, congressmen and senators, even presidents.
They had also dealt extensively with the media, so they knew how to get press coverage for their
views, and how to pressure the media when they didn’t. They used their scientific credentials to
present themselves as authorities, and they used their authority to try to discredit any science they
didn’t like.
Over the course of more than twenty years, these men did almost no original scientific research on
any of the issues on which they weighed in. Once they had been prominent researchers, but by the
time they turned to the topics of our story, they were mostly attacking the work and the reputations of

others. In fact, on every issue, they were on the wrong side of the scientific consensus. Smoking does
kill—both directly and indirectly. Pollution does cause acid rain. Volcanoes are not the cause of the
ozone hole. Our seas are rising and our glaciers are melting because of the mounting effects of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, produced by burning fossil fuels. Yet, for years the press quoted
these men as experts, and politicians listened to them, using their claims as justification for inaction.
President George H. W. Bush once even referred to them as “my scientists.”18 Although the situation
is now a bit better, their views and arguments continue to be cited on the Internet, on talk radio, and
even by members of the U.S. Congress.19
Why would scientists dedicated to uncovering the truth about the natural world deliberately
misrepresent the work of their own colleagues? Why would they spread accusations with no basis?
Why would they refuse to correct their arguments once they had been shown to be incorrect? And
why did the press continue to quote them, year after year, even as their claims were shown, one after
another, to be false? This is the story we are about to tell. It is a story about a group of scientists who
fought the scientific evidence and spread confusion on many of the most important issues of our time.
It is a story about a pattern that continues today. A story about fighting facts, and merchandising doubt.

CHAPTER 1

Doubt Is Our Product

On May 9, 1979, a group of tobacco industry executives gathered to hear about an important new
program. They had been invited by Colin H. Stokes, the former chairman of R. J. Reynolds, a
company famous for pioneering marketing, including the first cigarette advertisements on radio and
television (“I’d walk a mile for a Camel”). In later years, Reynolds would be found guilty of violating
federal law by appealing to children with the character Joe Camel (which the Federal Trade
Commission compared to Mickey Mouse), but the executives had not come to hear about products or
marketing. They had come to hear about science. The star of the evening was not Stokes, but an
elderly, balding, bespectacled physicist named Frederick Seitz.
Seitz was one of America’s most distinguished scientists. A wunderkind who had helped to build
the atomic bomb, Seitz had spent his career at the highest levels of American science: a science
advisor to NATO in the 1950s, president of the National Academy of Sciences in the 1960s, president
of the Rockefeller University—America’s leading biomedical research institution—in the 1970s. In
1979, Seitz had just retired, and he was there to talk about one last job: a new program, which he
would run on behalf of R. J. Reynolds, to fund biomedical research at major universities, hospitals,
and research institutes across the country.
The focus of the new program was degenerative diseases—cancer, heart disease, emphysema,
diabetes—the leading causes of death in the United States. And the project was huge: $45 million
would be spent over the next six years. The money would fund research at Harvard, the universities of
Connecticut, California, Colorado, Pennsylvania, and Washington, the Sloan-Kettering Institute, and,
not surprisingly, the Rockefeller University.1 A typical grant was $500,000 per year for six years—a
very large amount of money for scientific research in those days.2 The program would support
twenty-six different research programs, plus six young investigators on “RJR research scholarships,”
in the areas of chronic degenerative disease, basic immunology, the effect of “lifestyle modes” on
disease.3
Seitz’s role was to choose which projects to fund, to supervise and monitor the research, and to
report progress to R. J. Reynolds. To determine the project criteria—what types of projects to fund—
he enlisted the help of two other prominent colleagues: James A. Shannon and Maclyn McCarty.
Shannon was a physician who pioneered the use of the antimalaria drug Atabrine during World
War II. Atabrine was effective, but had lousy side effects; Shannon figured out how to deliver the drug
without the sickening side effects, and then administered the program that delivered it to millions of
troops throughout the South Pacific, saving thousands from sickness and death.4 Later, as director of
the National Institutes of Health from 1955 to 1968, he transformed the NIH by convincing Congress

to allow them to offer grants to university and hospital researchers. Before that, NIH funds were spent
internally; very little money was available to American hospitals and universities for biomedical
research. Shannon’s external grant program was wildly popular and successful, and so it grew—and
grew. Eventually it produced the gargantuan granting system that is the core of the NIH today,
propelling the United States to leadership in biomedical research. Yet, for all this, Shannon never won
a Nobel Prize, a National Medal of Science, or even a Lasker Award—often said to be biology’s next
best thing to the Nobel Prize.
Maclyn McCarty similarly had a fabulously successful career without being fabulously
recognized. Many people have heard of James Watson and Francis Crick, who won the Nobel Prize
for deciphering the double helix structure of DNA, but Watson and Crick did not prove that DNA
carried the genetic information in cells. That crucial first step had been done a decade earlier, in 1944,
by three bacteriologists at the Rockefeller University—Oswald Avery, Maclyn McCarty, and Colin
MacLeod. In an experiment with pneumonia bacteria, they showed that benign bacteria could be made
virulent by injecting them with DNA from virulent strands. You could change the nature of an
organism by altering its DNA—something we take for granted now, but a revolutionary idea in the
1940s.
Perhaps because Avery was a quiet man who didn’t trumpet his discovery, or perhaps because
World War II made it difficult to get attention for any discovery without immediate military
relevance, Avery, McCarty, and McLeod got relatively little notice for their experiment. Still, all three
had distinguished scientific careers and in 1994 McCarty won the Lasker Award. But in 1979, McCarty
was definitely underappreciated.
So it is perhaps not surprising that when Shannon and McCarty helped Seitz to develop their
criteria for judging proposals, they sought projects that took a different perspective from the
mainstream, individuals with unusual or offbeat ideas, and young investigators in their “formative
stages” who lacked federal support.5 One funded study examined the impact of stress, therapeutic
drugs, and food additives (like saccharin) on the immune system. Another explored the relation
between “the emotional framework and the state of … the immune system … in a family of depressed
patients.” A third asked whether the “psychological attitude of a patient can play a significant role in
determining the course of a disease.”6 Projects explored the genetic and dietary causes of
atherosclerosis, possible viral causes of cancer, and details of drug metabolism and interactions.
Two scientists in particular caught Seitz’s personal attention. One was Martin J. Cline, a professor
at UCLA who was studying the lung’s natural defense mechanisms and was on the verge of creating
the first transgenic organism.7 Another was Stanley B. Prusiner, the discoverer of prions—the folded
proteins that cause mad cow disease—for which he later won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine.8
All of the chosen studies addressed legitimate scientific questions, some that mainstream medicine
had neglected—like the role of emotions and stress in somatic disease. All the investigators were
credentialed researchers at respected institutions.9 Some of the work they were doing was
pathbreaking. But was the purpose simply to advance science? Not exactly.
Various R. J. Reynolds documents discuss the purpose of Seitz’s program. Some suggest that
supporting research was an “obligation of corporate citizenship.” Others note the company’s desire to
“contribute to the prevention and cure of diseases for which tobacco products have been blamed.”
Still others suggest that by using science to refute the case against tobacco, the industry could

“remove the government’s excuse” for imposing punitive taxes.10 (In 1978, smokers paid over a
billion and a half dollars in cigarette excise taxes in the United States and abroad—taxes that had been
raised in part in response to the scientific evidence of its harms.)
But the principal goal, stressed by Stokes to his advisory board that day in May and repeated in
scores of industry documents, was to develop “an extensive body of scientifically, well-grounded data
useful in defending the industry against attacks.”11 No doubt some scientists declined the offer of
industry funding, but others accepted it, presumably feeling that so long as they were able to do
science, it didn’t really matter who paid for it. If any shareholders were to ask why company funds
were being used to support basic (as opposed to applied) science, they could be told that the
expenditure was “fully justified on the basis of the support it provides for defending the tobacco
industry against fundamental attacks on its business.”12 The goal was to fight science with science—
or at least with the gaps and uncertainties in existing science, and with scientific research that could be
used to deflect attention from the main event. Like the magician who waves his right hand to distract
attention from what he is doing with his left, the tobacco industry would fund distracting research.
In a presentation to R. J. Reynolds’ International Advisory Board, and reviewed by RJR’s in-house
legal counsel, Stokes explained it this way: The charges that tobacco was linked to lung cancer,
hardening of the arteries, and carbon monoxide poisoning were unfounded. “Reynolds and other
cigarette makers have reacted to these scientifically unproven claims by intensifying our funding of
objective research into these matters.”13 This research was needed because the case against tobacco
was far from proven.
“Science really knows little about the causes or development mechanisms of chronic degenerative
diseases imputed to cigarettes,” Stokes went on, “including lung cancer, emphysema, and
cardiovascular disorders.” Many of the attacks against smoking were based on studies that were either
“incomplete or … relied on dubious methods or hypotheses and faulty interpretations.” The new
program would supply new data, new hypotheses, and new interpretations to develop “a strong body
of scientific data or opinion in defense of the product.”14 Above all, it would supply witnesses.
By the late 1970s, scores of lawsuits had been filed claiming personal injury from smoking
cigarettes, but the industry had successfully defended itself by using scientists as expert witnesses to
testify that the smoking-cancer link was not unequivocal. They could do this by discussing research
that focused on other “causes or development mechanisms of chronic degenerative diseases imputed
to cigarettes.”15 The testimony would be particularly convincing if it were their own research.
Experts could supply reasonable doubt, and who better to serve as an expert than an actual scientist?
The strategy had worked in the past, so there was no reason to think it would not continue to work
in the future. “Due to favorable scientific testimony,” Stokes boasted, “no plaintiff has ever collected a
penny from any tobacco company in lawsuits claiming that smoking causes lung cancer or
cardiovascular illness—even though one hundred and seventeen such cases have been brought since
1954.”16
In later years, this would change, but in 1979 it was still true. No one had collected a penny from
the tobacco industry, even though scientists had been certain of the tobacco-cancer link since the
1950s (and many had been convinced before that).17 Every project Reynolds funded could potentially
produce such a witness who could testify to causes of illness other than smoking. Prusiner ’s work, for
example, suggested a disease mechanism that had nothing to do with external causes. A prion, Seitz
explained, could “take over in such a way that it over-produces its own species of protein and …

destroys the cell,” in “the manner in which certain genes … can be stimulated to over-produce cell
division and lead to cancer.”18 Cancer might just be cells gone wild.
Cline’s research suggested the possibility of preventing cancer by strengthening the cell’s natural
defenses, which in turn suggested that cancer might just be a (natural) failure of those defenses. Many
of the studies explored other causes of disease—stress, genetic inheritance, and the like—an entirely
legitimate topic, but one that could also help distract attention from the industry’s central problem: the
overwhelming evidence that tobacco killed people. Tobacco caused cancer: that was a fact, and the
industry knew it. So they looked for some way to deflect attention from it. Indeed, they had known it
since the early 1950s, when the industry first began to use science to fight science, when the modern
era of fighting facts began. Let us return, for a moment, to 1953.
December 15, 1953, was a fateful day. A few months earlier, researchers at the Sloan-Kettering
Institute in New York City had demonstrated that cigarette tar painted on the skin of mice caused fatal
cancers.19 This work had attracted an enormous amount of press attention: the New York Times and
Life magazine had both covered it, and Reader’s Digest—the most widely read publication in the
world—ran a piece entitled “Cancer by the Carton.”20 Perhaps the journalists and editors were
impressed by the scientific paper ’s dramatic concluding sentences: “Such studies, in view of the
corollary clinical data relating smoking to various types of cancer, appear urgent. They may not only
result in furthering our knowledge of carcinogens, but in promoting some practical aspects of cancer
prevention.”
These findings shouldn’t have been a surprise. German scientists had shown in the 1930s that
cigarette smoking caused lung cancer, and the Nazi government had run major antismoking
campaigns; Adolf Hitler forbade smoking in his presence. However, the German scientific work was
tainted by its Nazi associations, and to some extent ignored, if not actually suppressed, after the war; it
had taken some time to be rediscovered and independently confirmed.21 Now, however, American
researchers—not Nazis—were calling the matter “urgent,” and the news media were reporting it.22
“Cancer by the carton” was not a slogan the tobacco industry would embrace.
The tobacco industry was thrown into panic. One industry memo noted that their salesmen were
“frantically alarmed.”23 So industry executives made a fateful decision, one that would later become
the basis on which a federal judge would find the industry guilty of conspiracy to commit fraud—a
massive and ongoing fraud to deceive the American public about the health effects of smoking.24 The
decision was to hire a public relations firm to challenge the scientific evidence that smoking could
kill you.
On that December morning, the presidents of four of America’s largest tobacco companies—
American Tobacco, Benson and Hedges, Philip Morris, and U.S. Tobacco—met at the venerable Plaza
Hotel in New York City. The French Renaissance chateau-style building—in which unaccompanied
ladies were not permitted in its famous Oak Room bar—was a fitting place for the task at hand: the
protection of one of America’s oldest and most powerful industries. The man they had come to meet
was equally powerful: John Hill, founder and CEO of one of America’s largest and most effective
public relations firms, Hill and Knowlton.
The four company presidents—as well as the CEOs of R. J. Reynolds and Brown and Williamson
—had agreed to cooperate on a public relations program to defend their product.25 They would work
together to convince the public that there was “no sound scientific basis for the charges,” and that the

recent reports were simply “sensational accusations” made by publicity-seeking scientists hoping to
attract more funds for their research.26 They would not sit idly by while their product was vilified;
instead, they would create a Tobacco Industry Committee for Public Information to supply a
“positive” and “entirely ‘pro-cigarette’” message to counter the anti-cigarette scientific one. As the
U.S. Department of Justice would later put it, they decided “to deceive the American public about the
health effects of smoking.”27
At first, the companies didn’t think they needed to fund new scientific research, thinking it would
be sufficient to “disseminate information on hand.” John Hill disagreed, “emphatically warn[ing] …
that they should … sponsor additional research,” and that this would be a long-term project.28 He
also suggested including the word “research” in the title of their new committee, because a procigarette message would need science to back it up.29 At the end of the day, Hill concluded, “scientific
doubts must remain.”30 It would be his job to ensure it.
Over the next half century, the industry did what Hill and Knowlton advised. They created the
“Tobacco Industry Research Committee” to challenge the mounting scientific evidence of the harms
of tobacco. They funded alternative research to cast doubt on the tobacco-cancer link.31 They
conducted polls to gauge public opinion and used the results to guide campaigns to sway it. They
distributed pamphlets and booklets to doctors, the media, policy makers, and the general public
insisting there was no cause for alarm.
The industry’s position was that there was “no proof” that tobacco was bad, and they fostered that
position by manufacturing a “debate,” convincing the mass media that responsible journalists had an
obligation to present “both sides” of it. Representatives of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee
met with staff at Time, Newsweek, U.S. News and World Report, BusinessWeek, Life, and Reader’s
Digest, including men and women at the very top of the American media industry. In the summer of
1954, industry spokesmen met with Arthur Hays Sulzburger, publisher of the New York Times; Helen
Rogers Reid, chairwoman of the New York Herald Tribune; Jack Howard, president of Scripps
Howard Newspapers; Roy Larsen, president of Luce Publications (owners of Time and Life); and
William Randolph Hearst Jr. Their purpose was to “explain” the industry’s commitment to “a longrange … research program devoted primarily to the public interest”—which was needed since the
science was so unsettled—and to stress to the media their responsibility to provide a “balanced
presentation of all the facts” to ensure the public was not needlessly frightened.32
The industry did not leave it to journalists to seek out “all the facts.” They made sure they got
them. The so-called balance campaign involved aggressive dissemination and promotion to editors
and publishers of “information” that supported the industry’s position. But if the science was firm,
how could they do that? Was the science firm?
The answer is yes, but. A scientific discovery is not an event; it’s a process, and often it takes time
for the full picture to come into clear focus. By the late 1950s, mounting experimental and
epidemiological data linked tobacco with cancer—which is why the industry took action to oppose it.
In private, executives acknowledged this evidence.33 In hindsight it is fair to say—and science
historians have said—that the link was already established beyond a reasonable doubt. Certainly no
one could honestly say that science showed that smoking was safe.
But science involves many details, many of which remained unclear, such as why some smokers
get lung cancer and others do not (a question that remains incompletely answered today). So some
scientists remained skeptical. One of them was Dr. Clarence Cook Little.

C. C. Little was a renowned geneticist, a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and
former president of the University of Michigan.34 But he was also well outside the mainstream of
scientific thinking. In the 1930s, Little had been a strong supporter of eugenics—the idea that society
should actively improve its gene pool by encouraging breeding by the “fit” and discouraging or
preventing breeding by the “unfit.” His views were not particularly unusual in the 1920s—they were
shared by many scientists and politicians including President Theodore Roosevelt—but nearly
everyone abandoned eugenics in the ’40s when the Nazis made manifest where that sort of thinking
could lead. Little, however, remained convinced that essentially all human traits were genetically
based, including vulnerability to cancer. For him, the cause of cancer was genetic weakness, not
smoking.
In 1954, the tobacco industry hired Little to head the Tobacco Industry Research Committee and
spearhead the effort to foster the impression of debate, primarily by promoting the work of scientists
whose views might be useful to the industry. One of these scientists was Wilhelm C. Hueper, chief of
the Environmental Cancer Section at the National Cancer Institute. Hueper had been a frequent expert
witness in asbestos litigation where he sometimes had to respond to accusations that a plaintiff’s
illnesses were caused not by asbestos, but by smoking. Perhaps for this reason, Hueper prepared a
talk questioning the tobacco-cancer link for a meeting in São Paulo, Brazil. When the Tobacco
Industry Research Committee learned about it, they contacted Hueper, who agreed to allow them to
promote his work. Hill and Knowlton prepared and delivered a press release, with copies of Hueper ’s
talk, to newspapers offices, wire services, and science and editorial writers around the country. They
later reported that “as a result of the distribution [of the press release] in the U.S.A., stories
questioning a link between smoking and cancer were given wide attention, both in headlines and
stories.”35 U.S. News and World Report practically gushed, “Cigarettes are now gaining support from
new studies at the National Cancer Institute.”36
Little’s committee prepared a booklet, A Scientific Perspective on the Cigarette Controversy,
which was sent to 176,800 American doctors.37 Fifteen thousand additional copies were sent to
editors, reporters, columnists, and members of Congress. A poll conducted two years later showed
that “neither the press nor the public seems to be reacting with any noticeable fear or alarm to the
recent attacks.”38
The industry made its case in part by cherry-picking data and focusing on unexplained or
anomalous details. No one in 1954 would have claimed that everything that needed to be known about
smoking and cancer was known, and the industry exploited this normal scientific honesty to spin
unreasonable doubt. One Hill and Knowlton document, for example, prepared shortly after John
Hill’s meeting with the executives, enumerated fifteen scientific questions related to the hazards of
tobacco.39 Experiments showed that laboratory mice got skin cancer when painted with tobacco tar,
but not when left in smoke-filled chambers. Why? Why do cancer rates vary greatly between cities
even when smoking rates are similar? Do other environmental changes, such as increased air
pollution, correlate with lung cancer? Why is the recent rise in lung cancer greatest in men, even
though the rise in cigarette use was greatest in women? If smoking causes lung cancer, why aren’t
cancers of the lips, tongue, or throat on the rise? Why does Britain have a lung cancer rate four times
higher than the United States? Does climate affect cancer? Do the casings placed on American
cigarettes (but not British ones) somehow serve as an antidote to the deleterious effect of tobacco?
How much is the increase in cancer simply due to longer life expectancy and improved accuracy in

diagnosis?40
None of the questions was illegitimate, but they were all disingenuous, because the answers were
known: Cancer rates vary between cities and countries because smoking is not the only cause of
cancer. The greater rise in cancer in men is the result of latency—lung cancer appears ten, twenty, or
thirty years after a person begins to smoke—so women, who had only recently begun to smoke
heavily, would get cancer in due course (which they did). Improved diagnosis explained some of the
observed increase, but not all: lung cancer was an exceptionally rare disease before the invention of
the mass-marketed cigarette. And so on.
When posed to journalists, however, the loaded questions did the trick: they convinced people who
didn’t know otherwise that there was still a lot of doubt about the whole matter. The industry had
realized that you could create the impression of controversy simply by asking questions, even if you
actually knew the answers and they didn’t help your case.41 And so the industry began to
transmogrify emerging scientific consensus into raging scientific “debate.”42
The appeal to journalistic balance (as well as perhaps the industry’s large advertising budget)
evidently resonated with writers and editors, perhaps because of the influence of the Fairness
Doctrine. Under this doctrine, established in 1949 (in conjunction with the rise of television),
broadcast journalists were required to dedicate airtime to controversial issues of public concern in a
balanced manner.43 (The logic was that broadcasts licenses were a scarce resource, and therefore a
public trust.) While the doctrine did not formally apply to print journalism, many writers and editors
seem to have applied it to the tobacco question, because throughout the 1950s and well into the 1960s,
newspapers and magazines presented the smoking issue as a great debate rather than as a scientific
problem in which evidence was rapidly accumulating, a clear picture was coming into focus, and the
trajectory of knowledge was clearly against tobacco’s safety.44 Balance was interpreted, it seems, as
giving equal weight to both sides, rather than giving accurate weight to both sides.
Even the great Edward R. Murrow fell victim to these tactics. In 1956, Hill and Knowlton reported
on a conference held with Murrow, his staff, and their producer, Fred Friendly:
The Murrow staff emphasized the intention to present a coldly objective program with every
effort made to tell the story as it stands today, with special effort toward a balanced perspective
and concrete steps to show that the facts still are not established and must be sought by
scientific means such as the research activities the Tobacco Industry Research Committee will
support.45
Balance. Cold objectivity. These were Murrow’s trademarks—along with his dangling cigarette—
and the tobacco industry exploited them both. Murrow’s later death from lung cancer was both tragic
and ironic, for during World War II Murrow had been an articulate opponent of meretricious balance
in reporting. As David Halberstam has put it, Murrow was not ashamed to take the side of democracy,
and felt no need to try to get the Nazi perspective or consider how isolationists felt. There was no
need to “balance Hitler against Churchill.”46
Yet Murrow fell prey to the tobacco industry’s insistence that their self-interested views should be
balanced against independent science. Perhaps, being a smoker, he was reluctant to admit that his daily
habit was deadly and reassured to hear that the allegations were unproven. Roger Ferger, publisher of
the Cincinnati Enquirer, evidently felt that way, as he wrote a bread-and-butter note for his copy of the

Scientific Perspective pamphlet: “I have been a smoker for some forty-five years and I am still a
pretty healthy specimen.”47 It was certainly comforting to be told that the jury was still out.
Editors, however, might eventually be expected to notice if the only support for industry claims
came from obscure conferences in Brazil. No doubt realizing this, the industry sought links with
mainstream medicine, funding research projects at leading medical schools related to cancer
pathology, diagnosis, and distribution, and potentially related diseases such as coronary heart disease.
In 1955, the industry established a fellowship program to support research by medical degree
candidates: seventy-seven of seventy-nine medical schools agreed to participate.48 (Industry
documents don’t tell which two declined; perhaps they were affiliated with religious denominations
that eschewed smoking.) The industry also sought to develop good relations with members of the
National Cancer Institute and American Heart Association by inviting their representatives to board
meetings.49 Building on his success, in 1957 the Tobacco Industry Research Committee published
350,000 copies of a new pamphlet, Smoking and Health, mostly sent to doctors and dentists.50
By the end of the 1950s, the tobacco industry had successfully developed ties with doctors,
medical school faculty, and public health authorities across the country. In 1962, when U.S. Surgeon
General Luther L. Terry established an Advisory Committee on Smoking and Health, the tobacco
industry made nominations, submitted information, and ensured that Dr. Little “established lines of
communication” with the committee.51 To ensure that the panel was “democratically” constituted, the
surgeon general invited nominations from the tobacco industry, as well as from the Federal Trade
Commission (who would become involved if restrictions were placed on tobacco advertising). To
ensure that the panel was unbiased, he excluded anyone who had publicly expressed a prior opinion.
One hundred and fifty names were put forward, and the tobacco industry was permitted to veto
anyone they considered unsuitable.52
Despite these concessions, the 1964 report was not favorable to the tobacco industry.53 Historian
Allan Brandt recounts how half the members of the panel were smokers, and by the time their report
was ready, most of them had quit.54 For those close to the science, this was no surprise, because the
evidence against smoking had been steadily mounting. In 1957, the U.S. Public Health Service had
concluded that smoking was “the principal etiological factor in the increased incidence of lung
cancer.”55 In 1959, leading researchers had declared in the peer-reviewed scientific literature that the
evidence linking cigarettes and cancer was “beyond dispute.”56 That same year, the American Cancer
Society had issued a formal statement declaring that “cigarette smoking is the major causative factor
in lung cancer.”57 In 1962, the Royal College of Physicians of London had declared that “cigarette
smoking is a cause of cancer and bronchitis and probably contributes to … coronary heart disease,” a
finding that was prominently reported in Reader’s Digest and Scientific American. Perhaps most
revealingly, the tobacco industry’s own scientists had come to the same conclusion.
As University of California professor Stanton Glantz and his colleagues have shown in their
exhaustive reading of tobacco industry documents, by the early 1960s the industry’s own scientists
had concluded not only that smoking caused cancer, but also that nicotine was addictive (a conclusion
that mainstream scientists came to only in the 1980s, and the industry would continue to deny well into
the 1990s).58 In the 1950s, manufacturers had advertised some brands as “better for your health,”
implicitly acknowledging health concerns.59 In the early 1960s, Brown and Williamson’s in-house
scientists conducted their own experiments demonstrating that tobacco smoke caused cancer in

laboratory animals, as well as experiments showing the addictive properties of nicotine. In 1963, the
vice president of Brown and Williamson concluded, presumably with reluctance, “We are, then, in the
business of selling nicotine, an additive drug.” Two years later, the head of research and development
for Brown and Williamson noted that industry scientists were “unanimous in their opinion that smoke
is … carcinogenic.”60 Some companies began secretly working on a “safe” cigarette, even while the
industry as a whole was publicly denying that one was needed.
It’s one thing for scientists to report something in peer-reviewed journals, however, and another
for the country’s doctor in chief to announce it publicly, loud and clear. The 1964 surgeon general’s
report, Smoking and Health, did just that. Based on review of more than seven thousand scientific
studies and testimony of over one hundred and fifty consultants, the landmark report was written by a
committee—in this case selected from nominations provided by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, the Federal Trade Commission, the American Medical Association, and the Tobacco
Institute—but its conclusions were unanimous.61 Lung cancer in the twentieth century had reached
epidemic proportions, and the principal cause was not air pollution, radioactivity, or exposure to
asbestos. It was tobacco smoking. Smokers were ten to twenty times more likely to get lung cancer
than nonsmokers. They were also more likely to suffer from emphysema, bronchitis, and heart
disease. The more a person smoked, the worse the effects.
Terry realized that the report’s release would be explosive, so when he gathered two hundred
reporters into the State Department for a two-hour briefing, the auditorium doors were locked for
security.62 The report was released on a Saturday to minimize impact on the stock market, but it was
still a bombshell. Nearly half of all adult Americans smoked—many men had picked up the habit
while serving their country during World War II or in Korea—and the surgeon general was telling
them that this pleasurable habit, at worst a mild vice, was killing them. The government not only
allowed this killing, but promoted and profited from it: the federal government subsidized tobacco
farming, and tobacco sales were an enormous source of both federal and state tax revenues. To argue
that tobacco killed people was to suggest that our own government both sanctioned and profited from
the sale of a deadly product. In hindsight, calling it the biggest news story of 1964 seems insufficient;
it was one of the biggest news stories of the era.63 One tobacco industry PR director concluded that
the cigarette business was now in a “grave crisis.”64 They did not sit idly by.
Immediately, they redoubled their effort to challenge the science. They changed the name of the
Tobacco Industry Research Council to the Council for Tobacco Research (losing the word “industry”
entirely), and severed their relations with Hill and Knowlton. They resolved that the new organization
would be wholly dedicated to health research, and not to “industry technical or commercial
studies.”65 They “refined” the approval and review process for grants, intensifying their search for
“experts” who would affirm their views.
Given the evidence produced in their own laboratories, the industry might have concluded that the
“debate” game was up. The PR director for Brown and Williamson suggested that perhaps the time
had come to back off “assurances, denial of harm, and similar claims.”66 Others suggested
identifying the hazardous components in cigarette smoke and trying to remove them, or adopting
voluntary warning labels.67 In 1978, the Liggitt Group—makers of L&Ms, Larks, and Chesterfields
—filed a patent application for a technique to reduce the “tumorigenicity” of tobacco.
(Tumorigenicity is the tendency of something to generate tumors, so this was an implicit
acknowledgement that tobacco did indeed cause tumors, as one newspaper realized.)68

The cigarette manufacturers did not give up. Rather, they resolved to fight harder. “A steady
expansion in our program of scientific research into tobacco use and health has convinced us of the
need for more permanent organizational machinery,” one press release concluded. The industry had
already given more than $7 million in research funds to 155 scientists at more than one hundred
American medical schools, hospitals, and laboratories; now it would give even more.69 When
Congress held hearings in 1965 on bills to require health warnings on tobacco packages and
advertisements, the tobacco industry responded with “a parade of dissenting doctors,” and a “cancer
specialist [who warned] against going off ‘half cocked’ in the controversy.”70
Sometimes further research muddies scientific waters, as additional complications are uncovered
or previously unrecognized factors are acknowledged. Not so with smoking. When a new surgeon
general reviewed the evidence in 1967, the conclusions were even starker.71 Two thousand more
scientific studies pointed emphatically to three results, enumerated on the report’s first page: One,
smokers lived sicker and died sooner than their nonsmoking counterparts. Two, a substantial portion
of these early deaths would not have occurred if these people had never smoked. Three, were it not
for smoking “practically none” of the early deaths from lung cancer would have occurred. Smoking
killed people. It was as simple as that. Nothing had been learned since 1964 that brought into question
the conclusions of the earlier report.72
How did the industry respond to this? More denial. “There is no scientific evidence that cigarette
smoking causes lung cancer and other disease,” Brown and Williamson insisted.73
In 1969, when the Federal Communications Commission voted to ban cigarette advertising from
television and radio, Clarence Little insisted that there was “no demonstrated causal relationship
between smoking or [sic] any disease.”74 Publicly, the industry supported the advertising ban,
because under the Fairness Doctrine health groups were getting free antismoking advertisements on
television, and these were having an effect.75 Privately, however, the Tobacco Research Council sent
materials to the liquor industry suggesting that it would be the next target.76 In fact, the FCC had
disavowed any such intentions, declaring in their own press release, “Our action is limited to the
unique situation and product; we … expressly disclaim any intention to so proceed against other
product[s].”77 But the tobacco industry sought to foster the anxiety that controlling tobacco
advertising was the first step down a slippery slope to controlling advertising of all sensitive
products.
Despite industry fears, the U.S. Congress did not ban or even limit sales of tobacco, but it did
require warning labels. The American people now knew that smoking was dangerous. And the danger
wasn’t just cancer. A host of ailments had been clearly linked to smoking: bronchitis, emphysema,
coronary heart disease, hardening of the arteries, low birth weight in infants, and many more. As the
1960s came to a close, the numbers of Americans who smoked had declined significantly. By 1969,
the number of adult Americans who smoked was down to 37 percent. By 1979 it would fall to 33
percent—among doctors it would fall to 21 percent—and the New York Times would finally stop
quoting tobacco industry spokesmen to provide “balance.”78
While smoking had declined, industry profits had not. In 1969, R. J. Reynolds reported net
revenues of $2.25 billion. Despite the mounting political pressure to control tobacco sales and
discourage tobacco use, Reynolds’s directors reported records for sales, revenues, and earnings, and
the continuation of its seventy-year record of uninterrupted dividends to its stockholders. “Tobacco,”

they concluded, “remains a good business.”79 Protecting that business—against regulation, punitive
taxes, FDA control, and, especially, lawsuits—became a growing concern.80
Although 125 lawsuits related to health impairment were filed against the tobacco industry
between 1954 and 1979, only nine went to trial, and none were settled in favor of the plaintiffs.81 Still,
industry lawyers were increasingly concerned, in part because their insistence that the debate was still
open was contradicted not just by academic science, but by their own internal company documents. To
cite just one example: in 1978, the minutes from a British American Tobacco Company research
conference concluded that the tobacco-cancer link “has long ceased to be an area for scientific
controversy.”82 (Brown and Williamson lawyers recommended the destruction or removal of
documents that spoke to this point.)83
How could the industry possibly defend itself when the vast majority of independent experts
agreed that tobacco was harmful, and their own documents showed that they knew this? The answer
was to continue to market doubt, and to do so by recruiting ever more prominent scientists to help.
Collectively the industry had already spent over $50 million on biomedical research. Individual
tobacco companies had invested millions more—bringing the total to over $70 million. By the mid1980s, that figure had exceeded $100 million. One industry document happily reported that “this
expenditure exceeds that given for research by any other source except the federal government.”84
Another noted that grants had been distributed to 640 investigators in 250 hospitals, medical schools,
and research institutions.85 The American Cancer Society and American Lung Association in 1981
devoted just under $300,000 to research; that same year, the tobacco industry gave $6.3 million.86 It
was time to do even more.
In the 1950s, the tobacco industry had enlisted geneticist C. C. Little—a member of the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences—to lend credibility to their position. This time they went one step
better: they enlisted Dr. Frederick Seitz—the balding man introduced to Reynolds executives in 1979
—a former president of the Academy.87
Seitz was part of the generation of bright young men whose lives were transformed by the
Manhattan Project, catapulted into positions of power and influence on the basis of brainpower.
Before World War II, physics was a fairly obscure discipline; nobody expected to become rich,
famous, or powerful through a career in physics. But the atomic bomb changed all that, as hundreds
of physicists were recruited by the U.S. government to build the most powerful weapon ever known.
After the war, many of these physicists were recruited to build major academic departments at elite
universities, where they frequently also served as consultants to the U.S. government on all kinds of
issues—not just weapons.
Seitz’s link to the atomic bomb was even closer than most. A solid-state physicist, he had trained
under Eugene Wigner at Princeton, the man who, along with colleague Leo Szilard, convinced Albert
Einstein to send his famous letter to Franklin Roosevelt urging him to build the atomic bomb. Later,
Wigner won the Nobel Prize for work in nuclear physics; Seitz was Wigner ’s best and most famous
student.
From 1939 to 1945, Seitz had worked on a variety of projects related to the war effort, including
ballistics, armor penetration, metal corrosion, radar, and the atomic bomb. He also managed to
complete a textbook published in 1940, The Modern Theory of Solids—widely acknowledged as the
definitive textbook of its day on solid-state physics—and a second volume, The Physics of Metals, in
1943. He also found time to consult for the DuPont Corporation.

In 1959, Seitz became science advisor to NATO and from there moved into the highest echelons
of American science and policy. From 1962 to 1969, he served as president of the National Academy
of Sciences and as ex officio member of the U.S. President’s Science Advisory Committee. In 1973,
he received the National Medal of Science from President Richard Nixon. As Academy president, he
developed an interest in biology, and in 1968 became president of the Rockefeller University—
American’s preeminent biomedical research center. In 1979 he went to work for R. J. Reynolds.
It’s obvious why R. J. Reynolds would have wanted a man of Seitz’s credentials on their team, but
why would Seitz want to work for R. J. Reynolds?88 Speaking to the industry executives in 1979,
Seitz stressed the debt of gratitude he felt to Reynolds for the funding they had supplied his institution.
Rockefeller was one of the universities that the tobacco industry had long funded, and Seitz put it this
way:
About a year ago, when my period as President of the Rockefeller University was nearing its
end, [I was] asked if I would be willing to serve as advisor to the Board of Directors of R. J.
Reynolds Industries, as it developed its program on the support of biomedical research related
to degenerative diseases in man—a program which would enlarge upon the work supported
through the consortium of tobacco industries. Since … R. J. Reynolds had provided very
generous support for the biomedical work at The Rockefeller University, I was more than glad
to accept.89
Reynolds had been generous to Rockefeller. In 1975 they had established the R. J. Reynolds Fund
for the Biomedical Sciences and Clinical Research, with a grant of $500,000 per year for five years,
with an additional $300,000 in year one to endow the R. J. Reynolds Industries Postdoctoral
Fellowship “to make possible permanent recognition of RJR’s assistance.”90
There was a bit more to it than gratitude. Seitz also harbored an enormous grudge against the
scientific community that he once led. Over the years, Seitz had come to view the scientific
community as fickle, even irrational. As president of the National Academy, he had become “keenly
aware how quickly, and irrationally, the mood of the membership of an organization can change. I
could become highly unpopular almost overnight because of some seemingly trivial issue.”91
Seitz was particularly unpopular for his support of the Vietnam War, which increasingly isolated
him from colleagues on the President’s Science Advisory Committee, who by the early 1970s had
concluded not only that the war was a morass, but that they, like the rest of America, had been lied to
about its progress.92 As the 1970s drew to a close, Seitz also parted company with scientific
colleagues on questions of nuclear preparedness. The scientific community generally supported arms
limitations talks and treaties, and rejected as impossible the idea of achieving permanent technology
superiority. Seitz, on the other hand, was committed to a muscular military strengthened by the most
technologically advanced weaponry. He never rejected the idea of achieving American political
superiority through superior weaponry, an idea that most colleagues had abandoned, but which would
continue to crop up and cause conflict in the 1980s.
Above all, Seitz, like his mentor Eugene Wigner (a Hungarian refugee), was ardently antiCommunist. (Wigner in later years lent his support to Reverend Sun Myung Moon’s Unification
Church, evidently feeling that any enemy of Communism was his friend.)93 Seitz’s support for
aggressive weapons programs was a reflection of this anti-Communism, but the feeling went further.

As president of the Academy, Seitz had been a strong supporter of Taiwan, developing exchange
programs with Taiwanese scientists as a counterbalance to the influence of “red” China. Exchange
programs with Taiwanese scientists was an idea that most colleagues found reasonable enough, but in
later years Seitz’s anti-Communism would seem to lose a sense of proportion, as he increasingly
defended anything that private enterprise did, and attacked anything with the scent of Socialism.94
Seitz justified his increasing social and intellectual isolation by blaming others. American science
had become “rigid,” he insisted, his colleagues dogmatic and closed-minded. The growing
competition for federal funds stifled creativity, and discouraged work that didn’t fall into clean
disciplinary categories. This, perhaps, was the most important basis for his connection with the
tobacco industry, as he explained in a presentation to Reynolds’s International Advisory Board:
“From time to time, [there are] exceptional cases where the ever-growing rigidity of the support
provided by the federal government excludes the support of an important program in the hands of a
distinguished and imaginative investigator.”95 Seitz would welcome the role of being the arbiter of
who these distinguished and imaginative investigators were, and his judgment was not necessarily
bad. Witness his support for Stanley Prusiner.
Seitz, however, did not simply want to support creative science. He was also angry at what he saw
as an increasingly antiscience and antitechnology attitude in American life. He accepted the industry
argument that attacks on the use of tobacco were “irrational,” and that “independent” science was
needed to “sift truth from fiction” (although independent from whom was never made clear).96 Seitz
saw irrationality everywhere, from the attack on tobacco to the “attempt to lay much of the blame for
cancer upon industrialization.”97 After all, the natural environment was hardly carcinogen-free, he
noted, and even “the oxygen in the air we breathe … plays a role in radiation-induced cancer.”98
(Oxygen, like most elements, has a radioactive version—oxygen-15—although it is not naturally
occurring.)99
Seitz believed passionately in science and technology, both as the cause of modern health and
wealth and the only means for future improvements, and it infuriated him that others didn’t see it his
way. In his memoir, he confidently proclaimed his faith in technology, insisting that “technology is
continuously devising procedures to protect our health and safety and the natural beauty and
resources of our world.”100
While in his own mind a staunch defender of democracy, Seitz had an uneasy time with the
masses. Environmentalists, he felt, were Luddites who wanted to reverse progress. His academic
colleagues were ingrates who failed to appreciate what science and technology had done for them.
Democracy as a whole had an uncertain relation to science, Seitz noted, and higher culture in general.
Popular culture was a morass—Seitz despised Hollywood—and he wondered with more than a trace
of bitterness whether the “culminating struggle to create free and open societies” would culminate in
the “triumph of the ordinary.” Seitz did not help build the atomic bomb to make the world safe for
action-adventure films.101
These attitudes all help to explain how and why Seitz would have been willing to work for the
tobacco industry. And there is one more important piece of the puzzle. Like C. C. Little before him,
Seitz was something of a genetic determinist (perhaps because he was loath to admit that
environmental hazards related to technology might cause serious health harms, or perhaps because he
just saw the science that way). In his memoir, he attributed the early death of his friend William
Webster Hansen, co-inventor of the klystron (important in the development of radar) to “a genetic

defect leading to emphysema,” but this interpretation is highly unlikely.102
Medical experts believe that emphysema is almost invariably caused by environmental assaults.
The Aetna insurance company concludes that up to 90 percent of cases are caused by smoking and
most of the rest to other airborne toxins; only 1 percent of cases are attributable to a rare genetic
defect.103 Hansen’s case was strange, because he died so young—only thirty-nine—so perhaps he did
have a genetic defect, but his disease could also have been caused by inhaling the beryllium he used in
his research.104 Beryllium—a heavy metal—is well-known to be extraordinarily toxic; in later years
the U.S. federal government would compensate workers exposed to beryllium in the nation’s nuclear
weapons programs.105 Seitz clearly had trouble accepting that Hansen’s exposure to beryllium could
have been the cause of his early death.106
Given these various views—hawkish, superior, technophilic, and communophobic—Seitz may
well have felt more comfortable in the company of conservative men from the tobacco industry (who
perhaps shared his political views) than with his mostly liberal academic colleagues (who generally
did not). Over the years, he had spent a good deal of time in corporate America, first as a physicist at
General Electric in the 1930s, and then, for thirty-five years during his academic career, as a
consultant to DuPont. He was also a member of the Bohemian Grove, an exclusive men’s club in San
Francisco, which in those days counted among its members Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger,
as well as many executives of California banks, oil companies, and military-industrial contractors.
(One former president of Caltech recalls that he joined Bohemian Grove because the trustees of his
institution insisted it was important, but as a liberal and a Jew he never felt comfortable there.)107
Seitz no doubt also enjoyed the perks he received while working for the tobacco industry, such as
flying to Bermuda with his wife when the Reynolds Advisory Committee met there in November
1979, as well as the heady feeling of distributing money to researchers that he had handpicked.108
Given his views that genetic weakness was the crux of disease susceptibility, and that modern science
had become narrow-minded, Seitz may well have honestly believed that tobacco was being unfairly
attacked, and that Reynolds money could do some real good. But we know from tobacco industry
documents that the criteria by which he chose projects for funding were not purely scientific.
By May 1979, Seitz had made commitments for over $43.4 million in research grants. During this
time, he corresponded frequently with H. C. Roemer—R. J. Reynolds’s legal counsel—discussing
with him which particular projects they planned to fund and why; all press releases regarding the
research program had to be cleared by the legal department.109 It’s not normal for granting agencies
to consult legal counsel on each and every grant they make, so this connection alone might suggest a
criterion related to legal liability. But we don’t have to speculate, because industry documents tell us
so: “Support [for scientific research] over the years has produced a number of authorities upon whom
the industry could draw for expert testimony in court suits and hearings by governmental bodies.”110
The industry wasn’t just generating reasonable doubt; it was creating friendly witnesses—witnesses
that could be called on in the future.
One of these witnesses was Martin J. Cline, who had earlier caught Seitz’s attention. Cline was one
of the most famous biomedical researchers in the United States. Chief of the Division of HematologyOncology at UCLA’s medical school, he had created the world’s first transgenic organism: a
genetically modified mouse. In 1980, however, he was censured by UCLA and the National Institutes
of Health for an unapproved human experiment injecting bone marrow cells that had been altered

with recombinant DNA into two patients with a hereditary blood disorder.111 Cline was found to have
misrepresented the nature of the experiment to hospital authorities, telling them that the experiment
did not involve recombinant DNA.112 He later admitted that he had performed the experiments, but
claimed that he did it because he believed it would work. Cline lost nearly $200,000 in research grants
and was forced to resign his position as division chief, although he was permitted to stay on as a
professor of medicine.113
Many years later—in 1997—Cline was deposed in the case of Norma R. Broin et al. v. Philip
Morris.114 (Broin was a nonsmoking flight attendant who contracted lung cancer at the age of thirtytwo, and sued—along with her husband and twenty-five other flight attendants—charging that their
illnesses were caused by secondhand smoke in airline cabins, and the tobacco industry had suppressed
information about its hazards.)115 In the deposition Cline acknowledged that he had been a witness in
two previous trials, one in which he testified that a plaintiff’s cancer was not caused by exposure to
toxic fumes, and another in which he testified that a plaintiff’s leukemia was not caused by exposure
to radiation. He had also served as a paid consultant in a previous tobacco litigation case, had given
seminars to a law firm representing the tobacco industry, and had served on a so-called Scientific
Advisory Board for R. J. Reynolds. (The scientists that Seitz supported were also sometimes called
upon as an advisory group, attending periodic meetings to offer “advice and criticism.” One letter
suggested that they might also act as an advocacy group—although this was later struck out.)116
When asked point blank in the Norma Broin case, “Does cigarette smoking cause lung cancer?”
attorneys for Philip Morris objected to the “form of the question.”117 When asked, “Does direct
cigarette smoking cause lung cancer?” the attorneys objected on the grounds that the question was
“irrelevant and immaterial.” When finally instructed to answer, Cline was evasive.
Cline: Well, if by “cause” you mean a population base or epidemiologic risk factor, then
cigarette smoking is related to certain types of lung cancer. If you mean: In a particular
individual is the cigarette smoking the cause of his or her cancer? Then … it is difficult to say
“yes” or “no.” There is no evidence.118
When asked if a three-pack-a-day habit might be a contributory factor to the lung cancer of
someone who’d smoked for twenty years, Cline again answered no, you “could not say [that] with
certainty … I can envision many scenarios where it [smoking] had nothing to do with it.” When asked
if he was paid for the research he did on behalf of the tobacco industry, he acknowledged that the
tobacco industry had supplied $300,000 per year over ten years—$3 million—but it wasn’t “pay,” it
was a “gift.”119
What Cline said about cancer was technically true: current science does not allow us to say with
certainty that any one particular person’s lung cancer—no matter how much she smoked—was caused
by smoking. There are always other possibilities. The science does tell us that a person with a twentyyear, three-pack-a-day habit who has lung cancer most probably got that cancer from smoking,
because other causes of lung cancer are very rare. If there’s no evidence that the woman in question
was ever exposed to asbestos or radon, or smoked cigars or pipes, or had prolonged occupational
exposure to arsenic, chromium, or nickel, then we could say that her lung cancer was almost certainly
caused by her heavy smoking. But we couldn’t say it for sure. In scientific research, there is always

doubt. In a lawsuit we ask, Is it reasonable doubt? Ultimately, juries began to say no, but it took a long
time, in large part because of witnesses like Martin Cline, witnesses that the industry had cultivated by
supporting their research. Reynolds supported scientists, and when the need arose they were available
to support Reynolds.
Stanley Prusiner would have been an even better witness for the industry—his work on prions was
groundbreaking and his reputation untarnished—and his name did appear on a list of potential
witnesses in the 2004 landmark federal case against the tobacco industry: U.S. vs. Philip Morris et
al.120 (He evidently did not testify; available documents do not indicate why.) The industry was
finally found guilty under the RICO Act (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations).121 In
2006, U.S. district judge Gladys Kessler found that the tobacco industry had “devised and executed a
scheme to defraud consumers and potential consumers” about the hazards of cigarettes, hazards that
their own internal company documents proved they had known about since the 1950s.122
But it took a long time—just about half a century—to get to that point. Along the way the tobacco
industry won many of the suits that were brought against it. Juries, of course, were much more likely
to believe scientific experts than industry executives—especially scientists who appeared to be
independent—and neither Cline nor Prusiner ever worked “directly” for the tobacco industry; many
of the funds were channelled through law firms.123 External research could also help bolster the
industry’s position that the public should decide for themselves. “We believe any proof developed
should be presented fully and objectively to the public and that the public should then be allowed to
make its own decisions based on the evidence,” they had argued, seemingly reasonably.124 The
problem was that public had no way to know that this “evidence” was part of an industry campaign
designed to confuse. It was, in fact, part of a criminal conspiracy to commit fraud.
Cline and Prusiner were reputable scientists, so one might ask, Didn’t they have a right to be
heard? In later years Seitz and his colleagues would often make this claim, insisting that they deserved
equal time, and their ability to invoke the Fairness Doctrine to obtain time and space for their views in
the mainstream media was crucial to the impact of their efforts. Did they deserve equal time?
The simple answer is no. While the idea of equal time for opposing opinions makes sense in a
two-party political system, it does not work for science, because science is not about opinion. It is
about evidence. It is about claims that can be, and have been, tested through scientific research—
experiments, experience, and observation—research that is then subject to critical review by a jury of
scientific peers. Claims that have not gone through that process—or have gone through it and failed
—are not scientific, and do not deserve equal time in a scientific debate.
A scientific hypothesis is like a prosecutor ’s indictment; it’s just the beginning of a long process.
The jury must decide not on the elegance of the indictment, but on the volume, strength, and
coherence of the evidence to support it. We rightly demand that a prosecutor provide evidence—
abundant, good, solid, consistent evidence—and that the evidence stands up to the scrutiny of a jury of
peers, who can take as much time as they need.
Science is pretty much the same. A conclusion becomes established not when a clever person
proposes it, or even a group of people begin to discuss it, but when the jury of peers—the community
of researchers—reviews the evidence and concludes that it is sufficient to accept the claim. By the
1960s, the scientific community had done that with respect to tobacco. In contrast, the tobacco industry
was never able to support its claims with evidence, which is why they had to resort to obfuscation.
Even after decades and tens of millions of dollars spent, the research they funded failed to supply
evidence that smoking was really OK. But then, that was never really the point of it anyway.

The Tobacco Industry was found guilty under the RICO statute in part because of what the Hill and
Knowlton documents showed: that the tobacco industry knew the dangers of smoking as early as 1953
and conspired to suppress this knowledge. They conspired to fight the facts, and to merchandise
doubt.
But it took a long time for those facts to emerge, and the doubt to be dispelled. For many years,
the American people did continue to think that there was reasonable doubt about the harms of
smoking (and some still do). While hazard labels were strengthened, it was not until the 1990s that the
industry began to lose cases in courts. And although the FDA sought to regulate tobacco as an
addictive drug in the early 1990s, it was not until 2009 that the U.S. Congress finally gave them the
authority to do so.125
One reason the industry’s campaigns were successful is that not everyone who smokes gets
cancer. In fact, most people who smoke will not get lung cancer. They may suffer chronic bronchitis,
emphysema, heart disease, or stroke, and they may suffer cancer of the mouth, uterus, cervix, liver,
kidney, bladder, or stomach. They may develop leukemia, suffer a miscarriage, or go blind. The
children of women who smoke are much more likely to be low birth weight babies than the children
of women who don’t, and to suffer high rates of sudden infant death syndrome. Today, the World
Health Organization finds that smoking is the known or probable cause of twenty-five different
diseases, that it is responsible for five million deaths worldwide every year, and that half of these
deaths occur in middle age.126 By the 1990s, most Americans knew that smoking was generally
harmful, but as many as 30 percent could not tie that harm to specific disease. Even many doctors do
not know the full extent of tobacco harms, and nearly a quarter of poll respondents still doubt that
smoking is harmful at all.127
Industry doubt-mongering worked in part because most of us don’t really understand what it
means to say something is a cause. We think it means that if A causes B, then if you do A, you will get
B. If smoking causes cancer, then if you smoke, you will get cancer. But life is more complicated than
that. In science, something can be a statistical cause, in the sense that that if you smoke, you are much
more likely to get cancer. Something can also be a cause in the everyday sense of being an occasion
for something—as in “the cause of the quarrel was jealousy.”128 Jealousy does not always cause
quarrels, but it very often does. Smoking does not kill everyone who smokes, but it does kill about
half of them.
Doubt-mongering also works because we think science is about facts—cold, hard, definite facts. If
someone tells us that things are uncertain, we think that means that the science is muddled. This is a
mistake. There are always uncertainties in any live science, because science is a process of discovery.
Scientists do not sit still once a question is answered; they immediately formulate the next one. If you
ask them what they are doing, they won’t tell you about the work they finished last week or last year,
and certainly not what they did last decade. They will tell you about the new and uncertain things they
are working on now. Yes, we know that smoking causes cancer, but we still don’t fully understand the
mechanism by which that happens. Yes, we know that smokers die early, but if a particular smoker
dies early, we may not be able to say with certainty how much smoking contributed to that early death.
And so on.
Doubt is crucial to science—in the version we call curiosity or healthy skepticism, it drives
science forward—but it also makes science vulnerable to misrepresentation, because it is easy to take
uncertainties out of context and create the impression that everything is unresolved. This was the
tobacco industry’s key insight: that you could use normal scientific uncertainty to undermine the status

of actual scientific knowledge. As in jujitsu, you could use science against itself. “Doubt is our
product,” ran the infamous memo written by one tobacco industry executive in 1969, “since it is the
best means of competing with the ‘body of fact’ that exists in the minds of the general public.”129 The
industry defended its primary product—tobacco—by manufacturing something else: doubt about its
harm. “No proof” became a mantra that they would use again in the 1990s when attention turned to
secondhand smoke. It also became the mantra of nearly every campaign in the last quarter of the
century to fight facts.
For tobacco is not the end of our story. It is just the beginning. In the years to come various
groups and individuals began to challenge scientific evidence that threatened their commercial
interests or ideological beliefs. Many of these campaigns involved the strategies developed by the
tobacco industry, and some of them involved the same people. One of these people was Frederick
Seitz.
As the industry campaign to defend tobacco was reaching the end of its course—and the claim that
smoking’s harms were unproven became harder to say with a straight face—Seitz moved on to other
things. One of these was to found the George C. Marshall Institute, created to challenge scientists’
conclusions in a whole new arena—strategic defense. When that debate was over, they would turn to
the environment. Seitz had railed about scientific colleagues who made “simplified, dramatic
statements” to capture public attention, rather than remaining “sober,” yet in the later years of his life,
he would do exactly that when discussing the ozone hole, global warming, and other environmental
threats.130
The tobacco road would lead through Star Wars, nuclear winter, acid rain, and the ozone hole, all
the way to global warming. Seitz and his colleagues would fight the facts and merchandise doubt all
the way.

CHAPTER 2

Strategic Defense, Phony Facts,
and the Creation of the
George C. Marshall Institute

The tobacco industry was happy to have a man of Frederick Seitz’s scientific stature on their side,
but by the late 1980s, Seitz was aligning himself with men of increasingly extreme views. Often, they
were scientists in their twilight years who had turned to fields in which they had no training or
experience, such as Walter Elsasser, a geophysicist who argued that biology as a science was a dead
end because of “the unfathomable complexity” of organisms, a view that even a sympathetic
biographer described as “ignored by most biologists and attacked by some.”1 Many colleagues
thought Elsasser had become irrational, and some began to think the same of Seitz. In August 1989,
one tobacco industry executive recommended against soliciting his further advice: “Dr. Seitz is quite
elderly and not sufficiently rational to offer advice.”2
But Seitz had found other allies, and by the mid-1980s a new cause: rolling back Communism. He
did this by joining forces with several fellow physicists—old cold warriors who shared his unalloyed
anti-Communism—to support and defend Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative. SDI (Star
Wars to most of us) was rejected by most scientists as impractical and destabilizing, but Seitz and his
colleagues began to defend it by challenging the scientific evidence that SDI would not work and
promoting the idea that the United States could “win” a nuclear war.
Seitz’s hawkish politics had deep roots. Like nearly every American physicist of his generation,
he grew up alongside the nuclear weapons programs, watching the national security state build his
science as his science helped to build the national security state. Nearly all scientists who participated
in the atomic bomb program felt they had done the right thing, given the frightening prospect of a
German atomic bomb, and with it a German victory. That changed after the war, however, as many
retreated from weapons work. By the 1950s, the arms race had turned many academic physicists into
arms control advocates, and by the 1960s, Vietnam had turned many more into outright doves. Seitz
would have none of that. As president of the National Academy of Sciences during the 1960s, Seitz
had been disgusted by colleagues’ antiwar activities, and had opposed the arms control efforts of the
Johnson, Nixon, and Ford administrations as well as Nixon’s policy of détente—the U.S.-Soviet effort
to move toward more peaceful relations. Détente was about finding ways to coexist peacefully with
the Soviet Union; Seitz found that morally repugnant, believing that the Soviets would use
disarmament to achieve military superiority and conquer the West.
Seitz’s strident anti-Communism was shared at influential foreign policy think tanks. These
included the Hoover Institution (originally founded as the Hoover War Library, dedicated to

promoting the “ideas that define a free society”), the Hudson Institute (founded by the military
strategist Herman Kahn during the mid-1970s), and the Heritage Foundation (established in 1973 to
promote conservative ideas).3 These organizations and their allies in Congress fostered an assault on
détente. By the end of the decade, they had destroyed the idea of peaceful coexistence, justifying a
major new arms buildup during the Reagan years. This attack was mounted in very similar ways to
the effort to protect tobacco: opponents of détente cast doubt on the official intelligence assessments
prepared by the Central Intelligence Agency and created an alternative body of “facts”—which often
weren’t. They planted their claims in American minds by using large-scale publicity campaigns in the
mass media, campaigns that relied on the demand for equal time for their views.
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the campaign first got under way, Seitz was still
mainly focused on tobacco, while two close colleagues—physicist Edward Teller, father of the
hydrogen bomb, and astrophysicist Robert Jastrow, founder of the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies—led the way on strategic defense. Initially, their argument was a political one: that détente
was naïve—a latter-day version of appeasement. They argued that Soviet capabilities were far greater
than we knew, and that it was essential to continue to maintain and even expand our nuclear weapons
stockpile. They defended the concept of SDI based on the scientific capability of the United States to
build an effective defensive system against incoming Soviet missiles, and insisted that if war broke
out the United States could win.
Then astronomer Carl Sagan and his colleagues threw a spanner in the works, arguing that any
exchange of nuclear weapons—even a modest one—could plunge the Earth into a deep freeze that
would devastate the whole planet. If that were true, then no nuclear war was winnable. The SDI lobby
decided to attack the messenger, first attacking Sagan himself, and then attacking science generally.
Just as the tobacco industry had created an institute to foster its claims, so did they: the George C.
Marshall Institute, promoting “science for better public policy,” with Frederick Seitz as the founding
chairman of the board.4

The Birth of Team B
The right-wing attack on détente began in the final year of the Ford administration. In 1976,
opponents of détente convinced a new Central Intelligence Agency director, George H. W. Bush, to
support an “independent” analysis of Soviet capabilities and intentions. The idea was promoted by the
President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, which counted among its members Edward Teller.
One of the most hawkish physicists ever to serve the U.S. government, Teller asserted that “student
demonstrators and radical administrations at MIT and Stanford had wiped out military R&D,” leaving
the United States short of scientists ready and able to build the next generation of nuclear weapons.5 It
was only a matter of time before the Soviets surpassed us technologically, probably just a few years.
While he was not an intelligence expert, and never had been, Teller thought he understood the Soviet
threat better than the CIA, insisting that the agency’s estimates greatly downplayed its true magnitude.
A “competitive” reevaluation by the right people could set the record straight.6
The Central Intelligence Agency publishes National Intelligence Estimates (NIEs) to assess threats
to the United States, but the CIA is not America’s only intelligence agency; in the 1970s there were

about a dozen. The NIEs were composed jointly, with various agencies supplying input and reviewing
the estimates before publication. The result of this joint drafting and review process was an approved
text, a compromise representing the best judgment that could earn general agreement. Any strong
disagreement between agencies was recorded in the footnotes, so the estimates acknowledged dissent,
even while they focused on producing a consensus.
As a member of the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, Teller was part of the
reviewing process, and had seen the top secret draft of the CIA’s 1975 estimate of Soviet capability.
He didn’t like it. He thought that it greatly understated the threat in three crucial areas. First, the CIA
had concluded that Soviet ICBMs (intercontinental ballistic missiles) were not very accurate, so a
Soviet “first strike” would leave plenty of U.S. capability to destroy the U.S.S.R. on the rebound.
Second, the CIA believed that the vast Soviet air defense system would provide little protection
against low-flying American bombers; our bombers would still be able to get through. Third, the CIA
did not think that the Soviets were able to locate American submarines.7 “The Soviets currently do
not have an effective defense against the U.S. submarine force,” the estimate stated plainly, and the
CIA didn’t imagine that this would change in the next decade.8 In each of these areas the CIA had
concluded that the United States was in the stronger position.
Teller didn’t believe it. Moreover, he thought the entire process of trying to achieve a statement of
likely Soviet capabilities was wrongheaded: what was needed was a bald statement of the worst-case
scenario for which we had to prepare. One official put it this way: “Intelligence officers should
deliberately try to shape policy by calling attention to the worst things the Soviets could do in order to
stimulate appropriate countermeasure responses by the U.S. Government.”9 To ensure U.S. safety, we
had to be alarmed, and Teller wanted the most alarming statement possible.
Teller got his wish for an independent threat assessment when a public conflict erupted between
the CIA and the Defense Intelligence Agency over Soviet military expenditures. The Defense
Intelligence Agency believed the U.S.S.R. spent twice as much on its military as the CIA thought—
about 15 percent of its gross national product, as compared with only 6–8 percent of the U.S. GNP.
The conservative press picked up the argument, using it to suggest that the Soviet Union had
embarked on a vast military expansion. But this was very misleading, because the two agencies agreed
on the numbers of Soviet soldiers, tanks, missiles, and aircraft; what they disagreed on was how much
it all cost. The Defense Intelligence Agency thought the Soviet forces cost twice what CIA thought,
implying that the Soviet military economy was half as efficient.10
If the Defense Intelligence Agency’s analysis was correct, then the Soviet Union was a weaker
adversary, not a stronger one; it took them twice as much money to achieve the same level of military
preparedness. In fact, the Soviets were weaker still, because the United States had a vastly larger
economy: 6 percent of our GDP was far more than 15 percent of the U.S.S.R.’s. Ours was a better,
stronger system; we were literally getting more bang for each buck. Yet it was easy to take the
Defense Intelligence Agency’s claim out of context and argue that the United States was falling
behind. So there was strong political pressure on the CIA to allow an independent analysis.
In June, CIA director Bush approved the formation of three independent review panels, each
chartered to review a different aspect of the Soviet threat. One panel reviewed Soviet missile
accuracy, and a second reviewed Soviet air defense capabilities, as Teller and his fellow critics
wanted. The third area—submarine warfare capability—was blocked by the navy, which didn’t want to
release information about its submarines, so the third panel was chartered to review Soviet “Strategic
Objectives” instead.11

The members of these panels came to be known as “Team B.” While they were supposed to
provide an objective review of the NIE, their composition ensured otherwise: the membership was
composed entirely of foreign policy hawks who already believed that the CIA was underplaying the
Soviet threat. Harvard historian Richard Pipes chaired the Strategic Objectives Panel, selecting the
rest of the panel with assistance from Richard Perle—later assistant secretary of defense for Ronald
Reagan (and later still an architect of the second Iraq War). Other panelists included Paul Nitze, one of
the original architects of American Cold War foreign policy in the Truman administration, Lt.
General Daniel O. Graham, the originator of the concept of “High Frontier,” a space-based weapons
program, and Paul Wolfowitz, a rising star in “neoconservative” circles who would later serve as
deputy secretary of defense in the administration of George W. Bush.12 Teller and Perle served as
reviewers.
On every front, the panel cast the Soviet effort in the most alarming possible light. The Strategic
Objectives Panel argued that the Soviets were only interested in détente to give them breathing space
during which to achieve their real objective, “global Soviet hegemony.”13 They sought not a
sufficiency of nuclear weapons to sustain deterrence (the U.S. strategy), but quantitative and
qualitative strategic superiority, enabling them to fight and win any kind of war, including a nuclear
one, essential to their goal of conquest.14 Once the Soviets had achieved strategic superiority, they
would use it, and they would achieve that superiority very soon.
“The Soviet Union is … preparing for a Third World War as if it were unavoidable,” the panel
declared emphatically. “The pace of the Soviet armament effort … is staggering; it certainly exceeds
any requirement for mutual deterrence. The continuing buildup of the Warsaw Pact forces bears no
visible relationship to any plausible NATO threat; it can better be interpreted in terms of intimidation
or conquest.”15 Soviet leaders “probably believe that their ultimate objectives are closer to
realization today than they have ever been before. Within the ten year period of the National Estimate
the Soviets may well expect to achieve a degree of military superiority which would permit a
dramatically more aggressive pursuit of their hegemonial objectives.”16 It was a small step from
strategic superiority to world dominance. The Cold War would be over. The West would have lost.
What was the basis for these claims? Not much. Little evidence was cited, and when the available
evidence did not support their claims, they found a way to force it to. Consider this example. During
the Cold War, submarines were a crucial part of the nuclear triad, so submarine detection was a
crucial part of national defense. Most submarine surveillance was done with acoustics—we listened
for the noise created by each other ’s submarines—but both sides had investigated other forms of
detection, too. None of these worked very well. However, when the panel found evidence that the
Soviets had spent large sums of money on nonacoustic antisubmarine warfare systems, but no
evidence that they had ever deployed a nonacoustic system, they did not draw the obvious logical
conclusion that those systems simply hadn’t worked. Rather the panel concluded that they had worked,
that the Soviets had deployed something, and covered it up. “The absence of a deployed system by this
time is difficult to understand,” they wrote. “The implication could be that the Soviets have, in fact,
deployed some operational non-acoustic systems and will deploy more in the next few years.”17 The
panel saw evidence that the Soviets had not achieved a particular capability as proof that it had. The
writer C. S. Lewis once characterized this style of argument: “The very lack of evidence is thus
treated as evidence; the absence of smoke proves that the fire is very carefully hidden.”18 Such
arguments are effectively impossible to refute, as Lewis noted. “A belief in invisible cats cannot be

logically disproved,” although it does “tell us a good deal about those who hold it.”19
The Team B panel also used the opportunity to push for new U.S. efforts in ballistic missile
defense. The United States had tried twice before to develop and deploy ground-based antiballistic
missile systems during the 1950s and 1960s, but found that they were very expensive and not very
effective. These failures helped enable adoption of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty—which limited
each nation to a single installation of ABMs—since such systems likely wouldn’t prove very valuable
anyway. The Soviets built an installation to protect Moscow; we had built ours to protect an ICBM
base near Grand Forks, North Dakota—and then shut it down less than a year later. Teller, and at least
one member of the Strategic Objectives Panel, Lt. General Graham, wanted a new U.S. ABM
program, so the panel report concluded—again without evidence—that the Soviets had “been
conducting far more ambitious research in these areas,” and it was “difficult to overestimate” the
magnitude of their ABM efforts.20
While the tobacco industry had tried to exploit uncertainties where the science was firm, these men
insisted on certainties where the evidence was thin or entirely absent. The “Soviet Union is” they
repeatedly wrote, rather than “might be” or “appears to be.” They understood the power of language:
you could undermine your opponents’ claims by insisting that theirs were uncertain, while presenting
your own as if they were not.
The Team B studies were written between October and December 1976, during the presidential
campaign between President Gerald Ford and Democratic contender James Earl Carter. Just weeks
before election day, one of the members of the Strategic Objectives Panel leaked the classified draft
to the Boston Globe.21
The leak marked the beginning of an organized effort to assure that Team B’s conclusions became
public knowledge. Two days after Carter defeated Ford in the November election, a relic of the 1950s
“red scare” was resurrected: the Committee on the Present Danger. Four of its members came from
Team B. The committee spent the next four years currying media attention via press releases and
opinion pieces, helping to push American foreign policy far to the right, often on the basis of
“factual” claims with few facts behind them. Several Team B members—including Wolfowitz and
Perle—became advisors to Ronald Reagan’s 1980 presidential campaign; Reagan’s victory made
them the “A Team.”22 Their views became the basis for Reagan’s confrontational foreign policy
during his first term in office, and, most famously, his decision to pursue the Strategic Defense
Initiative—better known as Star Wars.

Star Wars: The Strategic Defense Initiative
In March 1983, President Reagan called upon “the scientific community in this country, who gave us
nuclear weapons, to turn their great talents to the cause of mankind and world peace; to give us the
means of rendering these weapons impotent and obsolete.”23 The crux of the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI) was to install weapons in space that could destroy incoming ballistic missiles. This
would “shield” the United States from attack, making nuclear weapons obsolete.

The initiative was not just the result of Reagan’s desire to achieve world peace; it was also a direct
response to the nuclear freeze movement, which had crystallized in opposition to the Reagan
administration’s bellicose rhetoric. Movement leaders had asked both the United States and the Soviet
Union to cease building, testing, and modifying nuclear weapons and their delivery systems. Since
nuclear weapon cores decay over time and lose their explosive capacity, any agreement to stop
building new ones was, in effect, an agreement to disarm.
The idea caught on quickly. By the end of 1981, twenty thousand nuclear freeze activists were
working in forty-three U.S. states. The proposal was endorsed by major religious denominations and
many local and state governments; by early 1982 it was being openly debated in the U.S. Congress.
The movement’s sudden growth was stunning, and it directly threatened the administration’s foreign
and military policies, as well as its reelection hopes for 1984.24
Reagan’s answer was SDI, which many of his own advisors opposed. Some opposed it because
they judged it technically infeasible, some because it would be seen as provocative by both the Soviets
and domestic critics of the arms race, and still others because it would increase the risk of nuclear
war. (If one side had an effective shield, it might be tempted to launch a first strike.) Reagan believed
that SDI was technically possible and morally just. Like Team B, he thought the mutual assured
destruction policy was repugnant—a suicide pact, in essence. No doubt he also saw political
advantage in SDI, as it might undermine the nuclear freeze movement.
SDI was instantly controversial, creating a backlash among the very scientists Reagan would need
to build it. While most physicists had long been accepting military R & D funds, they reacted
differently to SDI, fomenting a coordinated effort to block the program. By May 1986, sixty-five
hundred academic scientists had signed a pledge not to solicit or accept funds from the missile
defense research program, a pledge that received abundant media coverage.25 Historically, it was
unprecedented. Scientists had never before refused to build a weapons system when the government
had asked.
Why did scientists react so strongly to SDI? One reason was that they had a charismatic
spokesman in the person of Cornell University astronomer Carl Sagan. Handsome and media savvy,
Sagan had become famous during NASA’s planetary missions in the 1960s and 1970s. Unlike most of
his colleagues, Sagan thought that scientists should reach out to explain their work to the public. He
had created a television series called Cosmos, broadcast in 1979, which presented the entire evolution
of the universe, the solar system, the Earth, and human civilization in thirteen episodes. The final
episode was the most controversial: Sagan used it to attack nuclear weapons as a threat to our
survival. He also used Cosmos to promote environmental concern, a thread that had been woven
through several episodes.
Sagan wasn’t a weapons scientist, but he knew enough to know that what Reagan was proposing
was as fantastical as the Star Wars films whose moniker they had borrowed. The reason was simple.
No weapons system—indeed, no technological system—is ever perfect, and an imperfect defense
against nuclear weapons is worse than worthless. It’s a matter of arithmetic. If strategic defense is 90
percent effective, then 10 percent of the warheads still get through. The Soviets had an arsenal of
about two thousand ballistic missiles capable of delivering over eight thousand warheads, 10 percent
of which would more than suffice to destroy a nation.26 But because the Soviets would never be
certain how effective our defenses might be, SDI would provide incentive to build still more
weapons, just to be sure, so SDI would fuel the arms race, not stop it. On the other hand, if the Soviets
believed that SDI might actually work, then matters were even worse, because they might be tempted

to “preempt”—to attack before the system was even built. SDI could provoke the Armageddon it was
intended to prevent.
SDI was also untestable. The space missions that Sagan had been involved with had been tested on
the ground meticulously to ensure they would work when actually launched; in the space business,
you only get one chance. Nuclear war was the same—there’d be no second chance—but SDI couldn’t
be tested on the ground. Its satellites would have to be put in orbit, and then to test them we’d have to
shoot large numbers of missiles at ourselves. The satellites, after all, were intended to destroy
missiles launched from Europe and Asia at North America, not vice versa. And one or two missiles
wouldn’t do, because a system that’s perfectly capable of shooting down one missile could very well
fail in the face of ten, let alone thousands. To properly test SDI, we’d have to shoot a substantial
fraction of our own missile inventory at ourselves.
Sagan was ill when SDI was announced, but he dictated a petition from his hospital bed and gave
his wife a list of other scientists and heads of state to call for signatures.27 Meanwhile, a student
group at Cornell launched a campaign to get scientists to boycott SDI funding.28 Many leading
scientists were on board instantly, including Hans Bethe, head of the Theoretical Division at Los
Alamos during World War II, and a major figure in the building of the H-bomb (despite considerable
misgivings).29 By the end of the year, the voices of opposition had swollen to a chorus, causing
considerable consternation in the Reagan administration.30
The opposition infuriated Robert Jastrow. A longtime associate of Seitz, Jastrow was the founder
of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies, NASA’s theoretical arm in New York. With a background
in astrophysics, Jastrow had been a prominent proponent of lunar exploration and had worked on
various probes of the solar system, including Pioneer, Voyager, and Galileo. Like Sagan, he was a
successful science popularizer, having written popular books on astronomy, space exploration, the
origin of the universe, and the relation of science and religion. When he died in 2008, the New York
Times described him as a man who brought “space down to earth for millions of Americans.”31
Jastrow was not the scientist that Hans Bethe was, but he could give Sagan a run for his money on
media savvy, having appeared on television more than a hundred times during the Apollo years. On
the occasion of the Apollo-Soyuz flights, he appeared as a cohost on NBC with rocket engineer
Werner von Braun, and on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the first moon landing appeared
on the Today show. At Columbia, some of Jastrow’s students were struck more by his good looks and
heavy smoking than by his science, dubbing him the “movie star.”32
In 1981, Jastrow retired from NASA and moved to Dartmouth College as an adjunct professor of
earth sciences, where he taught a popular summer course on the solar system. Two years later, he
published a long article in the neoconservative magazine Commentary advocating strategic
superiority. He had been motivated, he explained, by an article by Democratic senator Daniel Patrick
Moynihan—a Team B supporter—published in the New Yorker in 1979. Moynihan had opposed the
SALT II Treaty, moved by the Team B argument that the Soviets sought superiority, not stability.
Moynihan imagined a counterfactual history in which the United States had engaged in an unlimited
arms buildup during the 1970s, in order to spend the U.S.S.R. into ruin. That would have been a good
thing, he thought, but we hadn’t done it, and history would look back on that failure with regret. He
feared that the 1980s would be remembered as the era in which “the peace of the world was
irretrievably lost.”33
Moynihan’s article convinced Jastrow that something needed to be done. The Soviets had already

achieved parity in ICBM accuracy, so we were now vulnerable to a Soviet first strike. “Within
months,” Moynihan wrote, “the Soviet Union would have the capacity to destroy the Minutemen, our
land-based deterrent.”34 The United States needed to embark on a crash program to build an
equivalent capability to destroy the Soviet missiles.35 Ideally it would be a highly accurate mobile
missile, but that would almost certainly be blocked by environmentalists, just as they had blocked
nuclear power and almost stopped the Alaska oil pipeline.36 Moynihan was referring to the MX
missile, later called Peacekeeper, a large multiwarhead ICBM that was to be trundled around the
desert states at night and hidden within various shelters in the daytime. This “multiple basing strategy”
was eventually defeated, though not solely by environmentalists; many Americans didn’t want nuclear
missiles being trucked through their towns and cities. But the innuendo was clear: environmentalists
served Soviet interests. Jastrow would pick up this idea and run with it.
Moynihan had not claimed that the Soviets were building a missile defense program, but Jastrow
now did. This was one of the Team B claims, and in his article for Commentary, Jastrow emphasized
that the strategy of Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) depended upon an assumption that both sides
accepted that there was no effective defense against nuclear attack. This “assumption has turned out to
be false,” Jastrow insisted. The Soviets “had implemented large programs for defending its citizens
from nuclear attack, for shooting down American missiles, and for fighting and winning a nuclear
war.” MAD was now a “policy in ruins,” and the United States faced the “greatest peril” in its
history.37
According to Jastrow, the U.S.S.R. was in a position of strategic superiority from which it could
dictate U.S. policy. It could, for example, invade Persian Gulf oil fields with impunity. It could absorb
Western Europe without a fight. “A direct attack would not be necessary,” Jastrow wrote. “Threat,
accompanied by a general escalation of tension, would probably suffice to bring all of Western
Europe under Soviet hegemony.”38 All this was possible because while the U.S. nuclear arsenal was
sufficient to destroy the world twice over, the Soviet arsenal could destroy it three times.
• • •

Team B’s Claims turned out to be more than a little exaggerated. Later analyses would show that the
Soviet Union had not achieved strategic superiority, they had not implemented a missile defense
system beyond their single Moscow installation, and they certainly never achieved the ability to
dictate U.S. policy. One anecdote perhaps tells the whole story: A few years after the Soviet Union
collapsed, one of Teller ’s protégés toured a site that the Team B panel had believed was a Soviet
beam-weapon test facility; it turned out to be a rocket engine test facility. It had nothing at all to do
with beam weapons.39
Nor did Soviet leaders ever believe that nuclear war was “winnable,” even if they struck first. A
series of interviews sponsored by the CIA in 1995 revealed that the Soviet leadership of the 1970s and
1980s believed quite the opposite: that nuclear war would be catastrophic, and that nuclear weapons
use had to be avoided at all costs.40
Team B, Jastrow, and Moynihan had all overestimated Soviet capabilities, and greatly exaggerated
the certainty of their claims. But their alarming arguments had the desired effect, providing
“evidence” that the United States needed to act, and fast. It also demonstrated that you could get what

you wanted if you argued with enough conviction, even if you didn’t have the facts on your side. The
Strategic Defense Initiative and its successor, the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, were
approved by Congress, at a cost of more than $60 billion.41

From Strategic Defense to Nuclear Winter
While the Team B arguments were being used to justify Ronald Reagan’s massive military buildup, a
new concern about nuclear weapons was developing in scientific circles. At NASA Ames Research
Center, some of Sagan’s colleagues had been using computer models to study the effects of
atmospheric dust on surface temperature. Their goal was to understand the atmosphere on Mars, but
they soon realized they could use the model to test a new hypothesis—being hotly debated in earth
science circles—that a giant asteroid had struck the Earth at the end of the Cretaceous period (65
million years ago), wiping out the dinosaurs.42 Geologists and biologists had generally supposed
that the hapless dinosaurs, with their pea-sized brains, had been outcompeted by the newly evolving,
smart, and agile mammals, but the asteroid hypothesis suggested something else. The dinosaurs had
perished as huge dust clouds had been thrown into the atmosphere when the asteroid struck, which in
turn blocked the Sun. The poor creatures had probably starved as the resulting deep freeze destroyed
their food supplies.
The NASA-Ames scientists realized that their model could also be used to assess the climatic
impact of a large-scale nuclear war. For what happened to the dinosaurs after the meteorite impact
might happen to us after a nuclear war: death by deep freeze. If this were so, then nuclear war would
have no winner. We would be the dinosaurs, and insects would inherit the Earth.
Using publicly available information on the effects of nuclear weapons and computer models of
nuclear warfare, the NASA-Ames group investigated how nuclear exchanges of one hundred to five
thousand megatons might affect global temperatures. (For comparison, the Mt. St. Helens eruption
was equivalent to ten megatons.) Their model suggested that even the smallest nuclear exchange could
send the Earth into a deep freeze: surface temperatures might fall below freezing even in summer.
Larger exchanges could produce near-total darkness for many months.43 The nuclear winter
hypothesis had been born, but it could equally well have been called nuclear night. After even a
modest nuclear exchange, we would indeed freeze in the dark.
The NASA-Ames scientists acknowledged many uncertainties in their model. It was not clear that
data drawn from the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings and the above-ground testing programs of
the 1950s adequately represented the blast and fire impacts of multiple detonations of modern
weaponry. The destroyed Japanese cities were also not necessarily representative of how American
and Soviet cities would burn. Forests and grasslands would burn with less intensity and have different
impacts than urban conflagration. It was also not clear to what extent nuclear weapons bursts would
cause fires outside the cities that they hit. Many details remained to be explained—what scientists call
“second order” effects. Still, the big picture was clear: “The first-order effects are so large, and the
implications so serious, that we hope the scientific issues raised here will be vigorously and critically
examined.”44
Word of “nuclear winter” theory spread quickly, and it provoked a rapid response. In June 1982,

before the NASA-Ames group even had a chance to publish their results, Sagan was approached by
executives of the Rockefeller Family Fund, the Henry P. Kendall Foundation, and the National
Audubon Society about organizing a public conference on the long-term consequences of nuclear
war. Sagan agreed, along with biologist Paul Ehrlich of Stanford University, author of the famous
1960s book The Population Bomb. Walter Orr Roberts, the founding director of the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR), and George Woodwell, a prominent biologist at the
Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachusetts. These four men created a steering
committee, deciding to base the conference around the NASA-Ames result.45 First, they arranged a
closed workshop, where a draft of the nuclear winter paper would be reviewed by scientific
colleagues. If the nuclear winter concept held up to this scientific peer review, it would be analyzed
for its biological implications by a group of prominent biologists. A public conference would only
be scheduled if the paper survived this first effort.46
In April 1983, a month after Reagan’s Star Wars speech, the workshop was held in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The nuclear winter paper survived peer review with only minor revisions. Then it was
examined by the biologists, who found it sufficiently compelling to draft an article of their own on
the biological consequences of nuclear winter and to schedule a “Conference on the Long-Term
Worldwide Biological Consequences of Nuclear War” for October 31. Thirty-one scientific and
environmental groups, including the Federation of American Scientists, the Union of Concerned
Scientists, the Environmental Defense Fund, and the Sierra Club, contributed funds.47 A satellite link
to Moscow allowed Soviet scientists to participate, too.
This was all a bit out of the ordinary—particularly the use of a workshop to review a scientific
paper (normally scientists get papers to review in the mail, or these days by e-mail)—but it didn’t
violate scientific protocols. Something else, however, did: Sagan jumped the gun on the public
conference and on the formal publication of the paper in a manner that seemed designed to garner
maximum public attention. The day before the conference, Sagan published a three-page summary of
the nuclear winter hypothesis in Parade, the Sunday supplement magazine with a circulation of more
than ten million. Sagan explained to Parade readers that in the model of a five-thousand-megaton
nuclear exchange, “land temperatures, except for narrow strips of coastline, dropped to minus 25
degrees Celsius and stayed below freezing for months.”48 This would kill food crops and livestock,
and lead to mass starvation among survivors who hadn’t already perished in the blast. Sagan’s words
were accompanied by a set of scary drawings showing the dark nuclear clouds creeping inexorably
across the Earth’s surface. A text box—“Something you can do”—admonished readers to support
nuclear arms reduction or the nuclear freeze, and to write to President Reagan and Soviet leader Yuri
Andropov.
Sagan also used the nuclear winter hypothesis as the basis for a lengthy policy article published in
the journal Foreign Affairs, which appeared around the same time as the public conference. He
positioned nuclear winter as the realization of strategist Herman Kahn’s “Doomsday Machine”—a
concept lampooned in Stanley Kubrick’s famous tragicomedy, Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to
Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb. Kahn’s idea was a device that would automatically and unstoppably
destroy humanity in the event of a nuclear attack by launching the entire arsenal of nuclear weapons. It
would be the ultimate deterrent, as no one in his right mind would risk setting it in motion. In the
Kubrick film, however, one general is not in his right mind, an attack is launched, the Doomsday
Machine is triggered, and the world is destroyed, as the soundtrack plays “We’ll meet again … ”
Nuclear winter was the Doomsday Machine, even if no one had planned it that way. Policy should

be directed, Sagan argued, toward reducing the arsenals to levels below the threshold that would
create climate catastrophe. This level was a total of five hundred to two thousand warheads—far less
than the forty thousand or so each that the superpowers had.49
Finally the actual scientific paper came out. Its title was “Nuclear Winter: Global Consequences of
Multiple Nuclear Explosions,” but it came to be known as TTAPS for the last names of its authors:
Richard Turco, O. Brian Toon, Thomas Ackerman, James Pollack, and Carl Sagan. Paired with the
paper by Paul Ehrlich and colleagues on the biological consequences of nuclear war, it was published
in the December 23 issue of Science, the most prestigious scientific journal in the United States. It was
accompanied by an editorial by the magazine’s publisher, William D. Carey, who congratulated the
scientists for helping to bring to life the “conscience of science.” Scientists, he argued, had the
responsibility to “look squarely at the consequences of violence in the application of scientific
knowledge.”50
Carey’s argument was hardly new; indeed, many of the atomic bomb’s inventors had turned
against their creation in the 1950s. This had created a schism within nuclear physics between
defenders and opponents of nuclear weapons that never really healed, but the period of détente had
made the old arguments seem irrelevant.51 Reagan’s revival of the Cold War reopened the old
wounds, forcing the scientific community’s members to take sides again, and they generally
recapitulated the positions they had taken the first time around. Hans Bethe, who had opposed
construction of the hydrogen bomb, now opposed Star Wars, while Teller, the hydrogen bomb’s
biggest advocate, personally pitched Star Wars to Reagan. And so on. Not much had changed in thirty
years. But while the politics of nuclear weapons had perhaps stood still, the science of nuclear winter
had not. The TTAPS paper quickly provoked scientific challenges, which led to new insights and a
revised understanding.
Three scientists at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, Colorado,
quickly staked out a challenge to the TTAPS paper. Climate modeler Curt Covey used NCAR’s threedimensional Community Climate Model to reexamine the whole concept. The NCAR model included
atmospheric circulation, so it would carry air warmed by the model’s “ocean” over land, to give a
more realistic view of the likely land cooling after a nuclear war. Their conclusion was qualitatively
consistent with TTAPS: “for plausible scenarios, smoke generated by a nuclear war would lead to
dramatic reductions in land surface temperature.” But quantitatively it was less alarming: the model
did not experience the 35°C drop that the TTAPS model had. Instead, it suggested drops of 10°C to
20°C—quite enough to cause crop failure in the growing season, but not really enough to be called
“winter.” One member of the group, Stephen Schneider, renamed the phenomenon “nuclear
autumn.”52
The NCAR team’s 1984 paper addressed and overcame some of the TTAPS paper ’s weaknesses.
Other papers followed. By mid-1988, John Maddox, the editor of Nature (the United Kingdom’s
premier scientific journal) concluded that nuclear winter had become “respectable academic work.”53
Whatever drama surrounded the initial work, the issue was now being handled appropriately in the
mainstream scientific journals.
Two years later, the TTAPS team reviewed the now-substantial nuclear winter literature, and found
that it supported the conclusion that an “average land cooling beneath the smoke clouds could reach
10 to 20 C and continental interiors could cool by up to 20 to 40 C with subzero temperatures possible
even in summer.”54

Yet, even here, as one reviewer of this book commented, the TTAPS team was “using a typical
technique of Edward Teller ’s, looking to the top of the error bars to derive its claims.”55 (In other
words, there was a range of physically plausible outcomes, and they were emphasizing the high end.)
Of course, cooling of 10°C to 20°C was not the amount projected by their original 1983 paper, but the
amount projected by the NCAR work the following year. Since 1984, further changes made to models
had been relatively offsetting, so that the overall conclusion of the NCAR study hadn’t changed. The
physics of nuclear winter was now firmly established, and while the results weren’t good for the
promoters of winnable nuclear war, they also weren’t as bad as the TTAPS group had originally
thought.
On one level, then, the scientific process worked. Scientists took the nuclear winter hypothesis
seriously, and worked through it, evaluating and improving the assumptions, data, and models
supporting it. Along the way, they narrowed the range of potential cooling and the uncertainties
involved, and came to a general consensus. Without actually experiencing nuclear war, there would
always be quite a lot of “irreducible uncertainty” in the concept—no one denied that—but overall, the
first-order effects were resolved. A major nuclear exchange would produce lasting atmospheric
effects that would cool the Earth significantly for a period of weeks to months, and perhaps longer. It
would not be a good thing.
But on another level, many scientists were unhappy with the way the whole thing had played out.
Sagan’s behavior—publishing in Parade and Foreign Affairs before the peer-reviewed TTAPS paper
had appeared in Science—was a violation of scientific norms. Moreover, the Parade article presented
the TTAPS worst-case scenarios and omitted most of the caveats, so to some scientists it didn’t appear
as an honest effort in public education. Some saw it as outright propaganda. Some decided it was
appropriate to complain.
MIT professor Kerry Emanuel, a hurricane specialist, was particularly chagrined, and accepted an
invitation from the editors of Nature to reply. In a letter entitled “Towards a scientific exercise,” he
attacked the nuclear winter movement for its “lack of scientific integrity.” He criticized their work for
failing “to quantify the large uncertainties associated with estimates of the war-initiated fires and their
combustion products, [for] the highly approximate nature of the global circulation models used in the
calculations, and [for] the appearance of the results in popular literature before being exposed to the
rigors of peer review.”56
Emanuel’s first two points are a bit hard to credit. All models are simplifications, and accurate
quantification of uncertainties about nuclear warfare is impossible without actually fighting the war—
which nobody, not even Edward Teller, thought a particularly good idea. The point of a model is to
explore domains that can’t be explored otherwise; you build a model when you don’t have access to
the real thing—for reasons of time, space, practicality, cost, or morality. Emanuel was perhaps
irritated because the global circulation models being used at that time ignored his own specialty:
mesoscale phenomenon, which he argued would matter. (Hurricanes, despite their gigantic size to us,
are still too small to be explicitly modeled in global circulation models, even now.)
The third complaint was clearly legitimate, but just as Emanuel was irritated by Sagan’s behavior,
Covey’s team was offended by Emanuel’s, particularly his suggestion that their work was unscientific.
For one thing, they had not neglected mesoscale effects. Rather, following an earlier National
Research Council study, they had assumed that mesoscale processes would be responsible for half the
smoke generated by nuclear fires being washed out of the air almost immediately. While they
couldn’t explicitly model those processes, they hadn’t ignored them, and they had acknowledged that

they were likely the largest uncertainty in the calculations. Covey and his colleagues were flummoxed
by the suggestion that they had behaved inappropriately, suggesting that it was Emanuel, not they, who
was out of line. “It is rare that scientists of high caliber characterize the work of their colleagues—
even in controversial work—in terms as harsh as ‘it has become notorious for its lack of scientific
integrity.’”57
What was going on?
Clearly, the whole debate had started badly because of Sagan’s decision to go public. On the other
hand, Sagan’s argument was based on scientific evidence—it was based on data—and he believed it
was his duty as a citizen to explain the very real threat of catastrophe. Emanuel, however, thought he
had gone too far, and thus violated his trust as a scientist by exaggerating what was really known
about the risk.
While Covey was offended by Emanuel’s questioning his own team’s behavior, he accepted
Emanuel’s complaint about Sagan. In 1987, Covey raised the issue again, suggesting that the popular
media had taken the TTAPS “baseline” result of 35°C cooling as “definitive truth,” ignoring the later
efforts that reduced it to 10°C to 20°C, and suggested that the TTAPS group should have done more to
set the record straight. They were “guilty at least of lack of energy in combating distorted reporting
of their model’s results, as well as a tendency to imply that their original findings are as good as
inscribed on stone tablets.”58 The popular media equated nuclear winter with a “deep freeze,” but the
current understanding of the phenomenon among active climate scientists was rather less dramatic.
Covey also thought that the TTAPS team should have done more to credit the work of others,
including (of course) himself. One was supposed to present the work of other scientists fairly, and
Covey didn’t think that had happened. Still, if the new estimates of 10°C to 20°C were about right, then
the core of the hypothesis—that a nuclear exchange would have serious environmental consequences
lasting long after the fires had gone out and the radiation diminished—was still intact.
Within the scientific community, then, the nuclear winter debate took place at two levels: over the
details of the science and over the way it was being carried out in public. The latter created a fair bit
of animosity, but the former led to resolution and closure. The TTAPS conclusions had been
reexamined by others, and adjusted in the light of their research. Whether it was a freeze or a chill,
scientists broadly agreed that nuclear war would lead to significant secondary climatic effects. Out of
the claims and counterclaims, published and evaluated by relevant experts, a consensus had emerged.
Despite the egos of individual scientists, the jealousies and the sour grapes, science had worked pretty
much the way it was supposed to.
Robert Jastrow was not content.

The George C. Marshall Institute
Edward Teller, Robert Jastrow, and Fred Seitz had been particularly appalled at William Carey’s
decision to praise the TTAPS and Ehrlich work in Science. They especially disliked Paul Ehrlich,
whose Population Bomb was one of the foundational works of the American environmental
movement. Ehrlich had served as president of Zero Population Growth and of the Conservation
Society, which linked him in their minds to the environmental left, which they viewed as largely

Luddites, while Sagan’s aggressive promotion of the nuclear winter thesis in Foreign Affairs and
Parade further antagonized them.59 But they didn’t just complain among themselves, write a letter to
the editor, or pen an op-ed piece. Like the tobacco industry before them, they decided to create an
institute.60
Jastrow envisaged his institute serving as a counterweight to the Union of Concerned Scientists
(UCS), which had been formed in 1969 by faculty and students at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. A substantial body of MIT faculty members believed that the government nuclear
weapons establishment—scientists working in national laboratories like Los Alamos and Lawrence
Livermore—had grown far beyond any reasonable defensive purpose. This growth had been
encouraged by a small group of “insider” physicists led by Edward Teller, while many academic
scientists remained on the sidelines watching with concern. One of the five planks in the UCS policy
platform had been “to express our determined opposition to ill-advised and hazardous projects such
as the ABM system, the enlargement of our nuclear arsenal, and the development of chemical and
biological weapons.”61 After Reagan’s SDI speech, the union embarked on a new study of ballistic
missile defense technologies.
The resulting report was largely written by two well-known physicists: Richard Garwin of IBM’s
Thomas J. Watson Research Center, and Hans Bethe. Both were longstanding opponents of
antiballistic missile systems. During the Johnson and Nixon administrations, the United States had
developed and started deployment of a defensive system, allegedly against Chinese ballistic missiles,
although few in the defense business believed that claim (and in fact China did not obtain
intercontinental ballistic missiles until 1981). This Sentinel system used two layers of ground-based
interceptors, long-range Spartan missiles for area defense, and shorter-range Sprint missiles to
destroy warheads that the Spartans missed. Both missiles used nuclear warheads of their own to
destroy the incoming warheads. Garwin and Bethe had argued that Sentinel would be easy to outsmart
with inexpensive dummy warheads, and the high-altitude nuclear explosions produced by the Spartan
missiles would blind the radars guiding the shorter-range missiles, rendering them useless.62
The debate over Sentinel and its scaled-back descendant, Safeguard, split the American physics
community.63 Bethe had denounced it publicly at MIT on March 4, 1969, helping to spark the
movement that spawned the Union of Concerned Scientists.64 Other scientists, like Edward Teller and
fellow physicist Eugene Wigner—Fred Seitz’s mentor—supported Sentinel and its deployment in the
fight against Communism. Garwin and Bethe’s efforts were successful in first limiting its deployment
to one site. By 1977, the United States had no ballistic missile defenses.
Six years later, the proponents of missile defense were trying again, but Garwin and Bethe’s view
hadn’t changed. They argued that Reagan’s vision would be colossally elaborate and expensive, the
space-based “layer” requiring twenty-four hundred laser battle stations, weighing fifty to one hundred
tons and costing around a billion dollars—each. Even then, it wasn’t clear it would work. A very
powerful computer would be necessary to control the network, and nobody knew how to test the
system that would be required.
Jastrow didn’t believe the UCS numbers. Knowing their history of opposing ballistic missile
defenses, he assumed their work was slanted. He also claimed to have heard rumors from defense
insiders that the numbers were far off. Certainly existing estimates varied widely. An earlier analysis
produced at the Los Alamos National Laboratory had argued that “only” ninety battle stations would
be necessary; an Office of Technology Assessment consultant had said merely hundreds. Jastrow

convinced himself that they’d all made serious errors—or had deliberately fudged the numbers to
make SDI look “impractical, costly and ineffective”—and attacked Garwin and Bethe for
exaggerating the number of satellites by a “factor of about twenty-five.”65
Jastrow decided that it was time for a more organized response to the UCS, and by September
1984 he had decided to create it: a union—or at least a coterie—of scientists who shared his concerns
about national security and had faith in the capacity of science-based technologies to address them.
Next to Edward Teller, Frederick Seitz, who was chairman of the official SDI Advisory Board, was
perhaps the most famous physicist in America who shared Jastrow’s views; Jastrow invited Seitz to be
the founding chairman of the board. He also invited physicist William Nierenberg, the recently retired
director of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California, to join them. Nierenberg
had known Seitz for decades, and they had served on Reagan’s transition team together. He had also
attended the same high school in the Bronx as Jastrow, and both Nierenberg and Jastrow had received
their Ph.D.s in physics at Columbia in the 1940s. All three men had been associated through a variety
of high-level advisory committees on which they had served. In short, they had much in common: all
physicists, all retired or semiretired, all political hawks, all sons of the Cold War.
Named for General George C. Marshall—the American architect of European reconstruction of
Europe after World War II, which had been designed in part to head off the spread of Communism—
the Institute was “intended to raise the level of scientific literacy of the American people in fields of
science with an impact on national security and other areas of public concern.” Jastrow raised initial
funds for the Institute from the Sarah Scaife and John M. Olin foundations, well-known funders of
conservative causes (until the mid-1990s, he avoided taking corporate money).66
The Institute would promote its message through the distribution of “readable reports, books,
films, etc.” They would also hold “training seminars” for journalists, on the fundamental
technologies of Strategic Defense, starting with one in December 1984, and also for congressional
staffers. In a letter to Nierenberg, Jastrow explained how he’d also been busy writing articles and oped pieces to get their views on the radar screen and provoke debate. His latest Commentary article, he
boasted, “seemed to have been effective. Commentary and the Wall Street Journal have been getting
calls and letters from Sagan, Bethe, Carter, et al.”67 The debate was now on.68
The initial training seminar in December 1984 was not widely reported, but the Marshall
Institute’s next move—a critical review of the Office of Technology Assessment’s full report on SDI
—was, and Jastrow followed up with an entire book illustrating how the Union of Concerned
Scientists and OTA had distorted the “facts” of strategic defense.69 Replaying the tobacco strategy,
they began urging journalists to “balance” their reports on SDI by giving equal time to the Marshall
Institute’s views. When they didn’t, Jastrow threatened them, invoking the Fairness Doctrine. In 1986,
public television stations across the nation were preparing to air a program on SDI, which Jastrow
considered “one-sided.” Jastrow and the Marshall Institute board of directors sent letters across the
country warning “the managers of these stations that by airing the UCS program they could incur
obligations, under the Fairness Doctrine, to provide air time for presentation of contrasting
viewpoints.”70
The Fairness Doctrine had been established in the late 1940s, when radio and television licenses
were scarce and tightly controlled by the U.S. government.71 A Federal Communications
Commission license was thought to come with an obligation to serve public purposes, one of which
was “fairness.” But does fairness require equal time for unequal views? After all, sixty-five hundred

scientists had signed the petition against SDI, and the Marshall Institute—at least at this early stage—
consisted of Robert Jastrow and two colleagues.72
Whether or not it was fair, Jastrow’s approach worked. Jastrow reported with satisfaction: “Very
few public TV stations aired the program.”73
Jastrow believed that if the American people understood SDI, they would support it. Over the next
two years, the Institute built up its program activities in the manner that Jastrow had hoped. By this
time, it had clarified its goal and was moving toward getting its message directly where it counted:
namely, to Congress, through press briefings, reports, and seminars directly aimed at members and
their staff. By 1987, he’d moved the Institute from New York to Washington and hired a full-time
executive director.
Jastrow’s approach was underlined by his strongly anti-Communist orientation. He believed that
the opponents of SDI were playing into Soviet hands.74 As evidence, he cited a letter written by Soviet
secretary general Mikhail Gorbachev to MIT professor and UCS founder Henry Kendall to
congratulate him on the union’s “noble activities in the cause of peace.”75 Jastrow found it alarming
that Gorbachev approved of Kendall’s work, suggesting that Kendall and the union were stooges of
the Soviet Union, noting “the intensification—one could say almost, the ferocity—of the efforts by
the UCS and Soviet leaders to undermine domestic support for SDI.”76
A major debating point was whether SDI violated the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. The Institute
insisted that it did not, an argument used in England by Conservative Member of Parliament Ian Lloyd
in a House of Commons debate. Quoting directly from Marshall Institute materials, Lloyd insisted
that SDI did not violate the ABM treaty, because the treaty did not prohibit research, which was all that
was being proposed (as yet). He closed with a familiar Cold War argument: that the goal of the arms
race was not to maintain a balance of terror, but to free the Soviet people. SDI was linked to that goal:
A fundamental Western interest is the survival of the Russian people as a whole long enough
for them to understand, evaluate, and eventually escape from the yoke of their self-imposed
tyranny. That is in the interests of the civilised world. The perspective of this decision on SDI
on both sides is one that extends well into the next century and clearly embraces that
possibility. Our purpose is not merely the survival, but ultimately the legitimate enlargement,
of the free world by the voluntary actions of convinced peoples.77
Of course, no one could say whether SDI would eventually aid the cause of freeing the Soviet
people from Communism. In this sense, there was a crucial difference between the debate over SDI
and nuclear winter and the earlier debates over tobacco: while there was enormous evidence of
tobacco links to cancer and other health problems—people had been smoking cigarettes for decades
—there were no facts to be had over strategic defense or nuclear winter. Strategic defense and nuclear
winter were hypotheticals—logical constructs from theory. No one had ever built a full-scale,
functioning, orbital strategic defense, and no one had ever fought a two-sided nuclear war. The claims
and counterclaims were just projections—even useful fictions.
Jastrow had succeeded in creating a debate about Stars Wars, but he wanted to go further, and take a
stand against fraudulent science—at least if that science was being used against nuclear weapons. In a
1986 fund-raising letter to the Coors Foundation—a group committed to supporting “self-

sufficiency” and education, especially in the area of free enterprise78—Jastrow insisted that the
change from nuclear winter to nuclear autumn demonstrated that the TTAPS authors had been
willfully deceptive and that the climate effects of nuclear winter would be “minor to negligible.”79
The antinuclear scientists were playing into Soviet hands, since one of the “prime objectives of Soviet
leaders is to convince the people of the western democracies that nuclear weapons in any numbers
cannot be used without risking destruction of humanity. The Nuclear Winter scenario could not serve
the needs of Soviet leaders better if it had been designed for that purpose.”80 TTAPS were at best
dupes, at worst, accomplices. Jastrow concluded the worst, accusing the authors of deliberately
ignoring the effects of the oceans and the fact that smoke would rain out.
TTAPS had in fact mentioned both mitigating circumstances in their paper; Jastrow was
misrepresenting their work to suggest that they had intentionally downplayed elements that would
lessen the impact, and played up the worst-case scenario. Having planted the suggestion of scientific
fraud to his potential donors, he then hired a spokesman to push the claim in public.81

A Wholesale Attack on Science
A cousin of Frederick Seitz, Russell Seitz was affiliated with the Harvard Center for International
Affairs, and later with the John M. Olin Institute for Strategic Studies—a policy center funded by the
conservative Olin Foundation.82 (The President of the Olin Foundation was William Simon,
Secretary of the Treasury in the Nixon Administration. Deeply committed to laissez-faire capitalism,
Simon believed in the sovereignty of the individual, and considered capitalism the only “social
system that reflects this sovereignty …”)83 In 1984, he had written a letter to Foreign Affairs attacking
the nuclear winter concept; he now developed a full-fledged attack, published in the fall 1986 issue of
the National Interest.84 The theme of “In from the Cold: ‘Nuclear Winter ’ Melts Down” was that
scientists were not to be trusted. Russell Seitz declared nuclear winter dead: “Cause of death:
notorious lack of scientific integrity.”85 He recapitulated the history of nuclear winter theory,
focusing his readers’ attention on the network of foundations that had played some role in publishing
or advertising the nuclear winter research: the Audubon Society, the Henry P. Kendall Foundation, the
Union of Concerned Scientists, Physicians for Social Responsibility, and the Federation of American
Scientists—in short, a gaggle of liberal environmental groups.
Seitz then summarily dismissed models as bad science. “The TTAPS model,” he said, “postulated
a featureless bone-dry billiard ball [instead of a realistic Earth] … [and] instead of realistic smoke
emissions, it simply dumped a ten-mile thick soot cloud into the atmosphere instantly. The model
dealt with such complications as east, west, winds, sunrise, sunset and patchy clouds in a stunningly
elegant manner—they were ignored.”86
“One way to see the TTAPS model is as a long series of conjectures,” he continued, “if this smoke
goes up, if it is this dense, if it moves likes this, and so on. This series of coin tosses was represented
to laymen and scientists alike as a ‘sophisticated one-dimensional model’—a usage that is
oxymoronic, unless applied to Twiggy.”87 Of course the models were simplified, no one denied that.

Every model is, in a sense, a conjecture, just as every scientific theory is. But just as theories are
tested by observation, models are built on established theory and observation. The models Seitz was
attacking were state-of-the-art: the most sophisticated approach available. If they weren’t perfect, Seitz
wasn’t offering anything better. And neither was anyone else.
Having dismissed the TTAPS model as unscientific and casting doubt on the objectivity of its
authors by linking them to liberal and environmentalist organizations, Seitz completed the picture for
his readers by alleging ulterior motives. “Political considerations subliminally skewed the model
away from natural history; in retrospect, the politics in question can be seen as those of the nuclear
freeze movement.”88 Of course, the nuclear freeze movement was part of the larger social and
political story surrounding nuclear winter, but so was Ronald Reagan’s desire to build strategic
defense. All science exists in a social context, but that doesn’t prove that the relevant scientific work is
skewed by that context in any particular direction. After all, a conservative scientist might have
wanted to downplay nuclear winter just as much as a liberal one might have sought to highlight it.
Scientists are well aware of these issues, which is why they have mechanisms like peer review to flag
failures of objectivity, and scientists of various political persuasions had long wanted to avoid
Armageddon. They still do.
Seitz was interested in none of these subtleties. He insisted that nuclear winter was not science at
all: it was left/liberal/environmental politics dressed up as computer code. “No one who is familiar
with the malleability of computer projections can be surprised at the result.”89
Seitz made sure that his readers understood that nuclear winter had been diminished to “a barely
autumnal inclemency.”90 He summarized Sagan’s alleged exaggerations, pairing them with
dismissive comments on the science by famous physicists, such as Caltech theoretical physicist
Richard Feynman and Princeton theoretical physicist Freeman Dyson. “It’s an absolutely atrocious
piece of science but I quite despair of setting the public record straight,” Seitz quoted Dyson.91
(Dyson later gave himself two weeks to disprove the TTAPS physics and was “disturbed” when he
couldn’t do it.92 Dyson, a self-proclaimed “heretic,” would also later dismiss the climate models that
demonstrated global warming, even though he had been one of the early scientists to express
concerns about warming in the 1970s.)93
In a section of the article entitled “Physics Meets Advertising,” Seitz reflected on the construction
of the iconography of nuclear winter (“fill your airbrush with acrylic flat black and obliterate the
northern hemisphere”) and its linkage to the apocalyptic rhetoric adopted by Sagan. He drew on his
readers’ recognition that he meant the Apocalypse simply by capitalizing it midsentence. “Activists
asked scientists for a consciousness-raising tool and were given a secular Apocalypse with which to
preach for our deliverance from nuclear folly.” The Parade vision of a black, cancerous cloud
spreading across the world was “in many ways … more important than the research it illustrated.”94
Finally, Seitz expanded his attack to encompass all science, and the scientific establishment itself.
Perhaps reflecting his older cousin’s turn against his own, Seitz the younger insisted that scientists
had betrayed the public trust. Citizens regard “the scientific profession as a bulwark of objectivity and
credibility in an otherwise untrustworthy world,” he noted, but they shouldn’t. Drawing on a popular
book by New York Times science writers William Broad and Nicholas Wade, Betrayers of the Truth,
which chronicled failures of honesty and objectivity in the history of science, Seitz insisted that
“science bears little resemblance to its conventional portrait.”95 Instead, scientists are guided by such
“non-rational factors as rhetoric, propaganda, and personal prejudice.” Moreover, for two

generations, scientists had been pressured to take responsibility for their work, a legacy of having
“known sin” in the Manhattan Project. These “politically motivated scientists,” he concluded, “have
achieved an easy dominance in matters of science and public policy.”96
Broad and Wade had argued something that was quite noncontroversial among historians of
science: that the portrait of science as the sum of the work of rational individuals just wasn’t true, that
scientists were fallible, and that more than a few of them had committed fraud. Historians and
sociologists in the 1960s and ’70s had stressed that scientists work in communities where they are
buffeted by the same social forces that prevail in all human communities, plus a few distinctive ones.
One of these distinctive pressures was the pressure to innovate, which at times encouraged individuals
to cut corners. No academic scholar would have considered this a novel claim; indeed, Broad and
Wade had built their arguments on mainstream academic work and acknowledged the assistance of
several professors of the history of science. Moreover, in their conclusion, Broad and Wade allowed
that “most scientists, no doubt, do not allow the thirst for personal glory to distort their pursuit of the
truth.”97 But the right wing had seized on the book, viewing it as a means to undercut science that
contradicted their views. Indeed, tobacco industry executives wondered if Wade might be recruited to
their cause.98
Russell Seitz wasn’t interested, however, in advancements in the history of science. He was
interested in challenging the concept of nuclear winter, and so he continued to insist that the scientific
community was corrupted by left-wing politics. Following on the antiwar movement of the 1960s and
the environmental movement of the 1970s, Seitz suggested, left-wing activists had taken over the
mainstream of American science. Who were they? The “Federation of American Scientists and Union
of Concerned Scientists exercise an almost unopposed and largely invisible role as a coherent force
for political action and editorial direction in a broad coalition of organizations and foundations—
educational, scientific, and journalistic.”99 The list of activist groups also included the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, which publishes Science. The president of the AAAS
and the president of the American Physical Society “serve on interlocking boards of the FAS, the
UCS, the Arms Control Association and the Pugwash movement” (a scientists’ organization
established after World War II to promote international cooperation, arms control, and
disarmament).100 It would be a surprise if their obvious political biases were not found in their
journals, Seitz implied.
This network of bias extended even into the National Academy of Sciences. The NAS had been
“politically transformed,” according to Seitz, by the election of officers associated with the science
advisers to the Kennedy, Johnson, and Carter administrations.101 These new National Academy
officers had then recruited a staff linked back to the UCS and to the FAS, forming what seemed to be a
permanent liberal political network at the heart of American science, corrupting the entire apparatus
of American science. “The tendency away from objectivity has reached alarming and notorious
dimensions in the overselling and subsequent stonewalling that have characterized the ‘Nuclear
Winter ’ episode,” Seitz concluded.102
“Does all this matter?” he asked rhetorically. Indeed it did. Seitz was painting a canvas of
politically motivated exclusion—conservative victimhood, as it were. If all this were true—or even if
any of it were true—it meant that science, even mainstream science, was just politics by other means.
Therefore if you disagreed with it politically, you could dismiss it as political.
Was Seitz’s presentation objective? Hardly. One would never have known from his discussion that

political conservatives had played major roles in the SDI and nuclear winter debate and had been quite
able to publish, even in supposedly biased journals. Edward Teller, for example, published an article
in Science in January 1984 promoting the development of ABMs and his view of nuclear winter in
Nature—the leading scientific journal in the world.103 (The Nature article accepted that nuclear
“winter” might be severe enough to cause widespread crop failure; Teller concluded that the correct
solution was to increase food storage.)104 S. Fred Singer published an attack on nuclear winter in
Science, and Science published a letter from Russell Seitz, as well.105 Kerry Emanuel, the hurricane
specialist who attacked the TTAPS group, was by his own account at that time a conservative.106
While Seitz insisted that the scientific establishment was controlled by a liberal agenda, he
neglected to mention that the conservative minority, led by Edward Teller, were deeply influential in
the Reagan White House. Edward Teller had access to the Reagan White House, and so did William
Nierenberg. Both Nierenberg and Jastrow were at one point considered as science advisor to the
Reagan administration.107 Teller and Nierenberg served on the official SDI advisory committee;
Fred Seitz was the committee chairman.108 And many advisors who had served Presidents Kennedy
and Johnson continued to serve President Nixon; they had been chosen for their scientific bona fides,
not their party credentials. It was scarcely true that conservative scientists were excluded from power.
The National Academy of Sciences might not have been as conservative as the Seitz cousins
wanted it to be, but it was still viewed by most scientists as a deeply conservative organization. Most
historians of science would say that the Academy has an intrinsic conservatism stemming from its
dependence on the executive branch. Most of its studies are funded by executive-branch agencies—
NASA, the EPA, the Department of the Interior, sometimes the White House—and the Academy has
little interest in offending its sponsors, so it tends to step lightly around scientific controversies.
Moreover, Academy reports are normally consensus reports, which have to be approved by all of the
committee members, as well as by independent reviewers chosen by a Committee on Reviews. The
result is often a “least common denominator” conclusion, with a text innocuous enough that everyone
involved can agree. Radical claims rarely pass through this process intact—even ones that later turn
out to be true.
“Most of the intellectual tools and computation power necessary to demolish TTAPS’s bleak
vision were already around in 1983; the will, and perhaps the courage, to utilize them was lacking,”
Seitz insisted, but this statement was plainly false. Other modeling groups, especially at the National
Center for Atmospheric Research, took up the subject immediately.109 And why blame the entire
scientific community for the misdeeds of Carl Sagan? Many years later, the right wing continued to
lambast Sagan well after the man was dead, while Seitz’s attack on nuclear winter was reprised by
Rush Limbaugh in the 1990s and by novelist Michael Crichton in the 2000s.110 What was going on?
The answer is that the right-wing turn against science had begun.
Since the 1970s, scientists had generally supported the goals of arms control and even
disarmament, which Teller, Nierenberg, Jastrow, and both Seitzes rejected. Teller and his followers
believed that America could achieve permanent military supremacy through weapons engineering (so
long as sufficient funds were available), while most other scientists—certainly Bethe, Sagan, and
Garwin—thought the arms race could only be managed (and never won), and this would be done
primarily through diplomacy. This was disturbing enough to these men, as it threatened to undermine
their whole understanding of the role of science and technology in national defense, and thus the role
that they, personally, had played in the Cold War. But science was also threatening to undermine these

men’s views in another, ultimately more important, way.
One of the great heroes of the American right of the late twentieth century was neoliberal
economist Milton Friedman.111 In his most famous work, Capitalism and Freedom, Friedman argued
(as its title suggests) that capitalism and freedom go hand in hand—that there can be no freedom
without capitalism and no capitalism without freedom. So defense of one was the defense of the other.
It was as simple—and as fundamental—as that.112 These men, committed as they were to freedom—
liberty as they understood it, and viewing themselves as the guardians of it—were therefore also
committed capitalists. But their scientific colleagues were increasingly finding evidence that
capitalism was failing in a crucial respect: it was failing to protect the natural environment upon
which all life—free or not—ultimately depends.
Working scientists were finding more and more evidence that industrial emissions were causing
widespread damage to human and ecosystem health. The free market was causing problems—
unintended consequences—that the free market did not know how to solve. The government had a
potential remedy—regulation—but that flew in the face of the capitalist ideal. It’s not surprising, then,
that Russell Seitz’s broadsides against science were promoted in business-oriented journals, or that
Jastrow’s early defense of SDI was published in Commentary (a principal voice of neoconservatism)
and in the Wall Street Journal. Indeed, in 1986, the Wall Street Journal published a twenty-fourhundred-word version of Seitz’s attack on science—on page 1.113 If science took the side of
regulation—or even gave evidence to support the idea that regulation might be needed to protect the
life on Earth—then science, the very thing Jastrow, Nierenberg, Teller, and Frederick Seitz had spent
their working careers trying to build up, would now have to be torn down.
The attack on nuclear winter was a dress rehearsal for bigger fights yet to come. Barry Goldwater
famously argued that extremism in the defense of liberty was no vice. Our story will show that it
is.114

CHAPTER 3

Sowing the Seeds of Doubt:
Acid Rain

W hile the debate over strategic defense and nuclear winter was playing out, another rather different
issue had come to the fore: acid rain. While the science of nuclear winter was entirely different from
that of acid rain, some of the same people would be involved in both debates. And as in the debate
over tobacco, opponents of regulating the pollution that caused acid rain would argue that the science
was too uncertain to justify action.
The story begins in 1955, when the U.S. Department of Agriculture established the Hubbard Brook
Experimental Forest in central New Hampshire. Experimental forest might seem like an oxymoron—
forests are natural; experiments are man-made—but the idea was the same as what scientists do in
laboratories: take an object or question and investigate it intensively. In this case the object was the
“watershed ecosystem”—the forest, the diverse plants and animals associated with it, and the water
flowing through it.
Hydrological studies at Hubbard Brook had been pioneered by a U.S. Forest Service scientist
named Robert S. Pierce, who teamed up with F. Herbert Bormann, a biology professor at Dartmouth
College, and two bright young assistant professors, biologist Gene E. Likens and geologist Noye M.
Johnson. In 1963, Bormann, Likens, Johnson, and Pierce established the Hubbard Brook Ecosystem
Study. That same year they discovered acid rain in North America.1
“Discovered” is perhaps too strong a word, because naturally acidic rain—caused by volcanoes
or other natural phenomena—had been known since the Renaissance, and man-made acid rain had
been recognized since the nineteenth century in areas close to industrial pollution in the British
Midlands and central Germany.2 But Hubbard Brook was located in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire, a refuge where New Yorkers and Bostonians sought shelter from the haste and waste of
urban centers, far from any major cities or factories. Yet its rain had a measured pH of 4 or less
(neutral pH is 6, ordinary rain is around 5); one sample measured 2.85—about the same as lemon
juice, acidic enough to burn a cut. Acid rain in this remote a setting was new, and worrisome.
The Hubbard Brook work came at a crucial time, coinciding with a shift in American thinking
about environmentalism. In the first half of the twentieth century, conservationists such as Theodore
Roosevelt, John D. Rockefeller, John Muir, and Gifford Pinchot sought to preserve and protect
America’s beautiful and wild places, in part by creating special areas—like Yosemite, Yellowstone,
and the Grand Tetons—set aside from daily use and development. “Preservationist”
environmentalism was broadly popular and bipartisan; Roosevelt was a progressive Republican,
Rockefeller a captain of industry. Preservationism was mostly driven by aesthetics and moral values,

and by the desire for restorative recreation. It did not depend on science. Preservationists were often
interested in science—particularly the natural historical kind, like geology, zoology, and botany—but
they did not need science to make their case.
For decades, preservationist environmentalism remained bipartisan. When the Wilderness Act of
1964 designated over nine million acres of American lands as “areas where man himself is a visitor
and does not remain,” it passed the U.S. Senate by a vote of 73–12, and the House of Representatives
by a vote of 373–1.3 Richard Nixon, a president not generally recalled as a visionary
environmentalist, created the Environmental Protection Agency and signed into law several signature
pieces of environmental legislation: the Clean Air Act Extension, the Clean Water Act, the
Endangered Species Act, and the National Environmental Policy Act. Things were changing, though,
and within a few years, Ronald Reagan would begin to shift the Republican Party away from both
environmental preservation and environmental regulation, a position that would separate the party
from its historic environmentalism, and put it on a collision course with science.
Bills like the Clean Air Act reflected a shift in focus from land preservation to pollution
prevention through science-based government regulation, and from local to global. These were
profound shifts. Silent Spring—Rachel Carson’s alarm bell over the impacts of the pesticide DDT—
led Americans to realize that local pollution could have global impacts. Private actions that seemed
reasonable—like a farmer spraying his crops to control pests—could have unreasonable public
impacts. Pollution was not simply a matter of evil industries dumping toxic sludge in the night: people
with good intentions might unintentionally do harm. Economic activity yielded collateral damage.
Recognizing this meant acknowledging that the role of the government might need to change in ways
that would inevitably affect economic activity.
Collateral damage was what acid rain was all about. Sulfur and nitrogen emissions from electrical
utilities, cars, and factories could mix with rain, snow, and clouds in the atmosphere, travel long
distances, and affect lakes, rivers, soils, and wildlife far from the source of the pollution. At least, this
is what the Hubbard Brook work seemed to show. Throughout the mid to late 1960s and into the
1970s, the Hubbard Brook scientists studied the phenomenon in great detail, writing numerous
scientific articles and reports. Then, in 1974, Gene Likens took the lead on a paper submitted to
Science, declaring unequivocally: “Acid rain or snow is falling on most of the northeastern United
States.”4 The phenomenon appeared to have reached Hubbard Brook about twenty years before, they
explained, and was associated with the introduction of tall smokestacks in the Midwest.5 The
government would have to take acid rain into account when it set rules and regulations for air
pollution.
Chemical analysis showed that most of the acidity was due to dissolved sulfate and the rest mostly
to dissolved nitrate, by-products of burning coal and oil. Yet fossil fuels had been burned
enthusiastically since the mid-nineteenth century, so why had this problem only arisen of late? The
answer was the unintended consequence of the introduction of devices to remove particles from
smoke and to reduce local air pollution.
In industrial England, particulate pollution was so bad it killed people—famously in the great
smog of London in 1952—and dramatic steps had been taken to reduce it by using taller smokestacks
to disperse the pollution more widely, and by installing particle removers, or “scrubbers,” at power
plants. However, scientific work subsequently showed that the offending particles also neutralize acid,
so that removing them inadvertently increased the acidity of the remaining pollution. Particles also
tend to settle back to Earth fairly quickly, so while tall smokestacks had successfully decreased local

pollution, they had increased regional pollution, transforming local soot into regional acid rain.6
But was acid rain a problem? As we will see in later chapters, studies of global warming and the
ozone hole involved predicting damage before it was detected. It was the prediction that motivated
people to check for damage; research was intended in part to test the prediction, and in part to
stimulate action before it was too late to stop—so too, here. It was too soon to tell whether or not
widespread and serious ecological damage was occurring, but the potential effects were troubling.
They included leaching of nutrients from soils and plant foliage, acidification of lakes and rivers,
damage to wildlife, and corrosion of buildings and other structures. Still, if the point were to prevent
damage before it happened, then such arguments were necessarily speculative. A careful scientist
would be in a bit of a bind: wanting to prevent damage, but not being able to prove that damage was
coming.
So scientists looked for early warning signs, and they found them. Studies in Sweden suggested
that acid precipitation was reducing forest growth. Studies in the United States and elsewhere
documented the damaging effects of acidity on plant growth, leaf tissue development, and pollen
germination. In Sweden, Canada, and Norway, acidification of lakes and rivers was correlated with
increased fish mortality.
Many of the details had been published in very specialized journals (which few journalists or
congressional staffers routinely read) or in government reports. The Swedish results were, not
unreasonably, mostly published in Swedish.7 This technical difficulty had also been true for the
damage from DDT, much of which had been documented in government reports, which Rachel
Carson gathered together in Silent Spring, and for the risks of taking the birth control pill, which
were first documented in specialized ophthalmology journals when otherwise healthy young women
developed mysterious blood clots.8 This is a characteristic pattern in science: first there is scattered
evidence of a phenomenon, published in specialist journals or reports, and then someone begins to
connect the dots.
Likens and his colleagues were connecting the dots, and so was Swedish meteorologist Bert Bolin
—who would later help to create the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. In 1971, Bolin led a
panel on behalf of the Swedish government in preparation for a United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment, cochaired by Svante Odén, one of the first Europeans to document the impacts
of acid rain on soils.9 Their report, Air pollution across national boundaries: The impact on the
environment of sulfur in air and precipitation, Sweden’s case study for the United Nations conference
on the human environment, laid out the essentials. It explained the evidence of acid rain, the chemistry
of how it formed, the physics of how it dispersed, and the effects it had or was likely to have on
human health, plant life, soils, lakes and rivers (and the fish in them), and buildings and other
structures. (Among other things, the report illustrated corrosion from acid rain of a set of nickel door
handles.)10
Although the exact magnitude of the acid rain effects was uncertain, their existence and gravity
was not, and the Swedes warned against discounting the effects just because they weren’t immediate,
or fully documented. Although occurring gradually, the effects were serious, and potentially
irreversible. However, the situation was not all bleak, because the cause was known, and so was the
remedy. “A reduction in the total emissions both in Sweden and in adjacent countries is required.”11
In science, this sort of clear demonstration of a phenomenon should inspire fellow scientists to
learn more. It did. Over the next ten years, scientists around the globe worked to document acid rain,

understand its dimensions, and communicate its significance. In 1975, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture sponsored the first International Symposium on Acid Precipitation and the Forest
Ecosystem.12 In 1976, the International Association for Great Lakes Research held a symposium,
cosponsored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Environment Canada, on the effects of
acid rain on lakes.13 That same year, Canadian scientists documented the extinction of fish species in
acidified lakes in the nickel-mining district of Sudbury, Ontario.14
As acid precipitation came to be seen as a global problem, scientists working on it were
increasingly able to get their papers published in high-profile journals. In 1976, two Norwegian
scientists reported in Nature on massive fish kills associated with pH shock, caused by a sudden influx
of spring meltwaters from acidic snow and ice.15 Gene Likens summarized these results in Chemical
and Engineering News—the official magazine of the American Chemical Society—explaining that
acid rain and snow were having “a far-reaching environmental impact.” This included sharp declines
of fish in lakes and streams, damage to trees and other plants, and corrosion of buildings, and maybe
damage to human health.16
A few years later, skeptics would argue that the science was not yet really firm, but Likens’s
summary shows otherwise. However, the way Chemical and Engineering News framed it also shows
that resistance to the scientific evidence was already beginning to emerge. Likens’s argument was
clear—acid rain was happening, it was caused by pollution, and it was killing fish and trees and
possibly harming people—but in a caption that sat above the article’s title, the editors wrote, “The
acidity of rain and snow falling on parts of the U.S. and Europe has been rising—for reasons that are
still not entirely clear and with consequences that have yet to be well evaluated.”17
Were the reasons not entirely clear? It depended on what you meant by entirely. Science is hard—
why so many kids hate it in school—and nothing is ever entirely clear. There are always more
questions to be asked, which is why expert consensus is so significant—a point we will return to later
in this book. For acid rain, the consensus of experts was that anthropogenic sulfur was implicated, but
exactly how that sulfur moved through the atmosphere and exactly how much damage it could do was
still being worked out. On the other hand, negative effects on fish and forests were clear, so why did
Chemical and Engineering News suggest otherwise?
Herbert Bormann, at this point teaching at Yale, thought that ambiguity arose from confusing
different types of uncertainty. There was no question that acid rain was real. Rainfall in the
northeastern United States was many times more acidic than it used to be. The uncertainty was about
the precise nature of its cause: tall smokestacks—dispersing sulfur higher in the atmosphere—or just
increased use of fossil fuels overall?18 Moreover, while the broad picture was emerging, many
details were still to be sorted out, some of them quite important. Chief among these was the question:
did we know for sure that the sulfur was anthropogenic—made by man—rather than natural? This
question would recur in debates over ozone and global warming, so it’s worth understanding how it
was answered here.
Bolin and his Swedish colleagues had made “mass balance arguments”: they considered how
much sulfur could be supplied by the three largest known sources—pollution, volcanoes, and sea
spray—and compared this with how much sulfur was falling as acid rain. Since there are no active
volcanoes in northern Europe, and sea spray doesn’t travel very far, they deduced that most of the
acid rain in northern Europe had to come from air pollution. Still, this was an indirect argument. To
really prove the point, you’d want to show that the actual sulfur in actual acid rain came from a

known pollution source. Fortunately there was a way to do this—using isotopes.
Scientists love isotopes—atoms of the same element with different atomic weights, like carbon-12
and carbon-14—because they are exceptionally useful. If they are radioactive and decay over time—
like carbon-14—they can be used to determine the age of objects, like fossils and archeological
relics. If they are stable, like carbon-13—or sulfur-34—they can be used to figure out where the
carbon or sulfur has come from.19 Different sources of sulfur have different amounts of sulfur-34,
so you can use the sulfur isotope content as a “fingerprint” or “signature” of a particular source,
either natural or man-made. In 1978, Canadian scientists showed that the isotopic signature of sulfur
in acid rain in Sudbury was identical to the sulfur in the nickel minerals being mined there. In later
years, some skeptics would argue that the acid in acid rain came from volcanoes (they would say the
same about fluorine and ozone depletion, and about CO2 and global warming), but the isotope
analysis showed that couldn’t be true.20 In any case there are no active volcanoes in Ontario.
Meanwhile, Noye Johnson—the geologist in the original Hubbard Brook team—and his
colleagues had made a crucial discovery. The acid rain story contained an anomaly: rain at Hubbard
Brook was acidic, but the pH of the local streams was mostly normal. Why didn’t the acidity affect the
local streams? Johnson and his colleagues now explained why: the acidic rain was neutralized as it
moved through soils. Acid precipitation fell onto the forest floor, where it reacted with minerals in
the soils. These reactions stripped the soils of essential nutrients—particularly calcium—and
simultaneously buffered the acidity of the water. The buffered water then percolated into local
streams. This explained why the pH of the streams was largely unaffected even while the soils were
being damaged and overall stream chemistry being changed. The results were reported first in
Science; then Johnson took the lead on a more detailed paper that would become the third most cited
scientific paper ever written on acid rain—published in the elite journal Geochimica and
Cosmochimica Acta.21
The basic science of acid rain was now understood. Scientists had been working steadily on the
question for nearly twenty-five years, demonstrating the existence of acid rain, its causes, and its
effects on soils, streams, and forests. Major articles had been published in the world’s most prominent
scientific journals, as well as in many specialist journals and government reports. In 1979, when
Likens and his colleagues summarized the arguments for the general scientific reader in Scientific
American, the magazine’s editors did not cast doubt or raise uncertainties. In a summary below the
article’s title, the editors encapsulated: “In recent decades, the acidity of rain and snow has increased
sharply over wide areas. The principal cause is the release of sulfur and nitrogen by the burning of
fossil fuels.”22 Not a maybe, possibly, or probably in sight.
Scientific American is often viewed as the place where well-established science is explained to the
general public. If so, then we can say that 1979 was the year in which the American people were told
about acid rain. As if to seal the case, an eight-year Norwegian study designed to integrate all the
evidence related to acid precipitation was reviewed in Nature in the summer of 1981. The message?
“It has now been established beyond doubt that the precipitation in southern Scandinavia has become
more acidic as a result of long-distance transport of air pollution.”23 If this were a court of law, the
jury would now have ruled the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. But science is not a
courtroom, and environmental problems involve far more than science. Acid rain had become the
first global environmental problem, and with that came global challenges.

Political Action and the U.S.-Canadian Rift
In 1979, the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe passed the Convention on Long-range
Transboundary Pollution. Based on the Declaration of the U.N. Conference on the Human
Environment—the one for which Bert Bolin’s report had been prepared—the convention insisted that
all nations have responsibility to “ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not
cause damage to the environment of other states or of areas beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction.”24 Henceforth, it would be illegal to dump your pollution on someone else, whether you
did it with trucks or with smokestacks.
The 1979 convention committed its signatories to control any emissions into the air that could
harm human health, property, or the natural environment. Article 7 specifically focused on sulfur,
with its impacts on agriculture, forestry, materials, aquatic and other natural ecosystems, and
visibility. When the signatories met again in 1985, they set firm limits on sulfur emissions, mandating
30 percent reductions.25
Meanwhile, the United States and Canada had started their own bilateral negotiations, and in July
1979, the two countries issued a Joint Statement of Intent to move toward a formal agreement. The
statement outlined eight general principles, including prevention and reduction of transboundary air
pollution, and development of strategies to limit emissions. The overall goal was “a meaningful
agreement that will make a real contribution to reducing air pollution and acid rain.”26
While negotiations were proceeding behind the scenes, a confluence of scientists,
environmentalists, and political leaders convened in Canada in November for an “Action Seminar on
Acid Precipitation.” The U.S. government was represented by Gus Speth, chairman of President
Carter ’s Council on Environmental Quality. Speth thought the way forward was clear. Some years
before, he noted, industry leaders had objected to emissions reductions, arguing that tall smokestacks
could remedy the problem by dispersing the pollutants high in the atmosphere where they would
“finally come down in harmless traces.” One electric utility, he recalled, had been particularly shrill,
taking out newspaper and magazine ads blasting “irresponsible environmentalists” who insisted on
absurdly strict emission standards at the expense of jobs and the economy.27
Those “irresponsible” environmentalists had been right: the emissions had not come down in
harmless traces, but as acid rain. This could have been avoided had the power companies done the
right thing and controlled pollution at the source, rather than attempting to get around air quality
standards by building taller smokestacks and attacking environmentalists. Still, Speth was optimistic,
because “both at home and internationally, we are beginning to address the acid rain problem with the
seriousness it deserves.”28
The Carter administration tried to. As Environment Canada concluded that more than half the acid
rain falling in Canada was coming from U.S. sources, President Carter signed the Acid Precipitation
Act of 1980, which established the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP), a
comprehensive ten-year research, monitoring, and assessment program to determine the effects of
sulfur and nitrogen oxides on the environment and human health.29
Carter also created the federal Acid Rain Coordinating Committee and began negotiations with the
Canadian federal government for scientific and political cooperation on acid rain. Canada and the
United States signed a Memorandum of Intent concerning transboundary air pollution, committing

both nations to enforcing air pollution control laws and establishing a series of technical working
groups to evaluate the scientific basis for a new, stronger treaty to stop acid rain.
Then the political winds in America changed.

Skepticism in the Reagan White House
In 1980, Ronald Reagan came to power in the United States on a platform of reducing regulation,
decreasing the reach of the federal government, and unleashing the power of private enterprise.
Government, the new president insisted, was not the solution but the problem. Reagan was
charismatic, his demeanor relaxed and genial, and his worldview put his administration on a collision
course with the scientists working on acid rain.
The new administration did not oppose NAPAP.30 Diverse groups and constituencies agreed that it
made sense to reduce the scientific uncertainties, particularly if the cost of mitigation would be high.
But as events unfolded, the administration’s position began to diverge from the scientific community,
and strongly.
In 1983, the technical working groups established under the 1980 Memorandum of Intent affirmed
that acid rain caused by sulfur emissions was real and causing serious damage. The solution was to
reduce these emissions—the necessary technology already existed—and if reductions were not made,
damage would increase.31 At the last minute, however, the U.S. representatives seemingly
backpedaled. When the working group results were summarized, the U.S. versions were much weaker
than the Canadians expected.
The Canadian government asked the Royal Society of Canada to review the documents compiled
by the working groups. Chaired by F. Kenneth Hare, a distinguished meteorologist and provost at the
University of Toronto, the review panel included two scientists from the United States, one from
Sweden, and one from Denmark. They also consulted with other several other experts, including Bert
Bolin.
The panel began by noting a common problem among scientists: the tendency to emphasize
uncertainties rather than settled knowledge. Scientists do this because it’s necessary for inquiry—the
research frontier can’t be identified by focusing on what you already know—but it’s not very helpful
when trying to create public policy. The panel wished that the working group scientists had begun
with a “clear statement of what is known.” This, in their view, included three crucial facts: one, that
detrimental acidification of large areas of the continent had been occurring for decades; two, that acid
deposition could be quantitatively related to anthropogenic emissions through long-range
atmospheric transport; and three, that emissions and pollutants were crossing the U.S.-Canadian
border in both directions, so both countries had a stake in preventing them.32 “The evidence
supporting these conclusions is persuasive, and, in the opinion of most Panel members, overwhelms
residual uncertainties in our knowledge … The existence of a severe problem of environmental
acidification … is not in doubt.”33 But the U.S. summaries seemed to suggest otherwise.
The reports of the technical working groups revealed overall broad agreement, especially on big
picture issues: “The facts about acid deposition are actually much clearer than in other environmental
causes célèbres,” Hare’s panel concluded, but when these facts had been gathered, something peculiar

had happened.34 There had been numerous “changes in scientific content” as the report went through
successive drafts, changes that made the summaries more ambiguous than the reports themselves.35
Moreover, while most of the report was “agreed text,” the U.S. and Canadian groups had submitted
different versions of the conclusions. The U.S. version saw far greater uncertainty than the Canadian
one. It did not accept that cause and effect had been established, on the grounds that the relative
importance of different contributing factors had not been quantified, and potentially offsetting
processes had not been fully investigated.
This was like saying that we know that both cigarettes and asbestos cause lung cancer, but we can’t
say either is proven, because we don’t know exactly how much cancer is caused by one and how much
by the other, and we don’t know whether eating vegetables might prevent those cancers. The Canadian
group fell short of accusing the United States of tampering with the evidence, but they certainly
implied it. In the panel’s words: “The U.S. version of the text cannot be reconciled with the evidence
as presented in the agreed text.”36 The following year, Environment Canada put it this way: “In each
country independent peer review experts have indicated the need for action based on what we now
know.”37 But that was not how the U.S. government saw it, and in January 1984 Congress rejected a
joint pollution control program. What had happened?
Science is never finished, so the relevant policy question is always whether the available evidence is
persuasive, and whether the established facts outweigh the residual uncertainties. This is a judgment
call. Chris Bernabo, who worked at the White House Council on Environmental Quality at the time
and served as research director for the Interagency Task Force on Acid Precipitation, suggests that
because so much more was at stake for Canada—70 percent of their economy at the time came from
forests and fish or tourism related to them—it was only natural that they would interpret the evidence
as more dire than their U.S. counterparts would.38 Pollution went across the border in both
directions, but by far the larger share came from the United States, which would therefore bear most
of the burden of cleanup. As Bernabo puts it, for any problem, the degree of scientific certainty
demanded is proportional to the cost of doing something about it. So the United States was more
resistant to accepting the evidence and demanded a high level of certainty.39
No doubt this is true, but it doesn’t quite explain the gap between the science and the summaries.
Scientists are supposed to summarize science, and let the chips fall where they may. However, the
summaries were not written by the scientists who had done the research. They were written, at least in
part, by interagency panels—groups of scientists from U.S. government agencies, including the
Department of Energy and the EPA, with relevant (or roughly relevant) expertise.40 Government
scientists are usually conscientious individuals who strive to be objective, but sometimes they come
under political pressure. Even when they don’t, they often can’t help but be mindful of the positions of
their bosses. And the position of the U.S. boss was clear. Gene Likens recalls that both agencies were
very reticent “to do anything that would jeopardize their positions in the Reagan White House.”41
Richard Ayres, chairman of the National Clean Air Coalition, who worked to ensure passage of the
acid rain control amendments to the Clean Air Act, recently put it more bluntly: “This was during the
Reagan years, when acid rain was almost as verboten [to acknowledge] as global warming under
George W. Bush.”42

Getting a Third Opinion
In 1982, while the technical working groups were at their task, the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP), under the direction of physicist George Keyworth, commissioned its
own panel to review the evidence on acid rain. The National Academy of Sciences had already
reviewed the available evidence the previous year—so some wondered why the OSTP needed yet
another report.43 The New York Times reported that most observers assumed that the review of the
joint U.S.-Canadian work would be done by a joint panel of the National Academy and the Canadian
Royal Society, and called it “unusual” that the administration would bypass the Academy and use “an
outside group,” picked by the White House.44 The Washington Post noted that the president was
“certainly entitled to appoint his own panel of experts,” but he had done it in a manner that was “far
from reassuring.”45
The Post was right about presidential prerogative—the president may of course ask anyone he
likes for information—and there are plenty of occasions where scientists agree that more information
is needed.46 But that wasn’t the case here. In 1981, the Academy had stated unequivocally that there
was “clear evidence of serious hazard to human health and the biosphere,” and that continuing
business as usual would be “extremely risky from a long-term economic standpoint as well as from
the standpoint of biosphere protection.” And they concluded that the situation was “disturbing enough
to merit prompt tightening” of emissions standards, perhaps by as much as 50 percent.47 A major
EPA report the following year agreed. The Wall Street Journal reported on the EPA study under the
headline acid rain is caused mostly by pollution at coal-fired midwest plants, study says, and quoted
an EPA spokesman explaining how the twelve-hundred-page report had been compiled over two years
by forty-six industry, government, and university scientists to produce a “scientifically
unimpeachable assessment.”48
The administration’s outright rejection of the conclusions of the nation’s most distinguished and
qualified experts caused considerable consternation in scientific and regulatory circles. But what is
particularly striking to our story is that the man they asked to assemble and chair the panel was
someone we have already met—a man who had never worked on acid rain, but was well-known to the
Reagan White House—Marshall Institute cofounder and SDI defender William A. Nierenberg.
Nierenberg already had ties to the Reagan White House. When Reagan was elected in the autumn
of 1980, Nierenberg had been approached as a candidate for the position of president’s science
advisor. It was a position any scientist would covet and Nierenberg did, soliciting supporting letters
from numerous colleagues.49 Nierenberg was also interviewed by National Security Advisor Henry
Kissinger for a special position as a liaison between his office and the science advisor.50
Ultimately, the nod for science advisor went to Keyworth, and the special position didn’t
materialize. Nierenberg was offered a job as the head of the National Science Foundation, which he
turned down. However, he served the administration in several other ways. He was invited to be a
member of Reagan’s Transition Advisory Group on Science and Technology (to make suggestions
for scientists to serve in high-level positions), and he served as a member of the Townes Commission
to select a launching platform for the MX mobile ballistic missile. In March 1982, Nierenberg
received a personal note from “Ron” thanking him for this work, and that November, a nomination to

the National Science Board—a prestigious position that Nierenberg had asked numerous friends and
acquaintances to suggest him for, including the Republican mayor of San Diego (and later governor
of California), Pete Wilson.51
When the United States began to run into conflict with Canada over acid rain, Nierenberg was
putting the finishing touches on a major report of the National Academy of Sciences on the impact of
carbon dioxide on climate, arguably the first comprehensive scientific assessment on the subject. Its
conclusions were fully in line with the position of the administration—that no action was needed
other than more scientific research—and the administration used it publicly to counter work being
done at the time by the EPA with a graver outlook.52 So it is perhaps unsurprising that when the
administration needed someone to grapple with acid rain, they turned to Bill Nierenberg.
Like his fellow physicists Frederick Seitz and Robert Jastrow, Nierenberg was a child of the
atomic age, a man for whom the global anxieties and national challenges of the Cold War had offered
remarkable personal opportunities. Raised in the Bronx by immigrant parents, Nierenberg had
attended the prestigious Townsend-Harris High School (as did Robert Jastrow) and the City College
of New York, where he studied physics, won a coveted fellowship to spend a year in Paris, and
returned to New York in 1939 fluent in French and fearful of fascism.
In September 1942 he entered Columbia University for his Ph.D. He soon found himself working
on isotope separation: how to isolate fissionable uranium for the atomic bomb. After graduating, he
taught nuclear physics at the University of California, Berkeley, and in 1953 he became director of
Columbia University’s Hudson Laboratory, created to continue scientific projects begun on behalf of
the U.S. Navy during World War II, particularly underwater acoustic surveillance of submarines. He
subsequently held a series of positions at the interface between science and politics, including
succeeding Seitz as NATO’s assistant secretary general for scientific affairs. In 1965, Nierenberg
became director of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California, an institution busy
at the time applying scientific knowledge to national security problems, particularly in research
linked to underwater surveillance of Soviet submarines and targeting submarine-launched ballistic
missiles.53
Like Seitz and Teller, Nierenberg hated environmentalists, whom he viewed as Luddites
(particularly for their opposition to nuclear power), and like Seitz and Teller he was an unapologetic
hawk. He had been a fierce defender of the Vietnam War. Three decades later he still harbored
bitterness toward academic colleagues who had failed to defend military-sponsored work, as well as
residual anger over the disruption and violence that left-wing students had brought to campuses in the
1960s. Recalling an incident in which students at the University of California, San Diego, had
threatened to march onto the nearby Scripps campus in protest of military-sponsored work,
Nierenberg became visibly upset. Moreover, he insisted that the students were mistaken—because
there was no classified work being done at Scripps. But this was untrue; many Scripps scientists—
including Nierenberg—had security clearances to work on secret military projects and had done so
for years, even decades.54
Nierenberg was a man of strong will and even stronger opinions—a good talker but not always a
good listener. Some colleagues said that the old adage about famous physicists definitely applied to
him: he was sometimes in error but never in doubt. And he was fiercely competitive, often debating
until his adversaries simply gave up. Still, Nierenberg was a highly respected scientist and
administrator, and if at times he was overconfident, it wasn’t without justification: even his detractors
thought he was brilliant. He had a way of keeping a conversation going, because he knew so much. He

was an authority, but an accessible one. He pushed you around, but somehow you didn’t mind. He was
interesting to be around. He could even be fun. Perhaps in part for these reasons, when he asked you
to serve on a committee, you’d most likely say yes. One of the people who said yes to Nierenberg was
Sherwood Rowland.
In 1982, Rowland was already pretty famous. In the early 1970s he had realized that certain
common chemicals—the so-called chlorinated fluorocarbons, or CFCs, used in hairsprays and
refrigerants—could damage the Earth’s protective ozone layer. In the mid-1980s, a giant ozone hole
was discovered, and in the 1990s, Rowland, together with colleagues Mario Molina and Paul Crutzen,
would be awarded the chemistry Nobel Prize for this work. After that, he would never lack for people
eager to hear what he had to say, and usually to agree with it.
But in the early 1980s, when Nierenberg asked him to serve on the acid rain panel, Rowland
worried that he would be lonely. He was fairly certain acid rain was a real problem, but he wondered
if the rest of the panel felt the same way. Things got off to an inauspicious start at the first meeting,
where Nierenberg had arranged for a briefing by Dr. Lester Machta, an expert on radioactive fallout.
Rowland had encountered Machta in the 1950s, when radioactive strontium had been detected in the
baby teeth of children in St. Louis. Scientific work showed that it came from the U.S. weapons testing
site in Nevada, but for a long time the official position was to blame Soviet fallout. Machta had been a
spokesman for that view. The prospects for an unbiased acid rain panel didn’t look good.
But Rowland soon found that he was not alone. Nierenberg’s panel also included Gene Likens, and
after the Machta presentation, Rowland, Likens, and a few others discovered over dinner that they
were in general agreement about acid rain. As Likens recalled, the food was extremely good, too.55
Rowland felt that things were going to be all right. Events turned out to be more complicated.

The Nierenberg Acid Rain Peer Review Panel
Nierenberg’s panel was charged with reviewing the output of the technical working groups that had
been impaneled under the U.S.-Canada bilateral agreement. They concluded that it was “basically
sound and thorough,” and they affirmed that acid rain was serious and sufficiently documented to
warrant policy action now.
Nierenberg’s panel summarized:
Large portions of eastern North America are currently being stressed by wet deposition of
acids, by dry-deposition of acid-forming substances, and by other air pollutants … The
principal agent altering the biosphere acidity is traceable to man-made sulfur dioxide (SO2)
emission … The panel recommends that cost effective steps to reduce emissions begin now
even though the resulting ecological benefits cannot yet be quantified.56
Of course, there were still details to be worked out, but these might take “ten, twenty, or fifty
years” to resolve, and that was too long to wait.57 There was no need to wait to dot every scientific i
and cross every technical t, because you had enough information to begin to act now. This was a

pretty strong conclusion. It would have been even stronger, but for political interference.
Bill Nierenberg had boasted about how six of the nine of the members of his acid rain panel were
members either of the National Academy of Sciences or the National Academy of Engineering. He
had also boasted that he had handpicked all the members—that is, all but one.58 That one was S. Fred
Singer, who had been suggested to Nierenberg by the White House Office of Science and
Technology, and would contribute an appendix suggesting that, despite the conclusions of the
Executive Summary, we really didn’t know enough to move forward with emissions controls.
Why was Singer on this committee?
Like Jastrow, Seitz, and Nierenberg, Fred Singer was a physicist who owed his career to the Cold
War. While a graduate student at Princeton during World War II, he had worked for the navy on
underwater mine design; after the war, he moved to the Applied Physics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins
University, where he pursued upper atmosphere rocketry research. And also like Jastrow, Seitz, and
Nierenberg, Singer rapidly moved into administrative positions at the interface between science,
government, and the military. In the early 1950s he served as a scientific liaison officer for the naval
attaché in London, and later as the first director of the U.S. National Weather Satellite Center, an
organization that drew on military rocketry and expertise to develop civilian weather prediction.
However, despite his bona fides, Singer ’s relations with his colleagues were sometimes testy. Some
colleagues think Singer ’s attitude problems began in the mid-1950s, when scientists were making
plans for what would become the International Geophysical Year (IGY)—an international
collaborative effort to collect synoptic geophysical data around the globe.
An illustration of a satellite orbiting the globe would later become the official symbol of IGY, but
in the mid-1950s it was unclear whether satellites were even feasible, and whether scientists might
have to make do with rockets that penetrated the upper atmosphere without going into orbit. Singer,
who had been using rockets to study cosmic rays and the Earth’s magnetic field, became a strong
advocate for a satellite. As NASA historian Homer Newell recounts it, Singer ’s outspokenness
generated friction in part because of his aggressive demeanor, and in part because he acted as if the
idea of using satellites for scientific research was his alone. Scientists working with the navy and air
force had been trying to determine if a satellite was feasible, but because of security restrictions they
couldn’t discuss it openly. Their calculations suggested that Singer ’s proposal was overly optimistic;
it could be done, but not as readily as Singer said.59 In the end, the International Geophysical Year did
include geophysical instrumentation of satellites, but Singer felt he’d been insufficiently credited, and
continued to antagonize colleagues by implying that he had invented the satellite concept.60
Shortly after the IGY incident, Singer moved to the National Weather Satellite Center. This center
had been organized as part of the Weather Bureau, rather than as part of the space program, setting up
further conflict between Singer and scientific colleagues at NASA who thought all satellites should be
overseen by the space agency.61 In the years that followed, Singer moved away from science and into
government and policy.62 In the 1970s, he served in the Nixon administration as deputy assistant
secretary in the Department of the Interior under Walter J. Hickel, and then as deputy assistant
administrator at the EPA. So Singer and Nierenberg had much in common—both physicists, both
conservative politically, both with a history of working at the interface between science and
government. Indeed, the commonalities went perhaps even deeper. Born in Vienna in 1924—the s
stood for Siegfried—Singer had personally witnessed the threat of looming fascism, just as
Nierenberg had during his year in France in 1939. However, there was one interesting difference.
Throughout the 1960s, Singer had been an environmentalist.

In a book published in 1970 (and reprinted in 1975), based on a symposium held by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) on “Global Effects of Environmental
Pollution,” Singer made clear that he shared the view later famously credited to Roger Revelle: that
human activities had reached a tipping point. Our actions were no longer trivial; we were capable of
changing fundamental processes on a planetary scale. Numerous emerging problems—acid rain,
global warming, the effects of DDT—made this clear.
Like most of his colleagues, Singer believed there was a need for more science, but in 1970 he
argued that one cannot always wait to act until matters are proven beyond a shadow of a doubt. Singer
cited the famous essay “The Tragedy of the Commons,” in which biologist Garrett Hardin argued that
individuals acting in their rational self-interest may undermine the common good, and warned against
assuming that technology would save us from ourselves. “If we ignore the present warning signs and
wait for an ecological disaster to strike, it will probably be too late,” Singer noted. He imagined what
it must have been like to be Noah, surrounded by “complacent compatriots,” saying, “‘Don’t worry
about the rising waters, Noah; our advanced technology will surely discover a substitute for
breathing.’ If it was wisdom that enabled Noah to believe in the ‘never-yet-happened,’ we could use
some of that wisdom now,” Singer concluded.63
Singer made a similar argument in a book on population control published in 1971, in which he
framed the debate about population as a clash between neo-Malthusians, who focused on the limits of
resources, and Cornucopians, who believed that resources are created by human ingenuity and are
therefore unlimited. In 1971, Singer did not take sides, but stressed that the Cornucopian view hinged
on the availability of energy: if population increases and one has to work harder to obtain available
resources, then “per capita energy consumption must necessarily increase.”64 Energy was key; the
other crucial issue was protecting the quality of life. “Environmental quality is not a luxury; it is an
absolute necessity of life,”65 Singer wrote, and so it was “incumbent upon us … to learn how to
reduce the environmental impact of population growth: by conservation of resources; by re-use and
re-cycling; by a better distribution of people which reduces the extreme concentrations in
metropolitan centers; but above all by choosing life styles which permit ‘growth’ of a type that makes
a minimum impact on the ecology of the earth’s biosphere.”66
Somewhere between 1970 and 1980, however, Singer ’s views changed. He began to worry more
about the cost of environmental protection, and to feel that it might not be worth the gain. He also
adopted the position he previously attributed to Noah’s detractors: that something would happen to
save us. That something would be technological innovation fostered in a free market. Singer would
come down on the Cornucopian side.67
In 1978 Singer developed an argument for cost-benefit analysis as a way to think about
environmental problems in a report for the Mitre Corporation—a private group that did extensive
consulting to the government on energy and security issues. “In the next decade,” he wrote, “ … the
nation will spend at least 428 billion dollars to reach and maintain certain legal air and water
standards. To know whether these costs are in any sense justified, one must carry out a cost-benefit
analysis. This has not been done.”68
In the years to come economists would grapple with how to value species conservation, clean air
and water, beautiful views, pristine landscapes. The problem then, as it largely remains today, is that it
is easier to calculate the cost of a pollution control device than the value of the environment it is
intended to protect: who can calculate the benefit of a blue sky? Meanwhile Singer did his own

analysis, focusing on the fairly well-known costs of emissions control, and glossing over the
admittedly harder-to-quantify benefits of clean air and water. In doing so, he radically changed his
views. “The public policy conclusion from our analysis is that where a choice exists, one should
always choose a lower national cost, i.e. a conservative approach to air pollution control, which will
not inflict as much economic damage on the poorer segment of the population.”69 Singer had
emphasized the potential cost to those who could afford it least—a point with which many liberals
would concur—but if you left off his final phrase, you had a view that many free market
conservatives, as well as polluting industries, found very attractive.70
When Nierenberg had been finding scientists to serve the Reagan administration, Singer had sent
Nierenberg his CV.71 He stressed that he was a longtime Republican and member of the Republican
National Committee, with close ties to George H. W. Bush and Virginia Republican senator John
Warner. Above all, he had “the right political-economic philosophy to mesh with the Reagan
administration.”72
Singer also sent Nierenberg two articles he had written on oil markets, which showed how he had
moved away from his earlier environmentalism to embrace a market-based approach. The gist of
Singer ’s argument was supply and demand: if the price of oil went up, supply would increase—either
directly, due to more exploration or more efficient refining, or indirectly, as the price of other fuels,
such as nuclear, became competitive—so there was no need for government intervention. The “oil
industry is making … major adjustments in response to market forces, without specific government
help or advice,” Singer wrote. To increase supply, one simply needed to deregulate the natural gas
industry, license nuclear power plants more quickly, and expand oil drilling in Alaska and offshore.
In other words, just unleash the power of the marketplace by decreasing government regulation and
restriction of economic activity.73 In an article published in the Wall Street Journal in February 1981,
Singer predicted that by the 1990s, the world would be using “less than half of the oil it uses today,”
and by 2000 the U.S. “oil dependence on the Middle East” would “become a thing of the past.”74 Too
bad he wasn’t right.
Singer had high ambitions, suggesting himself to run either NASA or NOAA—the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. He was also interested in the Department of Energy, the
Department of the Interior, and the EPA, where he thought he could serve in the number two position,
or having an impact at the State or Treasury Department, or even “a greater impact on government
operations … from OMB.”75 Singer was offered the number two spot at NOAA, which he turned
down on the grounds that it would not permit him to accomplish “any substantial policy initiatives.”
However, if the administration had a future opening where he could exert some policy influence, such
as on a presidential commission, he remained interested.76 In 1982, the opportunity to influence
policy arose.
When the White House asked Nierenberg to chair the Acid Rain Peer Review Panel, Nierenberg
sent a detailed list of proposed members, with various options including “a foreigner, if wanted.”
(The foreigner was Svante Odén—one of the original discoverers of acid rain—but he was not
wanted.) The White House accepted most of the people on Nierenberg’s list, but rejected Gordon
MacDonald, a geophysicist and former advisor to Richard Nixon who had warned about global
warming in 1964, and who Nierenberg had labeled “A must!”77 They also rejected biologist George
Woodwell, the ecologist we met in chapter 2 considering the biological impacts of nuclear winter,
who Nierenberg described as “deeply concerned about environmental degradation and active in

environmental protection issues.”78 And despite plenty of names still left over, they added one of
their own: Fred Singer.79
Besides being the only member proposed by the White House, Singer was also the only member
without a regular, full-time academic appointment. He was affiliated with the conservative Heritage
Foundation in Washington, D.C., which advocated unrestricted offshore oil development, transfer of
federal lands to private hands, reductions in air-quality standards, and faster licensing of nuclear
power plants.80 (Heritage continues to oppose environmental regulation: in 2009, their Web site
featured the article “Five Reasons Why the EPA Should Not Attempt to Deal with Global
Warming.”)81
Nierenberg did not propose Singer, but he did know Singer ’s views on acid rain. In January 1982,
Gordon MacDonald had made a presentation to the State Department on acid rain, and in a three-page
letter to Nierenberg two weeks later, Singer raised numerous doubts about it. While most studies
focused on sulfur, MacDonald had called attention to NOX—oxides of nitrogen, mostly from
automobiles, that can also contribute to atmospheric acidity—suggesting that tighter emissions
standards for cars might be needed. Without exactly saying that MacDonald was wrong (and later
research would show that he wasn’t), Singer insisted that the problem was very complex, it was
premature to suggest remedies, and in any case technological solutions might obviate the need for
emissions controls.82 This was pretty much the same tack he took on the acid rain panel.
When Nierenberg’s panel convened in January 1983, they began by discussing what their
procedure would be.83 The panel agreed that any conflicting or dissenting views would be included
in the report; there was no discussion of any appendices.84 In June, the White House Office of
Science and Technology Policy asked the panel for an interim report and summary of research
recommendations. The OSTP then prepared a press release.85 The word was out on the street that the
report would be a strong one, and the Wall Street Journal reported on June 28: reagan-appointed
panel urges big cut in sulfur emissions to control acid rain.86 They were right.
The draft version of the press release, which was admittedly long at nearly five full single-spaced
pages, pulled no punches. It began by noting that the United States and Canada together emitted more
than 25 million tons of sulfur dioxide per year, and then stated: “The incomplete present scientific
knowledge sometimes prevents the kinds of certainty which scientists would prefer, but there are
many indicators which, taken collectively, lead us to our finding that the phenomena of acid
deposition are real and constitute a problem for which solutions should be sought.”87 It was a little
verbose, but the point was clear. Lakes were acidifying, fish were dying, forests were being damaged,
and the time had come to act.88 “Steps should be taken now which will result in meaningful
reductions in the emission of sulfur compounds.”89
The strongest part of the press release was perhaps the two paragraphs on the fourth page that
dealt with long-term damage. The first noted that the damage being discussed might not be
irreversible in an absolute sense, but that it was legitimate to use that term when discussing damage
that could take more than a few decades to repair. The second paragraph dealt with the most
worrisome issue: that soil damage might set off a cascade of effects at the base of the food chain.
“The prospect of such an occurrence is grave.”90
However, when the draft came back to Bill Nierenberg from the White House, these two

paragraphs had been struck out, and someone at the OSTP—probably senior policy analyst Tom
Pestorius, the committee’s official liaison with the OSTP—had placed a set of numbers in the margins
suggesting that the remaining paragraphs be presented in a different order. Rather than start with the
fact of the 25 million tons of SO2 emissions per year, the White House wanted to start with a
statement that earlier actions taken under the Clean Air Act were a “prudent first step,” and then
proceed to the discussion about incomplete scientific knowledge. In other words, the White House
version would not begin by stressing the problem—massive sulfur emissions that caused acid rain—
but by stressing that pollution was already partially controlled, and then moving straight on to the
uncertainties that might be taken to suggest that further controls were not justified.
A second document, “Overall Recommendation of the Acid Rain Review Panel,” also came back
to Nierenberg with suggested revisions. “Enclosed is a draft substitute first paragraph written by Fred
Singer,” with Singer ’s initials on the document. Singer ’s version again began differently from the
panel’s: “Acid Deposition (A.D.) is a serious problem, but not a life-threatening one. It is at once a
scientific problem, a technological problem, as well as an institutional problem.” The summary then
made three enumerated points. The first sentences of each read as follows:

1) Scientifically we are not certain of all the causes of A.D. …
2) Control technologies are still costly and unreliable …
3) Institutionally, the Clean Air Act, and successive amendments, have [sic] wrestled with the
problem of setting air standards to protect human health and property.91
Singer suggested that he was proposing a reasonable middle ground. “We would recommend a
middle course: Removing a meaningful percentage of pollutants by a least-cost approach and
observing the results, before proceeding with a more costly program.”92 This might have been a
reasonable recommendation. It might even have been correct. But it was not what the peer review
panel had said.
So now there were two different versions of the problem. One, written by the panel, acknowledged
the uncertainties but insisted that the weight of evidence justified significant action. The other, written
by Singer (perhaps with help from the White House), suggested that the problem was not so grave,
and that the best thing was to make only small adjustments and see if they helped before considering
anything more serious. These were not the same view at all. Which one would prevail?
Throughout the panel deliberations, Singer highlighted uncertainties in the science and
emphasized the costs of emissions controls. On more than one occasion, he presented views that
echoed those promoted or circulated by the electric power industry. One of these was the suggestion
that forests in Germany were not actually in decline—or if they were, it wasn’t because of acid rain—
a view promoted by Chauncey Starr, a nuclear physicist at the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI). In a letter to Keyworth in August, copied to Nierenberg, Starr had insisted that the panel
review should contain a “comprehensive societal benefit/risk/cost analysis,” because “public anxiety”
was being unnecessarily inflamed.93 What was really needed was more research.94 Starr continued
the argument in additional letters to Nierenberg; in November, Singer presented a set of arguments

that largely paralleled Starr ’s points. He also circulated a paper produced by the so-called National
Council of the Paper Industry for Air and Stream Improvement arguing that acid rain had not been
shown to affect tree growth, and a set of papers arguing for market-based, rather than regulatory,
approaches to clean air (even though it was well outside the charge of the committee to consider,
much less propose, solutions).95 Perhaps to suggest that other forms of pollution were more serious
than acid rain, he circulated a paper outlining crop damage from ground-level ozone.96
When Nierenberg circulated a draft of research recommendations in August 1983, Singer added
several comments consistent with the idea that the problem might be overstated and the cost of fixing
it too high. Where the report said that a pressing need was to understand the ecological consequences,
Singer changed this to “ecological and economic consequences.” In a discussion of emissions data,
Singer added, “A better characterization of natural sources is required.”97
That the science was uncertain, that more research was needed, that the economic consequences of
controlling acid rain would be too great, and that acid rain might be caused by natural sources: these
claims were all part of the position taken by the electrical utility industry. As Time magazine put it, the
utility industry was “vociferously opposed to any emission control program without further research
into the causes of acid rain,” and insisted that “installing scrubbers could break the economic
backbone of the Midwest.”98
But the cause of acid rain was known, and it was not natural. Singer found himself out on a limb
among his scientific colleagues. Rowland and Likens’s memory is that no one supported Singer ’s
views, which were in any case seen as irrelevant to the panel’s charge to summarize the science. No
one, that is, except Tom Pestorius from the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. In
April 1983, Pestorius had forwarded to the committee some “unsolicited” material from a
representative of the Edison Electric Institute—a utility group—which Gene Likens dismissed as
“uncritical propaganda” from a man with a “track record for obfuscating the obvious and for
generating ‘red herrings’ … pleasing to his employer.”99
Someone on the panel also circulated a document produced by a private consulting firm
criticizing earlier National Academy work on acid rain. The consultants’ report asserted that the
scientific arguments for adverse effects from acid rain were “speculative” and “oversimplified,” the
conclusions “premature” and “unbalanced,” and also added that some crops might benefit from acid
rain.100 While the record doesn’t say who circulated this report to the panel, its complaint that
“relative costs and benefits of available options are not considered” certainly resonated with Fred
Singer ’s views. But economic analysis was neither within the charge nor the expertise of the Academy
scientists, so they were being criticized for not doing something they had not been asked to do.
A few weeks later, Singer sent a set of materials to John Robertson, a major at the West Point who
was serving as the committee’s executive secretary. Writing on Heritage Foundation letterhead,
Singer asked Robertson to distribute to the panel a long document that “set forth the Administration’s
general perspective and policy on global issues.”101 These included the claims that “although
important ‘global’ problems do exist, recent … projections … are less alarming than most previous
studies.” Moreover, these problems “all seem amenable to solution … and promising new approaches
and technologies are emerging.” Above all, the administration wished to stress the “importance of the
market place for achieving environmental quality goals.” A primary goal of U.S. policy in the 1980s
would be to “improve the functioning of the market place by removing trade barriers and … in
particular to expand food, minerals and energy availability over the long term.”102

Whether or not these claims were true and the policy goals reasonable was irrelevant—or should
have been irrelevant—to the panel. Their job was to summarize and critique the science of the U.S.Canada technical working groups. That is what it means to do a scientific peer review. The White
House’s perspectives were irrelevant to that task, but Fred Singer didn’t see it that way.
Gene Likens recalls one particularly frustrating moment, when he blurted out, “Fred, you’re
saying that lakes aren’t valuable. They are economically valuable. Let me give you an example. Let’s
say every bacterium is worth $1. There are 104–106 bacteria [ten thousand to a million] in every
milliliter of water. You do the math.” Singer replied, “Well, I just don’t believe a bacterium is worth a
dollar,” and Likens retorted, “Well, prove that it isn’t.” Twenty-six years later, Likens recalled, “It was
the only time I ever shut him up.”103
Singer was effectively insisting that if the scientists couldn’t prove the value of things (like
bacteria), then they had no value. It was a foolish argument, and no one on the committee accepted it,
not even Bill Nierenberg.104 “If we went by absolute science,” Nierenberg noted at another juncture,
“there would be nothing to do.”105 When the panel’s report came out in the summer of 1984,
Nierenberg summarized its gist: “Even in the absence of precise scientific knowledge, you just know
in your heart that you can’t throw 25 million tons a year of sulfates into the Northeast and not expect
some … consequences.”106
Having failed to sway his fellow panelists, Singer tried another tack. In September 1983, civil
engineer William Ackermann, the panel’s vice-chair, had presented the committee’s interim
conclusions to the House of Representatives Committee on Science and Technology.107 Singer wrote
a six-page letter to the committee chair taking issue with Ackermann’s testimony, which he claimed
was unsupported by sufficient data. He argued that evidence of damage was lacking, or limited, that a
good deal of soil acidification is natural, that only certain kinds of soils were susceptible to acid
damage, and that acidification might in some cases be beneficial. Some of Singer ’s claims—for
example, that some soils are naturally acidic—were true, but irrelevant. Others were misleading,
insofar as he was the only member of the committee who held the opinion that the evidence of
potential soil damage was “insufficient.”108 Whether or not the House Committee chairman believed
Singer ’s claims, his letter certainly would have had at least one effect: to make it appear that the
committee was divided and there was real and serious scientific disagreement. The committee was
divided, but it was divided 8–1, with the dissenter appointed by the Reagan White House.
Singer was supposed to be writing the final chapter of the report, on the feasibility of estimating
the economic benefits of controlling acid pollution. It was to be an investigation of how you might try
to place a dollar value on nature—and what would be lost if you didn’t.109 Somehow, along the way,
it turned into the claim that if you did nothing, it cost you nothing. Singer was continuing to equate the
value of nature to zero. This was not something the others would accept, so the panel had three
choices: keep working until they came to agreement, delete the chapter altogether, or relegate it to an
appendix.
As the panel neared completion of their report, this issue remained unresolved. When the report
finally appeared, the third solution had been chosen. While the rest of the report was jointly authored
—the norm for National Academy and other peer review panel reports—Singer ’s appendix was all
his own. It began with a strange claim: that the benefits as well as the costs of doing nothing were
zero. This was patently at odds with the rest of the report, which stressed repeatedly the ecological
costs of acid deposition.

If the panelists were correct, then the cost-benefit question at stake was how much money should
be spent on pollution abatement to avoid or minimize these ecological costs. Singer ignored this,
considering cost only in terms of the cost of pollution control—ignoring the cost of ecological
damage. Moreover, one could calculate the cost of ecological damage and the value of avoiding it: in
1979, the White House Council on Environmental Quality had done just that, and placed the value of
air quality improvements since the passage of the Clean Air Act at $21.4 billion—a year.110
Singer also presumed that the costs were mostly accrued in the present, but the benefits in the
future, and therefore the latter had to be discounted in order to make them commensurate with the
former. (That is to say, a dollar in the future is not worth as much to you as a dollar now, so you
“discount” its value in your planning and decision making. How much you discount it depends in part
on inflation, but also in part on how much you value the future.) Discounting would later become a
huge issue in assessing the costs and benefits of stopping global warming, as long-term risks can be
quickly written off with a sufficiently high discount rate.111
Was Singer doing that here? Not quite. He acknowledged that the choice of discount rate was
“important,” but then changed the subject to argue that because there are many sources of pollution
you could spend a great deal of money addressing one source without any immediate benefit.112 In
principle this was true, but it was not what the scientists had said about acid rain. They had concluded
that there was one dominant cause—sulfur dioxide—and that cutting it by 25 percent would yield
rapid benefits. Singer also asserted that because pollution control often was applied only to new
sources—think of automobiles—this also made it very hard to achieve quick results. True again, but
the analogy to cars was faulty, because while it was very hard to put new pollution control devices on
old cars, the available technology to control sulfur at power plants could be easily applied to old
plants as well as new ones. Singer himself acknowledged that there was a strong argument in favor of
applying new regulations to both old and new sources, lest you create a perverse incentive to stick to
obsolete technologies. How regulations worked depended upon how policy makers designed them,
and that was a matter of political power and will, rather than a law of nature.
Singer ’s appendix did not actually include the analysis he insisted was needed. When he reached
the point of actually making the analysis, he demurred, arguing that both the costs and the benefits
were extremely difficult to quantify, and simply jumped to his preferred conclusion: that the most
practical approach would be a market-based one. Using transferable emissions rights, the government
would determine the maximum allowable pollution, and then grant or sell the right to pollute to
parties who could then use, sell, or trade those rights.113
In later years, emissions trading would be used to reduce acid pollution—and today many people
are looking to such a system to control the greenhouse gases that cause global warming. Yet
economists (and ordinary people) know that markets do not always work.114 Indeed, many
economists would say that pollution is a prime example of market failure: its collateral damage is a
hidden cost not reflected in the price of a given good or service. Milton Friedman—the modern guru
of free market capitalism—had a name for such costs (albeit an innocuous one): he called them
“neighborhood effects.”115
Friedman tended to dismiss the significance of neighborhood effects, suggesting that the evils of
expanded government power to prevent them generally outweigh any plausible benefit. “It is hard to
know when neighborhood effects are sufficiently large to justify particular costs in overcoming them
and even harder to distribute the costs in an appropriate fashion,” he wrote in his classic work,

Capitalism and Freedom.116 So in the vast majority of cases it would be better to let the market sort
things out—and this is pretty much what Singer concluded about acid rain. Without any analysis of the
details or an example of a successful market-based pollution control scheme, he simply asserted that a
system of transferable emissions rights “would guarantee that the market will work in such a way as
to achieve the lowest-cost methods of removing pollution.”117 For a man who worried enormously
about scientific uncertainties, he was remarkably untroubled by economic ones.
Singer ’s final sentence was a question: “Will a reduction in emissions produce proportionate
reductions in deposition and in the environmental impacts believed to be associated with acid
rain?”118 In posing the question, he left the reader with the impression that the answer, perhaps, was
no. So a report that was otherwise clear on the reality and severity of acid rain now ended with doubt.
Singer ’s appendix left the reader with an impression very different from what the rest of the text
had said. Yet it was very similar to what Reagan officials had been saying for some time. In 1980,
David A. Stockman, director of the powerful Office of Management and Budget, asked in a speech to
the National Association of Manufacturers, “How much are the fish worth in these 170 lakes that
account for 4 percent of the lake area of New York? And does it make sense to spend billions of
dollars controlling emissions from sources in Ohio?” On another occasion, Stockman put the cost of
eliminating acid rain at $6,000 for every fish saved.119 The acid rain panel report was supposed to be
a scientific peer review, but Singer had placed within it a policy view consistent with that of the
Reagan administration, but seemingly at odds with the science that had been reviewed.
The full report was sent to the White House in early April, just as a key House of Representatives
subcommittee was considering legislation to control acid rain. Secretary of State George Shultz had
reassured the Canadians that he and EPA director William Ruckelshaus held acid rain to be a high
priority, but the Canadians were worried.120 Canadian government spokesman Allan MacEachen
noted that they believed there was enough evidence to justify abatement measures, but the U.S. view
was “that the scientific conclusions are not clear.”121 The Canadians were right on both counts. In
May the House subcommittee voted 10–9 against the legislation, effectively killing congressional
action on the issue. The panel report was finally released to the public on the last day of August.122
Press coverage was extensive and critical. “Prove it,” was how Newsweek later characterized the
Reagan administration position, neglecting to point out that scientists had, in fact, proved it.123
“Who’ll stop acid rain? Not Ronald Reagan,” said the New Republic.124 Nature concluded that
“Canada must act alone.”125
The business press, however, began to pick up on Singer ’s theme. Fortune ran an article by a
researcher at the Hudson Institute, a progrowth think tank founded by Cold Warrior Herman Kahn.
“Maybe acid rain isn’t the villain” asserted that it “could eventually cost Americans about $100 billion
… to achieve a major reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions. Before committing to any program of
this magnitude, we should want to be more certain that acid rain is in fact a major threat.”126 The
article didn’t just misrepresent the state of the science, it misrepresented its history, too. “It’s not
surprising that there should be sharp disagreements about acid rain. The rain has been studied only
for about six years.” (You’d think think tank researchers could do arithmetic: the elapsed time
between 1963 and 1984 did not come to six years.) The Wall Street Journal ran a piece on its editorial
page by a consultant for Edison Electric named Alan Katzenstein entitled “Acidity is not a major
factor,” questioning the scientific evidence and suggesting that the real “villain in the acid-rain story”

might be aluminum.127 One forest ecologist responded in a letter to the editor: “Katzenstein made
several assertions about the research findings [and] all of them are incorrect!”128 Who was
Katzenstein? An ecologist? A chemist? A biologist? No, he was a business consultant who previously
had worked for the tobacco industry.129
Many of these pieces were published before the panel’s final report was actually released; some of
them were based on the interim findings published the previous summer. So maybe it didn’t really
matter whether or not the report had been delayed. Why had it been delayed? If the report was sent to
the White House in April, why was it not released until August?

Manipulating Peer Review
On August 18, Maine senator George Mitchell and New Hampshire congressman Norman D’Amours
issued statements saying that the report had been suppressed by the White House. Both the New York
Times and the Los Angeles Times covered the story. “The 78-page study … directly rebuts the Reagan
Administration position that pollution controls should not be ordered until further studies are
conducted,” the Los Angeles Times concluded. The administration shelved the report, D’Amours was
quoted as saying, to avoid giving legislators “the ammunition we needed to push acid rain controls
through Congress.” The New York Times, however, quoted an OSTP spokesman explaining that the
final report had not been received until mid-July, and quoted Nierenberg explaining, “We were
making changes right up to mid-July.”130 That was true. But they were not changes that the panel had
authorized.
A few weeks later, Science magazine suggested that the congressional vote might have been
different had the Nierenberg report been released beforehand. Science quoted one panel member
saying that “paragraphs were re-ordered and material added … that changed the tone of the original
summary. The net effect [was] that the new summary weakens the panel’s message that the federal
government should take action now.”131 A Canadian paper repeated the charge: “The U.S.
Administration suppressed a report that told it to cut acidic air pollution during a crucial
congressional vote.”132
The historical record shows that something irregular had indeed occurred. Changes were made
after the report was finished, at least some of them were made without the agreement of the full panel,
and they did weaken the message.
The report had been more or less completed by March, when Nierenberg sent a draft to the
panelists, asking for final comments; in April, the final version was ready. Somehow proceedings
were delayed, and a plan developed to present it to EPA administrator William Ruckelshaus on June
27.133 After the article in Science, Nierenberg wrote to the journal to protest that, contrary to the
article, the panel’s report had not been changed since June. Who was right? After all, it was
Nierenberg’s panel; surely he knew what had gone on.
The historical record supports Science magazine. Documents show that the panel report was
forwarded to the White House in April, it was ready to be released in June, and it was not actually
released until August (albeit with a July date). The record also shows that changes had been made to

the text. In fact, it shows that two sets of changes were made—one set in the spring, and a second set in
the summer. Fred Singer had played a role in these changes—and so had Bill Nierenberg.
On May 21, Tom Pestorius sent a telecopy of the Executive Summary to Nierenberg. The first
paragraph was completely different: a strong statement about the reality of acid rain was replaced
with a historical introduction as to how and why the panel came to be. The original opening
paragraph, which began, “Large portions of eastern North America are currently being stressed by …
deposition of acids … [and t]he principal agent altering the biosphere is acidity traceable to sulfur
dioxide,” had been buried as the penultimate paragraph.134
The changes made in the summer were even more serious, and when the panel realized what had
happened, they protested loudly. A red flag was raised in September by panel member Kenneth Rahn,
an atmospheric chemist who had studied pollution dispersion. Rahn thought the claim that
northeastern acid rain definitely came from midwestern pollution was a bit premature—that it might
be best to do more research before implementing policy solutions, and he had testified in Congress to
this effect—so no one would have considered him an alarmist.135 But he now sent a very alarmed,
three-page, single-spaced letter to the panel members, detailing what he had learned.
The penultimate draft of the report had been compiled in February, and this “was the last that most
of us saw,” Rahn recalled. “We read it over for a last time and sent any remarks back, and from this a
final version was constructed. The principal change in the final version was Fred Singer ’s Chapter
VIII, which was made into the signed appendix 5.”136 This account was consistent with other
documents; a letter sent from John Robertson to the panel in February referred to the report as “the
‘almost final’ draft.”137
John Robertson had been handling all the compiling of the various sections and was responsible
for making the editorial changes suggested by the panelists. In a memo on February 24, 1984, he had
summarized for the panel the major changes he had made, based on their input. There were only five,
and most just dealt with organization and style. Only one was substantive: adding a recommendation
to include control of nitrogen oxide emissions. However, Robertson did remind the panel of one
“unresolved” issue: “the form, placement, and content of [Singer ’s] chapter VIII.” Two panelists did
not want it to have the status of a chapter, but would accept it as a signed appendix; four would accept
it as a chapter but only if “the conclusions … are removed.”138
In fact, the report had been almost ready nearly a year before. In March 1983—eleven months
earlier—Robertson had written to the panel asking for their comments on a draft of what was
expected to be the final report. “I have compared the draft issued to you in November with the
enclosed ‘Final Report,’” Robertson wrote. “All changes are attached. Rahn, Rowland and Ruderman
should be in a position to finish all writing within the next two weeks … I would like to have all input
by 21 March.”139 This version included Singer ’s contribution as a chapter. But the March 1983
version did not prove final. In July 1983, a draft of the report, with revisions, was sent to the panel,
but somehow this too failed to become the final version. As noted above, in August, Singer sent
Nierenberg a round of suggested corrections on the draft; Singer also sent panel members various
memos and materials suggesting that acid rain might not be as serious as they believed. Another half
year elapsed before the committee agreed on a final report. Among other things, Singer ’s chapter had
been moved to the appendix, after all.
According to Robertson, only three copies of the final report were made: one each for him,
Nierenberg, and the OSTP. That report was finished in March 1984, and sent to the OSTP in the first

week of April. “We all know that the March report was regarded by us all as the final one,” Rahn
reminded his colleagues.140
Why was Singer ’s chapter converted into an appendix? It would appear that the OSTP was hoping
to avoid the obligation of getting the committee to sign off on what Singer had done—something they
had already refused to do. That was one of two major changes. Rahn explained the other. “By
sometime in May, OSTP had decided to request that the Executive Summary be changed; they
proposed this to the Chairman and followed up with a draft version of a revised Executive Summary
which contained the types of changes they wanted the panel to consider. There followed several
exchanges of new versions between the Chairman and OSTP, and at one point, Dr. Keyworth became
personally involved.” The OSTP had told Nierenberg what changes it wanted, and Nierenberg had
made them.
So two parts—the Executive Summary, and Singer ’s appendix—had not been approved by all
panel members. Most of the members didn’t even know that the summary had been changed. But Rahn
had now read them side-by-side, and he sent them to the rest of the panel to compare.
In Rahn’s opinion, nothing important had been added or deleted, but changes in order, in
adjectives, and in tone had changed the tenor of the report, so the reader was left with a very different
impression. “The new message carries a softer message than the old one did. All parties who have
carefully read both versions agree on this point, and in fact OSTP freely admits that their goal was to
soften the tone.” The structure of the summary had been changed, too. Whereas the original closely
followed the report, beginning with the policy recommendation to act to control SO2 emissions, the
new one left that recommendation to the end. In so doing, “the remarks on policy which OSTP found
most unjustified are thereby diminished in stature.”141
It’s a frequently asked question in scientific circles whether scientists should make policy
recommendations about complex issues. The OSTP is the Office of Science and Technology Policy,
so it was perhaps reasonable for them to suggest adjustments to the report’s policy recommendations.
Or was it? No, because this was a peer review panel. Their charge was to review, summarize, and
critique what the technical working groups had done, and this included summarizing their policy
recommendations. Peer review is a crucial part of science. For the OSTP to alter those
recommendations was to interfere with scientific process. The report released by the OSTP on August
31 was simply not the report the panel had authorized.
“In short, our report has been altered since we last saw it,” Rahn concluded. “‘Tampered with’ may
not be too strong … In light of the changes made, which I judge to be substantial, I suspect that we
would not have approved it if we had been given the chance.”142
Other panelists drew the same conclusion. “I am very distressed to learn that the Executive
Summary for our Report from the Acid Rain Peer Review Panel has been rewritten and changed from
the version our Panel prepared and authorized last spring,” Gene Likens wrote to Nierenberg. “These
revisions were done without informing the members of our Panel and without gaining their approval
… My understanding is that these unapproved changes in the Executive Summary originated within
the White House/ OSTP. Frankly, I find such meddling to be less than honest and extremely
distasteful.” Likens was clearly angry, but he held his temper, ending with a straightforward question:
“Is there some explanation for what happened?”143
Panel member Mal Ruderman was also deeply disturbed, particularly because the Science article
gave the impression that he had participated in the tampering. In a letter to Nierenberg, Ruderman
wrote, “I am extremely upset by the description in Science of what happened to our Executive

Summary between April and June.” Ruderman had seen a version in June with certain proposed
changes, but Nierenberg had not explained to him that this version had already been altered in May,
with the text rearranged, and that the proposed changes in June were additional ones. Moreover,
Ruderman now reminded Nierenberg that he (Ruderman) had rejected the proposed changes. “Some
of the suggested changes altered the meaning of certain sentences and I did my best to change them
back to conform to what our Committee had agreed on … I feel strongly that my role in all of this
was defending against substantial changes in the Executive Summary given to me [and] I am counting
on you to set the record straight on all of this to our Committee and to Science. It is a matter of great
importance to me.”144
Rahn made a similar point. The press coverage made it seem as if the whole committee had
participated in the alterations, noting an article in the New York Times in August quoting “an OSTP
spokesman as saying that the authors ‘were making changes right up to mid-July,’ which is very
misleading.”145
Nierenberg responded by suggesting that he too had been misled, or at least confused. “I received
communications from [Kenneth] Rahn and Gene L[ikens] which partially confused me,” he replied to
Ruderman. “Your letter cleared up what was my major confusion … I did not realize till just now (any
more than you did) that there had been prior rearrangement of the text … I am not sure what should
be done. We could ask Science to publish the original summary. I am reasonably sure they would. We
could also ask them to publish both at the same time and let the readers judge.” He added a P.S. “I also
have [now] compared the various versions and agree that there was considerable rearrangement.”146
It is common practice for the head of a panel to meet, at the start of a review, with the office or
agency that is commissioning the report to receive the charge. It is also accepted practice for the
committee to meet with government officials to present the finished report, but it’s highly irregular
for a government official to change a report without the committee’s knowledge and permission. If
the White House had done that, it’s hard to believe that Nierenberg would have been so calm about it.
He should have been outraged.
Moreover, the record does not support the idea that Nierenberg had no idea what the White House
was up to. When word got back to the OSTP that Ruderman was asking for the record to be set
straight, Pestorius laid the blame squarely on Nierenberg’s shoulders: “Bill told me that ‘Mal is out
here with me working on the Executive Summary.’”147
Ruderman was not content with Nierenberg’s explanation, and in November he wrote to
Nierenberg again. “I think that there still exists a need to explain to the Acid Rain committee members
just what did happen between the original submission of our report to the OSTP (April?) and the
receipt of an amended telecopied Executive Summary by you from Tom Pestorius in late July.”148
While Nierenberg had offered to set the record straight, there is no evidence in the published record
or in his own files that he did.
When asked recently about Nierenberg’s role, Gene Likens said simply, “He was the one talking
to politicians in power. He pushed it through … Nierenberg was definitely responsible for the
changes.” Some of the panelists sought advice from colleagues at the National Academy about what to
do, but to no avail. Likens recalls again, “We went to our sources, but ours weren’t as powerful as
Nierenberg’s.”149
Historical documents confirm Likens’s account. In Bill Nierenberg’s files, there is a second copy
of the telecopied Executive Summary from May 21, but this time dated, by hand, 7/10/84—and the

note next to the date reads: “Changes wanted by Keyworth.” Nierenberg had changed the Executive
Summary, and it was the science advisor to the president who had asked him to do so.150
Republicans in general were pleased with Nierenberg’s work. In July, he received a letter from the
Republican congressman from Lansing, Michigan. “I am delighted that you were chosen for this
task,” the congressman wrote.151 In September, Nierenberg received an autographed photograph of
President Reagan.152 In 1984, Nierenberg sent Attorney General Ed Meese a copy of a crossword
puzzle he had completed in which one of the answers was “Meese” (the clue was “Reagan aide”). In
1985, Nierenberg was considered once again for the position of science advisor to the president. One
referee described him as “a strong, loyal, and vocal supporter of the Administration’s policies … a
[real] team player.”153
There would be no legislation addressing acid rain during the remainder of the Reagan years. The
administration would continue to insist that the problem was too expensive to fix—a billion-dollar
solution to a million-dollar problem. There would, however, be plenty of further scientific research.
William Ruckelshaus, the EPA administrator who had banned DDT in the Nixon years and was viewed
by most people as an honest broker, appeared on ABC news in August 1984 to explain the
administration’s position. He was asked by conservative commentator George Will, “Isn’t the
evidence now in on acid rain?” Ruckelshaus replied, “Well, no it’s not … We don’t know what’s
causing it.”154
“We don’t know what’s causing it” became the official position of the Reagan administration,
despite twenty-one years of scientific work that demonstrated otherwise. “We don’t know” was the
mantra of the tobacco industry in staving off regulation of tobacco long after scientists had proven its
harms, too. But no one seemed to notice this similarity, and the doubt message was picked up by the
media, which increasingly covered acid rain as an unsettled question. We’ve already noted how
Fortune ran an article insisting that the “standard scientific view of acid rain’s effects may be simply
wrong.” (At least they acknowledged that there was a standard scientific view.) Echoing Fred Singer,
the author, William Brown, associated with the Cato Institute, asserted that it “could eventually cost
Americans about $100 billion in today’s dollars to achieve a major reduction in sulfur dioxide.”
Given this enormous cost, “we should want to be more certain that acid rain is in fact a major threat
to the country’s environment.”155 The fact that all the relevant scientific panels had concluded that it
was a major threat was ignored.
Likens tried to set the record straight with an article in Environmental Science and Technology
entitled “Red Herrings in Acid Rain Research.”156 But in a pattern that was becoming familiar, the
scientific facts were published in a place where few ordinary people would see them, whereas the
unscientific claims—that acid rain was not a problem, that it would cost hundreds of billions to fix—
were published in mass circulation outlets. It was not a level playing field.
And it wasn’t just Fortune that misrepresented the science and the situation. BusinessWeek attacked
the EPA as “activist” for trying to take action on acid rain—in effect, for doing its job.157 Consumers’
Research Magazine (which despite its name was a journal that consistently took probusiness
positions) demanded to know: “Acid Rain: How Great a Threat?”158 William Brown reprised his
earlier article in Fortune with a new piece in 1986, “Hysteria about Acid Rain.”159 A few months
later Fortune repeated his claim yet again, insisting that “delay makes sense because we still have a lot

to learn about acid rain.”160 The Futurist joined the chorus, insisting that “the jury is still out on acid
rain.”161
Conflict, it is sometimes said, makes good copy, and when a lonely scientist took up the rightwing charge that acid rain might not be a serious problem, the press were quick to pick up his claims.
Edward Krug was a soil scientist at the Connecticut Agricultural Research Station who began to argue
that a good deal of soil acidification in northeastern forests was natural or associated with land use
changes.162 Krug called his argument a “a new perspective,” but it wasn’t new at all; natural
acidification had been considered and found to be inadequate to explain the observations.163 Still,
Krug’s argument was presented in Policy Review, published by the Hoover Institution,164 and taken
up by Reason magazine, which insisted that new evidence showed that “acid rain was not a
problem.”165 He even appeared on 60 Minutes, where he claimed that NAPAP had shown that acid
rain simply wasn’t a serious problem—a claim that almost no one else associated with NAPAP agreed
with.166
As the World Wide Web developed in the 1990s, many sites began to quote Krug as having
demonstrated that acid rain was not the crisis that environmentalists made it out to be. Many of these
sites are still live today.167 One complains that Krug was cited in the mainstream media only nine
times between 1980 and 1993, while Gene Likens was cited thirty-nine times. (Given their relative
standing in the scientific community and the depth and breadth of their acid rain research, this figure
suggests that the mainstream media were biasing their coverage in favor of Krug.)168 Print media
kept up the drumbeat, as Fortune continued in the 1990s to claim that acid rain was “a relatively minor
problem on which it would be absurd to spend billions of tax dollars.”169 Fred Singer, citing his own
contributions to the 1983 Nierenberg report, claimed in Regulation—the journal of the Cato Institute
—that avoiding premature action on acid rain had saved from $5 billion to $10 billion per year.170
Many people became confused, thinking that the acid rain issue was unsettled, that scientists had no
consensus. When a group of NAPAP scientists met in 1990 at Hilton Head, South Carolina, National
Public Radio reported that there was a “general consensus among the scientific community that acid
rain is … complicated.”171 And while we are embarrassed to admit it, in the early 1990s one of us
(N.O.) used Krug’s arguments in an introductory earth science class at Dartmouth College to teach
“both sides” of the acid rain “debate.”
Meanwhile the Reagan administration, having gotten some but perhaps not all of what they wanted
from Bill Nierenberg, commissioned yet another report. This one was led by Columbia University
geochemist Laurence Kulp, who was well-known for his conservative religious views; colleagues at
Columbia referred to him as a “theochemist” for his efforts to reconcile geological evidence with
Christian belief.”172 Kulp’s report concluded that acid rain was not as great a threat as many
believed, a conclusion that most scientists described, in the words of the New York Times, as
“inaccurate and misleading.” With echoes of the 1984 Nierenberg report, the Times reported that
several scientists “suggested that the [Executive] summary had been tailored … in the belief that
policy-makers and journalists would read it [the summary] and not the report itself.”173
It would take six years and a new administration to pass legislation to control acidic emissions. In
1990, under the administration of George H. W. Bush, amendments to the Clean Air Act established an
emissions trading—or “cap and trade”—system to control acid rain. The system resulted in a 54

percent decline in sulfur dioxide levels between 1990 and 2007, while the inflation-adjusted price of
electricity declined during the same period.174 In 2003, the EPA reported to Congress that the overall
cost of air pollution control during the previous ten years was between $8 billion and $9 billion,
while the benefits were estimated from $101 billion to $119 billion—more than ten times as great.175
Singer ’s “billion-dollar solution to a million-dollar problem” was just plain wrong.
The energy industry had often accused environmentalists of scare-mongering, yet this is just what
they had done with their claims of economic devastation. Protecting the environment didn’t produce
economic devastation. It didn’t lead to massive job losses. It didn’t cost hundreds of billions of
dollars. It didn’t even cause the price of electricity to rise. And the science was correct all along. As
Mohamed El-Ashry of the World Resources Institute was quoted in Newsweek, “When we waited for
more research on acid rain, we ended up realizing that everything we knew 10 years earlier was
true.”176
But even if the scientists got the science right, perhaps Republican policy was right to focus on
market mechanisms to control pollution. Cap and trade to control sulfate emissions was widely
considered a success and is now the leading model for controlling the greenhouse gases that cause
global warming. Perhaps Singer was right to push for a market-based solution to acid rain. Perhaps,
except that scientists close to the issue have reservations as to whether cap and trade has really
worked.
Well after acid rain was off the headlines, Gene Likens and his colleagues continued to work at
Hubbard Brook. By 1999, they had concluded that the problem had not been solved. “Acid rain still
exists,” Likens wrote in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, “and its ecological
effects have not gone away.” Indeed, matters had gotten worse, as additional stresses such as global
warming were making the forests “even more vulnerable to these anthropogenic inputs of strong
acids from the atmosphere.”177 The net result was that “the forest has stopped growing.”178
Over the next ten years, Likens and his colleagues pursued the question of net forest health. In
2009 they spoke out frankly. “Since 1982, the forest has not accumulated biomass. In fact, since 1997,
the accumulation … has been significantly negative.”179 The forest was shrinking, “under siege”
from multiple onslaughts of climate change, alien species invasion, disease, mercury and salt
pollution, landscape fragmentation, and continued acid rain. The sugar maple—beloved by both
Canadians and New Englanders—“is dying … [and s]cientific research suggests that by 2076, the
300th birthday of the United States, sugar maples will be extinct in large areas of the northern
forest.”180 First on their list of threats to forest sustainability is acid rain, which “remains a major
problem … as emissions were not fully controlled” by the Clean Air Act Amendments.181 The cap
and trade system simply did not do enough. Not only did it not eliminate acid rain, it did not even
reduce it sufficiently to stabilize the situation. Forest decline has continued.
Likens and his colleagues do not rule out the continued use of market-based mechanisms to help
save the forests, but they also note that some issues “require national and even global regulation.”182
But the real issue in either a cap and trade system or its alternative—setting pollution limits through
command and control—is where you set the cap, and whether or not you have a mechanism to adjust
it (either up or down) if future information suggests you should. The ongoing scientific work shows
that, among other things, the Clean Air Amendments set the caps too high, perhaps in part because the
arguments made by Fred Singer and his allies—and then taken up by the Reagan administration and
much of the media—suggested that since we weren’t entirely sure about the problem and its severity,

it would be foolish to take excessively dramatic action. And so we didn’t. We took modest steps, and
then did nothing to strengthen them as time went on, even as the science increasingly indicated that we
needed to. We went on faith that the market would do its “magic.”
Magical thinking still informs the position of many who oppose environmental regulation. As
recently as 2007, the George Marshall Institute continued to insist that the damages associated with
acid rain were always “largely hypothetical,” and that “further scientific investigation revealed that
most of them were not in fact occurring.”183 The Institute cited no studies to support this
extraordinary claim.
Moreover, there is reason to believe that a straight-out command and control approach might have
better results than cap and trade in one important respect: research shows that regulation is an
effective means to stimulate technological innovation. That is to say, if you want the market to do its
magic—if you want businesses to provide the goods and services that people need—the best way to
do that, at least in terms of pollution prevention, appears, paradoxically, to be to mandate it.
David Hounshell is one of America’s leading historians of technology. Recently he and his
colleagues at Carnegie Mellon University have turned their attention to the question of regulation and
technological innovation. In an article published in 2005, “Regulation as the Mother of Innovation,”
based on the Ph.D. research of Hounshell’s student, Margaret Taylor, they examined the question of
what drives innovation in environmental control technology. It is well established that the lack of
immediate financial benefits leads companies to underinvest in R & D, and this general problem is
particularly severe when it comes to pollution control. Because pollution prevention is a public good
—not well reflected in the market price of goods and services—the incentives for private investment
are weak. Competitive forces just don’t provide enough justification for the long-term investment
required; there is a lack of driving demand. However, when government establishes a regulation, it
creates demand. If companies know they have to meet a firm regulation with a definite deadline, they
respond—and innovate. The net result may even be cost savings for the companies, as obsolete
technologies are replaced with state-of-the art ones, yet the companies would not have bothered to
make the change had they not been forced to.
Of course, regulation is not the only possible government action. Governments can invest directly
in R & D, provide tax credits and subsidies, or facilitate knowledge transfer. Many economists prefer
these alternatives to straight-out regulation, thinking they provide companies greater flexibility,
increasing the likelihood that resources will be allocated in appropriate ways and the desired goals
actually met. But Hounshell and his colleagues show that this presumption may be wrong. The
empirical evidence shows that regulation may be the most effective means, because clear and
stringent regulation provides a strong and continuous stimulus for invention.184 Necessity is the
mother of invention, and regulatory compliance is a powerful form of necessity.
If the U.S. government had established a strong regulatory regime on acid emissions, then the
industry might have done more to innovate. And if technological advancement had made it easier and
cheaper to control emissions, then industrial resistance to tightening the caps as time went on would
have lessened, and it might well have been easier to tighten the regulations over time, giving the
forests the protection that science showed they really needed.
This is admittedly speculative. We will never know what would have happened had a different
approach been taken. However, one thing we do know for sure is that doubt-mongering about acid
rain—like doubt-mongering about tobacco—led to delay, and that was a lesson that many people took
to heart. In the years that followed, the same strategy would be applied again, and again, and again—

and in several cases by the same people. Only next time around, they would not merely deny the
gravity of the problem; they would deny that there was any problem at all. In the future, they wouldn’t
just tamper with the peer review process; they would reject the science itself.

CHAPTER 4

Constructing a Counternarrative:
The Fight over the Ozone Hole

A t the same time as acid rain was being politicized, another, possibly even more worrisome
problem had come to light: the ozone hole. The idea that human activities might be damaging the
Earth’s protective ozone layer first entered the public mind in 1970. Awareness began with the
American attempt to develop a commercial airliner that could fly faster than the speed of sound. The
“supersonic transport,” or SST, would fly inside the stratospheric ozone layer, and scientists worried
that its emissions might do damage. While the SST did not turn out to be a serious threat, concern
over it led to the realization that chemicals called chlorofluorocarbons were.
In 1969, MIT commissioned a major study of human environmental impact. “Man’s Impact on the
Global Environment: Report of the Study of Critical Environmental Problems” (mercifully
abbreviated SCEP) was released a year later, and contained the first major statement on the state of the
stratosphere and the probable impact of the SST.1 A panel chaired by William Kellogg of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, Colorado, took on the question. Water vapor is
the second-largest combustion product of jet engines, after carbon dioxide, and like carbon dioxide,
it’s a greenhouse gas, so the scientists worried that water vapor from engine exhaust could cause
climate change. Water vapor also makes clouds, which in turn affect weather. The scientists concluded
that although stratospheric water vapor concentration would increase—by as much as 60 percent with
a large SST fleet—it probably would not appreciably change surface temperatures. Just to be sure,
however, they recommended the development of a stratospheric monitoring program.2
An article in Science by a scientist at Boeing Laboratories—the research arm of the SST’s builder
—accidentally undermined the SCEP argument. Using a different model, he calculated that the water
vapor produced by a fleet of 850 SSTs would deplete the ozone column by 2 to 4 percent. Most of this
reduction would occur in the northern hemisphere due to the high concentration of air routes there,
producing a temperature rise on the Earth’s surface of about 0.04°C.3
This tiny amount of warming was indistinguishable from natural variation, so one could say it
was no different from the SCEP result, but it unexpectedly opened a new and more controversial
issue. James E. McDonald of the University of Arizona, a member of the National Academy of
Sciences’ Panel on Weather and Climate Modification, found the Boeing findings startling. McDonald
had been a panelist on an earlier study of stratospheric ozone depletion that had concluded depletion
was very unlikely to happen, but the new argument caused him to reconsider. Moreover, by 1970,
medical scientists believed that ultraviolet radiation caused certain kinds of skin cancer.4 The ozone
layer protects us from that UV radiation. If ozone depletion did occur, then skin cancer incidence

would increase. Indeed, McDonald believed there was a sixfold magnification factor: each 1 percent
reduction in ozone concentration would produce a 6 percent increase in skin cancer occurrence.
McDonald testified to this effect before Congress in March 1970.5
Meanwhile, the issue had come to the attention of a University of California atmospheric chemist
named Harold Johnston, who started to think about another by-product of jet engines: oxides of
nitrogen—or NOX. Johnston was the author of the leading textbook on ozone chemistry, and his
expertise got him invited to a Department of Transportation–sponsored study of stratospheric flight
held in Boulder, in March 1971. Johnston rapidly became annoyed at the proceedings because the
conferees seemed to accept the conclusions of the SCEP study that nitrogen oxides would not be a
significant cause of ozone depletion. Johnston’s knowledge of ozone chemistry suggested to him that
this was wrong.
Johnston spent much of that night working out calculations showing that oxides of nitrogen would
be far more potent stratospheric ozone scavengers, and in the morning he handed out a handwritten
paper that estimated NOX-derived depletion of 10 to 90 percent. This was a huge range, but there was
a good reason for it: the depletions would be much worse over the North Atlantic, where air routes
are concentrated. The range was caused in part by geographic diversity, not just scientific uncertainty.
Still, no one was convinced. At an impromptu “workshop” organized in the men’s washroom and
held in a small conference room later that day, the discussion stayed focused on water vapor.
Participant Harold Schiff, a chemist from York University in Toronto, recalls that Johnston lashed out
at the group for ignoring the NOX reactions, finally prompting the other chemists to grapple with his
idea—if only in self-defense.
No one knew what the stratosphere’s “natural” concentration of NOX was, because no one had
ever measured it. But if you didn’t know how much NOX there was, then you couldn’t calculate its
effect. If the stratosphere already had plenty of these chemicals, then small amounts added by a fleet
of SSTs wouldn’t make a difference. If, on the other hand, the stratosphere had very little or none at
all, then the SST effect might be devastating. The conference ended with a recommendation that more
research was needed.6
Back in Berkeley, Johnston turned his calculations into a formal paper, which he sent to several
colleagues in early April. On April 14, he sent a substantially revised version to Science. The
journal’s peer reviewers deemed the paper unsatisfactory for two reasons, and recommended that
Johnston rewrite it. First, Johnston had failed to cite a key paper that suggested the stratosphere’s high
sensitivity to nitrogen oxides.7 Second, Johnston’s tone was unacceptable. Scientists were supposed to
be dispassionate, in order to at least appear to be unbiased and objective. Johnston didn’t do that. He
bluntly contended that an SST fleet could cut ozone concentration over the Atlantic corridor in half
and allow enough radiation to reach the Earth’s surface to cause widespread blindness.
So Johnston’s paper was delayed as he made changes (including removing the blindness claim),
and it was finally published in August. But his preliminary draft—the one he had sent to colleagues—
had been leaked to a small California newspaper, the Newhall Signal, leading the University of
California’s Public Relations Office to release it officially. Reaction was swift. Sensational
summaries of Johnston’s draft sped east on the wire services and on May 17 the story made the New
York Times. Two weeks later, a lengthy follow-up article by famed science editor Walter Sullivan put
the issue solidly before the public.8 According to Johnston, Sullivan reported, SSTs could have
devastating consequences for humanity.
Johnston’s paper had no impact on the SST program, though, because it had already been

canceled. The House of Representatives had refused to finance the project back on March 17 for
economic reasons, not environmental ones.9
But Johnston’s paper did have an impact on stratospheric science. The Department of
Transportation still wanted to restart SST development, and the Anglo-French Concorde SST was
being developed, so the questions Johnston had raised still had to be answered. Congress financed $21
million for a Climate Impact Assessment Program (CIAP, pronounced sy-ap), to answer them. This
three-year effort involved nearly a thousand scientists across many agencies, universities, and several
other countries, and was one of the first efforts to assess the potential impact of a technology not yet
in widespread use.
CIAP was controversial, because after enormous amounts of work by scientists around the world,
the Department of Transportation tried to whitewash the findings. The program’s scientists had found
that a fleet of five hundred Boeing-type SSTs was likely to deplete the ozone layer by 10 to 20
percent. More important, there would be vastly worse depletions over the highly traveled North
Atlantic routes. Harold Johnston might have been right.10
But the report’s Executive Summary, a twenty-seven-page summation of a seventy-two-hundredpage study, didn’t say that. Instead, it claimed that an improved SST, to be developed in the future with
a sixfold reduction in emissions, wouldn’t deplete the ozone layer. At the press conference held on its
release, in January 1975, the study’s director emphasized this “techno-fix.” The resulting newspaper
headlines said things like sst cleared on the ozone. But the report hadn’t cleared the Boeing SST, or
the Concorde; it had only cleared an imaginary technology that didn’t exist.
The scientists had said there was a problem, and they now worried “they would probably be …
branded alarmists and fellow travelers of the disaster lobby.”11 They were right. Columns in the San
Francisco Chronicle, the Christian Science Monitor, and the Pittsburgh Press promptly attacked them.
The Pittsburgh Press announced that CIAP had shown scientists concerned about ozone depletion had
spoken “unscientific nonsense. The phony ozone argument has no place in rational scientific
discourse and no place in the SST debate.”12
The CIAP scientists were furious about the misleading presentation of their work. After an ugly
meeting in Boston, shortly after the Executive Summary’s release, both Johnston and Thomas M.
Donahue of the University of Michigan tried to publish corrective letters in several newspapers, but
without success. Newspapers simply declined to publish their letters. Donahue had chaired a
committee that reviewed the larger CIAP study for accuracy; he finally got Science to publish a letter
laying out the correct interpretation of the study. This forced the Department of Transportation’s
official to respond in Science as well, acknowledging the misleading nature of the summary.13 But
that admission would only be read by the scientists who read Science; once again, scientific claims
were being published in scientific journals, where only scientists would read them, but unscientific
claims were being published in the mass media. The public was left with the impression that the ozone
layer was fine, and the “alarmists” had got it wrong.
Meanwhile scientific attention had started to stray from the SST’s impact on ozone. The AngloFrench Concorde failed to sell, and production ceased after twenty were built—a low enough number
to pose no threat. But thinking about ozone had led a handful of NASA scientists to consider yet
another issue: the potential impact of the agency’s new space shuttle, the boosters of which used a
chlorine-based propellant. And that was a different story.

The 1970 National Environmental Policy Act required the shuttle program office to prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement. For the atmospheric portion they had contracted with the University
of Michigan, where scientists Ralph Cicerone and Richard Stolarski found some troubling results: the
exhaust from the shuttle’s solid rocket boosters would release chlorine, a highly reactive element
known to destroy ozone, directly into the stratosphere.14 Stolarski says that their report was initially
“buried” by the program office in Houston, but NASA headquarters reversed that decision and
scheduled a workshop on the problem, for January 1974.15 In the meantime, at a conference in
Kyoto, Japan, Cicerone and Stolarski presented a paper on volcanic chlorine as a potential ozone
scavenger—not because they were really worried about volcanoes, but because NASA had asked them
not to say anything about the shuttle—or even to mention the fact that NASA was paying for their
work. Since volcanoes do emit chlorine, the two realized they could present their work without
having to say that the source of chlorine they were actually worried about was the shuttle.
Volcanoes or no, other people were thinking about chlorine, too. Paul Crutzen, a brilliant Dutch
atmospheric scientist who would later dub the current period of Earth’s history the “Anthropocene”
because of humans’ extensive environmental impact, also presented a paper on chlorine at the Kyoto
meeting.16 A few months later, the British journal Nature published a paper by F. Sherwood Rowland
and Mario Molina, who argued that the decomposition of a set of common industrial chemicals—
chlorofluorocarbons—would release large quantities of chlorine monoxide into the stratosphere.17
In 1970, British scientist James Lovelock had documented the widespread presence of
chlorofluorocarbons in the Earth’s troposphere (the lower portion of the atmosphere). Lovelock had
calculated that given the known concentration of CFCs in the atmosphere virtually all of the billions
of pounds that had been manufactured were still in the atmosphere. If Lovelock was right—there were
no chemical processes, or “sinks,” that could remove CFCs from the lower atmosphere—then
eventually the atmosphere’s circulation would move them into the stratosphere. There, Rowland and
Molina argued, they would finally decompose under the impact of ultraviolet radiation, where they’d
be converted into fluorine and chlorine compounds. And some of these compounds were known from
laboratory studies to be ozone scavengers.
Billions of pounds of CFCs were produced every year for use in spray cans, air-conditioners, and
refrigerators. In comparison, the four shuttles’ exhaust would be utterly trivial.
The revelation that mundane items like hair spray could destroy the Earth’s ozone and increase
cancer rates produced a media firestorm. The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, unusually, moved
quickly to understand the stratospheric implications of this research. The chairman of the National
Research Council’s Division of Chemistry and Chemical Technology arranged for a one-day, ad hoc
panel to decide whether a full committee-level study was in order. Donald Hunten of the Kitt Peak
National Observatory convened the ad hoc study in October; his group recommended to Academy
president Philip Handler that a panel be established as an adjunct to the Climatic Impact Committee.18
Congress also moved with unaccustomed speed. In December 1974, a month before the ill-fated CIAP
press conference, the House held its first hearings on CFCs and ozone depletion.19

The Ozone War

The aerosol industry responded almost immediately to Rowland and Molina’s work. They already
had two trade associations, the Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association and the
Manufacturing Chemists’ Association, which responded with research on chlorofluorocarbon effects
of their own. The Manufacturing Chemists’ Association established a subpanel to dispense $3 million
to $5 million in research grants, which largely went to university scientists.20 The industry then
established two more organizations for public relations purposes: the Aerosol Education Bureau and
the Council on Atmospheric Sciences.21 A little later, a group of aerosol can fillers formed the
Western Aerosol Information Bureau. Their job was “defense of the product” in the public sphere. If
you had followed the tobacco story, it would have been déjà vu all over again.
Meanwhile, the Ford administration established an interagency task force on so-called Inadvertent
Modification of the Stratosphere (IMOS) in January 1975. The IMOS panel held a contentious public
hearing in February, then worked quietly on a report for several more months. Finally, the panel
announced that unless new evidence was found absolving CFCs, “it would seem necessary to restrict
[their] uses … to … closed recycled systems or other uses not involving release to the
atmosphere.”22 Absent new evidence, CFC emissions to the atmosphere should be banned entirely. It
was a stunning conclusion.
IMOS placed the burden on determining whether CFC regulations were necessary not on a
government agency such as the EPA, but on the National Academy of Sciences. This was unusual,
because the Academy isn’t a regulatory body. Its usual role is to generate a summary of the current
state of a particular scientific field, and to suggest what further research would be needed to advance
it. The Academy leadership was not pleased to be stuck with the job of deciding whether or not to
extinguish the $1 billion per year CFC spray industry. Nonetheless, Academy president Handler
accepted the task, appointing a Panel on Atmospheric Chemistry to examine the state of the art, and a
second panel, the Committee on Impacts of Stratospheric Change, to evaluate the science and its
policy implications. In the 1970s, it was common to exclude scientists with known positions from the
panels, so Hal Johnston, Sherry Rowland, Mario Molina, and Tom Donahue, already strong
advocates of CFC control, were not invited. The panel called on their expertise to help them
understand the issues, but not to participate in the writing.23
Handler chose John Tukey, a distinguished statistician at Princeton University and Bell Labs, as
the chairman of the Committee on Impacts of Stratospheric Change, and Herbert Gutowsky, director
of the School of Chemical Sciences at the University of Illinois, as chairman of the Panel on
Atmospheric Chemistry.24 Their report deadline was April 1, 1976. They had a difficult task. The
scientific research front was advancing quickly; the panel would be analyzing a moving target, as it
were. They also had to do their work under a media magnifying glass, enduring efforts by reporters
to get them to discuss the panel deliberations, attacks by the industry’s PR machinery, and pressure
from both advocates and opponents of immediate regulation.25
While the two panels struggled with understanding and assessing the science, the industry’s
Committee on Atmospheric Science began their resistance campaign. Their initial star witness against
Rowland and Molina was a British professor of theoretical mechanics at Imperial College, Richard
Scorer. The Chemical Specialties Manufacturer ’s Association arranged a U.S. tour so that Scorer
could publicly denounce the ozone depletion work. Scorer called the CIAP study “pompous claptrap,”
and seems to have held the same opinion of the ongoing CFC-related research.26
Scorer ’s main point during his tour was one that would become a common refrain among anti-

environmentalists in the years to come. He insisted that human activities were too small to have any
impact on the atmosphere, which he called “the most robust and dynamic element in the
environment.”27 He dismissed the idea of ozone destruction as a “scare story” based on little
scientific evidence. Even in Los Angeles, struggling with a tremendous smog problem that created
widespread respiratory distress during the summer, he insisted that humans were incapable of
harming the environment.28
Scorer ’s tour was intended to generate proindustry press, not to contribute to the scientific effort,
and after a Los Angeles Times reporter exposed his connection to the industry lobby, calling him a
“scientific hired gun,” he lost whatever PR effectiveness he had.29 But while Scorer would go away,
his arguments wouldn’t.
The industry’s Committee on Atmospheric Sciences had an idea, perhaps generated by Stolarski
and Cicerone’s work-around for their chlorine paper in Kyoto: to blame volcanoes. Magmas contain
dissolved chlorine, and when volcanoes erupt, this chlorine can be released into the atmosphere.
When volcanoes erupt catastrophically they send ash, dust, and gases into the stratosphere. If there
were a lot of volcanic chlorine floating around the stratosphere, then a small amount of additional
CFCs might not make much difference. If volcanoes supplied most of the chlorine, and the ozone
layer hadn’t been destroyed yet, then chlorine couldn’t be a big deal. Or so the industry argument
went.
But volcanoes also erupt a lot of water vapor, and soot-and-dust-laden rain (often black) falls
during or just after eruptions, as the water vapor condenses. Chlorine is easily dissolved in water and
some of it therefore rains out. This phenomenon was understood qualitatively in the mid-1970s but
not quantitatively, so the industry Council on Atmospheric Sciences decided to make a big show of
proving that most of the chlorine would reach the stratosphere. They held a press conference in
October 1975 to announce their “research” program on an Alaska volcano expected to erupt soon.
The volcano erupted at the end of January 1976, but evidently it did not do what they were hoping, as
the industry group never announced results, beyond stating they were “inconclusive.”30 Yet the claim
that volcanoes were the source of most stratospheric chlorine was repeated well into the 1990s.
The volcano idea was just one part of the industry effort to impugn CFC science. As Harold Schiff
put it, “They [the CFC industry] challenged the theory every step of the way. They said there was no
proof that fluorocarbons even got into the stratosphere, no proof that they split apart to produce
chlorine, no proof that, even if they did, the chlorine was destroying ozone.”31 Each of these claims
was defeated by evidence during 1975 and 1976. A scientist from the University of Denver showed
that CFC concentrations in the stratosphere over New Mexico had doubled between 1968 and 1975,
proving that they were reaching the stratosphere in increasing amounts. Only a few months later,
National Center Atmospheric Research scientists measured CFCs at the key altitude that Rowland and
Molina had predicted they would break up, and showed that the concentration declined as the altitude
increased—exactly as expected.32 Experiments conducted at the National Bureau of Standards then
showed that CFCs did, in fact, release chlorine atoms when exposed to ultraviolet light, just as
Rowland and Molina’s chemical model had said they would.33
Rowland and Molina had proposed that ozone depletion occurred through a complex set of
interlocking chemical reactions, a complexity that helped industry cast doubt on the issue. But there
was one key molecule predicted by their theory whose existence in the stratosphere would prove that
chlorine was reacting with ozone to destroy it: chlorine monoxide, or ClO. Theory predicted that ClO

would form from the reaction of a free chlorine atom with ozone. The free chlorine would strip one
of the three oxygen atoms from the ozone molecule, leaving a normal oxygen molecule (O2) and
chlorine monoxide (ClO) as the by-products. But chlorine monoxide is very hard to measure, because
it rapidly reacts with the surface of most instruments and vanishes. Scientists measured the chemistry
of the stratosphere by sending up refrigerated flasks, opening them, collecting some air, and having
the flask parachuted back to Earth. Then the air would be tested in ground-based instruments. This
didn’t work for ClO, because it reacted with the walls of the flasks.
The problem was solved by a young scientist named James Anderson, who had worked with Tom
Donahue at Michigan. He developed an instrument that drew a continuous flow of air through itself,
and used a laser to detect ClO. As long as the instrument was able to maintain a smooth airflow
through itself, the air in the middle of its air passage wouldn’t touch the walls, and if the ClO were
there, the laser would detect it.
The chlorine monoxide was there. It was the smoking gun they’d been waiting for.34 ClO had
been detected in the stratosphere, and there was no explanation for its presence except that it was
caused by CFCs reacting with ozone to produce it. In effect, it was a fingerprint—a telltale sign that
CFCs had been there.
As Anderson was making his measurements, Sherry Rowland realized that the computer models
being used by the National Academy panels had incorrect data for another important compound,
chlorine nitrate. Chlorine nitrate is a “sink”—a species that keeps chlorine (and nitrogen, another
ozone destroyer) from destroying yet more ozone—but it is also a photochemical, meaning that it
breaks down in sunlight, where it releases chlorine and nitrogen. German data from the 1950s
suggested that it broke down in just minutes, but these data were pretty old; Rowland had his group
remeasure the chlorine nitrate destruction rate. He found that it survived much longer than expected
and the new figures reduced their computer model’s estimate of ozone depletion by 20 to 30 percent.
Rowland announced the result immediately, even though it undercut his own position favoring an
immediate CFC ban.
The Academy panels were thrown into turmoil, as they tried to make sense of these new data. The
Academy decided to delay both reports, annoying the federal agencies that were funding the study
(NASA, NOAA, NSF, and EPA), who didn’t like the additional cost involved or the delay in their
schedules. But Academy president Handler was adamant about getting the science right: he would
cancel the reports entirely rather than publish them without having digested the new data properly.
The agencies backed off (and NASA scraped up more money). The chemical industry trumpeted the
delay as a sign that the Academy might be preparing to announce that CFCs weren’t a threat after all,
calling a press conference in May to announce that the new data brought depletion estimates “nearly
to zero.”35
That was simply not true.
When reports were finally released on September 15, 1976, the scientists had concluded that
steady state depletion was likely to result from continuing releases of CFCs at 1973 levels. The
depletion was pretty much proportional to the amount of CFC released, so doubling emissions would
roughly double ozone loss.36 This was less than earlier predictions, but still substantial.
It wasn’t the job of the Academy panels to propose regulations, but the scientific results clearly
showed that CFCs did serious damage. Tukey’s committee tried to walk the fine line between
scientific deduction and policy prescription, suggesting that while more research was needed to
reduce uncertainties in the predictions, they were not proposing a long delay. “No more than two

years need be allowed,” they wrote, before beginning selective regulation of CFCs.37
The political process now moved rather rapidly. The chairman of the president’s Council on
Environmental Quality argued that “the criminal defendant’s presumption of innocence was not
appropriate for regulatory decisions under uncertainty,” and said that he would prod the federal
regulatory apparatus toward immediate rule making.38 The federal interagency committee on the
stratosphere, IMOS, also called for immediate rule making. On October 12, the EPA and FDA stated
together that they would get to work, suggesting that European countries follow suit.39
The rapid move toward regulation caught the aerosol industry by surprise. Their PR machinery
tried to spin Tukey’s judicious prose—and his suggestion that at most scientists needed two more
years—into well-publicized claims that regulation shouldn’t be undertaken for at least two years. The
Western Aerosol Information Bureau argued that what the studies “really” said was that “we don’t
know what is going on, we don’t know if what we are measuring has anything to do with what the
problem may be, but we’re sure that nothing is going to happen one way or the other for the next
couple of years.”40
Meanwhile something very interesting had happened: American people had already started to
change their habits. By the time Food and Drug Administration head Donald Kennedy announced
regulations, in 1977, CFC propellant use had already dropped by three quarters. The public had
realized that that there were many (often less expensive) substitutes for CFCs, such as roll-on
antiperspirants and pump sprays for kitchen cleansers. The ban on propellant use, which took effect in
1979, was merely the coup de grace.
When the CIAP program ended, NASA took over leadership of the nation’s stratospheric research
program. The agency’s leaders were still concerned about the potential threat that regulations posed
to the shuttle, and also wanted to improve the quality and relevance of its research programs. The
NASA earth science manager supported the development of a number of new balloon and spaceborne instruments for measurement of various trace species associated with ozone depletion. The
agency had also received a mandate from Congress that required a quadrennial report on the state of
the science. This forced NASA to engage scientists around the nation in a regular process of
assessment. Over the next several years, that assessment process forged an active research community
around the question of ozone depletion.

Holes in the Ozone Layer
In 1985, the British Antarctic Survey announced the existence of an area of severe ozone depletion
over Antarctica, initiating a new phase of the ozone conflict. The British scientists had actually
detected it four years earlier, but had disbelieved their own results. No known version of the ozone
depletion hypothesis could explain such extremely low ozone levels, so they returned each year to
gather more data. No one could accuse them of having rushed to judgment.
The Survey’s paper came out when many of the leading stratospheric scientists were meeting in
Les Diablerets, Switzerland, to review the draft of the 1985 NASA assessment. This assessment
differed from its predecessors in that its manager, Robert T. Watson of NASA, had approached the
World Meteorological Organization about making the assessment international, reducing the

possibility of competing interpretations.41 Watson had been a chemical kineticist at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) prior to becoming the Upper Atmosphere Research Program manager in 1980; he
had also been a postdoctoral researcher in Hal Johnston’s lab at Berkeley.
The 1985 assessment document updated the status of laboratory-based efforts to improve
understanding of the chlorine and nitrogen reactions, and to incorporate this understanding into
chemical models. It also summarized the recent history of stratospheric measurements, filling more
than a thousand pages. All this work had left the research community thinking they understood things
pretty well, especially when a 1985 Shuttle Challenger flight demonstrated that all the predicted trace
chemicals really were there.42 It seemed that the scientific community had sorted it all out. So the
Antarctic Survey’s announcement was a shock.
Some of the conferees at Les Diablerets were already aware of the paper, as Nature’s editor had
circulated it to referees in December 1984.43 The authors had raised the question of a link to chlorine
and nitrogen oxides, in keeping with the prior hypotheses regarding depletion mechanisms, but did
not provide a convincing chemical mechanism. The known chemistry did not appear to permit such
large ozone losses. Although the published paper had come too late to incorporate into the 1985
assessment, it was much discussed in the informal hallway and dinner conversations.
NASA also had a satellite in orbit that should have detected the ozone hole—if it was there—and
some of the informal attention at the conference focused on the fact that it hadn’t. No data are ever
perfect, and the ground-based “Dobson” network—named for G. M. B. Dobson, the British
meteorologist who pioneered systematic ozone measurement in the 1930s—was known to have
problems. Moreover, the Survey’s announcement had been based on the data from a single
instrument, so most of the participants were willing to dismiss it in favor of the satellite data. They
were soon proved to be wrong.
Richard Stolarski, who had moved to Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland, decided to take
another look at the satellite data. It turned out the satellite had detected the depletion. What happened is
a lesson in both the limits and the strength of scientific research, so it’s worth explaining.
Satellites don’t just “collect” data in the way that nineteenth-century geologists collected rocks or
biologists collected butterflies; they detect signals and process them. The electronics and computer
software involved are very complex and sometimes things go awry, so procedures are included for
screening and rejecting “bad” data. This was the case here. The satellite processing software
contained computer code designed to flag ozone concentrations below a certain level—180 Dobson
units—as unrealistically low, and therefore probably bad data.44 Concentrations that low had never
been detected in the stratosphere and could not be generated by any existing theoretical model, so it
seemed like a reasonable choice. When some of the Antarctic ozone retrievals had come in well
below 180, they were catalogued as errors. The instrument’s science team had a map that showed the
errors concentrated over the Antarctic in October, but they had ignored it, assuming the instrument
was faulty. A healthy skepticism about their machinery led them to dismiss crucial data.
When Stolarski double-checked, he found that the depleted region covered all of Antarctica—and
the “ozone hole” was born. It wasn’t an instrument error. It was a real phenomenon. It had been
detected by the satellites. And it defied expectation.
At a meeting in Austria that August, the principal investigator of the satellite group showed images
generated from the data for 1979–1983 depicting a continent-sized region in which ozone levels

dropped to 150 Dobson units.45 The images offered visual confirmation that the Antarctic Survey
data were not in error. They also demonstrated that the ozone hole was not a localized phenomenon.
The ground-based measurements were point measurements—that is, taken at specific points in
Antarctica—while the satellite data covered the whole Earth. Scientists were right to think that other
things being equal the satellite data might be more reliable, because it was so much more
comprehensive, but other things had not been equal. Now they were.
Like the famous images of the Earth from space, these ozone depletion maps were viscerally
powerful. While almost no one lived within the boundaries of the depleted region, if it grew very
much, it would reach populated landmasses in Australia and South America. And since no one knew
the mechanism that produced the hole, no one could be certain that it would not grow.
NASA and NOAA sponsored two expeditions to Antarctica to learn more. The first, the National
Ozone Experiment, led by atmospheric chemist Susan Solomon, was mounted at the U.S. research
station at McMurdo Bay at the so-called winter fly-in in October 1986. Instrument teams from NOAA,
SUNY–Stony Brook, and Jet Propulsion Laboratory examined various aspects of the atmosphere’s
chemistry. Before the team left Antarctica, they held a press conference to explain their results, and
raised what was probably an inevitable controversy. Solomon, who was too young to have
participated in the earlier round of ozone debates, gave an honest answer: their evidence supported
the CFC depletion hypothesis.46 This was the view that most atmospheric chemists endorsed.
But some meteorologists had a different view. They believed that upwelling atmospheric currents
could carry ozone-poor tropospheric air into the stratosphere, creating the appearance of a hole,
without any stratospheric ozone being destroyed at all. Widely quoted in the mainstream press,
Solomon’s statement outraged proponents of this meteorological hypothesis.47 In reality, Solomon’s
team felt that meteorology probably played some role in creating the hole, but their quickly
assembled crew didn’t have the equipment or expertise to examine all possibilities.
Meanwhile, while Solomon’s team was still in Antarctica, NASA and NOAA officials had been
planning a second expedition whose goals would include closer attention to meteorological effects.48
The Airborne Antarctic Ozone Experiment (AAOE) flew two planes out of Punta Arenas, Chile, in
October and November 1987, with four hundred scientists on-site doing daily data reductions. The
expedition involved nearly everyone in the small community of stratospheric research.
The 1987 Antarctic expedition had posed the question: what explains the extremely low ozone
levels over Antarctica? The new evidence provided the answer: the combined effects of very high
levels of chlorine from CFC breakdown and the peculiar meteorology of the Antarctic. The extreme
Antarctic cold produced distinctive clouds—polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs)—made of ice crystals.
Meanwhile, the polar vortex—a powerful wind that blows around the pole—confined the extremely
cold air in the region. The ice crystals dramatically accelerated the chemical reactions that released
chlorine, while the vortex prevented undepleted air from the midlatitudes from mixing in. The net
result: when the Sun rose in the Austral spring, chlorine concentrations became far higher than any
model had predicted, and ozone levels fell far lower. It was complex, but it made sense. The
expedition provided the “smoking gun” by showing a strong correlation between high chlorine levels
and low ozone levels.

Creating an Adaptive Regulatory Regime

Meanwhile international negotiations over CFC emissions were also taking place. Despite the U.S.
ban, CFC emissions were still rising in Europe and the Soviet Union. The general conclusion of the
ozone assessment—even prior to the ozone hole discovery—was that current emissions levels were
tolerable, but higher levels would not be.49 Some controls would be necessary, but how strict? And
how would they be enforced?
The 1985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer—sponsored by the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)—imposed no restrictions on CFCs at all.50 It was simply a
procedural framework for future negotiations on a protocol—a set of amendments to the convention
—which might include actual production cuts.
It took two more years of negotiations before UNEP gained international agreement for CFC
production cuts. The resulting Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer
specified cuts of 50 percent by the CFC-producing nations, to be implemented over several years.51
An important innovation in the protocol was that it required participating nations to meet every few
years to revisit the treaty in the light of new evidence, such as that being produced by the in-progress
Airborne Antarctic Ozone Experiment. It was the opposite of hysterical: it allowed for scientific
uncertainty, and included a mechanism to respond to new evidence, whether that evidence suggested
the need for tighter restrictions, or looser ones.
Over the next few years, evidence accumulated that tighter restrictions were needed. In addition to
the results of the AAOE, announced after the conclusion of the Montreal negotiations but before it
was submitted to the U.S. Senate for ratification, other scientific initiatives began to produce
additional relevant data. Most alarmingly, these data showed that Antarctica wasn’t the only place
where ozone was being depleted. The northern midlatitudes, where most people live, seemed to be
experiencing ozone depletion, too.
A key initiative was the creation of the Ozone Trends Panel, established by Robert Watson to
resolve a new conflict between the ground-based Dobson network data and data obtained by a
satellite-based instrument called Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer—or TOMS. The scientists
working with the TOMS data had circulated a preprint—a copy of a paper that they planned to submit
to a journal—claiming very large midlatitude ozone depletion. But it was well-known among satellite
specialists that their instruments had a tendency to decay in space, causing unpredictable errors. So
which data were correct, the Dobson data or the TOMS data?
The Ozone Trends Panel had twenty-one primary panel members, and was also subdivided into
many subpanels that drew in still more members of the active research community. Over the next year
and a half, the panel revisited the two data sets, and concluded that there was winter ozone depletion in
the midlatitudes. They also concluded that the satellite was reporting more depletion than there
actually was—but this overreporting could be corrected mathematically.52 The downward trend
found in the reanalysis was still twice that predicted by the theoretical models.53
The panel’s findings were released on May 15, 1988, one day after the U.S. Senate voted to ratify
the Montreal Protocol, but its general conclusions were already well-known. Policy makers and
politicians had already been briefed, and, inevitably, the gist of the briefings had been leaked. Still,
their formal press conference drew attention. Bob Watson and Sherry Rowland stated unequivocally
that human activity was causing rapid increases in CFCs in the stratosphere, and that these gases

controlled ozone levels.
The Ozone Trends Panel included a chemist from the DuPont Corporation, which had also
provided financial support for the Antarctic field expeditions. After the panel’s announcement, he
convinced his own management that the results had to be taken seriously; they, in turn, approached the
corporation’s executives. After three days of intense discussion, DuPont’s executives decided that the
panel had demonstrated an appropriate level of harm. On March 18, they decided that DuPont would
cease production of CFCs within about ten years.54

An Arctic Ozone Hole?
Scientific research did not stop with Senate ratification of the Montreal Protocol. While the evidence
was strong enough to warrant regulatory action, from the scientists’ perspective there were enough
remaining uncertainties to justify more research. While the overall picture was clear, scientists still
didn’t fully understand the precise reason for unexpectedly high levels of chlorine in the Antarctic,
and the exact meteorological conditions that had led to the “hole.” Since the protocol had been
negotiated on the basis of the gas-only chemistry, it might well need to be altered to reflect new
insights about the role of ice crystals in the relevant reactions.
And what about the Arctic? Would an ozone hole develop there, too? Far more people (including
those paying for the research) lived in the northern hemisphere than did in the southern, so the human
and political implications were obvious.
Two indications already suggested trouble in the Arctic. In February 1988, an Ames aircraft had
carried its Antarctic payload on a flight from its home at Moffett Field north to Great Slave Lake,
Canada. This was south of the Arctic polar vortex, but the flight data nevertheless showed highly
elevated levels of chlorine monoxide. A second indication came from Aeronomy Lab scientists, who
had carried the spectrometer they had used in the Antarctic to Thule, Greenland, inside the Arctic
vortex, in the last week of January 1988. They found elevated levels of chlorine dioxide and very
depressed levels of nitrogen dioxide, suggesting that at least some of the relevant reactions were
taking place there, too.
Bob Watson pondered what to do: consider another Arctic expedition that year, or wait until the
following winter? Nearly every qualified scientist had been involved in either expeditions or
postexpedition conferences of one sort or another since January 1987; it was asking a lot to send
them back into the field right away. But they decided to do it anyway. The Airborne Arctic
Stratospheric Expedition (AASE), to be flown out of Stavanger, Norway, was scheduled for January
1989.
The AASE made thirty-one flights into the northern polar vortex in January and February 1989.
The expedition found that the chemistry of the Arctic polar vortex was highly disturbed. The low
levels of nitrogen species and high levels of chlorine mirrored those in the Antarctic, and the final
flight found higher chlorine monoxide levels than had ever been measured in the Antarctic. It
certainly looked like the same reactions that happened in the Antarctic were happening in the Arctic,
too.55
If all the chemical conditions necessary to reproduce the Antarctic ozone hole existed in the

Arctic, then why was there no hole? This question they could answer: the Arctic was simply not as
cold and its polar vortex not as strong. For a hole to form over the Arctic, very cold temperatures
would have to prevail into March, and the atmospheric waves that normally roiled the Arctic
stratosphere would have to be quiescent. Such conditions were not impossible, but they were much
less likely than in the Antarctic. The observed patterns now made sense.
The combined results of the Ozone Trends Panel and the field expeditions caused the Montreal
Protocol to be renegotiated. The results also convinced the industry that their products really were
doing harm, and opposition began to fade. CFCs would now be regulated based on what had already
happened, not on what might happen in the future. Because the chemicals had lifetimes measured in
decades, there was no longer any doubt that more damage would happen. In a series of meetings
culminating in London in June 1990, the protocol was revised to include a complete ban on the
manufacture of chlorofluorocarbons, as well as other chemicals that introduced chlorine into the
stratosphere. CFC production was scheduled to cease in 2000; the other chemicals had deadlines
ranging from 2005 to 2040.56 Step-by-step, the science had been worked out, and regulations were
based on them.

Constructing a Counternarrative
If environmental regulation should be based on science, then ozone is a success story. It took time to
work out the complex science, but scientists, with support from the U.S. government and international
scientific organizations, did it. Regulations were put in place based on the science, and adjusted in
response to advances in it. But running in parallel to this were persistent efforts to challenge the
science. Industry representatives and other skeptics doubted that ozone depletion was real, or argued
that if it was real, it was inconsequential, or caused by volcanoes.
Probably the most notorious dismissal of ozone depletion came from President Reagan’s
secretary of the interior, Donald Hodel, who proposed a “personal protection plan” in 1987 against
ozone depletion: wearing hats and long-sleeved shirts.57 He gave environmentalists an easy target
and didn’t last much longer in the administration.
Unfortunately, Hodel was not alone. During the early 1980s, anti-environmentalism had taken root
in a network of conservative and Libertarian think tanks in Washington. These think tanks—which
included the Cato Institute, the American Enterprise Institute, the Heritage Foundation, the
Competitive Enterprise Institute, and the Marshall Institute, variously promoted business interests and
“free market” economic policies, and the rollback of environmental, health, safety, and labor
protections. They were supported by donations from businessmen, corporations, and conservative
foundations.58
One of these groups, the Heritage Foundation, grew directly out of the SST debate of 1971.59
Two days after the crucial congressional vote killing the SST, the American Enterprise Institute had
provided a briefing supporting the project. This wasted briefing infuriated a pair of Republican
congressional aides, who started a new foundation intended to provide a “quick response capability”
in support of conservative, “probusiness” policy objectives. The two gained their start-up funding
from Joseph Coors and Richard Mellon Scaife. By the mid-1980s, the Heritage Foundation was

supported by a wide range of corporations and banks, including General Motors, Chase Manhattan,
and Mobil Oil.60
One aspect of the effort to cast doubt on ozone depletion was the construction of a
counternarrative that depicted ozone depletion as a natural variation that was being cynically
exploited by a corrupt, self-interested, and extremist scientific community to get more money for
their research. One of the first people to make this argument was a man who had been a fellow at the
Heritage Foundation in the early 1980s: Fred Singer.61
Now chief scientist for the U.S. Department of Transportation, Singer first protested what he called
the “ozone scare” in an article that the Wall Street Journal ran on page one.62 In this article, Singer
admitted that ozone depletions had been observed, but he dismissed them as “localized and
temporary” and insisted there was no proof that CFCs were responsible. “Some scientists believe that
ozone is not lost at all but simply moves about as atmospheric motions bring in ozone-depleted air
for a few weeks,” he wrote. This was in April 1987—so it was true that definitive proof of CFCs’ role
wasn’t in yet—but it was still an absurd claim, because the satellite data were global; if the ozone had
just “moved about,” then the satellite would have detected ozone increases somewhere else.
Singer also recycled the old tobacco tactic of refutation by distraction, noting that there are many
causes of skin cancer, including “viruses, genetic predisposition, environmental carcinogens,
population shifts to the Sun Belt, changes in life style, earlier detection of melanomas, and even
diet.”63 All true, but beside the point: the point was that if ozone depletion continued, it would lead to
additional skin cancers, on top of those already generated by other causes.
Finally Singer created a straw man that scientists would have to contest for the next decade. Just as
he had alleged, contrary to the consensus of the scientific community, that fixing acid rain was a
billion-dollar solution to a million-dollar problem, he now claimed that scientists had wrongly
worried that water vapor from the SST would destroy ozone. “According to then-prevailing scientific
wisdom,” he wrote, “water vapor from the SST exhaust was supposed to destroy ozone, admitting
more ultraviolent [sic] radiation to the earth’s surface.”64 In truth, the notion of significant watervapor-induced depletion had been rejected by the organized assessments back then. It wasn’t
“prevailing scientific wisdom” at all, but a hypothesis that had been rapidly discredited. But Singer
went on. It was the beginning of a counternarrative that scientists had overreacted before, were
overreacting now, and therefore couldn’t be trusted.
In 1988, Singer laid out his own idiosyncratic interpretation of the ozone hole. He found it
conspicuous that the hole appeared suddenly in 1975, at essentially the same time as a global surface
warming trend on Earth had started. Accepting that high levels of chlorine played a role (though not
necessarily from CFCs), Singer argued that the real cause of the hole was the stratospheric cooling,
and this cooling was just part of the Earth’s natural climate variability.65
If this were true, then there was no need to regulate CFCs—they were irrelevant. Since the
Montreal Protocol had been “spurred by the belief that the [ozone hole] may just be the precursor of a
general global decline in stratospheric ozone,” it was clearly unnecessary.66 The implication was that
natural warming would in due course bring everything back to normal.
Singer ’s views were not preposterous, and they didn’t violate the laws of nature. They just went
against the accumulated work of hundreds of experts over the previous decade, and they just happened
to lead to the conclusion that no regulation was needed.

Singer ’s article is also interesting for what it doesn’t say. His source for the argument that
stratospheric cooling was linked to surface warming was a recent article by V. Ramanathan, a leading
atmospheric chemist at the University of Chicago, entitled “The Greenhouse Theory of Climate
Change: A Test by an Inadvertent Global Experiment.” The experiment Ramanathan referred to was
the human emission of greenhouse gases that were changing the composition of the atmosphere. By
this time, it was well understood among scientific researchers that humans had been increasing the
atmospheric levels of greenhouse gases, and Ramanathan had summarized their likely effects. As
greenhouse gas levels increased, they would trap heat in the lower portion of the Earth’s atmosphere
—the troposphere—and slow the migration of the Earth’s heat out into space. The troposphere would
warm, while the upper part of the atmosphere—the stratosphere—would cool.67
Ramanathan had not argued that the stratospheric cooling was part of a natural cycle. He had
argued the reverse: that humans were altering the climate system, causing warming of the troposphere
and cooling of the stratosphere. Increasing amounts of CFCs, methane, and CO2 were likely to cause
further stratospheric cooling, so continued human emissions of these gases would produce more
stratospheric ozone depletion. It was precisely the opposite of Singer ’s position. Singer had turned
Ramanathan’s argument upside down.
He did the same thing to James E. Hansen, director of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies. In
August 1988, Hansen had given dramatic testimony to Congress asserting that “the scientific evidence
for the greenhouse effect is overwhelming.” “The greenhouse effect is real, it is coming soon, and it
will have major effects on all peoples.”68 Singer used a graph from Hansen’s presentation, present in
the hearing transcripts and published in the Journal of Geophysical Research. However, Hansen had
not created the graph to assert that the warming trend was part of a natural cycle, but to help show that
it wasn’t.
Singer neglected to mention Ramanathan and Hansen’s arguments, and in doing so misrepresented
their larger points: both the surface warming and stratospheric cooling trends were direct results of
human activities. The ozone hole was anthropogenic from two distinct, but interrelated, standpoints:
the excess chlorine came from CFCs, and the cooling effect came from anthropogenic global
warming.
Given this, it’s hardly surprising that Singer had a hard time getting his letter published. In a 1989
National Review article, he complained that it had been rejected by Science before being accepted by
EOS—the newsletter of the American Geophysical Union. National Review was founded by
conservative William F. Buckley, and Singer used this platform to launch an attack on the scientific
community. In “My Adventures in the Ozone Layer,” he cast the scientific community as dominated by
self-interest. “It’s not difficult to understand some of the motivations behind the drive to regulate
CFCs out of existence,” he wrote. “For scientists: prestige, more grants for research, press
conferences, and newspaper stories. Also the feeling that maybe they are saving the world for future
generations.”69 (As if saving the world would be a bad thing!)
Singer alleged that scientists had rushed to judgment. There was a bit of serious illogic here, for if
scientists wanted above all to keep their own research programs going, then they would have had no
reason to rush to judgment. They would have been better off continuing to insist that more research
was needed, rather than saying that there was now sufficient evidence to warrant regulations.
Singer also insisted that Dobson had discovered the ozone hole in 1956, before CFCs had built up
significantly, and then concluded by insisting that replacing CFCs was likely to prove difficult and
expensive—even dangerous. CFC substitutes “may be toxic, flammable, and corrosive; and they

certainly won’t work as well. They’ll reduce the energy efficiency of appliances such as
refrigerators, and they’ll deteriorate, requiring frequent replenishment.”70 They certainly won’t
work as well? How could Singer know that, if substitutes hadn’t yet been developed? Singer was
doing just what he had done for acid rain—insisting that any solution would be difficult and
expensive, yet providing scant evidence to support the claim. In fact, he was going further, making
bold assertions about the nature of technologies that did not yet exist.
Was Singer ’s description a fair summary of what the research community actually thought and did
during the 1980s? No. It had hardly been “obvious” to everyone in the research community that CFCs
were implicated; when the ozone hole was first detected, both solar effects and meteorology were
considered and investigated.71 Singer also ignored the field expeditions and laboratory experiments
sponsored by NASA and NOAA. That’s an important omission, since the chemical data that clinched
the case came from them. The claim that Dobson had actually discovered the hole was completely
false. What Dobson had discovered was that the seasonal ozone variation in the Antarctic was greater
than in the Arctic.72 That was a significant observation, but the hole was an entirely different matter.
In short, Singer ’s story had three major themes: the science is incomplete and uncertain; replacing
CFCs will be difficult, dangerous, and expensive; and the scientific community is corrupt and
motivated by self-interest and political ideology. The first was true, but the adaptive structure of the
Montreal Protocol had accounted for it. The second was baseless. As for the third, considering
Singer ’s ties to the Reagan administration and the Heritage Foundation, and considering the venues in
which he published, this was surely the pot calling the kettle black. And we now know what happened
when CFCs were banned. Non-CFC refrigerants are now available that are more energy efficient—
due to excellent engineering and stricter efficiency standards—than the materials they replaced, and
they aren’t toxic, flammable, or corrosive.73
With the amendments to the Montreal Protocol adopted in 1992, ratified by the U.S. Senate, and even
accepted by the DuPont Corporation, the debate over ozone depletion had come to a practical end.
Scientists continued to do research, particularly on the role of ice crystals and other particulates in
accelerating the depletion reactions, but primarily because other compounds, including some of the
proposed substitutes for CFCs, were suspected of causing problems of their own.
Still, Singer did not give up. In 1990 he had established his own nonprofit organization, the
Science and Environmental Policy Project (SEPP), to organize his work. The outfit was initially
affiliated with the Washington Institute for Values in Public Policy, which was itself financed by the
Reverend Sun Myung Moon’s Unification Church.74 (The Unification Church was known for its
passionate anti-Communism, perhaps an attraction to Singer. One of its supporters was Eugene
Wigner, the Ph.D. advisor and mentor of Fred Seitz.)75 The church owned a newspaper, the
Washington Times, and it also operated a publisher, Paragon House. In the years to come, Singer
would use both to expand the reach of his views.
In 1991, Singer reiterated his claim that the science of ozone depletion was too uncertain in the
Washington Times and Consumers’ Research Magazine. He also introduced a new argument: that the
Ozone Trends Panel was wrong to use the “ground-based rather than the more accurate satellite
ozone data.”76 But we’ve seen that the satellite data had shown larger depletions, and that the panel
had concluded that the higher satellite-derived depletion rate was an artifact of instrument decay in
space (a phenomenon that should have been very familiar to Singer, given his origins in rocket

research). If the panel had used the satellite data, Singer no doubt would have attacked them for
ignoring the problem of instrument decay.
But whether or not they had any basis in fact, Singer ’s efforts began to bear fruit. In 1990, Dixy
Lee Ray, a zoologist and former chair of the Atomic Energy Commission, as well as former
governor of the state of Washington, was the lead author of the book Trashing the Planet: How
Science Can Help Us Deal with Acid Rain, Depletion of Ozone, and Nuclear Waste (Among Other
Things). Billed as an effort “to separate fact from factoid, to unmask the doom-crying opponents of
all progress, and to re-establish a sense of reason and balance with respect to the environment and
modern technology,” it was a tirade against the environmental movement—and the science that
supported it.77 Ray dismissed energy conservation and renewable energy, attacked toxic chemical
“scares” promoted by environmentalists, and constructed a narrative that sedulously omitted the
findings of the scientific experts and replaced them with the claims of professional critics and
skeptics. Here’s what she had to say about ozone.
Although there is widespread belief that the necessary chloride ion [that damages ozone]
comes from chlorofluorocarbon this has not been unequivocally established. On the other
hand, the eruption of Mount St. Augustine in 1976 injected 289 billion kilograms of
hydrochloric acid directly into the stratosphere. That amount is 570 times the total world
production of chlorine and fluorocarbon compounds in the year 1975. Mount Erebus, which is
located just 15 kilometers upwind from McMurdo Sound, has been erupting, constantly, for the
last 100 years, ejecting more than 1,000 tons (907,184kg) of chlorine per day … We cannot be
sure where the stratospheric chloride comes from, and whether humans have any effect upon
it.78
Where did she get these claims? Ray cited a 1989 article by Singer in his Global Climate Change,
which she praised as one of only two “significant, critical contributions” to the subject of ozone
depletion and global warming—the other being the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program,
which had nothing to do with either ozone or global warming.79 If you read Singer ’s paper, you find
that he presented no original data. He had simply cited other papers, without explaining what those
papers actually said.
The details about Mt. Erebus and Mt. Augustine can actually be found in two articles, published in
1989, by a man named Rogelio Maduro, in a political magazine called 21st Century Science and
Technology, which is supported by Lyndon LaRouche’s organization.80 In 1992, Maduro would
publish a book, The Hole in the Ozone Scare: The Scientific Evidence that the Sky Isn’t Falling, but the
basic argument was already laid out in his 1989 work.81 Maduro had concluded that the ozone
depletion theory was a “fraud” after interviewing Reid Bryson for an article on the “hoax” of global
warming. Bryson, an expert on paleoclimate studies using pollen and tree rings—nothing to do with
ozone—had told Maduro that Mt. Erebus erupted more chlorine into the atmosphere in a week than
CFCs released in a year.
Ray had apparently confused chlorine emission to the atmosphere and chlorine concentration in
the stratosphere. Mt. Erebus did produce substantial chlorine emissions, but it did not erupt
explosively, so whatever chlorine it released did not get injected into the stratosphere; it would have
to have been transported upward by tropospheric winds. Yet the Antarctic data collected by the two

NASA/NOAA field expeditions showed very little chlorine in the troposphere and a great deal in the
stratosphere. Moreover, balloon measurements showed that the bitterly cold stratospheric air was
sinking, not rising, so there was simply no way that air masses carrying materials upward from Mt.
Erebus could be the source of the chlorine.
Maduro’s claims were published in an obscure source, and they might easily have vanished into
obscurity—but for Dixy Lee Ray. When she repeated them in her book, they suddenly gained
currency and credibility. After all, she was a scientist, and had been chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission. Surely she was credible? The press thought so, as the mass media extensively reviewed
the Trashing book. It sold well enough that Ray expanded it into a 1993 bestseller, Environmental
Overkill. In addition to repeating the claims of the 1990 book, Ray expanded them, by insisting that
CFCs were too heavy to rise into the stratosphere in the first place!82
Sherry Rowland was disturbed by the rapid spread of this misinformation and dedicated his 1993
AAAS presidential address to combating it.83 Without naming names, Rowland chided “senior
scientists” for helping to spread such erroneous claims. Then he addressed specifics, starting with the
idea that CFCs didn’t reach the stratosphere. In fact, CFCs had been measured “in literally thousands
of stratospheric air samples by dozens of research groups all over the world.”84
Rowland also addressed the volcano red herring. First, he debunked the 1980 Science paper that
had argued that a single eruption of Mt. Augustine, Alaska, in 1976 had put as much chlorine into the
stratosphere as the entire 1975 CFC production. That claim was based on the chlorine content of
ashfall, not on what had actually reached the stratosphere. Rainout would have reduced the amount
reaching the stratosphere, but the rain’s chemistry hadn’t been measured. “No actual evidence was
presented in this Science paper to show that any hydrogen chloride had really reached the stratosphere
in this volcanic plume.”85 He then recounted evidence that the eruption of El Chichón in April 1982
had produced an increase of hydrogen chloride in the stratosphere of less than 10 percent, and that the
June 1991 eruption of Pinatubo—a much larger eruption—had increased it even less. Yet hydrogen
chloride levels had increased steadily between those two eruptions, despite the lack of any other
explosive eruptions during the interceding nine years. This showed conclusively that the chlorine did
not come from volcanoes.
Rowland traced the next phase of confusion over volcanic effects to Fred Singer ’s 1989 National
Review article. The confusion had been amplified by Ray’s attributing extremely high chlorine
releases to Mt. Augustine.86 This had been taken as fact by people “who are relying, often
unquestioningly, upon such fourth-hand descriptions of the volcano problem, rather than going back
to the original literature.” Then the error had been broadcast far and wide by a variety of media
outlets.87
Rowland’s attempt to correct these errors didn’t make a difference. In March 1994, Singer repeated
the now-refuted claim that the evidence “suggest[ed] that stratospheric chlorine comes mostly from
natural sources.”88 In September 1995, Singer served as a star witness in hearings in the U.S.
Congress, sponsored by Republican congressman Dana Rohrabacher—on “scientific integrity.”
Singer recycled some of his earlier claims and concluded that the committee was being “misled,
bamboozled, and otherwise manipulated” by the testimony of Robert Watson, former director of the
NASA Upper Atmosphere Research Panel and currently at the Office of Science and Technology
Policy. Referring to the issue as “so-called” ozone depletion, he asserted that scientific basis for

concern was simply “wrong.”89 In his written statement to the committee, Singer added that there was
“no scientific consensus on ozone depletion or its consequences.”90 Just a few weeks later, Sherry
Rowland shared the 1995 Nobel Prize in Chemistry with Mario Molina and Paul Crutzen for their
work on the understanding of stratospheric ozone chemistry—the highest honor any scientist can
achieve—and the clearest possible evidence of broad acceptance and appreciation of one’s work.91
So Singer attacked the Nobel committee, too. “In awarding the 1995 Nobel Prize in Chemistry to
the originators of the stratospheric ozone depletion hypothesis, the Swedish Academy of Sciences has
chosen to make a political statement,” he began, writing again in the Washington Times. Swedish
public opinion had supported the “hasty phaseout” of CFCs and even a “putative carbon tax to turn
back a global climate warming that has not even been detected yet … In short, the country is in the
throes of collective environmental hysteria.”92
Did all of Singer ’s efforts to discredit mainstream science matter? When asked in 1995 where he
got his assessments of ozone depletion, House Majority Leader Tom DeLay, probably the most
powerful man in Congress at the time, said, “my assessment is from reading people like Fred
Singer.”93

What Was This Really About?
Everyone is entitled to an opinion. But when a scientist consistently rejects the weight of evidence, and
repeats arguments that have been thoroughly rebutted by his colleagues, we are entitled to ask, What
is really going on?
From 1988 to 1995, Singer insisted that the ozone research community was misleading the public
about even the existence of ozone depletion, let alone its origins. He argued in his 1989 National
Review article that researchers were doing this to line their own pockets, and those of their graduate
students, by scaring public officials who could fund their research.94 Of course, similar charges
might be levelled at Singer. While we don’t have access to SEPP’s tax returns for the 1990s, in 2007 it
netted $226,443, and had accumulated assets of $1.69 million.95 His skepticism also gained him a
huge amount of attention—far more than most scientists ever get for their research, quietly published
in academic journals. So if scientists should be discredited for getting money for their research, or
for enjoying the limelight, the same argument would logically apply to Singer.
What was Singer really up to? We suggest that the best answer comes from his own pen. “And then
there are probably those with hidden agendas of their own—not just to ‘save the environment’ but to
change our economic system,” he wrote in 1989. “Some of these ‘coercive utopians’ are socialists,
some are technology-hating Luddites; most have a great desire to regulate—on as large a scale as
possible.”96 In a 1991 piece on global warming, he reiterated the theme that environmental threats—
in this case global warming—were being manufactured by environmentalists based on a “hidden
political agenda” against “business, the free market, and the capitalistic system.”97 The true goal of
those involved in global warming research was not to stop global warming, but to foster
“international action, preferably with lots of treaties and protocols.”98 The “real” agenda of

environmentalists—and the scientists who provided the data on which they relied—was to destroy
capitalism and replace it with some sort of worldwide utopian Socialism—or perhaps Communism.
That echoed a common right-wing refrain in the early 1990s: that environmental regulation was the
slippery slope to Socialism. In 1992, columnist George Will encapsulated this view, saying that
environmentalism was a “green tree with red roots.”99
To fight environmental regulation, Singer and Ray told a story in which science was corrupt and
scientists could not be trusted. Once planted, this counternarrative did not easily go away. Fred Seitz
included its claims in a 1994 Marshall Institute “report” on ozone depletion and climate change,
repeating, for example, the Dobson-found-it claim about the Antarctic ozone hole and even implying
that CFCs couldn’t reach the stratosphere—a claim even a freshmen physics major would know was
wrong—much less a former president of the National Academy of Science.100 Patrick Michaels, an
agricultural climatologist at the University of Virginia who had joined Singer in attacking the
mainstream view of ozone depletion in 1991 on the pages of the Washington Times, reiterated the
volcanic argument as late as 2000.101
It’s not surprising that the Marshall Institute took up Singer ’s ozone claims, because they shared
his passionate anti-Communism. Nor is it surprising that he found willing publication venues. The
Washington Times and National Review were stridently anti-Communist in their editorial views; the
Wall Street Journal, Forbes, and Fortune were obviously probusiness and market oriented. The Wall
Street Journal kept up the drumbeat for several years with articles and editorials having titles such as
“Bad Climate in Ozone Debate,” and “Ozone, CFCs, and Science Fiction,” “The Dreaded Ozone
Hole,” and, after the Nobel award to Rowland and his colleagues, “Nobel Politicized Award in
Chemistry.”102 One of these pieces, an article in February 1993 entitled “Too Many Holes,” was
written by a man named Kent Jeffreys.103 In the next chapter we will see how Jeffreys joined forces
with Singer to attack the EPA over the science of secondhand smoke.

CHAPTER 5

What’s Bad Science? Who Decides?
The Fight over Secondhand Smoke

By the mid-1980s, nearly every American knew that smoking caused cancer, but still tobacco
industry executives successfully promoted and sustained doubt. Scientists continued to play a crucial
role in that effort, as men like Dr. Martin Cline provided powerful “expert” testimony when cases
went to court.1 In 1986, a new panic ripped through the industry, much like the one that tobacco
salesmen must have felt in 1953 when those first painted mice developed cancer from cigarette tar,
and again in 1963 when the industry read the first Surgeon General’s report. The cause was a new
Surgeon General’s report that concluded that secondhand smoke could cause cancer even in
otherwise healthy nonsmokers. When the EPA took steps to limit indoor smoking, Fred Singer joined
forces with the Tobacco Institute to challenge the scientific basis of secondhand smoke’s health risks.
But they didn’t just claim that the data were insufficient; they claimed that the EPA was doing “bad
science.” To make this claim seem credible, they didn’t just fight EPA on secondhand smoke; they
began a smear campaign to discredit the EPA in general and tarnish any scientific results that any
industry didn’t like as “junk.”

A Brief History of Secondhand Smoke
Today, we know that secondhand smoke can kill. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
tells us that “there is no risk-free level of exposure to second-hand smoke: even small amounts … can
be harmful to people’s health.”2 But just as the tobacco industry knew that smoking could cause
cancer long before the rest of us did, they knew that secondhand smoke could cause cancer, too. In
fact, they knew it well before most independent scientists did.3 In the 1970s, industry researchers had
found that sidestream smoke contained more toxic chemicals than mainstream smoke—in part
because smoldering cigarettes burn at lower temperatures at which more toxic compounds are
created. So they got to work trying to produce less harmful sidestream smoke by improving filters,
changing cigarette papers, or adding components to make the cigarettes burn at higher temperatures.
They also tried to make cigarettes whose sidestream smoke was not less dangerous, but simply less
visible.4
Those charged with protecting public health were less sanguine. The states were moving actively

against tobacco. By 1979, every state except Kentucky and Nevada had some kind of antismoking
legislation passed or pending. Many bills were aimed at active smoking—to discourage it by
increasing taxes or restricting advertising—but some targeted what was becoming known as the
“indoor air quality” issue: the impact of secondhand smoke on bystanders.5
New Jersey, for example, had been debating restrictions on public smoking since 1974.6 This is
curious, because in 1974 there was very little published scientific evidence to show that secondhand
smoke was dangerous. Perhaps it just seemed like common sense: if smoke was harmful to the person
who inhaled it on purpose, wouldn’t it also be harmful to the person who inhaled it by accident?
Evidence to support that common sense began to emerge in 1980, when researchers published a
paper in the weighty New England Journal of Medicine showing that nonsmokers working in smoky
offices had decreased lung function—as much as if they were actually light smokers.7 It was a large
study—twenty-one hundred subjects—and it was statistically significant, but the science was heavily
criticized. It later turned out that nearly all the critics had links to the tobacco industry, but they still
had a point: it was hard to demonstrate just how much passive smoke a person was exposed to. You
could make general claims about “smoky” environments, but to make a scientifically robust causal
claim, you should, ideally, measure exposure levels and show that the more exposure, the more risk.
This is known as a “dose-response” curve. A second study provided it.8
Takeshi Hirayama was chief epidemiologist at the National Cancer Center Research Institute in
Tokyo, Japan. In 1981, he showed that Japanese women whose husbands smoked had much higher
death rates from lung cancer than those whose husbands did not. The study was long-term and big—
540 women in twenty-nine different health care districts studied over fourteen years—and showed a
clear dose-response curve: the more the husbands smoked, the more the wives died from lung cancer.
Spousal drinking had no effect, and the husbands’ smoking had no impact on diseases like cervical
cancer that you wouldn’t expect to be affected by cigarette smoke. The study did exactly what good
epidemiology should do: it demonstrated an effect and ruled out other causes. The Japan study also
explained a long-standing conundrum: why many women got lung cancer even when they didn’t
smoke.9 Hirayama’s study was a first-rate piece of science; today it is considered a landmark.
The tobacco industry lambasted its findings. They hired consultants to mount a counterstudy and
undermine Hirayama’s reputation.10 One of these consultants was Nathan Mantel, a well-known
biostatistician, who claimed that Hirayama had committed a serious statistical error. The Tobacco
Institute promoted Mantel’s work, convincing the media to present “both sides” of the story. Leading
newspapers played into their hands, running articles with headlines such as scientist disputes findings
of cancer risk to nonsmokers and new study contradicts non-smokers’ risk. Then the industry ran
full-page ads in major newspapers highlighting these headlines.11
The “new study” was of course funded by the industry. In private, a different story was unfolding,
as industry advisors acknowledged that the Hirayama study was correct. “Hirayama [and his
defenders] are correct and Mantel and TI [Tobacco Institute] are wrong,” one internal memo
acknowledged. Industry scientific advisors “believe Hirayama is a good scientist and that his
nonsmoking wives publication was correct,” concluded another. Another memo put it even more
strongly, saying, “Hirayama was correct, that the TI knew it, and that TI [attacked] Hirayama knowing
that the work was correct.”12
The scientific community knew it, too, and the Hirayama study had a galvanizing effect. Doctors,
public health officials, and antitobacco activists began to push for controls on public smoking. By

1984, thirty-seven states and the District of Columbia had passed restrictions on smoking in public
places; two years later, the number was up to forty.13 Congress held hearings on controlling cigarette
advertising and restricting sales to minors, and the Civil Aviation Board considered a smoking ban
on airplane flights.14 This would make sense, of course, only if secondhand smoke affected
bystanders. In 1986, the Surgeon General declared that it did.
“The question of whether or not tobacco smoke is carcinogenic … was conclusively resolved
more than 20 years ago,” the secretary of Health and Human Services wrote to President George H.
W. Bush in a cover letter to the 1986 report. For secondhand smoke the question had now been
answered, too: “Involuntary smoking is a cause of disease, including lung cancer, in healthy
nonsmokers.”15 Ambient tobacco smoke also caused respiratory illness and decreased lung function
in infants and young children and increased the risk of asthma. “As a physician,” the secretary
concluded, “I believe that parents should refrain from smoking.”
The report’s Executive Summary was written by Robert Windom, a physician nominated by
President Ronald Reagan, who took the results to their logical policy endpoint: “Actions to protect
nonsmokers from ETS [environmental tobacco smoke] exposure not only are warranted, but are
essential to protect public health.”16 An independent report by the National Research Council that
year came to the same conclusion.17 Smoking was not just a matter of personal preference; it was a
serious risk to bystanders, like driving drunk or shouting fire in a crowded theater.
The tobacco industry was worried, very worried. It was one thing to say that smokers accepted
uncertain risks in exchange for certain pleasures, but quite another to say that they were killing their
friends, neighbors, and even their own children. Philip Morris vice president Ellen Merlo put it this
way: “All of us whose livelihoods depend upon tobacco sales—directly or indirectly—must band
together into a unified force … it’s not a question of ‘are we going to do well or badly … this year?’
It’s a question of: ‘Are we going to be able to survive and continue to make a living in this industry in
the years to come?’” The bottom line, she explained, was this: “If smokers can’t smoke on the way to
work, at work, in stores, banks, restaurants, malls and other public places, they are going to smoke
less,” and the industry was going to shrink.18
Industry disinformation campaigns now took new and creative forms. Sylvester Stallone was paid
$500,000 to use Brown and Williamson products in no fewer than five feature films to link smoking
with power and strength, rather than sickness and death.19 The Center for Tobacco Research set up a
“special projects” office to deal with secondhand smoke, including the development of countervailing
scientific evidence, expert witnesses, and industry-sponsored conferences to challenge the emerging
scientific consensus.
Several of these special projects were run though a law firm to shield these efforts from scrutiny
using attorney-client privilege.20 (We already saw how UCLA scientist Martin Cline hid behind
attorney-client privilege when testifying as an expert witness, claiming not to work for the tobacco
industry, but for a law firm.) Other projects developed legal strategies to suggest that restricting
smoking in the workplace would be a form of employment discrimination.21 The industry promoted
the idea of “sick building syndrome” to suggest that headaches and other problems suffered by
workers in smoky atmospheres were caused by the buildings, not smoke.22 They attempted to join
forces with antitax groups to resist cigarette excise taxes.23 And they redoubled their efforts to recruit
scientists. Project Whitecoat—as its name suggests—enlisted European scientists to “reverse

scientific and popular misconception that ETS [environmental tobacco smoke] is harmful.”24 Once
again, the industry was fighting science with science—or at least, scientists.
In 1991, Philip Morris executives outlined four objectives specifically related to secondhand
smoke. One was to fight bans on smoking in workplaces and restaurants. A second was to maintain
smoking areas in transportation facilities like airports. A third was to promote the idea of
“accommodation”—that smokers (like the disabled?) had the right to be accommodated. Atlanta,
Georgia, would be targeted to become a “model accommodation city,” because of its tradition of
Southern hospitality, but there was a (literally fatal) flaw in this argument.25 Everyone appreciates
hospitality, but few would argue that it includes the right to kill your guests. So “Objective #1”—on
which all else hinged—was “to maintain the controversy … about tobacco smoke in public and
scientific forums.”26 The budget for maintaining the controversy was $16 million.
The year that followed was crucial for maintaining the controversy, because the battle had now
been joined by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.27 The tobacco industry had promoted the
use of the phrase “environmental tobacco smoke” in preference to passive smoking or secondhand
smoke—perhaps because it seemed less threatening—but this proved a tactical mistake, because it
virtually invited EPA scrutiny. If secondhand smoke was “environmental,” then there was no question
that it fell under the purview of the Environmental Protection Agency. And this meant the prospect of
federal regulation—what the industry most dreaded.
In December 1992, the EPA released Respiratory Health Effects of Passive Smoking. The report
attributed 3,000 lung cancer deaths per year to secondhand smoke, as well as 150,000 to 300,000 cases
of bronchitis and pneumonia in infants and young children. Another 200,000 to 1,000,000 children
had their asthma aggravated, and ETS also increased the risk of asthma in children who did not
already have it. These data were statistically significant and could not be explained away by other
causes, risk factors, or chance. Environmental tobacco smoke was a class A—a known human—
carcinogen.28
Despite this strong central conclusion, the report was in many ways cautious. One potential
bombshell was left out of the Executive Summary and press releases. This was the statistically
significant correlation between ETS and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). The evidence clearly
showed that ETS increased the risk of SIDS, but the panel couldn’t decide whether that risk was
caused by prenatal smoking, postnatal ETS, or both. Several other possible connections and
correlations—increased cardiovascular disease in adults, respiratory infections in older children, and
more—were also left unresolved, pending further research. But it seemed likely that at least some
would be resolved on the side of harm, so the scientists concluded: “The total public health impact
from ETS will be greater than that discussed here.”29
The authors also confronted one important methodological difficulty. To assess risk, you have to
compare exposed people with unexposed ones, but since ETS was everywhere, it was difficult,
perhaps impossible, to find a truly “unexposed” population. So they decided to focus on studies with
high spousal exposure, where effects were most likely to show up clearly. Seventeen (of thirty)
studies fit this bill, and every single one showed increased risk, nine at the 95 percent confidence
level, and the rest at the 90 percent level.30 Moreover, among women who smoked, the lung cancer
rate was even higher if their husbands also smoked. This showed that ETS added extra risk on top of
that carried by smoking itself.
It was a judgment call to focus on high spousal exposure and to accept results at the 90 percent

confidence level, but it was a reasoned one, and supported by the “weight of evidence approach”
advocated by EPA risk assessment guidelines. In 1983, Congress had commissioned the National
Academy of Sciences to review risk assessment in the federal government. The Redbook, as the
resulting report came to be known for the color of its cover, asked each federal agency to establish
clear and consistent guidelines for risk assessment.31 The EPA had done this, and concluded that there
was no magic bullet of risk assessment—different kinds of studies were useful in different ways—so
the best approach was to scrutinize all the available evidence and determine where the weight of the
evidence lay.32
There was no scientific trump card, either. Animal studies face the obvious difficulty that animals
aren’t people. Human studies face the difficulty that it is generally unethical to deliberately expose
people to known or suspected risks. Statistically based epidemiology grapples with the well-known
problem that correlation is not causation: some associations occur by chance. Nowadays most human
toxic exposures are fairly low, because most of the time most reasonable people (and reasonable
employers) try to minimize exposures to substances that we know (or seriously suspect) are harmful.
And when the dose is low, the response is typically small, and therefore hard to detect.
However, all of these limitations could be addressed through the weight-of-evidence approach: no
one study is perfect, but each can contribute useful information. For example, to test if a correlation
in humans is causal or coincidental, you can deliberately expose animals in a controlled environment.
If the animals show the same effect, and if that effect follows a dose-response curve, then the effect is
probably not a coincidence. This is what the EPA now argued for secondhand smoke. Environmental
tobacco smoke contains the same chemicals found in direct smoke and these chemicals were known
to cause cancer in lab rats. So when the epidemiology revealed increased rates of cancer in the wives
of smokers, with a clear dose-response curve, it was reasonable to infer a causal connection.
Consistency and quantity of information were also important considerations. On secondhand
smoke, the good news (sort of) was that there was plenty of evidence on human exposure and the
results were consistent. Lots of smoke produced lots of cancer.33 Less smoke produced less cancer.
The effects were seen in the United States, Germany, and Japan, despite other differences in lifestyle,
diet, and the like. The weight of evidence was heavy, indeed.34 The EPA called it “conclusive.”35
Who could deny all that? The answer: Both Fred Seitz and Fred Singer.
As we saw in our first chapter, Fred Seitz began working for the tobacco industry in 1979. In
1989, he took up the defense of secondhand smoke. He coordinated a report, “Links between passive
smoking and disease,” which frankly acknowledged the abundant scientific evidence linking ETS to
lung cancer in adults, and to respiratory illness, asthma, and ear infection in children, and even to
perinatal death.36
Seitz did not suggest, however, that the industry give up the fight. Rather, he suggested that the best
way to fight such a heavy weight of evidence was to challenge the weight-of-evidence approach. The
idea was to reject “exhaustive inclusion”—examining all the evidence—and to focus on the “best
evidence” instead.37
Seitz had a point. Not all scientific studies are created equal, and lumping the good with the bad
can cause confusion and error. An epidemiological study with ten thousand people is clearly better
than one with ten. But it doesn’t take much imagination to see how easily a “best evidence” approach
could be biased, excluding studies you don’t like and including the ones you do. Seitz’s report
stressed that inclusion criteria should always be stated up front—such as a preference for studies with

“ideal research designs.” But medical studies are never conducted under ideal conditions: you cannot
put people in cages and control what they eat, drink, and breathe, 24/7. Animals are by definition
models for what a researcher is really interested in—people. At best, animal studies are reliable
representations or good first approximations, but they can never be considered ideal; Seitz’s
argument was transparently self-serving. The industry was not charmed, and they took up a different
banner instead. It was the banner of “sound science.” For this they turned to Fred Singer.
In 1990, Singer had created his Science and Environment Policy Project to “promote ‘sound
science’ in environmental policy.”38 What did it mean to promote “sound science”? The answer is, at
least in part, to defend the tobacco industry. By 1993, he was helping the industry to promote the
concept of sound science to support science they liked and to discredit as “junk” any science they
didn’t. He did this in collaboration with APCO Associates, the public relations firm that Philip Morris
had hired to help with the secondhand smoke campaign.
Tom Hockaday was an APCO employee, and March 1993 found him working closely with Philip
Morris vice president Ellen Merlo to develop scientific articles to defend secondhand smoke and
promote the idea that the EPA work was “junk science.” “We have been working with Dr. Fred Singer
and Dr. Dwight Lee [an economist, holding the Ramsey Chair of Private Enterprise at the University
of Georgia], who have authored articles on junk science and indoor air quality,” Hockaday explained
in a memo to Merlo. “Attached you will find copies of the … articles which have been approved by
Drs. Singer and Lee.” Merlo approved the overall approach but wished that Singer ’s junk science
article had a “more personal introduction.” Tom Hockaday reported back that Singer was “adamant
that this would not be his style.”39
What was his style? A full-frontal assault, claiming that the science done at the EPA was “junk.”
The headline of the article he prepared for APCO read: junk science at the epa. The EPA was taking
“extreme positions not supported by science,” he asserted. Claiming that they “could not rule out
other factors … such as diet, outdoor air pollution, genetics, prior lung disease, etc.,” he charged that
the EPA had “rig[ged] the numbers” by accepting the 90 percent confidence level instead of a 95
percent one.40
Why would the EPA “rig” the numbers? Singer ’s answer: Controlling smoke would lead toward
greater regulation in general. “The litany of questionable crises emanating from the Environmental
Protection Agency is by no means confined to these issues. It could just as easily include lead, radon,
asbestos, acid rain, global warming, and a host of others.” By the early 1990s, every one of these
items—lead, radon, asbestos, and global warming—had come under serious scrutiny because of
substantial scientific evidence, and in every case that concern has been legitimated by further
scientific work. The EPA had a legal obligation to be concerned about these things. But the agency had
not called ETS a “crisis.” That was Singer ’s word. EPA had called it a carcinogen and therefore a risk.
Was there any substance to Singer ’s complaints? The short answer is no. The EPA scientists had
considered and ruled out other factors. That is what it means to do epidemiology. No one had denied
that genetics and lifestyle played a role in health and disease, but the statistical evidence was
overwhelming that ETS was an added risk. It is not plausible to suppose that Singer did not
understand this—he was a highly educated and intelligent man—but the reality wasn’t convenient to
his motivation. He was not practicing science; he was attacking it. His broader purpose, the historical
evidence suggests, was to undermine the EPA in order to stop or delay regulation regarding
secondhand smoke.
Consider a handbook the tobacco industry distributed that same year, which drew on Singer ’s

work.41 Bad Science: A Resource Book was a how-to handbook for fact fighters. It contained over two
hundred pages of snappy quotes and reprinted editorials, articles, and op-ed pieces that challenged the
authority and integrity of science, building to a crescendo in the attack on the EPA’s work on
secondhand smoke. It also included a list of experts with scientific credentials available to comment
on any issue about which a think tank or corporation needed a negative sound bite.42
Bad Science was a virtual self-help book for regulated industries, and it began with a set of
emphatic sound-bite-sized “MESSAGES”:

1. Too often science is manipulated to fulfill a political agenda.
2. Government agencies … betray the public trust by violating principles of good science in a
desire to achieve a political goal.
3. No agency is more guilty of adjusting science to support preconceived public policy
prescriptions than the Environmental Protection Agency.
4. Public policy decisions that are based on bad science impose enormous economic costs on
all aspects of society.
5. Like many studies before it, EPA’s recent report concerning environmental tobacco smoke
allows political objectives to guide scientific research.
6. Proposals that seek to improve indoor air quality by singling out tobacco smoke only enable
bad science to become a poor excuse for enacting new laws and jeopardizing individual
liberties.
Bad, bad science. You can practically see the fingers wagging. Scientists had been bad boys; it was
time for them to behave themselves. The tobacco industry would be the daddy who made sure they
did. It wasn’t just money at stake; it was individual liberty. Today, smoking, tomorrow … who knew?
By protecting smoking, we protected freedom.
As we saw in chapter 3, science really was manipulated for political purposes in the case of acid
rain, but not by the scientists who had done the research. It was Bill Nierenberg who changed the
Executive Summary of the Acid Rain Peer Review Panel, not the EPA, which played no role in the
Acid Rain Peer Review. Still, if the best defense is a good offense, the tobacco industry now took the
offensive. To anyone who understood the science, their actions were pretty darn offensive, indeed.
Bad Science was divided into six chapters, each one beginning with a list of sound bites entitled
“What others are saying.” On page 1 an economics professor was quoted: “Crises can be exploited by
organized groups to justify government action … If a real crisis is not available, an artificial crisis …
will serve just as well.” The professor was Dwight Lee, the paid consultant working alongside Fred
Singer, via APCO, for Philip Morris. Another quote claimed that undue regulation cost a family of
four $1,800 per year. What was that claim based on? No one knew, because Bad Science contained no
primary sources or annotations. Nearly all the quotes were assertions presented as facts. “Costly

solutions are … enacted into law … before they are scientifically justified,” said one. “Publicly
funded scientists may be playing fast and loose with the facts for political reasons,” said another.
“Many environmental zealots in and out of government … have proved themselves quite willing to
bend science to the service of their political … goals.” And so on.
If the quotable quotes were assertions without evidence, so too were many of the articles, often
taken from the Wall Street Journal and Investor’s Business Daily, and written by individuals with long
histories of defending risky industrial products. Michael Fumento, for example, a syndicated
columnist for Scripps Howard papers and a longtime defender of pesticides, asked, “Are Pesticides
Really So Bad?” in Investor’s Business Daily. (Fumento was later fired from Scripps Howard for
failing to disclose receiving $60,000 from Monsanto, a chemical corporation whose work he covered
in his columns.)43 “Frontline Perpetuates Pesticide Myth,” “Earth Summit Will Shackle the Planet,
Not Save It,” and other articles from the Wall Street Journal variously attacked efforts to control
pesticides, stop global warming, and limit the risks of asbestos. A St. Louis Post-Dispatch headline
declared, scientists ripped as alarmists in ecology warning above an article quoting Candace Crandall
—Singer ’s wife.
If Bad Science often quoted “experts” who were paid consultants to regulated industries,
sometimes it followed a more sophisticated strategy: reminding readers of the fallibility of science.
Reprints from respected media outlets provided well-documented examples of scientific error and
malfeasance. “The Science Mob,” from the New Republic, recounted the David Baltimore case, where
a postdoctoral fellow in Baltimore’s lab falsified experimental results, and the scientific establishment
closed ranks to defend Baltimore—a giant in his field—rather than support the whistle-blower who
exposed it. Other pieces discussed bias and distortion in medical research caused by industrial
financing (the irony of this was unremarked). Several pieces from the New York Times focused on the
limits of animal studies, while a special issue of Time, “Science under Siege,” described growing
public distrust of science in the face of mistakes like the premature announcement of cold fusion and
mismanagement of the Hubble telescope.44 Collectively, the articles created an impression of science
rife with exaggeration, mismanagement, bias, and fraud.
The strategy was nothing if not clever, for these articles were based on real events and real
concerns within the scientific community. David Baltimore did dismiss evidence of malfeasance in his
lab, animal studies do have serious limits, and science has been corrupted by industry funding. Yet not
a single piece reported an actual study demonstrating that these problems were widespread—or any
more widespread than in any other place where politics and business intersect. More to the point, not
one of these studies showed that assertions of an environmental hazard had later been proven wrong.
In fact, no scientific results were corrected by any of these articles, because the point wasn’t to correct
particular scientific mistakes. It was to provide the reader with materials to challenge science in
general, as a means to challenge science on any topic. And the topic at issue was secondhand smoke.
Message #3 from Bad Science declared, “No agency is more guilty of adjusting science to support
preconceived public policy prescriptions than the Environmental Protection Agency.” The resource
book outlined in chapter and verse the tobacco industry’s complaint about EPA on ETS: that their
conclusions were politically motivated, that they were based on inadequate science, that the EPA had
no right to accept the 90 percent confidence level, and so on. “The EPA report has been widely
criticized within the scientific community,” the book proclaimed, but in truth very few scientists had
criticized the EPA report, except ones linked to the tobacco industry. This was the Bad Science
strategy in a nutshell: plant complaints in op-ed pieces, in letters to the editor, and in articles in

mainstream journals to whom you’d supplied the “facts,” and then quote them as if they really were
facts. Quote, in fact, yourself. A perfect rhetorical circle. A mass media echo chamber of your own
construction.
The phrases “excessive regulation,” “over-regulation,” and “unnecessary regulation” were
liberally sprinkled throughout the book. Many of the quotable quotes came from the Competitive
Enterprise Institute (CEI), a think tank promoting “free enterprise and limited government” and
dedicated to the conviction that the “best solutions come from people making their own choices in a
free marketplace, rather than government intervention.”45 The Institute’s “Science Policy Clips and
Highlights” compiled articles by Institute staff that had been published in mass media venues such as
the Washington Times, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Reason, Advertising Age, and Insight. The CEI
compilation for January 1993 through April 1994 included “EPA’s Bad Science Mars ETS Report,”
“EPA and the Pesticide Problem,” “When Chemophobia Ruled the Land,” and “Safety Is a Relative
Thing for Cars: Why Not Cigarettes?”46
In short, Bad Science was a compendium of attacks on science, published in places like the
Washington Times, and written by staff of the Competitive Enterprise Institute. The articles weren’t
written by scientists and they didn’t appear in peer-reviewed scientific journals. Rather, they appeared
in media venues whose readers would be sympathetic to the Competitive Enterprise Institute’s laissezfaire ideology.
And that was precisely the point. The goal wasn’t to correct scientific mistakes and place
regulation on a better footing. It was to undermine regulation by challenging the scientific foundation
on which it would be built. It was to pretend that you wanted sound science when really you wanted no
science at all—or at least no science that got in your way.
Bad Science lambasted the EPA for not “seek[ing] out the nation’s leading scientists [to] conduct a
peer-reviewed study” on ETS, but the EPA had sought leading scientists and their work had been peerreviewed. Had the EPA commissioned a brand new study, the industry would no doubt have attacked
them for wasting taxpayer money on superfluous work. But that was precisely the point: to attack the
EPA, because it was just about impossible to defend secondhand smoke any other way. At least, this
was what Philip Morris had concluded.

Blaming the Messenger: The Industry Attack on the EPA
Craig Fuller was a former chief of staff to Vice President George H. W. Bush; in 1993 he also worked
with Ellen Merlo to defend ETS by attacking the EPA. Desperate times called for desperate measures,
and the industry now appeared desperate indeed. In July, Fuller paid $200,000 to a group called
Federal Focus, Inc., run by James Tozzi.47 Tozzi had been an administrator at the Office of
Management and Budget in the Reagan administration, and was well-known among public health
officials for his resistance to the scientific evidence that aspirin causes Reye’s syndrome in children.
(Critics charged him with perfecting the strategy of “paralysis by analysis”: insisting on more, and
more, and more, data in order to avoid doing anything.)48 After reading Seitz’s report on ETS, Tozzi
suggested that Federal Focus could channel money to the Marshall Institute for further work on ETS.
The Marshall Institute would be good for this, Tozzi suggested, because of its lack of obvious links to

Philip Morris: “Possibly PM [Philip Morris] could provide funding, through Federal Focus, to the
George C. Marshall Institute … they could address the ETS conclusion … I think the Marshall
Institute will have considerable credibility since it does not take funding from private companies nor
the government. It is funded solely through foundations such as Federal Focus … ”49
When Investor’s Business Daily ran a front-page article favorable to the tobacco industry, Fuller
sent a memo to his team saying, “[It] ought to be mailed to every one of our allies and any opinion
leaders we can get it to as quickly as possible. It offers a comprehensive review that is among the best
I’ve seen.” But this was no coincidence, as Fuller acknowledged, no doubt grinning as he wrote:
“(And, I know that it’s no coincidence … it is very fine work!)” On the bottom of the memo he added
in pencil: “This is Tom Borelli’s work.”50 (Borelli was Philip Morris’s manager of Corporate
Scientific Affairs.)51
As we saw in chapter 1, the tobacco industry had long tried to make its case for “balance” to
writers, editors, and radio and television producers. Now they targeted particular journalists of a
“revisionist ilk,” whom they considered susceptible to the suggestion that environmentalism had run
amok. These included Nicholas Wade, science editor of the New York Times, P. J. O’Rourke at Rolling
Stone, and Gregg Easterbrook, a frequent writer for the New Republic. (Wade was the coauthor of a
1983 book, Betrayers of the Truth, which asserted that fraud and deceit were endemic to science; the
industry saw him as a potential ally, carefully tracking his work and places where he was quoted.
Easterbrook we shall meet again in chapter 6.) Other targets for influence were the First Amendment
Center, “a media peer group that is respected and has the capability of changing reporters’ attitudes on
issues on a wholesale basis”; the national meeting of mayors conference and the mayors’ regional
meetings, who would be approached through the issue of unfunded mandates; and proindustry groups
such as the Institute for Regulatory Policy and Citizens for a Sensible Environment.52 Later the
industry would also enlist Rush Limbaugh.53
Most of the science upon which the EPA relied was independent—it came from academic
researchers and other federal agencies, such as the National Institutes of Health, the Food and Drug
Administration, and the Department of the Interior—so attacks on the EPA as a corrupt bureaucracy
wouldn’t work alone; they’d have to be coupled with attacks on the science itself. “Without a major,
concentrated effort to expose the scientific weaknesses of the EPA case, without an effort to build
considerable reasonable doubt … then virtually all other efforts … will be significantly diminished in
effectiveness,” ran a memo from Philip Morris communications director, Victor Han, to Ellen Merlo.
The EPA was “an agency that is at least misguided and aggressive, at worst corrupt and controlled
by environmental terrorists,” Han asserted.54 Since few people were sympathetic to secondhand
smoke, attacking the EPA offered “one of the few avenues for inroads.” The industry would abandon
its defensive posture—defending smokers’ right to smoke—and argue instead that “over-regulation”
was leading to “out-of-control expenditures of taxpayer money.”55 Much of this would be done
through a newsletter called EPA Watch—an “asset” created by Philip Morris through the public
relations firm APCO.56
Han concluded, “The clock is ticking.”57 This is where EPA Watch came in, as Han, Merlo, Fuller,
and their associates developed “a plan for EPA Watch,” and to use a man named Bonner Cohen as an
“expert on EPA matters.” Cohen was associated with the Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow—a
Cornucopian group committed to harnessing “the power of the market combined with the
applications of safe technologies … [to address] the world’s pressing concerns.” Cohen had written

extensively for the Wall Street Journal, Forbes, Investor’s Business Daily, National Review, and the
Washington Times.58 Merlo and Fuller ’s group resolved to do “whatever can be done to increase his
visibility and credibility on matters dealing with the EPA.”59
No one in 1993 would have argued that the EPA was a perfect agency, or that there weren’t some
regulations that needed to be revamped; even its supporters had said as much. But the tobacco industry
didn’t want to make the EPA work better and more sensibly; they wanted to bring it down. “The
credibility of EPA is defeatable,” Victor Han concluded, “but not on the basis of ETS alone. It must be
part of a larger mosaic that concentrates all of the EPA’s enemies against it at one time.”60 That
mosaic would soon be created.
“Junk science” quickly became the tag line of Steven J. Milloy and a group called TASSC—The
Advancement of Sound Science Coalition—whose strategy was not to advance science, but to
discredit it. Milloy—who later became a commentator for Fox News—was affiliated with the Cato
Institute and had previously been a lobbyist at Multinational Business Services (MBS)—a firm hired
by Philip Morris in the early 1990s to assist in the defense of secondhand smoke.61 (Milloy’s
supervisor at MBS had been James Tozzi.)
TASCC was launched by APCO Associates, in November 1993, with measures taken to hide the
Philip Morris connection.62 APCO was enlisted because Philip Morris’s main PR agency, BursonMarsteller, was too obviously associated with the tobacco giant.63 John Boltz, a manager of media
affairs at Philip Morris, supplied APCO with a list of sympathetic reporters, but APCO, not Boltz,
placed the calls to “remove any possible link to PM [Philip Morris].”64 The launch would be focused
on “receptive” secondary markets, rather than in conventionally attractive cities for PR like New York
and Washington, “to avoid cynical reporters from major media” who might be inclined to dig.65
Philip Morris executive John C. Lenzi summarized for Ellen Merlo how TASSC had “launched
itself” with the help of selected media and sympathetic scientists. “As you know, The Advancement of
Sound Science Coalition (TASSC) publicly launched itself … with a national, five-city media tour …
Rather than do a press conference at each site … TASSC elected to conduct one-on-ones with
interested media … This appears to have worked well, particularly when combined with TASSC’s
effort to highlight a regional ‘bad science’ problem of interest, and appear with a known and
respected member of the local scientific community who is also a member of TASSC … In total
TASSC created coverage that potentially reached approximately 3 million people.”66
The launch was particularly successful in Albuquerque. Former New Mexico governor Garrey
Carruthers, now TASSC’s honorary chairman, was the keynote speaker at the American Farm Bureau
Federation state convention in New Mexico; Carruthers used the occasion to introduce “TASSC, its
goals, and its objectives.” In Denver, the launch was featured in the Post and Denver Business Journal,
and on three radio programs; in San Diego, in the Union Tribune and Daily Transcript; in Dallas, in
various newspapers, radio stations, and at least one television network. Lenzi boasted to Merlo that
the people reached included “more than 350,000 by television, 850,000 by radio and more than 1.7
million by print.” The launch was deemed sufficiently successful that they budgeted over $500,000 for
TASSC efforts in 1994.67
Scientific advisors to TASSC included Fred Singer, Fred Seitz, and Michael Fumento—names
familiar from both Bad Science and from earlier arguments over tobacco, acid rain, and ozone.
Richard Lindzen, a distinguished meteorologist at MIT who was a major global warming skeptic and

industry expert witness, was also invited to join.68 The goal, as Craig Fuller put it, was to mobilize as
many “third party allies” as possible.69
Meanwhile, Milloy wrote articles for the Wall Street Journal, the Washington Times, and Investor’s
Business Daily, and created a Web site, JunkScience.com, that freely attacked science related to health
and environmental issues. It didn’t matter who had done the work—the EPA, the World Health
Organization, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, or distinguished scientists at private
universities. If the results challenged the safety of a commercial product, Milloy attacked them.
TASSC also ran ads in commercial and campus newspapers across the country, and developed
potential congressional testimony on “public health priorities.”70 They also created a “Sound Science
in Journalism Award,” first granted to New York Times reporter Gina Kolata, “who responsibly
detailed … how science has been distorted and manipulated to fuel litigation” on silicone breast
implants.71 (Kolata has subsequently been heavily criticized by scientists, environmentalists, and her
journalism colleagues for a persistent proindustry, protechnology bias, and an overt skepticism about
environmental causes of cancer.)72 Still, despite their managing to place their views in so many
media outlets—and even finding a voice through Kolata at the New York Times—TASSC faced an
uphill battle, as the American people were increasingly turning against smoking, and industry attacks
over arcane scientific issues like confidence limits got scant traction. So the industry now launched a
flank attack through yet another think tank, this one called the Alexis de Tocqueville Institution.
In the mid-1990s, the Tobacco Institute identified Alexis de Tocqueville as one of many
organizations that it would support in its effort to fight higher tobacco taxes; and members of
Tocqueville’s advisory board—among them Dwight Lee and Fred Singer—had links to the tobacco
industry.73 One industry document described the connection this way: “TI’s chief economist works
closely with leading figures at the Alexis de Tocqueville Institution (AdTI). Some member companies
[also] support the organization. Opinions expressed and promoted by AdTI frequently support
industry arguments on economic and other matters.”74
Officially the mission of the Alexis de Tocqueville Institution is to promote democracy; in 1993
the Institution decided to promote democracy by defending secondhand smoke. “EPA and the Science
of Environmental Tobacco Smoke” was written by Fred Singer and Kent Jeffreys.75 The Tocqueville
Institution had anointed Jeffreys with the title of “adjunct scholar,” but he was in fact a lawyer
affiliated with the Cato Institute, the Competitive Enterprise Institute, and the Republican Party. He was
well-known for his attacks on Superfund—the federal fund designed to pay for the cleanup of toxic
waste sites—and for his advocacy of “free-market environmentalism.” One of his slogans was
“behind every tree should stand a private … owner.” To prevent overfishing, Jeffreys wanted to
privatize the oceans.76
The defense of secondhand smoke was part of a larger report criticizing the EPA over radon,
pesticides, and the Superfund, but the center of it—and the focus of the accompanying press releases
—was what Singer and Jeffreys called “Case Study No. 1: Environmental Tobacco Smoke.” It began
by accusing the federal government of seeking a ban on smoking—although there was no pending
legislation to do so—and asserting that the vehicle of the alleged ban would be the EPA. But the EPA
had not asked for a ban, so how did Singer and Jeffreys build their case? By asserting that “scientific
standards were seriously violated in order to produce a report to ban smoking in public settings.”77
What was the alleged violation? The EPA panel had assumed a linear dose-response curve. They had

assumed the risk was directly proportional to the exposure.
Singer and Jeffreys argued that the EPA should have assumed a “threshold effect”—that doses
below a certain level would have no effect. Citing the old adage “the dose makes the poison,” they
insisted that there might be a threshold value below which no harm occurred. Since the EPA had failed
to provide proof that this wasn’t so, the linear-dose response assumption was “flawed.”78
A memo from the Tobacco Institute to the members of its Executive Committee in August 1994
described the report’s release at a press conference held by two members of Congress—Peter Geren,
Democrat from Texas, and John Mica, Republican from Florida—joined by the executive director of
the Alexis de Tocqueville Institution and “co-authors Dr. S. Fred Singer and Kent Jeffreys.” Singer
stressed how money was being wasted on “phantom” environmental problems; Jeffreys focused on
the Clinton administration’s “lying to or withholding information” from Congress, implying the EPA
was doing the same. He concluded by invoking the hobgoblin of absolute proof: “I can’t prove that
ETS is not a risk of lung cancer, but EPA can’t prove that it is.”79
Were any of these charges true? Should the EPA have insisted on 95 percent confidence limits?
Should they have used a threshold? Were scientific standards violated? Was this bad science? And
how’s an ordinary person to judge?
Scientists are confident they know bad science when they see it. It’s science that is obviously
fraudulent—when data have been invented, fudged, or manipulated. Bad science is where data have
been cherry-picked—when some data have been deliberately left out—or it’s impossible for the
reader to understand the steps that were taken to produce or analyze the data. It is a set of claims that
can’t be tested, claims that are based on samples that are too small, and claims that don’t follow from
the evidence provided. And science is bad—or at least weak—when proponents of a position jump to
conclusions on insufficient or inconsistent data. (As we saw in chapter 4, Sherwood Rowland had
used his AAAS presidential lecture to show how Dixy Lee Ray, Fred Seitz, and Fred Singer had relied
on bad science to challenge ozone depletion; they had made demonstrably false assertions and
ignored widely available, published evidence.) But while these scientific criteria may be clear in
principle, knowing when they apply in practice is a judgment call. For this scientists rely on peer
review. Peer review is a topic that is impossible to make sexy, but it’s crucial to understand, because it
is what makes science science—and not just a form of opinion.
The idea is simple: no scientific claim can be considered legitimate until it has undergone critical
scrutiny by other experts. At minimum, peer reviewers look for obvious mistakes in data gathering,
analysis, and interpretation. Usually they go further, addressing the quality and quantity of data, the
reasoning linking the evidence to its interpretation, the mathematical formulae or computer
simulations used to analyze and interpret the data, and even the prior reputation of the claimant. (If the
person is thought to do sloppy work, or has previously been involved in spurious claims, he or she
can expect to attract tougher scrutiny.)
Scientific journals submit all papers to peer review. Typically three experts are asked to comment.
If the reviewers are very divided, the editor may seek additional voices, and he may weigh in his
judgment as well. Many papers go through two or more rounds, as authors try to correct mistakes and
address concerns raised by the reviewers. If they fail, the paper will be rejected, and the authors go
back to the drawing board—or try another, less prestigious, journal. Conferences are usually less
strict, which is why conference papers are generally not considered serious—and generally do not
count in academic circles for promotion and tenure—until published in peer-reviewed journals. (This
is also why the industry could exploit an apparent loophole by sponsoring their own conferences and

publishing their proceedings.) The reviewers must also be real experts—they must know enough to
be able to judge the methods used and the claims made—and they must not have a close relationship,
either personal or professional, with the person whose work is being judged. Editors spend
considerable time finding people who meet these criteria. And this is all done for free. Scientists
review papers as part of a communal system in which everyone is expected to review other people’s
papers, with the understanding that others will in turn review theirs.
The EPA report on passive smoking was reviewed not just by three experts, but by an entire panel
commissioned by the EPA’s Science Advisory Board: nine experts and nine consultants, aided by staff
members from the Advisory Board.80 Unlike Singer (a physicist), Jeffreys (a lawyer), and Milloy (a
lobbyist), these were true experts: a professor of medicine at Yale University; a senior staff scientist at
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; the chief of Air and Industrial Hygiene for the California
Department of Health, and six others, all medical doctors or Ph.D. scientists. And they reviewed it not
once, but twice. What did these experts have to say about the EPA’s report? “The Committee concurs
with the judgment of EPA that environmental tobacco smoke should be classified as a Class A
carcinogen.”81
Typically, reviewers are skeptics. They challenge scientists on the claims they make, often
demanding more evidence, more clarification, more persuasive arguments. The reviewers of the
draft EPA report did request more discussion of certain matters: the uncertainties and confounding
effects, the limits of using spousal exposure as a surrogate for total ETS exposure, and the recent
work on ETS and respiratory disorders in children. But they did so not because they thought the
report had overstated the case. On the contrary, their major concern was that the report had
understated the risks. Its conclusions were not too strong, but too weak.
The major issue involved the epidemiological data. Ill effects of chemicals in the environment are
detected through epidemiology: statistical studies of affected populations. If a chemical is very toxic,
or exposures are very high, then ill effects are easy to detect: lots of people get sick, far more than
you’d otherwise expect for a population group of that type. But if the chemical is only mildly
harmful, or exposures are low, then the task is much harder. Only a few people get sick, and it’s hard
to say for sure that the observed effect isn’t just random variation.
How do you judge epidemiological evidence when there’s only a modest effect? You judge it in
light of what else you know about the issue. If strong epidemiology is a red flag, then weak
epidemiology is a pink one. Imagine placing both against a wall: a white one if you know nothing else
(a blank slate, if you will), a black one if you already have good reason to think there’s a problem. If
the wall is white, the pink flag barely shows up, but if it’s black, then you’ve got no problem seeing
that flag. ETS was a pink flag against a black wall.
Here’s why. Secondhand smoke is quickly diluted in the air, so most people’s exposures are low,
and epidemiology is a weak tool with which to detect effects: a pink flag. But scientists already knew
that active smoking causes cancer, and that passive smoking introduces the same toxins into the lungs.
That was the black wall.82 The reviewers put it this way: “The causality of the connection between
direct inhalation of tobacco smoke and excess risk of lung cancer cannot be in doubt … and ETS
resembles mainstream tobacco smoke in terms of particle size distribution and composition of
carcinogens, co-carcinogens, and tumor producers.”83 So even if the statistical effects were modest,
there was good reason to believe that they were real. The reviewers wanted the EPA panel to make this
explicit, “with each step in the argument … carefully addressed.”84
The reviewers especially found the report too weak on its discussion of the impact of ETS on

children. They “found the evidence for respiratory health effects in children to be stronger and more
persuasive” than stated, and suggested that the panel consider the possibility that “the impact of ETS
on respiratory effects in children may have much greater public health significance than the impact of
ETS on lung cancer in nonsmokers.”85 In other words, while 3,000 additional adult lung cancer
deaths per year was a serious public health concern, 150,000 to 300,000 cases of bronchitis and
pneumonia in infants and young children was even worse.
The panel revised their report in light of the peer review, and five months later it was reviewed a
second time. The panel found the overall assessment of risk to children to be still “on the
conservative side.”86 On the central question of labeling ETS as a class A carcinogen, “the
Committee was unanimous in endorsing this classification.”87
Here’s what the reviewers did not criticize: They did not reject the use of spousal smoking as
surrogate for exposure or the studies from other countries, which they considered appropriately
included as part of the “totality of evidence.” They did not criticize the 90 percent confidence limit or
the linear dose-response model. And they did not suggest that EPA should have presumed a threshold
effect. On the contrary, they noted the “clear dose-related association of lung cancer risk with
exposure to [mainstream] smoke,” accepting that a similar relationship would likely apply to
sidestream smoke.88
Why didn’t the peer reviewers address the issue of confidence limits? This was a major point of
Singer and Jeffrey’s contention, so we might expect the peer reviewers to have at least mentioned it.
The answer is simple. There’s nothing magic about 95 percent. It could be 80 percent. It could be 51
percent. In Vegas if you play a game with 51 percent odds in your favor, you’ll still come out ahead if
you play long enough.
The 95 percent confidence level is a social convention, a value judgment. And the value it reflects
is one that says that the worst mistake a scientist can make is to fool herself: to think an effect is real
when it is not. Statisticians call this a type 1 error. You can think of it as being gullible, naïve, or
having undue faith in your own ideas.89 To avoid it, scientists place the burden of proof on the
person claiming a cause and effect. But there’s another kind of error—type 2—where you miss
effects that are really there. You can think of that as being excessively skeptical or overly cautious.
Conventional statistics is set up to be skeptical and avoid type 1 errors. The 95 percent confidence
standard means that there is only 1 chance in 20 that you believe something that isn’t true. That is a
very high bar. It reflects a scientific worldview in which skepticism is a virtue, credulity is not.90 As
one Web site puts it, “A type I error is often considered to be more serious, and therefore more
important to avoid, than a type II error.”91 In fact, some statisticians claim that type 2 errors aren’t
really errors at all, just missed opportunities.92
Is a type 1 error more serious than a type 2? Maybe yes, maybe no. It depends on your point of
view. The fear of type 1 errors asks us to play dumb. That makes sense when we really don’t know
what’s going on in the world—as in the early stages of a scientific investigation. This preference also
makes sense in a court of law, where we presume innocence to protect citizens from oppressive
governments and overzealous prosecutors. However, when applied to evaluating environmental
hazards, the fear of gullibility can make us excessively skeptical and insufficiently cautious. It places
the burden of proof on the victim—rather than, for example, the manufacturer of a harmful product—
and we may fail to protect some people who are really getting hurt.93
And what if we aren’t dumb? What if we already have strong, independent evidence to support a

cause-and-effect relationship? Let’s say you know how a particular chemical is harmful, for example,
that it has been shown to interfere with cell function in laboratory mice. Then you might argue that it
is reasonable to accept a lower statistical threshold when examining effects in people, because you
already have good reason to believe that the observed effect is not just chance. This is exactly what the
ETS reviewers did argue. Even if 90 percent is less stringent than 95 percent, it still means that there
is a 9 in 10 chance that the observed results did not occur by chance. Think of it this way. If you were
nine-tenths sure about a crossword puzzle answer, wouldn’t you write it in?94
“The extent of the consistency defies attribution to chance,” the EPA stressed when the final report
was released.95 Consistency—not any arbitrary significance level—is the real gold standard of
scientific evidence, and this was the key point that Singer and Jeffreys had obfuscated. It was true that
some of the included studies were small, and alone could not prove a causal connection, but when you
looked at all the studies, you found that twenty-four of thirty showed increased risk associated with
increased exposure—and the odds of that happening by chance were less than 1 in 1,000.
What about the threshold effect? Why didn’t this come up in the peer review, either? The answer
here is simple, too: the reviewers did not need to comment because the panel had followed EPA
guidelines.96 One chemist who has worked closely with the EPA for decades put it this way. “Linear
dose-response is the ‘official’ EPA default [position]. If there is sufficient evidence for a non-linear
mode of action then that is used. Otherwise, it is linear.”97
This is true, but it isn’t just EPA guidelines; it’s normal scientific practice, too. The logic is
twofold. One reason derives from centuries of scientific practice and the principle known as
Ockham’s razor. Use the simplest theory that accounts for the evidence. Just as a well-designed
machine has no unnecessary parts, a well-designed theory does not introduce additional assumptions
that are not supported by evidence. If you have evidence for complications like threshold effects at
low doses (or amplifying effects at high doses) then of course you pay attention, but absent evidence
you don’t make complications up.
The second reason is just common sense. If something is harmful, then more exposure means
more risk. At least, that is what one would expect. However, not all poisons work this way. Some do
show threshold effects: up to a point, your body can deal with it. Certain substances, including some
vitamins and minerals, are poisonous at high doses but actually helpful or even essential at low ones.
This effect has a scientific name: hormesis.98 But as a rule of thumb, if a little of something is known
to be bad, a lot is probably worse, and if a lot of something is known to be bad, then a little is
probably not great either. And while Ronald Reagan infamously claimed that ketchup was a vegetable,
no one, not even Fred Singer, would claim that cigarette smoke was a vitamin.
How did the EPA defend itself against these attacks? In normal scientific practice, the mere fact of
withstanding peer review is the first line of defense, but Singer and Jeffreys had misrepresented the
peer review process, claiming that the EPA report had been widely criticized in the scientific
community, ignoring that the report had not only been unanimously endorsed by the independent
experts, but that those experts had encouraged EPA to make it stronger. So the EPA established a Web
site: Setting the Record Straight: Secondhand Smoke is a Preventable Health Risk. The site said
everything that needed to be said, so it’s worth quoting in full:
A recent high profile advertising and public relations campaign by the tobacco industry may
confuse the American public about the risks of secondhand smoke. EPA believes it’s time to set

the record straight about an indisputable fact: secondhand smoke is a real and preventable
health risk.
EPA absolutely stands by its scientific and well documented report. The report was the
subject of an extensive open review … by EPA’s Science Advisory Board (SAB), a panel of
independent scientific experts. Virtually every one of the arguments about lung cancer
advanced by the tobacco industry and its consultants was addressed by the SAB. The panel
concurred in the methodology and unanimously endorsed the conclusions of the final report.
The report has also been endorsed by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the
National Cancer Institute, the Surgeon General, and many major health organizations.
The criticism had come not from the scientific community, but from the tobacco industry and
groups and individuals funded by it. The peer review panel endorsed the EPA conclusions, and so had
every other relevant major agency and organization. As for the 90 percent confidence limit, this was
“a standard and appropriate statistical procedure” given the prior evidence, and had been used in
many other EPA cancer risk assessments when there was similarly strong prior evidence; there was
nothing special or irregular about how the EPA had treated secondhand smoke. Moreover, in the
portions of the report dealing with other respiratory effects, where there wasn’t as much prior
evidence, 95 percent confidence intervals were used.
Singer and Jeffreys had focused their attention on cancer risk, but the bombshell of the report was
the danger to children. “The tobacco industry neither acknowledges nor disputes EPA’s conclusions
on respiratory effects on children. It focuses instead on EPA’s findings on lung cancer,” the EPA
noted. This silence was telling, as both the peer review panel and the secretary of Health and Human
Services highlighted the impact on children as the most important finding—as no doubt most of the
public would, too. It was one thing for adults to choose to take risks, another thing to impose those
risks on children (or anyone else). The EPA wisely refocused attention on this crucial distinction:
“Having a choice to take a risk for themselves should not permit smokers to impose a risk on
others.”99 This was the crux of the issue. But we’ve found no evidence that the mass media paid any
attention to the EPA Web site. And what impact could a lonely Web site have against a multimilliondollar disinformation campaign?
The EPA made clear that the fuss about confidence limits was a red herring, but what about the
threshold issue? Was there any substance to Singer ’s insistence that there might be a threshold effect
for secondhand smoke? The EPA’s answer was simple: “There is no evidence that this threshold
exists.”100 So where did Singer get the idea from? Did he just make it up? Should the EPA have
considered the threshold effect in analyzing smoking?
In the report with Jeffreys, Singer was promulgating an old adage: that the dose makes the poison.
Where did that come from, anyway? The answer is Paracelsus, a Renaissance medic who died in
1541. Singer and Jeffreys were challenging the EPA with a five-hundred-year-old aphorism.101
While it’s possible that Singer was reading Latin medical texts, it seems more likely that he got the
argument from a contemporary debate about radioactivity.
Many Japanese citizens exposed to the devastation of the atomic bomb developed cancer in later
years—many, but not all. What protected the resistant survivors? Some scientists argued for a
threshold effect: that up to a certain point, radiation does not cause cancer. People who were far
enough away from the blast, or protected by thick walls or metal plates, might have received
exposures below the level required to cause cancer.

This was a reasonable argument, because radiation is a natural phenomenon to which we are all
exposed every day. Many ordinary elements, including carbon, potassium, and uranium, have
naturally occurring radioactive varieties, found in rocks, minerals, soils, and even in the air. Cosmic
rays from outer space add a bit more to this “natural background” radiation. While the natural
background varies from place to place, it’s always present, so it stands to reason that living creatures
might be used to it. Having evolved on a planet that has always had background radiation, we may
have evolved natural defenses against it. So the concept of a permissible, safe, or “threshold” dose
gained currency, and this was used to set standards in industries where workers were exposed to
radiation, such as uranium mining and nuclear power generation.
Some people went even further, arguing for radiation hormesis—that small doses of radiation
were actually good for you. One of these people was Chauncey Starr, the physicist with the Electric
Power Research Institute who we met in chapter 3 writing to George Keyworth and Bill Nierenberg to
persuade them that “public anxiety” was being unnecessarily inflamed about acid rain.102 (We will
meet Starr again in chapter 6.)
By the 1970s, the threshold concept was being used by all sorts of people to defend all sorts of
hazardous materials. This was illogical, because the threshold argument was about natural hazards—
like background radiation and trace metals that occur in soils—but that didn’t stop some people from
using it to defend unnatural ones, too.
In 1973, Emil Mrak, a former chancellor of the University of California, Davis, was invited to the
Philip Morris laboratories to speak about food safety. Mrak was dubious about the alleged dangers of
DDT and other artificial pesticides, and he used the threshold argument to defend them. “Is there a
level below which compounds have no effect?” he asked rhetorically, referring to chemicals in the
environments suspected of causing cancer. Most cancer experts said no—meaning no, there wasn’t
evidence to support that claim, because if a chemical is hazardous at some dose, then the only dose
that is guaranteed to produce no harm is no dose—but Mrak rejected this, arguing hyperbolically, “If
this is the case, we can start right out by outlawing almost everything.”103 He ended his speech with
the reductio ad absurdum that, if you didn’t embrace the threshold concept, then you ended up
concluding that “everything is harmful.”104
Mrak was pulling a rhetorical switcheroo because it wasn’t environmentalists who argued
everything was harmful; it was the tobacco industry. The industry insisted that everything from
crossing the street to riding a bicycle was harmful, so tobacco should be viewed as just one of the
routine risks that people accept by living life. The menace of daily life, some industry apologists
called it.105 Life is dangerous. So is tobacco. Get used to it.
So the tobacco industry argued. But there’s a world of difference between risks we choose to
accept in exchange for rewards we want—like driving a car, drinking alcohol, or having unprotected
sex—and having those risks imposed upon us against our will. There’s also a world of difference
between the idea that evolution has equipped humans with some immunity to natural hazards and the
idea that we somehow have immunity to something we’d never been exposed to in two million years
of evolution. The secondhand smoke debate was crucial precisely because the risk wasn’t a choice
and it wasn’t natural. It was a man-made risk that was being imposed without consent.
The very fact that Singer was recycling arguments from earlier debates about nuclear power and
pesticides—alongside Singer ’s previous activities to defend acid rain and CFCs—suggests that none
of this was really about the science of secondhand smoke. Singer simply was not an expert on every
one of these issues. Modern science is too complex and specialized for that.

For the tobacco industry, of course, the goal was to protect profits. Indeed, in 1995, Philip Morris
reported record profits; USA Today reported that “the Marlboro Man continues to ride high.”106
Philip Morris was the highest-yielding stock on the Dow Jones Industrial Average that year, and
Money magazine noted that while “uncertainties created … by smoking liability lawsuits” continued
to keep a lid on stock values, “cigarette makers have never had a judgment go against them.”107
Philip Morris was determined to maintain that winning streak.108
But what about the scientists who helped their effort? What was this about for Fred Singer, Fred
Seitz, and the other scientists who made common cause with the tobacco industry?
One answer has already emerged in our discussion of acid rain and ozone depletion: these
scientists, and the think tanks that helped to promote their views, were implacably hostile to
regulation. Regulation was the road to Socialism—the very thing the Cold War was fought to defeat.
This hostility to regulation was part of a larger political ideology, stated explicitly in a document
developed by a British organization called FOREST—Freedom Organisation for the Right to Enjoy
Smoking Tobacco. And that was the ideology of the free market. It was free market fundamentalism.

Using Tobacco to Defend Free Enterprise
FOREST was a British group that purported to be a grassroots organization, defending the rights of
smokers. In fact, it was the creation of the British Tobacco Advisory Council, an industry group that
served much the same function in the United Kingdom as the Tobacco Institute did in the United
States.109 Its chair was Sir Christopher Foxley-Norris, a retired Royal Air Force commander (and
confirmed smoker) who had fought in the Battle of Britain. One industry memo recounted in the late
1970s that Foxley-Norris had approached British tobacco executives about “adopting a more robust
public stance” in the face of “increasing interference by Government and other do-gooding bodies in
many aspects of people’s private lives.”110
More than three thousand documents in the Tobacco Legacy Documents Library detail FOREST’s
activities.111 FOREST organized campaigns to defend smoking, particularly in the workplace, and to
challenge the scientific evidence that secondhand smoke was dangerous. They launched an attack on
the London Science Museum for an exhibit on passive smoking that they labeled “junk science,” and
issued a “Good Smoker ’s Airline Guide” steering readers to smoke-friendly airlines and
encouraging them to boycott British Airways for its smoking ban. In 1997, FOREST made plans for a
pair of research conferences designed to convince business executives that “anti-smoking policies
can have serious consequences for staff morale, commercial viability, and public relations.”112 They
conducted campaigns to fight smoking bans in hotels and pubs, to challenge antismoking education in
British schools, and to defend the rights of smokers to adopt children. FOREST also sought to fund
research to highlight the social and economic costs of smoking restrictions and high tobacco
taxes.113
A 1994 FOREST report entitled “Through the Smokescreen of Science: The Dangers of
Politically Corrupted Science for Democratic Public Policy” claimed much the same thing as Fred
Singer had: that science was being rigged to advance a political agenda. Whether or not that was true,

this report made clear that the inverse was certainly true: science was being attacked to advance their
agenda, the defense of free market capitalism.
The introduction to the report was written by Lord Harris of High Cross, the economist who ran
the British Institute of Economic Affairs and who is widely considered the architect of Thatcherism.
An avowed free market ideologue, Harris idolized Adam Smith; his nemesis was John Maynard
Keynes. In one of her first appointments, Margaret Thatcher had made Harris a peer of the realm, but
he allegedly declined a coat of arms on the grounds that the invisible hand could not be blazoned.114
The Lord Harris laid out the stakes on page 1. Public health officials were “puritan paternalists …
who see other men’s lives as the proper end product of their own activity.” Antismoking scientists
were perverting science “on the age-old pretext that the end, namely banning smoking, justifies any
means, including … systematic selection or suppression of the evidence.” But if their tactics were
Communistic—with the ends justifying the means—they were also somehow Nazis, perpetrating
“scientific deception worthy of the late Herr Goebbels.”115
The crucial issue was freedom. “Non-smokers have as much to lose as smokers if they acquiesce
in the prostitution of science … to justify … depriv[ing] free men and women of inexpedient
freedoms,” Lord Harris warned. “Smoking is only the first target. Beware!” The real aim was to
control men’s and women’s lives. “There is little likelihood that we [will] end up being more healthy
—only less free.”116 The same argument was reiterated in the body of the report, which repeatedly
stressed that the defense of smoking was a defense of individual liberty. Smoking critics were health
paternalists, moving toward the view that “the State is justified in attempting to manipulate and
coerce.”117
This was the ideological core. Indeed, Fred Singer had said virtually the same thing in his attack
on the EPA: “If we do not carefully delineate the government’s role in regulating [danger] … there is
essentially no limit to how much government can ultimately control our lives.”118
Perhaps a man like Foxley-Norris, a hero of the Battle of Britain, could be forgiven for worrying
about the specter of totalitarianism. After all, the Nazis had been the first government to actively
discourage smoking. But forty-nine years had passed since the end of World War II—and for Harris,
Singer, and their friends in the Reagan and Thatcher administrations, men who fought not the Second
World War but the first Cold War—the enemy was not Nazism but Communism. Anti-Communism
had launched the weapons and rocketry programs that launched the careers of Singer, Seitz, and
Nierenberg, and anti-Communism had underlain their politics since the days of Sputnik. Their defense
of freedom was a defense against Soviet Communism. But somehow, somewhere, defending America
against the Soviet threat had transmogrified into defending the tobacco industry against the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
We saw in chapter 2 how Russell Seitz, a cousin of Frederick Seitz, had been enlisted by the
Marshall Institute to attack not only Carl Sagan but the entire scientific community over the issue of
nuclear winter, and to insist that the United States could triumph in a nuclear exchange with the Soviet
Union—and win the Cold War. In the mid-1990s, the younger Seitz took up the defense of secondhand
smoke, and he did it in the fashion of a Cold Warrior, too.
Seitz was affiliated with the John M. Olin Institute for Strategic Studies at Harvard University, so
why would a researcher at an Institute for Strategic Studies defend secondhand smoke? An answer is
suggested by looking a bit more closely at the Olin affiliation. The Olin Institute was funded by the
John M. Olin Foundation, which, like the Cato and the Competitive Enterprise institutes, promoted
free market ideas. (Its president was William Simon, secretary of treasury in the Nixon

administration.)119 The foundation had funded numerous conservative and Libertarian think tanks,
including the American Enterprise Institute, the Heritage Foundation, the Hoover Institution, and,
through the Olin Center, they funded Russell Seitz.120
In an article in Forbes magazine, Seitz argued that rather than trying to control smoking, the
government should fund research into making a safe cigarette. After all, the government funded all
kinds of other safety devices, many of dubious value, so why not put at least some money into
creating a safe cigarette? “Vast sums have been spent to good effect on reducing auto emissions and
on curing—as well as preventing—AIDS.”121 Why not do the same for cigarettes?
The real culprit in smoking, Seitz argued, was smoke, and this was “no more wanted by smokers
than coffee grounds by cappuccino addicts or a hangover by drinkers of red wine.” So Seitz
suggested that the U.S. government should figure out how to remove the smoke from cigarettes.
“Only one-tenth of one percent of a cigarette is nicotine, and it should not take a rocket scientist to
devise a means to volatilizing that small drop of active ingredient without generating a thousand
times its weight in burning leaves.”122 Seitz was proposing that the government should spend
taxpayer money figuring out how to safely deliver nicotine—an addictive and toxic substance—to the
American people.
This sort of exigent approach might make sense for methadone since it helps people get off
heroin, whose dangers to individuals and society are both grave and immediate. But what public good
would be served by the government deliberately enabling people to continue to smoke?
The answer was to preserve smokers’ right to smoke, and Seitz suggested that smokers should use
their liberty to insist on it. “The nation’s 50 million smokers remain at liberty to vote en bloc for a
fussbudget-free Congress. Are the polls ready to accommodate smokers?”
Liberty was of course a keyword of the Cold War. We were free; the Soviet people were not. We
cherished liberty; they did not. We believed in liberty and justice for all, and we fought to defend it.
When Lt. General Daniel O. Graham (who had served on Team B in the SDI debate) wrote to Bill
Nierenberg in 1984 asking him to help Bob Jastrow defend SDI, Liberty—with a capital L—was his
catchword, too. This was their chance, Graham argued, to recapitulate the work of the Founding
Fathers and “secure the blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our posterity.”123
Russell Seitz and the defenders of tobacco invoked liberty, too. But as the philosopher Isaiah
Berlin sagely pointed out, liberty for wolves means death to lambs.124 Our society has always
understood that freedoms are never absolute. This is what we mean by the rule of law. No one gets to
do just whatever he feels like doing, whenever he feels like doing it. I don’t have the right to yell fire
in a crowded theater; your right to throw a punch ends at my nose. All freedoms have their limits, and
none more obviously than the freedom to kill other people, either directly with guns and knives, or
indirectly with dangerous goods. Secondhand smoke was an indirect danger that killed people.
The EPA was saying no more and no less than this. It was saying that protecting lambs required the
government to control the wolves—and government control was what the Cold Warriors most feared.
It was what they had spent their lives fighting.
Marxists were often criticized for believing that the ends justified the means, yet these old Cold
Warriors were now the ones using ends to justify means—attacking science in the name of freedom.
Suppressing evidence. Misrepresenting what their colleagues had done and said. Taking quotes out of
context. Making allegations that were unsupported by evidence. One claim in particular was repeated
several times in the FOREST report on secondhand smoke: that of a prominent epidemiologist who

had allegedly said of the EPA work, “Yes it’s rotten science, but it’s in a worthy cause.”125 Did any
one actually ever say that? Maybe yes, maybe no—there’s no way to tell, because it was given without
attribution. It’s not the sort of thing that scientists typically say, but even if it were true, so what? It
would just be the opinion of one man—and hardly evidence of a conspiracy to undermine the free
market.
Like TASSC, FOREST’s strategy was to insist that science was being used as a cover for an
ideological program. The whole antismoking argument—with its “totalitarian flavour”—would be
seen as transparently coercive, they insisted, were it not for the veneer of respectability provided by
science. “In a world in which science is increasingly the source of both truth and value the scientific
character of health paternalism is decisive,” Lord Harris declaimed.126 It was so decisive, in fact, that
it had to be attacked. As the FOREST report put it, “Everything therefore depends on science. And
with so much at stake, the pressure to adjust, shave, create, ignore, reevaluate, even manipulate, is
enormous.”127 Indeed.
If a reader had any remaining doubt that the objective of FOREST was to undermine science as a
“source of truth and value,” he would only have needed to turn to the report’s appendix, written by
Professor Christie Davies—a sociologist who wrote extensively for the Daily Telegraph and Wall
Street Journal and compared cigarette smoking to drinking tea and eating chocolates.128 British
American Tobacco described him as “one of the most senior and well respected right-wing
sociologists in the UK … A radical free marketer, he carries sound ideological baggage when it
comes to issues of risk and personal freedom.”129
Davies’s appendix was a veritable tirade against “the state control of science.” Old-timers would
have recognized this as a reprisal of 1930s arguments against Marxist scientists, who were fairly
widespread in Britain in those days, but how many British scientists were still Marxists in the 1990s?
Not many, but still Davies went on, offering a manifesto for resisting “a system with a potential for
repression now that is greater than it has ever been in the past. And this is far more dangerous than
any form of tobacco smoking.”130
FOREST made fact fighting into a cause célèbre: capitalism vs. Socialism, and the way science
was (allegedly) being used to push the latter. “In a capitalist society individual economic pressure
groups such as the tobacco industry do not have the same kind of power [as state bureaucrats and their
scientific lackeys]. Rather power lies with a ‘new class’ of civil servants.” It was class warfare, only
the underclass was the tobacco industry.
The final flourish of the FOREST report was a bibliography of attacks on science—four pages on
secondhand smoke and three more on “fraud, corruption and politicization” reminiscent of Bad
Science: A Resource Book. Just about every potential threat to human or environmental health was
included: acid rain, ozone depletion, and global warming (all fraudulent scares); pesticides, asbestos,
chlorine, nuclear power, genetic engineering, biotechnology, and electromagnetic radiation from
power lines (all harmless). Some surprising topics were included too: AIDS and the “myth” of
heterosexual transmission, “allegedly disappearing species,” forestry (an attack on environmental
management), and food, drink, and lifestyle (defending the safety of alcohol and fatty foods—and
straining credibility to its breaking point with a defense of British food). Sections were included on
“science in general” and “environmentalism in general.” Evidently, there wasn’t a scientific or
environmental claim that couldn’t be attacked. Articles ranged from the plausible (Malcolm Gladwell
on “Risk, Regulation and Biotechnology” in the American Spectator) to the ridiculous (“Is British

food bad for you?”). It was all of a piece. If you believed in capitalism, you had to attack science,
because science had revealed the hazards that capitalism had brought in its wake.
The biggest hazard of them all—one that could truly affect the entire planet—was just at that
moment coming to public attention: global warming. Global warming would become the mother of
all environmental issues, because it struck at the very root of economic activity: the use of energy. So
perhaps not surprisingly, the same people who had questioned acid rain, doubted the ozone hole, and
defended tobacco now attacked the scientific evidence of global warming.

CHAPTER 6

The Denial of Global Warming

Many Americans have the impression that global warming is something that scientists have only
recently realized was important. In 2004, Discover magazine ran an article on the top science stories
of the year, one of which was the emergence of a scientific consensus over the reality of global
warming. National Geographic similarly declared 2004 the year that global warming “got respect.”1
Many scientists felt that respect was overdue: as early as 1995, the leading international
organization on climate, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), had concluded that
human activities were affecting global climate. By 2001, IPCC’s Third Assessment Report stated that
the evidence was strong and getting stronger, and in 2007, the Fourth Assessment called global
warming “unequivocal.”2 Major scientific organizations and prominent scientists around the globe
have repeatedly ratified the IPCC conclusion.3 Today, all but a tiny handful of climate scientists are
convinced that Earth’s climate is heating up, and that human activities are the dominant cause.
Yet many Americans remained skeptical. A public opinion poll reported in Time magazine in 2006
found that just over half (56 percent) of Americans thought that average global temperatures had
risen—despite the fact that virtually all climate scientists thought so.4 An ABC News poll that year
reported that 85 percent of Americans believed that global warming was occurring, but more than
half did not think that the science was settled; 64 percent of Americans perceived “a lot of
disagreement among scientists.” The Pew Center for the People and the Press gave the number
believing that there is “solid evidence the Earth is warming” as 71 percent in 2008, but in 2009, the
answer to that same question was only 57 percent.5
The doubts and confusion of the American people are particularly peculiar when put into
historical perspective, for scientific research on carbon dioxide and climate has been going on for
150 years. In the mid-nineteenth century, Irish experimentalist John Tyndall first established that CO2
is a greenhouse gas—meaning that it traps heat and keeps it from escaping to outer space. He
understood this as a fact about our planet, with no particular social or political implications. This
changed in the early twentieth century, when Swedish geochemist Svante Arrhenius realized that CO2
released to the atmosphere by burning fossil fuels could alter the Earth’s climate, and British engineer
Guy Callendar compiled the first empirical evidence that the “greenhouse effect” might already be
detectable. In the 1960s, American scientists started to warn our political leaders that this could be a
real problem, and at least some of them—including Lyndon Johnson—heard the message. Yet they
failed to act on it.6
There are many reasons why the United States has failed to act on global warming, but at least one
is the confusion raised by Bill Nierenberg, Fred Seitz, and Fred Singer.

1979: A Seminal Year for Climate
In 1965, the President’s Science Advisory Committee asked Roger Revelle, then director of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, to write a summary of the potential impacts of carbon dioxide–
induced warming. Revelle had been interested in global climate for some time, and in the late 1950s
had obtained funding for his colleague, chemist Charles David Keeling, to measure CO2
systematically. (This work would produce the Keeling curve—showing CO2’s steady increase over
time—for which Keeling would win the National Medal of Science and be made famous by Al Gore
in An Inconvenient Truth.) Revelle knew that there was a lot about the problem that wasn’t well
understood, so he focused his essay on the impact he considered most certain: sea level rise.7 He also
made a forecast: “By the year 2000 there will be about 25% more CO2 in our atmosphere than at
present [and] this will modify the heat balance of the atmosphere to such an extent that marked
changes in climate … could occur.”8
The report made it to the Office of the President, and Lyndon Johnson mentioned it in a Special
Message to Congress later that year: “This generation has altered the composition of the atmosphere
on a global scale through … a steady increase in carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil fuels.”9
But with the war in Vietnam going badly, civil rights workers being murdered in Mississippi, and the
surgeon general declaring that smoking was hazardous to your health, Johnson had more pressing
things to worry about. Nor was it easy to get Richard Nixon’s focus a few years later. Nixon
undertook a number of important environmentally oriented reforms, including creating the
Environmental Protection Agency, but during his administration climate concerns were focused on
the SST project and the potential climate impact of its water vapor emissions, not CO2.
Yet, while CO2 didn’t get much attention in the 1970s, climate did, as drought-related famines in
Africa and Asia drew attention to the vulnerability of world food supplies. The Soviet Union had a
series of crop failures that forced the humiliated nation to buy grain on the world market, and six
African nations south of the Sahel (the semi-arid region south of the Sahara) suffered a devastating
drought that continued through much of the 1970s.10 These famines didn’t just hurt poor Africans
and Asians; they also caused skyrocketing food prices worldwide.
The famines were also noticed by the Jasons, a committee of elite scientists, mostly physicists,
first gathered in the early 1960s to advise the U.S. government on national security issues.11 The
Jasons have long been an independent, self-confident group, and especially in its early days the
committee members often told the government what they thought it needed to know. But the Jasons
also respond to requests, and in 1977, the Department of Energy asked them to review the DOE
research programs related to CO2. The Jasons decided to look at carbon dioxide and climate.
Their report began with a recognition of the acute sensitivity of agriculture, and thus society in
general, to even small changes in climate: “The Sahelian drought and the Soviet grain failure …
illustrate the fragility of the world’s crop producing capacity, particularly in those marginal areas
where small alterations in temperature and precipitation can bring about major changes in total
productivity.”12
Over two summers they developed a climate model, which showed that doubling the carbon
dioxide concentration of the atmosphere from its preindustrial level (about 270 ppm) would result in

“an increase of average surface temperature of 2.4 C.” Perhaps more worrying than the average
temperature increase was the prospect of “polar amplification”—that warming would be greater,
maybe a lot greater, at the poles. In their model, the poles warmed by 10°C to 12°C—a colossal
amount.13
None of this was new. Professional climate modelers had already published papers that said pretty
much the same thing, and in 1977, Robert M. White, the head of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (and later head of the National Academy of Engineering) had headed a
committee for the National Research Council that warned of the serious impacts of unimpeded
climate change: “We now understand that industrial wastes, such as carbon dioxide released during
the burning of fossil fuels, can have consequences for climate that pose a considerable threat to future
society … The scientific problems are formidable, the technological problems, unprecedented, and
the potential economic and social impacts, ominous.”14
But what matters in science is not the same as what matters in politics, and while the Jason study
found nothing new, the fact that it was a Jason study “stimulated some excitement in White House
circles.”15 Still, the Jasons were mostly physicists, not climate scientists. They included a couple of
geophysicists, one of whom had a long-standing interest in climate, but none claimed climate as their
central area of active research. So Frank Press, President Carter ’s science advisor, asked the National
Academy of Sciences president Philip Handler to empanel a review of the Jason study. Handler turned
to MIT professor Jule Charney.
One of the founders of modern numerical atmospheric modeling, and perhaps the most revered
meteorologist in America, Charney assembled a panel of eight other scientists at the Academy’s
summer study facility in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Charney also decided to go a bit beyond
reviewing what the Jasons had done, inviting two leading climate modelers—Syukuro Manabe from
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory and James E. Hansen at the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies—to present the results of their new three-dimensional climate models. These were the state of
the art—with a lot more detail and complexity than the Jason model—yet their results were basically
the same. The key question in climate modeling is “sensitivity”—how sensitive the climate is to
changing levels of CO2. If you double, triple, or even quadruple CO2, what average global
temperature change would you expect? The state-of-the-art answer, for the convenient case of
doubling CO2, was “near 3 C with a probable error of 1.5 C.”16 That meant that total warming might
be as little as 1.5°C or as much as 4°C, but either way, there was warming, and the most likely value
was about 3°C. If you more than doubled CO2, you’d probably get more than 3°C of warming.
There were, however, natural processes that might act as a brake on warming. The panel spent
some time thinking about such “negative feedbacks,” but concluded they wouldn’t prevent a
substantial warming. “We have examined with care all known negative feedback mechanisms, such as
increase in low or middle cloud amount, and have concluded that the oversimplifications and
inaccuracies in the models are not likely to have vitiated the principal conclusions that there will be
appreciable warming.”17 The devil was not in the details. It was in the main story. CO2 was a
greenhouse gas. It trapped heat. So if you increased CO2, the Earth would warm up. It wasn’t quite that
simple—clouds, winds, and ocean circulation did complicate matters—but those complications were
“second-order effects”—things that make a difference in the second decimal place, but not the first.
The report concluded, “If carbon dioxide continues to increase, the study group finds no reason to
doubt that climate changes will result and no reason to believe that these changes will be

negligible.”18
How soon would these changes occur? Charney’s group couldn’t say, in part because that
depended on how the oceans absorbed heat. The climate models had “swamp oceans,” meaning they
provided moisture to the atmosphere but did not hold or transport heat, so they weren’t realistic. What
would happen in real life? Everyone understood that the oceans have a huge “thermal inertia”—
meaning that they take a very long time to heat up. Exactly how long depended in part on how well
mixed they are, because the more well mixed the oceans are, the more heat would be distributed into
the deep waters, and the slower the warming of the atmosphere would be. Scientists use the word
“sink” to describe processes that remove components from natural systems; the oceans are almost
literally a heat sink, as heat in effect sinks to the bottom of the sea.
The available evidence suggested that ocean mixing was sufficient to delay the Earth’s
atmospheric warming for several decades.19 Greenhouse gases would start to alter the atmosphere
immediately—they already had—but it would take decades before the effects would be pronounced
enough for people to really see and feel. This had very serious consequences: it meant that you might
not be able to prove that warming was under way, even though it really was, and by the time you
could prove it, it would be too late to stop it.
One Jason recalls being asked by colleagues, “When you go to Washington and tell them that the
CO2 will double in 50 years and will have major impacts on the planet, what do they say?” His reply?
“They … ask me to come back in forty-nine years.”20 But in forty-nine years it would be too late. We
would be, as scientists would later say, “committed” to the warming—although “sentenced” might
have been a better word.
Verner E. Suomi, chairman of the National Academy’s Climate Research Board, tried to explain
this crucial point in his foreword to the Charney report: “The ocean, the great and ponderous
flywheel of the global climate system, may be expected to slow the course of observable climatic
change. A wait-and-see policy may mean waiting until it is too late.”21 Suomi realized that this
conclusion might be “disturbing to policymakers.”22 He was right.

Organizing Delay:
The Second and Third Academy Assessments
Before Charney’s study had even been published, the White House Office of Science and Technology
started asking the National Academy of Sciences for more information.23 There was a host of
questions about anthropogenic climate warming that Charney hadn’t asked, let alone tried to answer.
Prominent among them was quantification of the time frame. When would measurable change occur?
“Decades” was a pretty loose estimate. What specific effects would follow? Policy makers wanted
answers.
The next Academy study to address the anthropogenic warming problem produced only a letter,
not a full scientific assessment, but it was nonetheless influential. Chaired by economist Thomas
Schelling, famous for his work in game theory (and for which he would later win the Nobel Prize in
Economics), the committee included Roger Revelle, Bill Nierenberg, and McGeorge Bundy, the

national security advisor to presidents Kennedy and Johnson. Their letter report was submitted in
April 1980.
Schelling focused on what warming would mean socially and politically, an aspect of the problem
that was scarcely studied, much less understood. So his letter to the Academy focused on
uncertainties, although he stressed not just the social scientific uncertainties, but the physical scientific
ones as well. Because there were enormous uncertainties about both climate change and its potential
costs, policy makers should do nothing yet, he argued, but fund more research. Moreover, Schelling
wasn’t certain that all the effects of warming would be bad. “The credible range of effects is
extremely broad,” he wrote. “By the middle of the next century, we may have a climate almost as
different from today’s as today’s is from the peak of the last major glaciation. At the other extreme,
we may only experience noticeable but not necessarily unfavorable effects around mid-century or
later.”24 No one really knew.
Climate change wouldn’t produce new kinds of climate, Schelling argued, but would simply
change the distribution of climatic zones on Earth. This suggested an idea that climate skeptics would
echo for the next three decades: that we could continue to burn fossil fuels without restriction and deal
with the consequences through migration and adaptation. Schelling noted that past human migrations
“to and throughout the new world subjected large numbers of people—together with their livestock,
food crops, and culture—to drastically changed climate.”25
Schelling acknowledged that these historic migrations occurred in eras with few or no national
boundaries, very unlike the present, but he nevertheless suggested that adaptation would be the best
response. We had time—Charney’s group had said so—and during that time the cost of fossil fuel
would probably go up, and so usage would go down. The slowing rate of fossil fuel use “will make
adaptation to climate change easier and may permit more absorption of carbon into non-atmospheric
sinks. It will also permit conversion to alternative energy sources at a lower cumulative carbon
dioxide concentration, and it is likely that the sooner we begin the transition from fossil fuels the
easier the transition will be.” All this, he suggested, would happen naturally as market forces kicked
in, so there was no need for regulation now.
Considering all the other uncertainties that Schelling emphasized, his faith in the free market
could have been viewed as surprising, and his predictions have turned out to be entirely wrong: fossil
fuel use has risen dramatically over the past three decades even as global warming has accelerated.
But if his prediction were true, then there would be no need for government action. So this panel of
worthies did not recommend a program of emissions reduction that might be phased in over time,
despite their own acknowledgment that the sooner we began the transition the easier it would be.
Instead, they counseled research:
In view of the uncertainties, controversies, and complex linkages surrounding the carbon
dioxide issue, and the possibility that some of the greatest uncertainties will be reduced within
the decade, it seems to most of us that the near-term emphasis should be on research, with as
low a political profile as possible … We do not know enough to address most of these
questions right now. We believe that we can learn faster than the problem can develop.26
At least one scientist close to this work wasn’t sure this prescription was right. John Perry, the
chief staff officer for the Academy’s Climate Research Board—and a meteorologist in his own right
—was following the arguments closely, and penned an article for the journal Climatic Change. Its title

gave away its argument, “Energy and Climate: Today’s Problem, Not Tomorrow’s.”27
Everyone was focusing on doubling CO2 in their models and analyses, but Perry sagely pointed
out that this was just a convenient point of comparison. “Physically, a doubling of carbon dioxide is
no magic threshold,” he noted. “If we have good reason to believe that a 100 percent increase in
carbon dioxide will produce significant impacts on climate, then we must have equally good reason
to suspect that even the small increase we have already produced may have subtly altered our
climate,” he concluded. “Climate change is not a matter for the next century; we are most probably
doing it right now.”28 Schelling’s group had expressed the hope that we could “learn faster than the
problem can develop.” Perry countered, “The problem is already upon us; we must learn very quickly
indeed.”29 Perry would be proven right, but Schelling’s view would prevail politically. Indeed, it
provided the kernel of the emerging skeptics’ argument, and the eventual basis for the Reagan
administration to push the problem off the political agenda entirely.
Congress was also looking into climate change. The 1978 National Climate Act had established a
national climate research program, and Connecticut senator Abraham Ribicoff was planning to
introduce an amendment to fund a closer look at CO2. It’s a cliché that scientists always say that more
research is needed, but Ribicoff concluded that more research was needed.30 President Jimmy Carter
was proposing a major effort to increase U.S. energy independence by developing “synfuels”—liquid
fuels made from coal, oil shales, and tar sands—and scientific experts had warned that this could
accelerate CO2 accumulation. Ribicoff’s amendment authorized the National Academy of Sciences to
undertake a comprehensive study of CO2 and climate.31 While the formal charge to the new
committee was not formulated until June of the following year, a committee was already in place by
October 1980, with Bill Nierenberg as its chair.
Nierenberg seems to have done a certain amount of groundwork, if not actual lobbying, for the
job. In August 1979, as the Charney group was compiling its conclusions, John Perry had already
been pondering the follow-up. Following normal Academy patterns, Perry suggested to members of
the Climate Research Board that the new committee should not undertake new research, but simply
review the adequacy and conclusions of existing work.32 Nierenberg disagreed and argued for a
much broader view. He thought the Academy should undertake a comprehensive, integrated
assessment of all aspects of the problem, and that the members of the committee should be chosen
with more than the usual care.33 They were. They included Tom Schelling, and another who would
support his views, Yale economist William Nordhaus.
Most National Academy reports are written collectively, reviewed by all the committee members,
and then reviewed again by outside reviewers. Changes are made by the authors of the various
sections and by the chairperson, and the report is accepted and signed by all the authors. An Executive
Summary, or synthesis, sometimes written by the chairperson, sometimes by Academy staff, is also
reviewed to ensure that it accurately reflects the contents of the study. That didn’t happen here. The
Carbon Dioxide Assessment Committee—chaired by Bill Nierenberg—could not agree on an
integrated assessment, so they settled for chapters that were individually authored and signed. The
result, Changing Climate: Report of the Carbon Dioxide Assessment Committee, was really two
reports—five chapters detailing the likelihood of anthropogenic climate change written by natural
scientists, and two chapters on emissions and climate impacts by economists—which presented very
different impressions of the problem. The synthesis sided with the economists, not the natural

scientists.
The chapters written by the natural scientists were broadly consistent with what other natural
scientists had already said. No one challenged the basic claim that warming would occur, with serious
physical and biological ramifications. Revelle’s chapter on sea level rise warned of the possible
disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, which “would release about 2 million km3 of ice
before the remaining half of the ice sheet began to float. The resulting worldwide rise in sea level
would be between 5 and 6 m[eters].”34 The likely result: “The oceans would flood all existing port
facilities and other low-lying coastal structures, extensive sections of the heavily farmed and densely
populated river deltas of the world, major portions of the state[s] of Florida and Louisiana, and large
areas of many of the world’s major cities.”35
How quickly could such a disaster occur? Total disintegration of that ice sheet would take a long
time, perhaps two hundred to five hundred years, but smaller effects might begin much sooner. If
temperature increases of 2°C to 3°C were achieved by midcentury, thermal expansion alone would
produce seventy centimeters of sea level rise, to which one could add another two meters by 2050 or
so if the ice sheet began to fail. Whether fast or slow, “disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet
would have … far-reaching consequences.”36
Other chapters addressed the impacts on climate, water availability, marine ecosystems, and more.
The physical scientists allowed that many details were unclear—more research was needed—but they
broadly agreed that the issue was very serious. When the chapters were boiled down to their essence,
the overall conclusion was the same as before: CO2 had increased due to human activities, CO2 will
continue to increase unless changes are made, and these increases will affect weather, agriculture, and
ecosystems. None of the physical scientists suggested that accumulating CO2 was not a problem, or
that we should simply wait and see.
But that’s precisely what the economists’ chapters, as well as the synthesis, argued. The report’s
first chapter, written by Nordhaus, National Research Council staff member Jesse Ausubel, and a
consultant named Gary Yohe (an economics professor at Wesleyan University), focused on future
energy use and carbon dioxide emissions. The long and detailed chapter began by acknowledging the
“widespread agreement that anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions have been rising steadily,
primarily driven by the combustion of fossil fuels.” Their focus, however, was not so much on what
was known, but on what was not known: the “enormous uncertainty” beyond 2000, and the “even
greater uncertainty” about the “social and economic impacts of possible future trajectories of carbon
dioxide.”37
Using a probabilistic scenario analysis, they projected atmospheric CO2 levels to 2100, using
various assumptions regarding energy use, costs, and increased economic efficiencies. The range of
possible outcomes was large, but they considered the most likely scenario to be CO2 doubling by
2065.38 The economists acknowledged the “substantial probability that doubling will occur much
more quickly,” including a 27 percent chance that it would occur by 2050, and admitted that it was
“unwise to dismiss the possibility that a doubling may occur in the first half of the twenty-first
century.” Yet they did just that.
What could be done to stop climate change? According to Nordhaus, not much. The most effective
action would be to impose a large permanent carbon tax, but that would be hard to implement and
enforce.

A significant reduction in the concentration of CO2 will require very stringent policies, such
as hefty taxes on fossil fuels … The strategies suggested later [in the report] by Schelling—
climate modification or simply adaptation to a high CO2 and high temperature world—are
likely to be more economical ways of adjusting … Whether the imponderable side effects on
society—on coastlines and agriculture, on life in high latitudes, on human health, and simply
the unforeseen—will in the end prove more costly than a stringent abatement of greenhouse
gases, we do not now know.39
Rather than confront their own caveat that changes might happen much sooner than their model
predicted—and thus be much more costly than prevention—the economists assumed that serious
changes were so far off as to be essentially discountable.
Schelling picked up the thread of this argument in the final chapter of the report, where the
economists’ reframing of the climate question became explicit. Natural scientists were not worried
about climate change per se—because scientists knew climate was naturally variable—but about
rapid, unidirectional change forced by carbon dioxide. Such change would seriously challenge
ecosystems that couldn’t adapt in only a few decades, as well as human infrastructure. But Schelling
rejected this view, insisting that the real issue was climate change and that the impact of carbon
dioxide needed to be assessed together with “other climate-changing activities,” such as dust, land use
changes, and natural variability. It was wrong to single out CO2 for special consideration.
Common sense might suggest that if carbon dioxide is the cause of climate change, then
controlling it is the obvious solution, but Schelling rejected this view, too. He insisted that it was a
mistake to assume a “preference for … dealing with causes rather than symptoms … It would be
wrong to commit ourselves to the principle that if fossil fuels and carbon dioxide are where the
problem arises, that must also be where the solution lies.”40 It might be best just to treat the symptoms
through deliberate weather modification or to adapt.
Schelling’s attempt to ignore the cause of global warming was pretty peculiar. It was equivalent to
arguing that medical researchers shouldn’t try to cure cancer, because that would be too expensive,
and in any case people in the future might decide that dying from cancer is not so bad. But it was
based on an ordinary economic principle—the same principle invoked by Fred Singer when
discussing acid rain—namely, discounting. A dollar today is worth more to us than a dollar
tomorrow and a lot more than a dollar a century from now, so we can “discount” faraway costs. This
is what Schelling was doing, presuming that the changes under consideration were “beyond the
lifetimes of contemporary decision-makers.”41 Not only did we not know how much energy future
populations would use, and therefore how much CO2 they would produce, we didn’t know how they
would live, how mobile they would be, what technologies they would have at their disposal, or even
what climates they might prefer.
Schelling had a point: if changes were a century away, then it would be impossible to predict how
troubling they would be. Perhaps by 2100 everyone would be living indoors, with agriculture pursued
in controlled hydroponic environments. The rub was that most of the physical scientists on the panel
did not think that trouble was more than a century away. Most of them thought that significant changes
were much closer, and that carbon dioxide was the problem.
So Nierenberg’s committee had produced a report with two quite different views: the physical

scientists viewed accumulating CO2 as a serious problem; the economists argued that it wasn’t. And
the latter view framed the report—providing its first and last chapters. A fair synthesis might have
laid out the conflicting views and tried to reconcile them or at least account for the differences. But
this synthesis didn’t. It followed the position advocated by Nordhaus and Schelling. It did not disagree
with the scientific facts as laid out by Charney, the Jasons, and all the other physical scientists who had
looked at the question, but it rejected the interpretation of those facts as a problem. “Viewed in terms
of energy, global pollution, and worldwide environmental damage, the ‘CO2 problem’ appears
intractable,” the synthesis explained, but “viewed as a problem of changes in local environmental
factors—rainfall, river flow, sea level—the myriad of individual incremental problems take their
place among the other stresses to which nations and individuals adapt.”42
Some climatic effects—like serious sea level rise—might make some areas of the world
uninhabitable, but this could be addressed through migration. Nierenberg stressed that people had
often migrated in the past, and when they did, they often had to adapt to new climates. “Not only have
people moved” Nierenberg noted, “but they have taken with them their horses, dogs, children,
technologies, crops, livestock, and hobbies. It is extraordinary how adaptable people can be.”43 Thus
Nierenberg’s argument was the same as Schelling’s had been in 1980: research, not policy action, was
necessary, and that research should take the lowest possible political profile. Vern Suomi had
admonished that a “wait and see” attitude was likely to be untenable, but that’s exactly what
Nierenberg’s committee recommended.
The fact is, historical mass migrations had been accompanied by massive suffering, and typically
people moved under duress and threat of violence. So Nierenberg’s cavalier tone, and suggestion that
these migrations were essentially benign, flew in the face of historical evidence. At least one reviewer
recognized this. Alvin Weinberg, a physicist who had led the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for
nearly twenty years, wrote a scathing eight-page critique. Weinberg was one of the first physicists to
recognize the potential severity of global warming, arguing in 1974 that climate impacts might limit
our use of fossil fuels before they were even close to running out.44 This perspective meshed with his
advocacy of nuclear power, which he believed was the only energy source that could enable better
living conditions for all humanity, an opinion he and Nierenberg shared. But Weinberg was outraged
by what he read in Nierenberg’s report.
The report was “so seriously flawed in its underlying analysis and in its conclusions,” Weinberg
wrote, that he hardly knew where to begin. The report flew in the face of virtually every other
scientific analysis of the issue, yet presented almost no evidence to support its radical
recommendation to do nothing. Improvements in irrigated agriculture would no doubt occur, but
could they be put in place fast enough and on a sufficient scale, particularly in poor countries? The
report provided no evidence. As for migration, “does the Committee really believe that the United
States or Western Europe or Canada would accept the huge influx of refugees from poor countries
that have suffered a drastic shift in rainfall pattern?,” Weinberg demanded. “I can’t for the life of me
see how historic migrations, which generally have taken place when political boundaries were far
more permeable than they are now, can tell us anything about migrations 75 to 100 years from now
when large areas lose their capacity to support people. Surely there will be times of trouble then.”45
Weinberg wasn’t alone in realizing that the claims made in the synthesis were not supported by the
analysis presented in the body of the report. Two other reviewers made the same point, although with
less passion.46 Yet these reviewers were also ignored. How was it possible for the reviewers’

comments to be ignored, and for a report to be issued in which the synthesis was at odds with the
report it claimed to synthesize and in which major claims were unsupported by evidence? One senior
scientist many years later answered this way: “Academy review was much more lax in those days.”
But why didn’t anyone object after the report was released? This same scientist: “We knew it was
garbage so we just ignored it.”47
But the Nierenberg report didn’t go out with the morning trash. It was used by the White House to
counter scientific work being done by the Environmental Protection Agency. The EPA prepared two
reports of its own, both of which concluded that global warming would be serious, and that the nation
should take immediate action to reduce coal use.48 When the EPA reports came out, White House
Science Advisor George Keyworth used Nierenberg’s report to refute them. In his monthly report for
October prepared for Ed Meese, Keyworth wrote, “The Science Advisor has discredited the EPA
reports … and cited the NAS report as the best current assessment of the CO2 issue. The press seems
to have discounted the EPA alarmism and has taken the conservative NAS position as the wisest.”49
Keyworth was right. The press would indeed take the “conservative” position. A New York Times
reporter put it this way: “The Academy found that since there is no politically or economically
realistic way of heading off the greenhouse effect, strategies must be prepared to adapt to a ‘high
temperature world.’”50 But the Academy hadn’t found that; the committee had asserted it. And it
wasn’t the Academy; it was Bill Nierenberg and a handful of economists.
Was it just coincidence—a meeting of minds—that Nierenberg gave the White House just what it
wanted? The historical record suggests not. In meetings with the Climate Research Board, Energy
Department officials had told Academy members that they “did not approve of … speculative,
alarmist, ‘wolf-crying’ scenarios.”51 They simply wanted “guidance on the on-going research
program.”52 Tom Pestorius, the senior policy analyst at the White House Office of Science and
Technology who was a White House liaison to the Acid Rain Peer Review, was involved here, too.
There was no need for alarm, he told John Perry, who reported this back to Nierenberg’s committee,
because “technology will ultimately be the answer to the problems of providing energy and
protecting the environment.”53
Nierenberg’s CO2 and climate report pioneered all the major themes behind later efforts to block
greenhouse gas regulation, save one. Nierenberg didn’t deny the legitimacy of climate science. He
simply ignored it in favor of the claims made by economists: that treating symptoms rather than
causes would be less expensive, that new technology would solve the problems that might appear so
long as government didn’t interfere, and that if technology couldn’t solve all the problems, we could
just migrate. In the two decades to come, these claims would be heard again and again.
But just as Alvin Weinberg hadn’t bought these arguments, not all economists did, either. A
handful of economists in the late 1960s had realized that free market economics, focused as it was on
consumption growth, was inherently destructive to the natural environment and to the ecosystems on
which we all depend. The Earth doesn’t have infinite resources, and, as we saw in chapter 3 with acid
rain, it doesn’t have an infinite ability to withstand pollution. Nierenberg hadn’t put any of these
economists on his panel. So just as Nierenberg had built his Executive Summary around a one-sided
view of climate change, he’d built it around a one-sided view of economics.
Nierenberg gave the administration everything it wanted: a report that presented a united front
rather than the real differences of opinion between the social and physical scientists, insisted that no
action was needed now, and concluded that technology would solve any problems that did, in the

future, emerge. The government did not need to do anything—except fund research.

Meeting the “Greenhouse Effect”
with the “White House Effect”
Two crucial developments during the presidential campaign year of 1988 changed climate science
forever. The first was the creation of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The second
was the announcement by climate modeler James E. Hansen, director of the Goddard Institute for
Space Studies, that anthropogenic global warming had begun. An organized campaign of denial
began the following year, and soon ensnared the entire climate science community.
In November 1987 Colorado senator Tim Wirth had sponsored a hearing on climate in which
Hansen had testified, but it had been widely ignored by the nation’s media establishment.54 A drought
was setting in across the United States, however, and by the following summer, the nation was in
crisis. The year 1988 proved to be one of the hottest and driest in U.S. history. As 40 percent of the
nation’s counties were affected, and as crops failed, livestock died, and food prices rose, people were
beginning to wonder if perhaps global warming was not so far off after all. Popular and media
interest in climate soared. In June, Wirth tried again. Senator J. Bennett Johnston of Louisiana
delivered the opening statement of the hearing:
Today, as we experience 101°[F] temperatures in Washington, DC, and the soil moisture across
the midwest is ruining the soybean crops, the corn crops, the cotton crops, when we’re having
emergency meetings of the Members of the Congress in order to figure out how to deal with
this emergency, then the words of Dr. Manabe and other witnesses who told us about the
greenhouse effect are becoming not just concern, but alarm.55
Hansen was the star of the show. He testified about some new research at the Goddard Institute for
Space Studies, showing that there had been a warming since 1980 of just about half a degree Celsius
—or one degree Fahrenheit—relative to the 1950–1980 average. The probability that this could be
explained by natural events was only 1 percent. “The global warming is now large enough that we can
ascribe with a high degree of confidence a cause and effect relationship to the greenhouse effect,”
Hansen told the committee.56
His team had also modeled the increase of carbon dioxide and other trace gases according to three
“emissions scenarios.” The scenarios were not intended to be predictions of the actual course of
human carbon emissions; they were what-if scenarios bracketing likely rates of future emissions and
their consequences. One scenario imagined rapid reduction of fossil fuel use after 2000, which
reduced future warming. The other two—more realistic scenarios—raised the Earth’s global mean
temperature rapidly. Within twenty years, it would be higher than at any time since the warmest
previous interglacial period then known, which ended about 120,000 years ago.57
This time, major newspapers across the country covered the hearings. The New York Times put
Hansen’s testimony on the front page; suddenly he was the leading advocate for doing something

about the global warming.58 Some colleagues, uncomfortable with all the media attention—and
maybe a bit jealous, too—attacked Hansen for going too far, thinking he had discounted the
significant uncertainties that still remained. On the other hand, Hansen had captured attention as no
one else had. Moreover, most of the scientific community did believe that one could not endlessly
raise atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases without a climatic response. It was basic
physics. Still, Hansen’s claim of detection was unexpected, and seemed perhaps premature.59
During the five-year interregnum between the release of the Nierenberg report and Hansen’s
powerful testimony, atmospheric scientists had been busy with other things. They had discovered the
Antarctic ozone hole, investigated it, and explained its cause. They had also demonstrated the
existence of global ozone depletion through the work of the Ozone Trends Panel. Certain scientists,
including NASA’s Bob Watson, began to think that something like the Ozone Trends Panel was
needed for global warming, too. This became the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
Bert Bolin, the man who had first warned about acid rain in Europe, thought that Hansen’s
temperature data hadn’t been “scrutinized well enough,” and accepted the task.60 He divided the panel
into three working groups. The first would produce a report reflecting the state of climate science.
The second would assess the potential environmental and socioeconomic impacts. The third would
formulate a set of possible responses. The scientists set themselves a deadline of 1990 for their first
assessment: a very short time given their intent to involve more than three hundred scientists from
twenty-five nations.61
The political pressure generated by the June hearings also caused presidential candidate, and
sitting vice president, George H. W. Bush to promise to counter the “greenhouse effect with the White
House effect” by bringing the power of the presidency to bear on the problem.62 After his
inauguration as forty-first president of the United States in January 1989, he sent his secretary of state,
James Baker, to the first IPCC meeting, and had the Federal Coordinating Council for Science,
Engineering, and Technology’s Committee on Earth Sciences outline a proposed U.S. Global Climate
Change Research initiative for the fiscal year 1990 budget.63 It was welcomed in the U.S. Senate,
where the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation had prepared a bill proposing the
same thing: the National Global Change Research Act of 1989.64 The United States, it seemed, was
preparing to deal with anthropogenic climate change. As Gus Speth later recalled, “We thought we
were on track to make real changes.”65 He underestimated the challenge.

Blaming the Sun
In 1984 Bill Nierenberg retired as director of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and joined the
Board of Directors of the George C. Marshall Institute. As we saw earlier, Robert Jastrow had
established the Institute to defend President Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative against attack by
other scientists. But by 1989, the enemy that justified SDI was rapidly disappearing. The Warsaw Pact
had fallen apart, the Soviet Union itself was disintegrating, and the end of the Cold War was in sight.
The Institute might have disbanded—its raison d’être disappeared—but instead, the old Cold Warriors

decided to fight on. The new enemy? Environmental “alarmists.” In 1989—the very year the Berlin
Wall fell—the Marshall Institute issued its first report attacking climate science. Within a few years,
they would be attacking climate scientists as well.
Their initial strategy wasn’t to deny the fact of global warming, but to blame it on the Sun. They
circulated an unpublished “white paper,” generated by Jastrow, Seitz, and Nierenberg and published as
a small book the following year, entitled “Global Warming: What Does the Science Tell Us?”66
Echoing the tobacco industry strategy, they claimed that the report would set the record straight on
global warming. The Institute’s Washington office staff contacted the White House to request the
opportunity to present it. Nierenberg gave the briefing himself, to members of the Office of Cabinet
Affairs, the Office of Policy Development, the Council of Economic Advisers, and the Office of
Management and Budget.67
The briefing had a big impact, stopping the positive momentum that had been building in the Bush
administration. “I was impressed with the report,” said one member of the cabinet affairs office.
“Everyone has read it. Everyone takes it seriously.” Another ruminated, “It is well worth listening to.
They are eminent scientists. I was impressed.”68 White House chief of staff John Sununu—a nuclear
engineer by training—was particularly taken. Stanford University’s Stephen Schneider lamented,
“Sununu is holding the report up like a cross to a vampire, fending off greenhouse warming.”69
Meanwhile, no one had invited Bert Bolin to the White House. Perhaps he hadn’t known to ask to be
invited.
The central claim of the Marshall Institute report was that the warming that Hansen and others had
found didn’t track the historical increase in CO2. The majority of the warming had been prior to 1940
—prior to the majority of the carbon dioxide emissions. Then there was a cooling trend through
1975, and a return to warming. Since the warming didn’t parallel the increase in CO2, it must have
been caused, they claimed, by the Sun.70
Drawing on sunspot and carbon-14 data from tree rings, they argued that the Sun had entered a
period of higher energy output during the nineteenth century, and that this solar output increase (of
about 0.3 percent) was responsible for the climate warming to date. They also contended that the data
showed a two-hundred-year cycle, so the warming trend was almost over, and things would soon
begin to cool off. “If the correlation between solar activity and global temperatures also continues, a
trend toward a cooler planet can also be expected in the 21st century as a result of natural forces of
climate change.”71
Had there been cooling between 1940 and 1975? Yes, but the Marshall report misrepresented it.
The Institute’s source for their diagram was an article by Hansen’s team, so it looked eminently
credible.72 It looked like they were relying on peer-reviewed science. But Jastrow, Nierenberg, and
Seitz had cherry-picked the data—using only one diagram out of six that were relevant. They had
shown their readers only the top piece of figure 5 (see next page). What Hansen and his group had
done was to explore the role of various “forcings”—the different causes of climate change. One was
greenhouse gases, a second was volcanoes, and the third was the Sun. Hansen’s team had done what
scientists are supposed to do—objectively considered all the known possible causes.
Then they asked, What cause or combination of causes best explains the observations? The answer
was all of the above. “CO2+volcanoes+Sun” fit the observational record best. The Sun did make a
difference, but greenhouse gases did, too. The observed climate of the twentieth century was a
product of all three forcings, but since Jastrow, Seitz, and Nierenberg had shown their readers only

the top portion of Hansen’s figure, they’d made it appear as if only the Sun mattered. The warming
prior to 1940 probably was the effect of a nineteenth-century increase in solar output, but not the
increase that had started in the mid-1970s. There hadn’t been any solar output increase in the midtwentieth century, so only CO2 explained the recent warming.
There was an even larger problem with the Marshall analysis that climate modeler Steven
Schneider pointed out. If Jastrow and company were right that the climate was extremely sensitive to
small changes in solar output, then it meant that the climate would also be extremely sensitive to small
changes in greenhouse gases. Schneider argued,

This set of charts was part of an article by James E. Hansen at the Goddard Institute for Space Studies,
showing (left side) model results for an “Earth” with only very shallow oceans exchanging heat with
the atmosphere, and (right side) oceans with much deeper mixing of heat. Hansen’s team argued that
the bottom right image best reflected the behavior of the real Earth—with ocean mixing to 1,000
meter depth, solar irradiance, volcanic dust and aerosols, and CO2 all playing roles. The Marshall
Institute’s version included only the top left portion of the diagram, leaving the impression that CO2
didn’t matter. From J. Hansen et al., “Climate Impact of Increasing Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide,”
Science (28 August 1981): 963. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
If only a few tenths of a percent change in solar energy were responsible for the [observed] .5
C long trend in climate over the past century, then this would suggest a planet that is relatively
sensitive to small energy inputs. The Marshall Institute simply can’t have it both ways: they

can’t argue on the one hand that small changes in solar energy output can cause large
temperature changes, but that comparable changes in the energy input from greenhouse gases
will not also produce comparable large signals. Either the system is sensitive to large scale
radiative forcing or it is not.73
Sensitivity cuts both ways. And as physicists, Jastrow, Seitz, and Nierenberg would of course have
known this.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change published its first assessment of the state of
climate science in May 1990. It reiterated the result that was by now familiar to anyone who had been
following the issue: unrestricted fossil fuel use would produce a “rate of increase of global mean
temperature during the next century of about .3°C per decade; this is greater than that seen over the
past 10,000 years.”74 Global warming from greenhouse gases would produce changes unlike what
humans had ever seen before.
The IPCC explicitly addressed—and rejected—the Marshall Institute argument for blaming the
Sun. The upper limits on solar variability, they explained, are “small compared with greenhouse
forcing and even if such a change occurred over the next few decades, it would be swamped by the
enhanced greenhouse effect.”75
But the IPCC’s refutation didn’t matter to the Marshall Institute. In 1991, they reiterated their
argument in a longer version, and in October 1992 Bill Nierenberg took it on the road to the World
Petroleum Congress in Buenos Aires, where he launched a full frontal attack on the IPCC. Nierenberg
insisted that global temperatures would increase at most by 1°C by the end of the twenty-first century,
based on a straight linear projection of twentieth-century warming. Bert Bolin confronted him
directly, pointing out that greenhouse gas emissions were increasing exponentially, not linearly. Add
to this the time lag induced by the oceans—which Jule Charney had warned about a decade earlier—
and warming would accelerate over time.
In his memoir, Bolin called Nierenberg’s conclusion “simply wrong.”76 A less polite man would
have said something far worse. If Nierenberg had been a journalist, one might suppose he was just
confused. But Nierenberg was no journalist; one longtime associate at Scripps once said she never
knew a man who was more careful in choosing what he worked on and how he worked on it.77
Meanwhile, the Cato Institute distributed an uncorrected version of the graph printed in the original
Marshall Institute white paper—the one that showed only the top part of Hansen’s graph.78 Given all
the efforts the climate scientists had made to set the record straight, it’s not plausible that this was
simply a mistake.
Moreover, they were proud of the results. In a February 1991 letter to the vice president of the
American Petroleum Institute, Robert Jastrow crowed, “It is generally considered in the scientific
community that the Marshall report was responsible for the Administration’s opposition to carbon
taxes and restrictions on fossil fuel consumption.” Quoting New Scientist magazine, he reported that
the Marshall Institute “is still the controlling influence in the White House.”79
Fred Singer would push their efforts one step further.

The Attack on Roger Revelle

While Jastrow, Seitz, and Nierenberg were broadcasting their “blame the Sun” claim, Fred Singer
was preparing to attack climate science in a different way: by claiming that Roger Revelle had
changed his mind about global warming. In addition to his role in helping to launch the Keeling
Curve, Revelle had played another crucial role in the history of climate science, as mentor to Al
Gore. Gore had studied with Revelle in the 1960s at Harvard, and it was well-known that Gore’s
concern about climate change stemmed from his tutelage under Revelle. If Revelle no longer
considered global warming worrisome, this would be news indeed. It would also embarrass Gore,
who was running his 1992 presidential campaign on environmental themes.
On February 19, 1990, the eighty-one-year-old Revelle had presented a paper entitled “What Can
We Do About Climate Change?” at the American Association for the Advancement of Science
meeting in New Orleans. Research and observations over the next ten to twenty years “should give us
a much better idea of the likely magnitude of atmospheric and oceanic warming during the twentyfirst century,” he noted.80 In the meantime, there were six approaches that could be taken to reduce
future warming: emphasizing natural gas over coal and oil, conservation, substitution of nonfossil
energy sources, carbon sequestration by stimulating phytoplankton production, increasing
atmospheric reflection through artificial intervention, and expanding forests. Revelle had lately
developed an interest in the possibility that high-latitude (or “boreal”) forests might expand as the
Earth warmed, removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and preventing some of the warming.
He thought this expansion might remove 2.7 billion tons of carbon per year, roughly half the total
contributed by fossil fuel combustion each year.81 This wouldn’t be negligible—it might even be the
negative feedback that the Charney panel had looked for but never found—and he thought more
research was needed.
Revelle’s discussion of mitigation strategies—conservation, nuclear power, boreal forests, etc.—
would have made no sense if he didn’t think there was something to mitigate against. Read in full, his
talk clearly demonstrates that he believed the prudent step was to begin to switch to nuclear power and
natural gas and improve energy conservation, while continuing research. Like all good scientists,
Revelle was careful not to overstate his claims. He knew as well as anyone that there were still
important uncertainties, and perhaps because he was intrigued by the prospect that boreal forests
might delay warming significantly, he’d started his talk with this potentially ambiguous statement:
“There is a good but by no means certain chance that the world’s average climate will become
significantly warmer during the next century.”82
That gave Fred Singer the opening he needed. Singer approached Revelle after the talk about
collaborating on an article for the Washington Post. The historical record doesn’t tell us exactly what
the article was supposed to be about, and had Revelle stayed healthy, he might have left a fuller
record. But on his way back to La Jolla, Revelle suffered a massive heart attack. He went straight
from the airport to the hospital, where he underwent a triple-bypass operation.
Revelle didn’t recover quickly. After finally returning home in March, he was forced back to the
hospital for an emergency hernia operation. Then he contracted a severe infection and spent another
six weeks in the hospital. When he finally returned home in May, he was so weak that his personal
secretary, Christa Beran, and Justin Lancaster, a graduate student with whom Revelle was teaching,
arranged to limit his appointments to under a half hour.83 Famous for his energy, Revelle was now

falling asleep while dictating letters. He was not well.
The title of the paper that Singer would later publish, with Revelle as coauthor, was “What To Do
about Greenhouse Warming: Look Before You Leap,” but, given the state of his health, it’s not clear
how closely Revelle was able to look at the various drafts that Singer sent him, or how closely he
checked that Singer had made the changes he suggested. Revelle had never been good at saying no to
people; one of Revelle’s closest colleagues, oceanographer Walter Munk, admits that “Roger often
leapt before he looked.”84
What we do know from Revelle’s papers at Scripps Institution of Oceanography is that Singer sent
three drafts of their proposed article during March, while Revelle was still in the hospital. We also
know that something about the paper clearly bothered Revelle. Christa Beran later recalled that
whenever Singer sent him a draft, Revelle buried it under piles of paper on his desk. When Singer
called, Beran would dig up the draft and put it on top, and Revelle would bury it again. Beran
wondered why, and Revelle, she recalled later in a legal affidavit, told her, “Some people don’t think
Fred Singer is a very good scientist.”85
Singer had made himself an unpopular figure in the scientific mainstream by attacking fellow
scientists over acid rain and ozone, so perhaps after having said yes to Singer at the AAAS meeting in
New Orleans, Revelle was regretting it, hoping that if he ignored the paper, it would go away. But
Singer was not one to go away.
While Singer was trying to get Revelle to review the drafts, he published an article on his own in
the journal Environmental Science and Technology, with essentially the same title, “What To Do about
Greenhouse Warming.” Singer echoed the Marshall Institute’s arguments, implying that scientists just
didn’t know what had caused the warming of the twentieth century. “There is major uncertainty and
disagreement about whether this increase [in CO2] has caused a change in the climate during the past
100 years; observations simply don’t fit the theory,” he insisted. Of course there was disagreement—
the Marshall Institute had generated it—but not among climate scientists. The IPCC had clearly stated
that the unrestricted fossil fuel use would produce a “rate of increase of global mean temperature
during the next century of about .3 C per decade; this is greater than that seen over the past 10,000
years.”86 Singer rejected this, asserting instead that “the scientific base for [greenhouse warming]
includes some facts, lots of uncertainty, and just plain ignorance.” He concluded emphatically, “The
scientific base for a greenhouse warming is too uncertain to justify drastic action at this time.”87
This, of course, was precisely what he had said about acid rain. And ozone depletion. It was easy to
see why many working scientists didn’t like Fred Singer. He routinely rejected their conclusions,
suggesting that he knew better than they did.
In February 1991, Singer visited Scripps. In one multihour meeting, Singer and Revelle went over
the paper, which was already set in galleys. There was at least one point of contention between the
two, and it was a big one: what was the climate sensitivity to carbon dioxide? The galleys that Singer
gave to Revelle to review asserted, “Assume what we regard as the most likely outcome: A modest
average warming in the next century of less than one degree Celsius, well below the normal year to
year variation.”88
This was completely inconsistent with what the Jasons had said, what Charney’s panel had said,
and what the IPCC had said. No one in the climate community was asserting that the climate change
from increased greenhouses gases would be no different from normal year-to-year variation. In fact,
the IPCC had said just the opposite. Revelle apparently crossed out “less than one degree” and wrote

in the margin next to it: “one to three degrees.”89
This might not seem like a big difference, but it was. One to three degrees fell within the
mainstream view, and clearly outside the range of the natural climate variability of the past few
hundred years. This was the key point: would warming lead us into a new man-made climate regime,
unlike anything we had seen before? Revelle (and thousands of climate scientists) said yes; Singer
said no.
Singer finessed the disagreement by dropping numbers altogether. The sentence as published read,
“Assume what we regard as the most likely outcome: A modest average warming in the next century
well below the normal year to year variation.”90 The paper contradicted what Revelle had written in
the margin, and asserted that there was no likelihood of significant warming. What little change
would occur would be not noticeably different from natural variation. Singer had prevailed, and it
looked as if Revelle had agreed.
The paper was published later that year in Cosmos, the journal of the elite Washington Cosmos
Club, founded in 1878 (and that only opened its doors to women in 1988 when forced to by the threat
of an antidiscrimination suit). Revelle was listed as second author.91 There was also a third author:
Chauncey Starr, the physicist we met in chapter 3 casting doubt on the reality of acid rain, and in
chapter 5 arguing for radiation hormesis—that radiation is good for you.92
Did Roger Revelle agree to this final version? We will never know for sure, because in July,
Revelle suffered a fatal heart attack, but it’s hard to believe that he would have—at least, not if he were
in good health and clear of mind—and no one close to him did believe that he had.
Scientists already knew from paleoclimate data that the lowest possible climate sensitivity to
doubled CO2 was 1.5°C. We knew from the geological record that CO2 levels had varied in the past,
and temperatures had varied in a manner consistent with an overall sensitivity of not less than 1.5°C
for CO2 doubling. Revelle—a geologist by training—knew this very well. He had cotaught a course
at Scripps with Justin Lancaster that included discussion of this natural climate variation.
Lancaster later recalled that Revelle was embarrassed when the Cosmos paper was published.93
But Cosmos wasn’t a scientific journal—it wasn’t peer reviewed—and it didn’t have a very high
circulation. Few scientists would have seen the article, much less paid much attention to it, so even had
he been in good health, Revelle might well have just let it drop. Perhaps he would have thought it was
“garbage” and just ignored it.
But as the 1992 election campaign got under way, the Cosmos article was not ignored. It was used
to attack Senator Al Gore. The first salvo seems to have fired by Gregg Easterbrook in the July issue
of the New Republic, and reiterated in August in the Independent. Criticizing Gore’s new book, Earth
in the Balance, Easterbrook sniffed indignantly that Gore had failed to mention that “before his death
last year, Revelle published a paper that concludes, ‘the scientific base for a greenhouse warming is
too uncertain to justify drastic action at this time.’”94
Those were Singer’s words, not Revelle’s. Singer had used them in his stand-alone 1990 paper,
and again in 1991, in a book chapter questioning the existence of global warming and attacking the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.95 Revelle had said nothing like that in his AAAS talk.
Moreover, it’s customary in both academic and journalistic circles to credit the lead author of a paper.
That, of course, was Fred Singer. Easterbrook might just as well have said he was quoting Chauncey
Starr. Either Easterbrook was being sloppy or he was exploiting the Revelle connection for political
purposes. After all, it was Revelle, not Singer or Starr, who was Gore’s mentor.

Easterbrook’s attack was picked up by conservative columnist George Will, who repeated it
almost verbatim in a September 1992 column. “Gore knows that his former mentor at Harvard, Roger
Revelle, who died last year, concluded: ‘The scientific base for greenhouse warming is too uncertain
to justify drastic action at this time. There is little risk in delaying policy responses.’”96 From there, it
became part of the only vice-presidential debate of the campaign. Retired admiral James B. Stockdale,
the running mate of Ross Perot, attacked Gore with the claim, again using the statement that had
originated in Singer ’s 1990 article.97
The use of Revelle’s name to attack Al Gore infuriated the Revelle family, as well as his
colleagues at Scripps. Revelle’s daughter, Carolyn Hufbauer, protested Will’s attack in an op-ed
published just before the vice-presidential debate, September 13.98 Two of Revelle’s closest
colleagues at Scripps, oceanographer Walter Munk and physicist Edward Frieman, agreed with
Hufbauer that Revelle’s views were being misrepresented. They wrote a letter to Cosmos, but the
journal declined to publish it, so they published it in the journal Oceanography, along with the text of
Revelle’s AAAS paper.99 (Yet again, unscientific claims were being circulated broadly, but the
scientists’ refutation of them was published where only fellow scientists would see it.)
Munk and Frieman explained that the Cosmos paper hadn’t been written by Revelle at all. “S. Fred
Singer wrote the paper,” they explained, suggesting that “as a courtesy, [Singer] added Roger as a coauthor based upon his willingness to review the manuscript and advise on aspects relating to sea-level
rise.”100
More than a decade later, Munk was still angry about what he referred to as “Singer ’s betrayal of
Roger.”101 But the person who fought longest and hardest to defend Revelle’s legacy—and paid the
highest price—was Justin Lancaster. In that last year of Revelle’s life, Lancaster had seen him on
nearly a daily basis. The two had taught a class together, and they shared a commitment to addressing
policy questions. (This was something that most of the scientists at Scripps weren’t actually interested
in; they just wanted to do pure science.) Lancaster felt he knew Revelle’s views as well as anyone.
Lancaster and his thesis advisor, Dave Keeling, wrote a letter to the New Republic challenging the
Easterbrook article, but it was never published. For a second time, scientists close to Revelle were
attempting to refute the misrepresentation, but their attempts to set the record straight were rejected by
the journals that had published the misrepresentation in the first place. So Lancaster did what Munk
and Frieman had done. He turned to the scientific community, who he figured did care about the truth.
At the time, Lancaster was serving on the editorial board for a volume titled A Global Warming
Forum, and Singer intended to republish the Cosmos piece there. Lancaster tried to get Singer to
remove Revelle’s name from it, but Singer refused. A struggle among Singer, Lancaster, and the
volume’s editorial staff ensued as Lancaster tried to remove Revelle’s name from the article; when
the volume was finally published in 1993, it contained a footnote on the first page pointing readers to
Revelle’s AAAS paper, now published in Oceanography.102
In October, Harvard held a memorial symposium for Revelle, the same month that the vicepresidential debate placed the Cosmos dispute in the national light. Originally the organizers had
planned to have Singer present the now-infamous paper, but they’d also invited Walter Munk and the
Revelle family. Given their objections to the piece, the organizers removed Singer from the program,
hoping to prevent a confrontation. But it didn’t work. Singer went anyway.
Walter Munk and Justin Lancaster complained about the Cosmos article, Munk apparently in his
introductory remarks, and Lancaster in a statement that read in part: “Revelle did not write the Cosmos

article and was reluctant to join it. Pressured rather unfairly at a very weak moment while recovering
from heart surgery, Revelle finally gave in to the lead author.” The chairman of the symposium
allowed Singer to respond. Singer denied having pressured Revelle, insisting that the Cosmos paper
was based on Revelle’s AAAS paper, and he attacked Munk and Lancaster for their “politically
inspired misrepresentations.”103
Singer neglected to mention that the key sentence of the Cosmos paper—the one that had been
loudly quoted in the press—came from his own 1990 paper. But Singer wasn’t content with having
made a scene at a symposium that was supposed to be celebrating Revelle’s life and work. As
Lancaster continued to publicly dispute Revelle’s coauthorship of the paper, Singer filed a libel
lawsuit against him. Lancaster had little money and fewer resources, but he tried to fight Singer,
insisting that the facts were on his side. The only other person who could corroborate Lancaster ’s
account, Revelle’s secretary, Christa Beran, did. It wasn’t enough. Singer ’s pockets were deeper than
Lancaster ’s, and in 1994, Lancaster accepted a settlement that forced him to retract his claim that
Revelle hadn’t really been a coauthor, put him under a ten-year gag order, and sealed all the court
documents.104 (In 2007, he spoke to us. He now also has a Web site.)105
What did Roger Revelle really believe about global warming in 1991? We have looked closely at
the records in Revelle’s papers at Scripps, and can find only one other statement of his thoughts at the
time. It’s a short, apparently unpublished, introduction to a November 1990 meeting on climate
variability. Revelle wrote:
There is good reason to expect that because of the increase of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere there will be a climate warming. How big that warming will be is … very difficult
to say. Probably somewhere between 2 and 5 degrees centigrade at the latitudes of the United
States, probably a greater change in average temperature at higher latitudes and a lesser
change at lower latitudes … Whatever climate change there is will have a profound effect on
some aspects of water resources.106
The documentary record clearly shows that Roger Revelle did not change his mind. He believed
that global warming was coming and it would have serious impacts on water resources. This, of
course, is precisely what his colleagues said then and continue to say today. He also believed that the
best way to address it was to shift our energy sources. Nowhere did he ever suggest that he considered
that a “drastic” action. It seems to us, in fact, that he considered it pretty darn obvious.
The rest of the world did too, as leaders of governments and NGOs made plans to convene in Rio
de Janeiro for the U.N. Earth Summit. In June 1992, 108 heads of state, 2,400 representatives of
nongovernmental organizations, and more than 10,000 on-site journalists converged in Rio, along
with 17,000 other individuals who would convene in a parallel NGO forum, to address the problem
of anthropogenic climate change. Yet it was unclear whether President Bush would even attend. At the
last minute, President George H. W. Bush flew to Rio de Janeiro to sign the U.N. Framework
Convention on Climate Change, which committed its signatories to preventing “dangerous
anthropogenic interference in the climate system.”107 President Bush then pledged to translate the
written document into “concrete action to protect the planet.”108 By March 1994, 192 countries had
signed on to the Framework Convention, and it came into force.
Like the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, the U.N. Framework

Convention on Climate Change had no real teeth: it set no binding limits on emissions. It was an
agreement in principle. Real limits would be determined later, in a protocol that would be eventually
signed in Kyoto, Japan. And with the threat that real limitations would soon be enforced, the
merchants of doubt redoubled their efforts.

Doubling Down on Denial
Despite the best efforts of Jastrow, Seitz, Nierenberg, and Singer to create doubt, the scientific debate
over the detection of global warming was reaching closure. By 1992, Hansen’s 1988 claim that
warming was detectable no longer seemed bold. It seemed prescient. The only remaining issue really
was whether we could prove that the warming was caused by human activities. As scientists had
acknowledged many times, there are many causes of climate change, so the key question was how to
sort out these various causes. Now that warming had been detected, could it be definitively attributed
to humans?
“Detection and attribution studies” work by considering how warming caused by greenhouse
gases might be different from warming caused by the Sun—or other natural forces. They use
statistical tests to compare climate model output with real-life data. These studies were the most
threatening to the so-called skeptics because they spoke directly to the issue of causality: to the social
question of whether or not humans were to blame, and to the regulatory question of whether or not
greenhouse gases need to be controlled. As these studies began to appear in the peer-reviewed
literature, it’s not surprising that Singer and his colleagues tried to undermine them. Having taken on
the patriarch of climate change research, they went after one of its rising young stars: Benjamin
Santer of the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.
Santer had done his Ph.D. work in the 1980s at the University of East Anglia, England, where he
had compared climate model results to observational data, using so-called Monte Carlo methods to
make a rigorous statistical analysis.109 Until this point, model comparisons had been mostly done
qualitatively. Scientists looked at maps of model output and compared them to maps of real-life
observations to identify similarities and differences. Santer and his Ph.D. supervisor, Tom Wigley
(the director of the Climatic Research Unit at East Anglia, U.K.), thought statistical analysis offered
more to climate science than such qualitative comparisons. Besides, other parameters—detailed
patterns of surface pressure, precipitation, and humidity—might actually provide better tests of the
models than global mean temperature. Depending on the driving force—greenhouse gases, volcanic
dust, or the Sun—you’d expect different changes in some of these parameters.110
After finishing his thesis with Wigley, Santer was invited to the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology in Hamburg. One of the Institute directors was Klaus Hasselmann, a physicist who spent
much of his spare time working on unification theory: the effort to merge the four known
fundamental forces in the universe into a single field at extremely high energies like those that
theoretically existed at the universe’s first few moments of existence. This was pretty far from climate
science, but Hasselmann had also made a number of major scientific contributions to climate
questions. One of those was a paper in 1979 that proposed a new detection and attribution technique

called “optimal fingerprinting.”111 The idea was derived from signal processing theory, and the
paper was so technical, so elegant, and so laden with dense tensor field mathematics, that Santer at
first didn’t get it. Santer recalls it as “a thing of beauty. It was many years ahead of its time. I was just
too dumb to understand it.”112
Hasselmann’s key insight was that climate scientists faced the same basic problem as
communications engineers: how to detect a weak signal—the thing you’re interested in—amid lots of
noise that you don’t care about. In climate science, the noise is caused by phenomena that are internal
to the climate system, such as El Niño. The “signal” is something caused by things that are external to
the Earth’s natural climate system: the Sun, volcanic dust, or man-made greenhouse gases. Engineers
had worked for a century to develop mathematical techniques to sort out signals from noise, but they
were largely unknown to climate scientists. They also aren’t simple to master.
Santer got started, but progress was slow. The results of his Ph.D. thesis hadn’t been all that
encouraging, either. He and Wigley had shown that some of the models used for the IPCC’s first
assessment had large errors in surface pressures; it was what scientists call a “negative result.” Still, it
was important to point out such errors, and based on this and his preliminary work with Hasselmann,
he was offered a position at the Climate Model Intercomparison project at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, in California. The program’s founder, Lawrence Gates, believed that if models
were to be used for policy purposes—and they obviously would be if climate policy were to be based
partly on model forecasts—it was important to evaluate them to see whether they were reliable or not.
Gates pioneered the idea of “benchmark experiments”—getting climate model centers around the
world to perform exactly the same calculation with their models—to permit scientists to rule out
differences in model design as an explanation for the differences in model performance. (Model
benchmarking was a radical idea at the time; now it is standard procedure.) Gates also argued for
making the results of these experiments widely available, so that model diagnosis became an activity
of the entire climate science community, not just the responsibility of the modelers themselves—who
might not be entirely objective. The lab, in other words, was trying to make modeling more rigorous,
more objective, and more transparent.
Santer had the good fortune to arrive at the lab not only in the middle of one of the first major
model intercomparison projects, but also at a time when Livermore colleagues Karl Taylor and Joyce
Penner were performing an innovative set of climate model experiments that considered not only
greenhouses gases, which cause warming, but also sulfate aerosol particles, which generally cause
cooling. The Taylor and Penner experiments clearly showed that human influences on climate were
complex: changes in CO2 and sulfate aerosols had distinctly different climate fingerprints.
Fingerprinting proved to be a powerful tool for studying cause-and-effect relationships. Up to that
point, much of the scientific argument about the causes of climate change had gone like this: if
greenhouse gases increased, then you would expect temperatures to increase, too. They had. So the
prediction had come true—textbook scientific method. The problem with the textbook method,
however, is that it’s logically fallacious. Just because a prediction comes true doesn’t mean the
hypothesis that generated it is correct. Other causes could produce the same effect. To prove that
greenhouse gases had caused climate change, you’d have to find some aspect of it that was different
than if the cause were the Sun or volcanoes. You needed a pattern that was unique.
We saw in chapter 4 that V. Ramanathan, a prominent atmospheric scientist, had suggested one: the
vertical structure of temperature.113 If warming were caused by the Sun, then you’d expect the whole
atmosphere to warm up. If warming were caused by greenhouse gases, however, the effect on the

atmosphere would be different, and distinctive. Greenhouse gases trap heat in the lower atmosphere
(so it warms up), while the reduced heat flow into the upper atmosphere causes it to cool.
Collaborating with colleagues at the Max Planck Institute, and six other research institutions around
the world, Santer started to look at the vertical variation of temperature.114 Before they’d finished the
work, Santer was asked to become the convening lead author for “Detection of Climate Change and
Attribution of Causes,” chapter 8 of the second IPCC assessment.
Nowadays, there’s a lot of prestige associated with the IPCC, since they shared the 2007 Nobel
Peace Prize, but back in 1994 most scientists considered it a distraction from their “real” work—
doing basic research—and Bert Bolin was having a difficult time finding someone to take the lead on
the detection and attribution chapter. In the spring of 1994, after some of the other chapters were
already started, Tim Barnett of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography called Santer to ask if he’d be
willing to do it. Barnett had been one of two lead authors of the equivalent chapter in the First
Assessment, and he convinced Santer that it would be a feather in his cap. Santer signed on.
The job of the convening lead author (this position is now called the coordinating lead author) is
to produce an assessment of some aspect of climate science based on “the best scientific and technical
information available.”115 This involves working together with other “lead authors” and
“contributing authors” to agree on the structure and scope of the future chapter. Individual scientists
are then assigned the task of drafting different sections of the chapter. Once all sections are drafted,
the convening lead author and the lead authors attempt to hammer out a complete draft that’s
acceptable to the entire group. Santer ’s chapter ultimately had four lead authors, including his old
mentor at East Anglia, Tom Wigley, Tim Barnett, and thirty-two additional contributing authors—in
other words, thirty-six of the world’s top climate scientists.116
The chapter 8 author group met in Livermore, California, in August 1994 to identify the key
scientific areas that needed to be addressed. There were a total of twenty participants (from the United
States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Kenya). After this initial meeting, most of the
author group’s discussion took place by e-mail. Then, in October through November, Santer attended
the first of three so-called drafting sessions, involving the lead authors and the convening lead
authors of all chapters of the IPCC Working Group I Report.
The first drafting session convened in Sigtuna, Sweden, and Santer encountered his first
challenge: a disagreement over whether the chapter should include a discussion of model and
observational uncertainties. Since the topic was covered in other chapters, some authors thought it
would be redundant to do it here, but Santer didn’t think readers would search other chapters to find
it, and in any case his panel would have no control over what was said in those chapters. Santer
prevailed, and the published version contained about six pages of discussion of model and
observational uncertainties.
Shortly after the Sigtuna meeting, chapter 8 went through an initial round of peer review. The
“zeroth” draft was sent out to roughly twenty scientific experts in detection and attribution work, to all
scientific contributors to the chapter, and to the lead authors of all other chapters of the report. After
updating their chapters in response to the peer review comments, the IPCC lead authors met for a
second drafting session in March 1995 in the British seaside resort of Brighton. In May, a complete
draft of the entire IPCC Working Group I Report, as well the Summary for Policymakers, was
submitted for full “country review” by the governments participating in the IPCC. The governments
chose reviewers—a mixture of scientists and laypeople—who were supposed to provide comments to
the lead authors prior to the third drafting session, in Asheville, North Carolina, in July, but because

Santer had been chosen so late as the convening lead author, this schedule didn’t quite work out for
his group. Santer arrived in Asheville having yet to receive the government reviewers’ comments.
At the Asheville meeting, Santer presented the results of his fingerprint study of changes in the
vertical structure of atmospheric temperatures, which by this point had been submitted to Nature.117
One scientist present at the meeting reported that Santer ’s presentation electrified the audience; it was
“mind-boggling to a lot of the scientists there.”118 It looked like Santer and his colleagues might just
have proved the human impact on climate.
After Asheville, all chapters were revised in response to the country review—all, that is, except
chapter 8, because Santer was still awaiting the comments. The final stage in the process was the IPCC
plenary meeting, scheduled to start in Madrid on November 27. In October, drafts of the Working
Group I Report and the Summary for Policymakers had been sent to all the government delegates to
the Madrid meeting. When Santer arrived at the Madrid meeting, he was handed a sheaf of comments
—including comments from the U.S. government—that he had never seen before.
Meanwhile, sometime in September, a draft of the entire Working Group 1 Report was leaked. The
central message of chapter 8, that the anthropogenic fingerprint had been found, drew widespread
attention.119 “In an important shift of scientific judgment, experts advising the world’s governments
on climate change are saying for the first time that human activity is a likely cause of the warming of
the global atmosphere,” the New York Times declared on its front page. This, of course, wasn’t quite
right. Scientists had been saying for a long time that human activity was a likely cause of warming.
They were now saying that it was demonstrated. The New York Times didn’t get it. But the skeptics did,
and they went on the attack.
Two weeks before the plenary session in Madrid, the Republican majority in the U.S. Congress
launched a preemptive strike. In a set of hearings held in November, they repeatedly questioned the
scientific basis for concern. The star witness was another well-known contrarian, Patrick J. Michaels,
who had completed his Ph.D. at the University of Wisconsin–Madison in 1979, building models
relating climate change to crop yields. In 1980, he was appointed state climatologist of Virginia by
Republican governor John Dalton (although many years later Michaels was forced to forego that title
when it was shown that Dalton had acted without legal authority).120 In the 1980s, Michaels had
published scientific work on the climate sensitivity of various crops and ecosystems, but by the early
1990s, he was mainly known not for mainstream science, but his contrarian views.121 He had joined
Fred Singer in publicly attacking the mainstream view of ozone depletion in a series of columns in
the Washington Times.122 He produced a quarterly newsletter called the World Climate Review,
funded at least in part by fossil fuel interests, and used it as a platform to attack mainstream climate
science. The Review was circulated free to members of the Society for Environmental Journalism,
ensuring that its claims got wide attention.123 In the early 1990s, he had worked as a consultant to the
Western Fuels Association—a coal mining industry group—to promote the idea that burning fossil
fuels was good, because it would lead to higher crop yields as increased atmospheric CO2 led to
increased photosynthesis and therefore increased agricultural productivity.124
In the Republican hearings, Michaels was presented as an expert who somehow knew more than
all the scientists working within the IPCC umbrella. His own personal analysis of the difference
between a model prediction of greenhouse gas–induced warming and atmospheric temperatures
derived from NOAA’s weather satellites showed, he claimed, that the IPCC climate models had
heavily overpredicted global warming and could not be trusted. He complained in the hearing that

while he’d made many critical comments on the various chapters of the IPCC report, his comments
had been ignored, resulting “in not one discernable change in the text of the IPCC drafts.”125
Congressman George E. Brown Jr. of California asked Jerry Mahlman, director of NOAA’s
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), to respond to Michaels’s claims. The particular
model study that Michaels attacked was the work of GFDL scientist Syukuro Manabe—probably the
world’s most respected climate modeler—the man who, along with Jim Hansen, had presented his
work to the Charney committee back in 1979. Mahlman explained that Michaels’s analysis contained
an elementary flaw. Manabe’s study was designed to investigate the impact of CO2 on climate, and
had deliberately omitted other factors—including volcanic dust. However, there had been a set of
large volcanic eruptions in the early 1990s, most famously Mt. Pinatubo in 1992. The satellite
measurements obviously did incorporate these other real world phenomena, so naturally, they’d be
different from the model results.
“The bottom line,” Mahlman concluded, “is that there is no logical basis for a direct comparison
of this GFDL model experiment with that of [satellite] data sets or any other data set.”126 A legitimate
comparison between models and observations could only be carried out when the models and
observations examined the same things. It was obvious why the IPCC had ignored Michaels’s
complaints.
The hearing wasn’t very successful at getting press attention, receiving no notice from the New
York Times, the Washington Post, or even the Washington Times. Among major newspapers, only the
Boston Globe seems to have bothered covering it. It wasn’t exactly news by late 1995 that the
Republican congressional leadership opposed environmental protection; there had been discussion
that year of repealing the Clean Water Act, one of the cornerstones of American environmental
improvement. But the lack of press attention didn’t matter; the hearing had the desired effect of
reinforcing the Republican majority’s do-nothing attitude. Writing to Fred Seitz after the hearing,
Nierenberg said, “I doubt that Congress will do anything foolish. I can also tell you that at least one
high-level corporate advisor is advising boards that the issue is politically dead. Happy holiday.”127
Santer presented the findings in chapter 8 on November 27, 1995, the first day of the plenary
session (and the same day Nierenberg proclaimed the issue politically dead in his letter to Seitz). The
chapter was immediately opposed by the Saudi Arabian and Kuwaiti delegates. In the words of the
New York Times’s reporter, these oil-rich states “made common cause with American industry
lobbyists to try to weaken the conclusions emerging from Chapter 8.”128 The lone Kenyan delegate,
Santer remembers, “thought there should not be a detection and attribution chapter at all.”129 Then
the chairman of a fossil fuel industry group, the Global Climate Coalition, and automobile industry
representatives monopolized the rest of the afternoon.130 Finally the IPCC chairman, Britain’s Sir
John Houghton, closed the discussion and appointed an ad hoc drafting group to work out the
disagreements and to address all of the late government comments. The working group included the
lead authors, and delegates from the United States, Britain, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the
Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the lone Kenyan.
A portion of the ad hoc group hammered out an acceptable language. Steve Schneider convinced
the Kenyan that there really was a scientific basis for the chapter ’s central conclusion that
anthropogenic climate change had been detected.131 But the Saudis never sent a representative to the
ad hoc sessions, and when Santer presented the revised draft, the Saudi head delegate protested all
over again. A bit of a shouting match ensued, and Houghton had to intervene, effectively tabling the

issue while the working group finished negotiating the Summary for Policymakers. There the entire
issue boiled down to a single sentence, in fact a single adjective, drawn from Santer ’s chapter: “The
balance of evidence suggests that there is a [blank] human influence on global climate.”132
What should the adjective be? Santer and Wigley wanted “appreciable.” This was unacceptable to
the Saudi delegate, but it was too strong for Bert Bolin, too. One participant recalls the group trying
about twenty-eight different words before Bolin suggested “discernible.” That clicked, and the
outcome of the Madrid meeting was this sentence: “The balance of evidence suggests that there is a
discernible human influence on global climate.”133 This line would be quoted repeatedly in the years
to come.
With the Summary for Policymakers settled, the individual chapters had to be revised in the light
of all the late review comments, and Houghton instructed the lead authors to make the necessary
changes after the meeting.134 Santer went from Madrid to the Hadley Center in Bracknell, England,
where he made the changes in long-distance collaboration with Wigley and Barnett. The most
significant of these changes was structural. The draft chapter 8 had summary statements at both
beginning and end of the chapter, but none of the other chapters did. They only had summaries at the
beginning. Therefore, Santer had been instructed to remove the summary statement at the end of the
chapter so that it would have the same structure as the rest of the chapters. That, Santer remembered
years later, was a fateful decision, as critics would later attack him for “removing material.”135
Then Fred Singer launched an attack. In a letter to Science on February 2, 1996, four months
before formal release of the Working Group I Report, Singer presented a litany of complaints. The
Summary for Policymakers, he claimed, ignored satellite data that showed “no warming at all, but
actually a slight cooling.” On this basis he claimed that the climate models, which all showed
warming, were wrong. The IPCC had violated one of its “major rules” by including the
fingerprinting work, because “the research had not yet, to my knowledge, appeared in the peerreviewed literature.” The panel had also ignored an “authoritative U.S. government report” that had
found the twenty-first-century warming might be as little as 0.5°C, making global warming a
nonproblem. (Singer didn’t cite the report.) Finally, he concluded, “The mystery is why some insist in
making it into a problem, a crisis, or a catastrophe—‘the greatest global challenge facing
mankind.’”136
Tom Wigley responded to Singer ’s criticisms in March. Rejecting the “no warming” claim
entirely, he simply stated, “This is not supported by the data; the trend from 1946 to 1995 is .3 C. As
shown in chapter 8 of the full report (figure 8.4) there is no inconsistency between the observed
temperature record and model simulations.” There were some differences between measurements
made with satellites and measurements made with “radiosondes”—instruments on balloons, with
radios attached to transmit the results—but climate scientists didn’t expect them to perfectly track each
other; the reasons were explained in both chapters 3 and 8. “There are good physical reasons to
expect differences between these two climate indicators,” Wigley noted, because they were in
different places measuring somewhat different things.
The claim that the pattern recognition studies violated the IPCC’s rules was wrong on two counts.
First, Wigley explained, the IPCC allowed use of material from outside the peer-reviewed journals as
long as it was accessible to reviewers. This was to ensure the report was “up to date” when published.
Moreover, the specific work Singer referred to “on the increasing correlation between the expected
greenhouse-aerosol pattern and observed temperature changes, is in the peer-reviewed literature.”137

Moreover, Singer was again creating a straw man. “Singer refers to the [Summary for
Policymakers] as saying that global warming is ‘the greatest global challenge facing mankind,’”
Wigley and his coauthors wrote. “We do not know the origin of this statement—it does not appear in
any of the IPCC documents. Further, it is the sort of extreme statement that most involved with the
IPCC would not support.”138
Wigley was right. The IPCC had not described global warming as the “greatest global challenge
facing mankind.” The words Singer attributed to the IPCC don’t appear in either the Working Group I
Report or in its Summary for Policymakers. Singer was putting words into other people’s mouths—
and then using those words to discredit them.
The IPCC had in fact bent over backward not to use alarmist terms. Bert Bolin had deliberately
imposed a policy of extreme conservatism of language; witness his rejection of “appreciable” in
favor of “discernible.” The opposition of the Saudi and Kuwaiti delegations had ensured only least
common denominator statements. Everyone involved had seen how the process led to a conservative
estimation of the threat. What was Singer ’s response to this refutation of his allegations? He provided
the missing citation for his claim that there would be only a 0.5°C warming in the twenty-first
century.139
The IPCC had contracted with Cambridge University Press to publish the Working Group 1
Report, scheduled to appear in the United States in June 1996. In May, Santer and Wigley presented
their chapter at a briefing in the Rayburn House Office Building on Capitol Hill, organized by the
American Meteorological Society and the U.S. Global Change Research Program. The two scientists
were now challenged by William O’Keefe of the American Petroleum Institute and by Donald
Pearlman, an industry lobbyist and registered foreign agent of several oil-producing nations.140
O’Keefe and Pearlman accused them of “secretly altering the IPCC report, suppressing dissent by
other scientists, and eliminating references to scientific uncertainties.”141
“Who made these changes to the chapter? Who authorized these changes? Why were they made?”
Pearlman demanded. “Pearlman got up and in my face, turned beet red and [started] screaming at me,”
Santer recalls. AMS officer Anthony Socci “finally separated us, but Pearlman kept following me
around.”142 Santer explained that he’d been required by IPCC procedures to make the changes in
response to the government comments and discussions at Madrid, and the chapter had never been out
of his control, but the truth did not satisfy the opposition.143
The Global Climate Coalition meanwhile had circulated a report entitled “The IPCC:
Institutionalized Scientific Cleansing” to reporters, members of Congress, and some scientists. By
chance, anthropologist Myanna Lahsen interviewed Nierenberg about his “skepticism” about global
warming two weeks before the Working Group I Report was published, and found that he had a copy
of the coalition report. He had evidently accepted its veracity, even though there was no way to
compare its claims against the real chapter 8 (since the latter had not yet been released). He quoted its
claims to Lahsen, telling her that the revisions had “just altered the whole meaning of the document.
Without permission of the authors.” Moreover, he claimed, “Anything that would imply the current
status of knowledge is so poor that you can’t do anything is struck out.”144 That was hardly true;
Santer ’s panel had included six pages of discussion of uncertainty in the final text. But Bill
Nierenberg knew all about altering scientific reports for political reasons, so perhaps he followed the
adage that the best defense is offense. Or perhaps he was guilty of “mirror imaging,” as Team B had
accused the CIA of in 1976: assuming that his opponents thought and operated the way he did.

Then Fred Seitz took the attack to the national media. In a letter published in the Wall Street
Journal on June 12, 1996, he accused Ben Santer of fraud. “In my more than 60 years as a member of
the American scientific community, including my services as president of the National Academy of
Sciences and the American Physical Society, I have never witnessed a more disturbing corruption of
the peer-review process than the events that led to this IPCC report.” Seitz repeated the Global Climate
Coalition’s charges that unauthorized changes to chapter 8 had been made after its acceptance in
Madrid. “Few of these changes were merely cosmetic; nearly all worked to remove hints of the
skepticism with which many scientists regard claims that human activities are having a major impact
on climate in general and on global warming in particular,” Seitz claimed. If the IPCC couldn’t
follow its own procedures, he concluded, it should be abandoned and governments should look for
“more reliable sources of advice to governments on this important question.”145 Presumably, he
meant the George C. Marshall Institute, of which he was still chairman of the board.
Santer immediately drafted a letter to the Journal, which forty of the other IPCC lead authors
signed. Santer explained what had happened, how he had been instructed by Houghton to make the
changes, and why the changes were late in coming. At first the Journal wouldn’t publish it. After three
tries, Santer finally got a call from the Journal’s letters editor, and the letter was finally published on
June 25. Santer ’s reply had been heavily edited, and the names of the forty other cosigners deleted.
What the Journal allowed Santer to say was that he had been required to make the changes “in
response to written review comments received in October and November 1995 from governments,
individual scientists, and non-government organizations during plenary sessions of the Madrid
meeting.” This was peer review—the very process that Seitz, as a research scientist, had been a part of
all his life. Only it was extended to include comments and queries from governments and NGOs as
well as scientific experts. But the changes didn’t affect the bottom line conclusion.
Santer also pointed out that Seitz wasn’t a climate scientist, hadn’t been involved in creating the
IPCC report, hadn’t attended the Madrid meeting, and hadn’t seen the hundreds of review comments to
which Santer had to respond. In other words, his claims were just hearsay.146
Bert Bolin and Sir John Houghton also responded with a long letter defending Santer and the
IPCC process. “Frederick Seitz’s article is completely without foundation,” they replied
unequivocally. “It makes serious allegations about the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
and about the scientists who have contributed to its work which have no basis in fact. Mr. Seitz does
not state the source of his material, and we note for the record that he did not check his facts either
with the IPCC officers or with any of the scientists involved.”147
Well, that’s what they’d wanted it to say, but the Journal edited that statement out, too, along with
three more paragraphs explaining the drafting process in some detail. The Journal allowed them to
say only that:
… [in] accordance with IPCC Procedures, the changes to the draft of Chapter 8 were under the
full scientific control of its convening Lead Author, Benjamin Santer. No one could have been
more thorough and honest in undertaking that task. As the responsible officers of the IPCC, we
are completely satisfied that the changes incorporated in the revised version were made with
the sole purpose of producing the best possible and most clearly explained assessment of the
science and were not in any way motivated by any political or other considerations.148

We know how the Journal edited the letters because Seitz’s attack and the Journal’s weakening of
the response so offended the officials of the American Meteorological Society and of the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research that their boards agreed to publish an “Open Letter to Ben
Santer” in the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, where they republished the letters in
their entirety, showing how the Journal had edited them. They voiced their support of Santer and the
effort it had taken all the authors to put the report together, and categorically rejected Seitz’s attack as
having “no place in the scientific debate about issues related to global change.”149 They began,
finally, to realize what they were up against.
[There] appear[ed] to be a concerted and systematic effort by some individuals to undermine
and discredit the scientific process that has led many scientists working on understanding
climate to conclude that there is a very real possibility that humans are modifying Earth’s
climate on a global scale. Rather than carrying out a legitimate scientific debate through the
peer-reviewed literature, they are waging in the public media a vocal campaign against
scientific results with which they disagree.150
But the attack was far from over. On July 11, the Wall Street Journal published three more letters
reprising the charges, one from Fred Seitz, one from Fred Singer, and one from Hugh Ellsaesser.
(Ellsaesser was a retired geophysicist at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory who
previously had questioned the evidence of the ozone hole. He served in the mid-1990s on the Marshall
Institute’s Scientific Advisory Board, and in 1995 wrote a report for the Heartland Institute on The
Misuse of Science in Environmental Management.) Singer and Seitz simply repeated the charges
they’d already made, but Singer also took the opportunity to turn the IPCC’s caution against it. The
IPCC had bent over backward to be judicious, arguing at length to choose just the right, reasonable
adjective—“discernible.” Singer dismissed the IPCC conclusion as “feeble,” at the same time insisting
illogically that it was being used to frighten politicians into believing that a climate catastrophe is
about to happen.151
Santer and Bolin responded a second time to the attacks in letters the Journal published July 23—
prompting another attack by Singer.152 This time, the Journal wouldn’t publish it, and Singer
circulated it by e-mail instead. Santer responded by e-mail, too. There was, Singer maintained, no
“evidence for a current warming trend.” According to Singer, chapter 8 had been based primarily on
Santer ’s “unpublished work,” and the panel should have included as a lead author “Professor Patrick
J. Michaels, who, at the time, had published the only refereed paper on the subject” of climate
fingerprinting. And he repeated the charge of “scientific cleansing.” Santer rejected all of Singer ’s
charges. Chapter 8 was based on more than 130 references, not just Santer ’s two papers. The claim
that Michaels had published the only “refereed paper on the subject” of pattern-based recognition
before mid-1995 was incorrect: Hasselmann’s theoretical paper on the subject was published in 1979,
and Tim Barnett and Mike Schlesinger had published a “real-world” fingerprint study as early as
1987. Michaels had been invited to be a contributing author to chapter 8 but had refused. Finally,
Santer noted, chapter 8 contained several paragraphs discussing Michaels’s paper, but when Wigley
had approached Michaels for comments, “Prof. Michaels did not respond.”153
Singer ’s claims were not only false, but had been shown to be false. Still, he wasn’t finished
repeating them. Now he would claim that Fred Seitz was the real victim of the whole affair.

In November, Singer penned an article for the Washington Times entitled “Global Warming
Disinformation?” By this time, the IPCC report had been published and available for months, so
Singer could have seen for himself that chapter 8 contained six pages of discussions of model and
observational uncertainties, as Santer had insisted it should all along. Still, Singer repeated the claim
that chapter 8 had been edited to remove uncertainties, and then asserted that “Seitz, one of the
nation’s most respected scientists, was attacked for factually reporting the revisions made by the IPCC
leadership, which clearly affected the sense of the report!”154
Joined by Bill Nierenberg, Patrick Michaels, and a new ally—MIT meteorologist Richard Lindzen
—Singer then attacked the AMS/UCAR Open Letter. After repeating the refuted charges of
“substantial and substantive” deletions of uncertainty, Singer cast the deletions as a conspiracy that
Santer was now trying to cover up. “Santer … has not been forthcoming in revealing who instructed
him to make such revisions and who approved them after they were made. He has, however, told
others privately that he was asked [prevailed upon?] to do so by IPCC co-chairman John Houghton.”
To Singer and his co-authors on the letter, this was evidence of political meddling in the chapter. He
continued, “You may not have seen the 15 November [1995] letter from the State Department
instructing Dr. Houghton to ‘prevail upon’ chapter authors ‘to modify their texts in an appropriate
manner following discussion in Madrid.’”155 Singer ’s presentation of it as some sort of clandestine
conspiracy was absurd: Bolin and Houghton had already identified themselves months before as the
source of Santer ’s instructions.
In her 1999 analysis, Myanna Lahsen pinned Singer ’s efforts to “envelop the IPCC in an aura of
secrecy and unaccountability” to a common American conservative rhetoric of political
suppression.156 As we have seen in previous chapters, if anyone was meddling in the scientific
assessment and peer review process, it was the political right wing, not the left. It wasn’t the Sierra
Club that tried to pressure the National Academy of Sciences over the 1983 Carbon Dioxide
Assessment; it was officials from the Department of Energy under Ronald Reagan. It wasn’t
Environmental Defense that worked with Bill Nierenberg to alter the Executive Summary of the 1983
Acid Rain Peer Review Panel; it was the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. And
it was the Wall Street Journal spreading the attack on Santer and the IPCC, not Mother Jones.
The over-the-top attacks on Santer began to have consequences for Nierenberg. In April,
Nierenberg had invited Tom Wigley to a conference he wanted to hold at Scripps that November on
the costs and benefits of global warming, but Wigley smelled a rat. “I have decided to withdraw from
your November meeting,” he wrote. “The reason for this is the letter you co-signed which appeared
in BAMS [Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society]. I have no desire to cooperate with
anyone who endorses such an unmitigated collection of distortions and misinformation.”157
Nierenberg tried flattery to keep Wigley on board. “The personally difficult part for me is that
your work, Klaus [Hasselmann’s] work, and [Bill] Nordhaus’ work have had the most influence (and
still do) on my thinking.” He lamented the rift that was developing in the climate science community
over the ongoing public attacks, but then followed Singer ’s lead in imputing conspiracy, this time in
the scientific journals. “I remind you in this instance of something that touched you personally about
which I only had the slightest information from the gossip columns and some hallway talk. I was told
that you faced great opposition in getting your Nature paper published. That great pressure was put on
you.”158
Wigley evidently had no idea what Nature paper Nierenberg was talking about. “It seems that you
have not only NOT been influenced by, but actually disagree with (or are unaware of) the vast bulk of

my scientific work: in particular the work on detection, which the BAMS letter you co-signed has
unfairly, unjustifiably, unscientifically and incorrectly criticized.” Wigley also rejected the imputation
that Nature had pressured him. “To which paper are you referring? I have published 22 papers in that
particular journal. No matter which, you shouldn’t take any notice of what you hear in ‘gossip
columns and hallway talk.’” He concluded, “So Bill, what I said in my previous email stands. Your 17
April ‘response’ gives me no reason to change my mind—just the opposite. The BAMS letter makes it
quite clear that you think my IPCC detection work with Ben Santer was distorted for political motives.
I am surprised, therefore, that you would even want a person like me to attend a meeting of yours. I
still think you are being duplicitous, and I still suspect your motives.”159
Wigley wasn’t the only one to begin to understand what Nierenberg was really up to. Klaus
Hasselmann also wrote to Nierenberg: “I have followed the attacks on Ben Santer during the last year
and found them to be grossly unfair and clearly politically motivated. In a letter I wrote to the Wall
Street Journal (which was not published, with many other similar letters) I pointed out that it was
ridiculous to imply that the conclusions of Chapter 8 had been willfully or unintentionally altered
against the will of the Madrid delegates.”160 Hasselmann was still willing to come to a meeting about
the costs and benefits of global warming—a subject that interested him greatly—but he wouldn’t
come to a meeting with a political agenda. “In view of the pronounced political colouring of the
BAMS letter I am not convinced at this point that the concerns of Tom Wigley are not justified.”161
Perhaps after so many years as Svengali, Bill Nierenberg did not realize that this time he had gone
too far. Nierenberg, despite his intellect, really didn’t seem to understand that by participating in this
assault on Ben Santer, he was attacking the entire community of climate modelers. By signing on to
Singer ’s letter, he marked himself in their eyes as a political actor, not a scientific one. Nierenberg’s
comment that he feared the polarization of the community was both perceptive and blinkered; the
climate science community was most definitely becoming polarized, but it was due to his own actions,
and those of a small network of doubt-mongers.
We might dismiss this whole story as just infighting within the scientific community, except that the
Marshall Institute claims were taken seriously in the Bush White House and published in the Wall
Street Journal, where they would have been read by millions of educated people. Members of
Congress also took them seriously. Proposing a bill to reduce climate research funding by more than
a third in 1995, Congressman Dana Rohrabacher called it “trendy science that is propped up by
liberal/left politics rather than good science.”162 In July 2003, Senator James Inhofe called global
warming “the greatest hoax ever perpetrated on the American people.”163 As late as 2007, Vice
President Richard Cheney commented in a television interview, “Where there does not appear to be a
consensus, where it begins to break down, is the extent to which that’s part of a normal cycle versus
the extent to which it’s caused by man, greenhouse gases, et cetera”—exactly the question Santer had
answered a decade before.164 How did such a small group come to have such a powerful voice?
We take it for granted that great individuals—Gandhi, Kennedy, Martin Luther King—can have
great positive impacts on the world. But we are loath to believe the same about negative impacts—
unless the individuals are obvious monsters like Hitler or Stalin. But small numbers of people can
have large, negative impacts, especially if they are organized, determined, and have access to power.
Seitz, Jastrow, Nierenberg, and Singer had access to power—all the way to the White House—by
virtue of their positions as physicists who had won the Cold War. They used this power to support

their political agenda, even though it meant attacking science and their fellow scientists, evidently
believing that their larger end justified their means. Perhaps this, too, was part of their professional
legacy. During the Manhattan Project, and throughout the Cold War, for security reasons many
scientists had to hide the true nature of their work. All weapons projects were secret, but so were
many other projects that dealt with rocketry, missile launching and targeting, navigation, underwater
acoustics, marine geology, bathymetry, seismology, weather modification; the list goes on and on.165
These secret projects frequently had “cover stories” that scientists could share with colleagues,
friends, and families, and sometimes the cover stories were true in part. But they weren’t the whole
truth, and sometimes they weren’t true at all. After the Cold War, most scientists were relieved to be
freed of the burdens of secrecy and misrepresentation, but Seitz, Singer, and Nierenberg continued to
act as if the Cold War had not ended.
Whatever the reasons and justifications of our protagonists, there’s another crucial element to our
story. It’s how the mass media became complicit, as a wide spectrum of the media—not just obviously
right-wing newspapers like the Washington Times, but mainstream outlets, too—felt obligated to treat
these issues as scientific controversies. Journalists were constantly pressured to grant the professional
deniers equal status—and equal time and newsprint space—and they did. Eugene Linden, once an
environment reporter for Time magazine, commented in his book Winds of Change that “members of
the media found themselves hounded by experts who conflated scientific diffidence with scientific
uncertainty, and who wrote outraged letters to the editor when a report didn’t include their
dissent.”166 Editors evidently succumbed to this pressure, and reporting on climate in the United
States became biased toward the skeptics and deniers because of it.
We’ve noted how the notion of balance was enshrined in the Fairness Doctrine, and it may make
sense for political news in a two-party system (although not in a multiparty system). But it doesn’t
reflect the way science works. In an active scientific debate, there can be many sides. But once a
scientific issue is closed, there’s only one “side.” Imagine providing “balance” to the issue of whether
the Earth orbits the Sun, whether continents move, or whether DNA carries genetic information.
These matters were long ago settled in scientists’ minds. Nobody can publish an article in a scientific
journal claiming the Sun orbits the Earth, and for the same reason, you can’t publish an article in a
peer-reviewed journal claiming there’s no global warming. Probably well-informed professional
science journalists wouldn’t publish it either. But ordinary journalists repeatedly did.
In 2004, one of us showed that scientists had a consensus about the reality of global warming and
its human causes—and had since the mid-1990s. Yet throughout this time period, the mass media
presented global warming and its cause as a major debate. By coincidence, another study also
published in 2004 analyzed media stories about global warming from 1988 to 2002. Max and Jules
Boykoff found that “balanced” articles—ones that gave equal time to the majority view among
climate scientists as well as to deniers of global warming—represented nearly 53 percent of media
stories. Another 35 percent of articles presented the correct majority position among climate
scientists, while still giving space to the deniers.167 The authors conclude that this “balanced”
coverage is a form of “informational bias,” that the ideal of balance leads journalists to give minority
views more credence than they deserve.
This divergence between the state of the science and how it was presented in the major media
helped make it easy for our government to do nothing about global warming. Gus Speth had thought
in 1988 that there was real momentum toward taking action. By the mid-1990s, that policy momentum
had not just fizzled; it had evaporated. In July 1997, three months before the Kyoto Protocol was

finalized, U.S. senators Robert Byrd and Charles Hagel introduced a resolution blocking its
adoption.168 Byrd-Hagel passed the Senate by a vote of 97–0. Scientifically, global warming was an
established fact. Politically, global warming was dead.

CHAPTER 7

Denial Rides Again: The Revisionist
Attack on Rachel Carson

Rachel carson is an american hero—the courageous woman who in the early 1960s called our
attention to the harms of indiscriminate pesticide use. In Silent Spring, a beautiful book about a
dreadful topic, Carson explained how pesticides were accumulating in the food chain, damaging the
natural environment, and threatening even the symbol of American freedom: the bald eagle. Although
the pesticide industry tried to paint her as a hysterical female, her work was affirmed by the
President’s Science Advisory Committee, and in 1972, the EPA concluded that the scientific evidence
was sufficient to warrant the banning of the pesticide DDT in America.
Most historians, we included, consider this a success story. A serious problem was brought to
public attention by an articulate spokesperson, and, acting on the advice of acknowledged experts, our
government took appropriate action. Moreover, the banning of DDT, which took place under a
Republican administration, had widespread public and bipartisan political support.1 The policy
allowed for exceptions, including the sale of DDT to the World Health Organization for use in
countries with endemic malaria, and for public health emergencies here at home. It was sensible
policy, based on solid science.
Fast-forward to 2007. The Internet is flooded with the assertion that Carson was a mass murderer,
worse than Hitler. Carson killed more people than the Nazis. She had blood on her hands,
posthumously. Why? Because Silent Spring led to the banning of DDT, without which millions of
Africans died of malaria. The Competitive Enterprise Institute—whom we encountered in previous
chapters defending tobacco and doubting the reality of global warming—now tells us that “Rachel
was wrong.” “Millions of people around the world suffer the painful and often deadly effects of
malaria because one person sounded a false alarm,” their site asserts. “That person is Rachel
Carson.”2
Other conservative and Libertarian think tanks sound a similar cry. The American Enterprise
Institute argues that DDT was “probably the single most valuable chemical ever synthesized to
prevent disease,” but was unnecessarily banned because of hysteria generated by Carson’s influence.3
The Cato Institute tells us that DDT is making a comeback.4 And the Heartland Institute posts an
article defending DDT by Bonner Cohen, the man who created EPA Watch for Philip Morris back in
the mid-1990s.5 (Heartland also has extensive, continuing programs to challenge climate science.)6
The stories we’ve told so far in this book involve the creation of doubt and the spread of
disinformation by individuals and groups attempting to prevent regulation of tobacco, CFCs,
pollution from coal-fired power plants, and greenhouse gases. They involve fighting facts that

demonstrate the harms that these products and pollutants induce in order to stave off regulation. At
first, the Carson case seems slightly different from these earlier ones, because by 2007 DDT had been
banned in the United States for more than thirty years. This horse was long out of the barn, so why try
to reopen a thirty-year-old debate?
Sometimes reopening an old debate can serve present purposes. In the 1950s, the tobacco industry
realized that they could protect their product by casting doubt on the science and insisting the dangers
of smoking were unproven. In the 1990s, they realized that if you could convince people that science
in general was unreliable, then you didn’t have to argue the merits of any particular case, particularly
one—like the defense of secondhand smoke—that had no scientific merit. In the demonizing of
Rachel Carson, free marketeers realized that if you could convince people that an example of
successful government regulation wasn’t, in fact, successful—that it was actually a mistake—you
could strengthen the argument against regulation in general.

Silent Spring and the President’s Science Advisory Committee
DDT was invented in 1873, but got little attention until 1940, when Swiss chemist Paul Müller,
working for a Swiss chemical firm, resynthesized it. Field trials demonstrated its efficacy against
numerous pests, including mosquitoes and lice, leading to the realization that DDT could be used to
stop the spread of deadly insect-borne diseases like malaria and typhus.7 The timing was fortunate,
because supplies of the pesticide conventionally used against lice—pyrethrum, derived from
chrysanthemums—were in short supply and wartime demand was great. In the latter part of World
War II, DDT was widely used in Italian and African campaigns, as well as in some parts of the Pacific.
Military strategists credited it with saving many lives.8
DDT seemed to be a miracle chemical. It killed insects immediately and almost entirely, yet
seemed to have no adverse effects on the troops. It was easy to use: soldiers could apply it to their
skin and clothing, or it could be mixed with oils and sprayed from airplanes. And it was cheap. In
1948 Müller was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine for the value of DDT in
disease control.9
After the war, DDT use expanded, particularly in agriculture. DDT was clearly less immediately
toxic than the arsenic-based pesticides that had been previously widely used, and spraying from
airplanes was much less expensive than the older methods of disease eradication, such as draining
swamps, eliminating sources of open water near buildings, and clearing brush.10 Across America,
pest control districts switched to spraying. State and local governments began using it too, and even
ordinary homeowners. Farmers began to use DDT as the U.S. government sold surplus warplanes
cheaply and farmers turned them into crop dusters.11
Everyone believed that DDT was safe. One documentary from the period shows schoolchildren
happily eating their lunches at picnic benches as DDT is sprayed around them.12 But adverse effects
were starting to be noticed. Among the first to recognize damage were biologists at the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, where Carson, a biologist, had worked. As she began to investigate, she found that
there were numerous case reports of damage to birds and fish after DDT application. There was also

some circumstantial evidence that DDT and other widely used pesticides might be doing harm to
humans, too. But as with the early evidence of acid rain, most of these descriptions had been
published in obscure places, in reports of the Fish and Wildlife Service or specialized journals of
wildlife biology. Few people knew about any of this until Carson began to write about it.
• • •

Carson was an eloquent writer who had already achieved success and the respect of the scientific
community with her earlier book, The Sea Around Us. As Silent Spring neared completion, it was
serialized in the New Yorker, so by the time it was published in 1962, its basic message was already
out: DDT, the supposed miracle chemical, was no miracle at all.
Carson documented at great length both the anecdotal and systematic scientific evidence that DDT
and other pesticides were doing great harm.13 She reported on death to fish in regions that had been
sprayed for pest control, on birds dying on college campuses and in suburban neighborhoods, and on
spraying campaigns in Michigan and Illinois that had destroyed squirrel populations and the pets of
people unfortunate enough to have been outside during the spraying or that had gone out soon after.
The pesticides destroyed beneficial species, too. Spraying DDT in New Brunswick to save evergreens
from a budworm infestation destroyed the bugs upon which local salmon relied, and the fish starved.
DDT also killed useful insects, vital to pollinating flowers and food crops.
Silent Spring wasn’t just about DDT—it was about the indiscriminate use of pesticides in general
—but DDT was a particular focus for Carson, as it was for her biology colleagues, because of the
evidence of bioaccumulation. Other pesticides broke down quickly in the natural environment, but
DDT was very persistent, accumulating up the food chain. Because it was so long lasting, it continued
to be concentrated in the tissues of the animals and insects that it didn’t kill—long after spraying
campaigns were over—so when those animals were eaten, the effects rippled through the ecosystem.
One of its most alarming effects—interference in the reproductive systems of eagles and falcons—
occurred not by direct exposure, but by those predators eating small rodents that had eaten things with
DDT in or on them.
Precisely because DDT was so effective, it unbalanced ecosystems. During spraying to prevent the
spread of Dutch elm disease by beetles, DDT accelerated the beetles’ spread by destroying the natural
predators that previously helped to keep those beetles in check.14 Spraying in the Helena National
Forest to protect trees from budworms caused an outbreak of the spider mite, which further damaged
the trees. (It also hurt birds that depended on the forest’s insect population.)15 Carson remarked that
populations recovered in one portion of the region because it was only sprayed once in a single year;
other parts of the region had experienced continual spraying, and populations in those areas didn’t
recover.
What about people? The two other most commonly sprayed insecticides, aldrin and dieldrin, were
already known to be toxic to humans and other mammals at high doses; so it was reasonable to
suppose that DDT might show similar effects. Laboratory rats fed DDT had smaller litters and higher
infant mortality than control subjects. Even if DDT were perfectly safe to people in the short run, it
might not be in the long run.
Historians have suggested that Silent Spring was to environmentalism what Uncle Tom’s Cabin was

to abolitionism: the spark for a new public consciousness.16 Yet almost as soon as Silent Spring came
out, the pesticide industry went on the attack. They called Carson hysterical and emotional. They
claimed that the science behind her work was anecdotal, unproven, inadequate, and wrong. They
threatened Carson’s publisher with lawsuits.17
Of course, not all scientists agreed with Carson, particularly chemists, who tended to believe
pesticides were safe if used properly, and food scientists who appreciated the value of DDT in
improving agricultural productivity. One of these skeptics was Emil Mrak, chancellor of the
University of California, Davis, who testified to the U.S. Congress that Carson’s conclusion that
pesticides were “affecting biological systems in nature and may eventually affect human health [was]
contrary to the present body of scientific knowledge.”18 Most biologists did not agree with Mrak,
however, and the personal attacks on Carson backfired. The publicity and furor caused sales of Silent
Spring to skyrocket, while the obvious sexism of calling a highly trained biologist and world-class
writer “hysterical”—in the age of rising feminist consciousness—led many to rally to her defense.
Even President John Kennedy spoke in reverent tones of “Miss Carson’s work.”19
But what about the science? Silent Spring was well written, but did Carson have the science right?
To answer that question, President Kennedy turned to the leading group of scientific experts in
America at that time—the President’s Science Advisory Committee (PSAC, pronounced pea-sack).
Established in the 1950s, and mostly populated by physicists, PSAC had mainly considered issues
related to nuclear weapons and warfare, but in 1962 the president asked his advisors to guide him on
DDT.
In the early 1960s, few systematic studies of the cumulative environmental effects of DDT had
been done, in part because DDT had been used primarily as a military technology under exigent
conditions.20 Some government scientists had warned of DDT’s hazards, but their studies were
mostly classified or buried in government file cabinets; few people knew of their findings. After the
war, safety considerations were largely brushed aside as DDT was lionized and Müller awarded the
Nobel Prize.21 In any case, pesticide regulation in the United States was based on assuring efficacy
and controlling residues on food, not on environmental impact. Food production in the postwar
United States was a great success story—American farmers were producing more food than ever at
lower and lower prices—so if DDT had played a role in that as well, it showed how successful the
chemical was.
So PSAC had a difficult charge: to contrast the obvious, rapid benefits of pesticide use in disease
control and food production with the subtle, long-term, poorly understood risks to humans and
nature. They also had to sort out a multitude of acknowledged scientific uncertainties. These gray
areas included the gap between data on acute exposure (whose risks were not disputed) and chronic
effects; a lack of information on synergistic impacts; the worry that existing data underreported
adverse effects (because doctors weren’t trained to recognize low-level pesticide poisoning and
rarely did); and the familiar problem of extrapolating from experiments on lab rats to people.22 They
also had to address the difficulties of predicting long-term effects based on the few existing clinical
studies.23
Despite these difficulties, PSAC came to a clear conclusion: it was time for immediate action to
restrain pesticide use. The evidence of damage to wildlife was clear and compelling, even in cases of
“programs carried out exactly as planned,” and these harms would sooner or later spread to
humans.24 “Precisely because pesticide chemicals are designed to kill or metabolically upset some

living target organism, they are potentially dangerous to other living organisms,” the panel
concluded logically enough. “The hazards resulting from their use dictate rapid strengthening of
interim measures until such time as we have realized a comprehensive program for controlling
environmental pollution.”25
In the years to come, the U.S. government developed just such a program, as bipartisan majorities
in Congress passed the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts and established a number of agencies, such as
the National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences, to address environmental issues. This effort
culminated in 1970 in the establishment of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. In 1972—ten
years after the publication of Silent Spring and at least three more national-level science assessments
—the Environmental Protection Agency under President Richard Nixon banned the use of DDT in the
United States.26 There was no rush to judgment against DDT: it took three presidencies to enact the
ban. Science was not the cause of that policy—political will was—but the scientific facts supported it.
The Kennedy PSAC report, Use of Pesticides: A Report of the President’s Science Advisory
Committee, is notable in hindsight as much for what it did not do as for what it did. The scientists did
not claim that the hazards of persistent pesticides were “proven,” “demonstrated,” “certain,” or even
well understood; they simply concluded that the weight of evidence was sufficient to warrant policy
action to control DDT. Environmental concerns other than pesticides might be more serious, they
acknowledged, but that was no reason to deflect or distract attention from the issue with which they
were charged. They did not dismiss alternatives to pesticide use, such as biological pest control, and
they did not accuse Carson of harboring a hidden agenda. Nor did they let a lack of scientific
understanding of the mechanisms of pesticide damage stop them from accepting the empirical
evidence of it. Most important, while calling for more study, they didn’t stall or hedge; they called for
action.
The committee placed the burden of proof—or at least a substantial weight of it—on those who
argued that persistent pesticides were safe, and explicitly invoked the standard of reasonable doubt.
The legal phrase “reasonable doubt” suggests that they were guided by existing legal frameworks,
such as the landmark federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (1938), which placed the burden of proof
on manufacturers to demonstrate the safety of their products, and the Miller Amendment to that act
(1954), which extended the act’s reach to pesticides.27 Manufacturers had not demonstrated the safety
of DDT, and reasonable people now had reason to doubt it.28
Both science and democracy worked as they were supposed to. Independent scientific experts
summarized the evidence. Polls showed that the public supported strong legislation to protect the
environment.29 Gordon MacDonald, a member of President Nixon’s Council on Environmental
Quality, recalled that Nixon supported the creation of the EPA not because he was a visionary
environmentalist, but because he knew that the environment would be an important issue in the 1972
presidential election.30 Our leaders acted in concert with both science and the will of the people.
Does the story end there? No, for as we began to explain above, Carson has now become the
victim of a shrill revisionist attack. “Rachel was wrong,” claims the Web site of the Competitive
Enterprise Institute.31 “Fifty million dead,” claims another.”32 “More deaths likely,” insists a third.33
Why? Because malaria has not been eradicated, and it would have been, these critics insist, had the
United States not succumbed to environmental hysteria. There was no good scientific evidence to
support the DDT ban, they say, and DDT was the only effective means to kill the mosquitoes that carry
the malarial parasite.34 Banning it was “the worst crime of the century.”35

In his bestselling book, The Skeptical Environmentalist, Danish economist Bjørn Lomborg (listed
by Time as one of the one hundred most influential people in 2004) echoed the accusation that
Carson’s argument was more emotional than rational, insisting that more lives were saved by disease
control and improved food supply than were ever lost to DDT. Thomas Sowell, a conservative writer
associated with the Hoover Institution, insists “there has not been a mass murderer executed in the past
half-century who has been responsible for as many deaths of human beings as the sainted Rachel
Carson.”36 Others have compared Carson to Stalin and Hitler.37
One might ignore these venomous claims except that they have been repeated in mainstream
newspapers. In 2007, the San Francisco Examiner ran an op-ed piece alleging that “Carson was
wrong, and millions of people continue to pay the price.”38 The Wall Street Journal argued that
Carson’s work led to the attitude that “environmental controls were more important than the lives of
human beings.”39 The New York Times has run several articles and op-ed pieces doubting the wisdom
of U.S. action on DDT.40 “What the World Needs Now Is DDT” ran the title of a Sunday New York
Times Magazine piece in 2004. “No one concerned about the environmental damage of DDT set out to
kill African children,” the article began, but their deaths happened all the same. “Silent Spring is now
killing African children because of its persistence in the public mind.”41
One of the anti-Carson voices at the New York Times is the “science” columnist John Tierney, who
in 2007 argued that Silent Spring was a “hodgepodge of science and junk science” and that the person
who actually got the science right in the 1960s was I. L. Baldwin, a professor of agricultural
bacteriology at the University of Wisconsin. No one listened to him, Tierney insisted, because
Baldwin didn’t scare people. His calm demeanor was no match for Carson’s “rhetoric,” which “still
drowns out real science.”42
Is Tierney right? Was Carson wrong? What does real science—and real history—tell us? It tells us
that Carson—and the President’s Science Advisory Committee and the U.S Environmental Protection
Agency and President Richard Nixon—were not wrong about DDT.
After DDT’s demonstrated successes in World War II, the United States and the World Health
Assembly launched a Global Malaria Eradication Campaign (1955–1969). It was not based on large
outdoor spraying campaigns—the principal target of Carson’s indictment—but primarily on indoor
spraying of household walls and surfaces with DDT (and dieldrin). The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control summarizes the results: “The campaign did not achieve its stated objective.” Endemic malaria
was eliminated in developed nations, mainly in Europe and Australia, and sharply reduced in India
and parts of Latin America, but the campaign failed in many less developed areas, especially subSaharan Africa. It was halted in 1969—four years before the U.S. DDT ban—so whatever happened
could not have been the result of the U.S. ban. What did happen?43
Malaria eradication failed in less developed nations because spraying alone didn’t work. Spraying
along with good nutrition, reduction of insect breeding grounds, education, and health care did work,
which explains why malaria was eradicated in developed nations like Italy and Australia, but not in
sub-Saharan Africa. Like nearly all public health initiatives, the program needed people’s cooperation
and understanding.
Indoor Residual Spraying—the central technique used—worked by leaving insecticide on the
walls and ceilings of dwellings. This meant that people needed not to wash, paint, or replaster their
walls, and many people didn’t understand this, as it contradicted most other public health directives.
Others just didn’t like the idea, as it seemed to instruct them to have dirty homes. But the most

important reason that eradication was only partially successful was that mosquitoes were developing
resistance. In the United States, DDT use peaked in 1959—thirteen years before the ban—because it
was already starting to fail.
Bugs and bacteria offer the best evidence we have of natural selection. When an insecticide wipes out
part of a population, the ones that survive pass on their genes to their offspring, and it is only a matter
of time before the population adapts to the insecticide-laden environment. Insect generations last a
few days to a few months, so they evolve with enormous speed—far faster than slow-breeding species
like humans and most animals. So they show the effects of natural selection in a time frame that we
can directly observe—sometimes in as little as a few years.
Insect resistance to DDT was first recognized in 1947, just a few years after DDT’s wartime
triumphs. Mosquito control workers in Fort Lauderdale reported that “the normal application of a 5
percent DDT solution had no discernible effect on salt marsh mosquitoes … the miraculous ‘magic
dust’ had lost its efficacy against the hordes of salt marsh mosquitoes along Florida’s east coast.”44
Resistance increased rapidly during the 1950s, and soon many pest control districts were abandoning
DDT for other alternatives.
Sadly, most of the resistance that insects developed to DDT came from agricultural use, not from
disease control. There is a tragedy in this story, but it is not the one that the Competitive Enterprise
Institute thinks it is. It is that the attempt to grow food cheaply, especially in the United States, was
largely responsible for the development of insect resistance. The failure of DDT in disease control is
in part the result of its excess use in agriculture. Here’s why.
The most efficient way to use pesticides against disease is through application to the insides of
buildings—the Indoor Residual Spraying on which the World Health Organization largely relied.
DDT is particularly potent in this use, as an application can last up to a year. Most important, it
doesn’t produce resistance very quickly, because most insects don’t wind up in buildings and
therefore aren’t subjected to the poison. Indoor Residual Spraying just affects the small percentage of
the population that make it indoors, where they are likely to bite people and transmit disease, so the
selection pressure on the insect population isn’t very high. It’s a very sensible strategy.
However, when pesticides are sprayed over large agricultural areas, they kill a large fraction of
the total insect population, ensuring that the hardy survivors breed only with other hardy survivors;
the very next generation may display resistance. The more extensive the agricultural use, the more
likely bugs are to evolve resistance rapidly, and the less effective the pesticide is likely to be when
you need it for disease control.
We now know that agricultural spraying produced insect immunity in only seven to ten years. This
isn’t merely hindsight: Rachel Carson discussed insect resistance in Silent Spring.45 DDT was also
widely used for agriculture in countries where it was being used for disease control, so it became
ineffective for disease control much sooner than it might otherwise have. In the 1950s, we already
knew that insects evolved very rapidly, but our political institutions evolved much more slowly than
the bugs did.
Events proved that DDT alone was not sufficient to eradicate malaria, but was DDT necessary?
Was it essential in the regions where malaria was controlled? The answer here is no, too. Most people
have forgotten that in the nineteenth century malaria was endemic in the United States—and a major
anxiety for settlers in places like Arkansas, Alabama, and Mississippi.46 Even California struggled
with malaria.

By the 1930s mosquito control districts throughout the nation had largely brought malaria under
control by drainage, removal of breeding sites, and pesticides other than DDT.47 Malaria infection in
Florida, for example, declined every year after 1935, even though DDT was yet to be introduced.48
Urbanization played a role, too, as more Americans lived away from mosquito breeding grounds.
After World War II, DDT became an additional tool in the arsenal, helping to eradicate the remaining
cases—by then few and far between.
Another case is worth mentioning: the Panama Canal. Led by Ferdinand de Lesseps (who had also
led the construction of the Suez Canal) the canal project was started by a French company in 1882, but
faltered in part because of the impact of yellow fever and malaria. By 1889, more than twenty-two
thousand workers had been felled by these two diseases, and the construction effort collapsed.
In 1904, the U.S. government took over and the new American leadership appointed a medical
officer to the post of chief sanitation officer, William Crawford Gorgas. Gorgas believed what was
then a radical hypothesis: that these diseases were carried by insects. He drained swamps and
wetlands, removed standing pools of water from around buildings, and sent teams of men to destroy
mosquito larvae with oil and to fumigate the buildings. He also equipped the buildings, especially the
workers’ dormitories, with screens. Between 1906 and the completion of the canal in 1914, there was
only a single case of yellow fever, and the death rate in the population declined from 16.21 per
thousand in 1906 to 2.58 per thousand in December 1909.49 Yellow fever was completely eradicated
—thirty-one years before Müller ’s discovery of DDT’s insecticidal properties. While malaria proved
more recalcitrant, it too was controlled in many regions by similar techniques. The lesson of history
is clear: DDT alone did not eradicate insect-borne diseases, and those diseases have been controlled
in places with little or no use of DDT.50
When the United States took action against DDT in 1971, EPA administrator William Ruckelshaus
made clear that the new ban would not apply outside the United States. (How could it? EPA had no
authority over other countries.) Ruckelshaus stressed that U.S. manufacturers were free to continue to
manufacture and sell the product for disease control overseas, and that his agency would “not
presume to regulate the felt necessities of other countries.”51 Whatever subsequently happened in
Africa, it was hardly Rachel Carson’s fault—or William Ruckelshaus’s.
As for Baldwin—the scientist whom John Tierney claims got the science right—the work that
Tierney quotes wasn’t a piece of scientific research at all, it was a book review: a review of Silent
Spring. Baldwin acknowledged that Silent Spring was “superbly written and beautifully illustrated,”
and constituted “an exhaustive study of the facts bearing on the problem.”52 He also allowed that
Carson’s approach “will undoubtedly result in wider recognition of the fact that [pesticides] are
poisons and in a more careful and rigorous control of every step in the pathway that pesticides must
travel … There are serious hazards involved in the use of pesticides.”53
So what was Baldwin’s complaint? That the book was impassioned, rather than balanced, and read
as if written by a prosecutor. That was true: Carson was trying to make a case. But above all, Baldwin
complained that Carson had written the wrong book. He wanted to read a progress story about how
the development of chemicals—pesticides included—constituted a “chemical revolution … that has
most intimately affected every aspect of our daily life.” He wanted a book that recounted how
technology had made life better, emphasizing that “the span of our life has been greatly extended; our
clothes are composed of fibers unknown 20 years ago; our machinery and household utensils are

made of new and strange materials.”54 He wanted to be told about the benefits that science and
technology had brought us, not their frightening unintended consequences. Perhaps John Tierney felt
the same way.
Like virtually all of Carson’s critics who followed, Baldwin insisted that pesticides were the key to
the productivity of modern agriculture, and that greater use of pesticides was the key to wiping out
world hunger (although most social scientists disagree, pointing out that there is plenty of food in the
world; the problem we face is one of unequal distribution). Rather than answer Carson’s points and
address her evidence, Baldwin changed the subject: focusing on the good that modern technology has
brought, and refusing to address her central argument about ecosystem harms. Contrary to Tierney’s
claim, Baldwin conceded the science. Like virtually all of Carson’s critics—including Tierney—his
faith in technology and anthropocentrism caused him to miss Carson’s most important point.
In 1962, evidence of human deaths from DDT was scant. Carson acknowledged this. While she
suggested that DDT was likely to cause cancer, she never claimed that large numbers of people had
been killed by it. What she emphasized was the overwhelming evidence of harm to ecosystems, harm
that she believed would sooner or later reach us. Carson’s argument was that any war on nature was
one that we were bound to lose. Fish and birds were killed, while fast-evolving insects came back
stronger than ever. Finally—and perhaps above all—it was a mistake to assume that the only harms
that counted were physical. Even if DDT caused not one human death, humans would be affected: our
world would be impoverished if spring came and no birds sang.
If DDT’s defenders have exaggerated its benefits, have its detractors exaggerated the harms? If
DDT rarely harms people and sometimes helps, why not reintroduce it? Isn’t Bjørn Lomborg right at
least that DDT saved more lives than it cost?
The argument is a red herring. DDT was not banned on the basis of harm to humans; it was
banned on the basis of harms to the environment. The scientific evidence of those harms was not only
affirmed by PSAC and the EPA; it has been reaffirmed by numerous studies in areas where DDT and
its metabolite, DDE, persist.55 DDT kills birds, fish, and beneficial insects, and continues to do so
long after spraying has stopped. Even today, birds in the Catalina Islands show signs of DDT
poisoning, probably from eating fish that have ingested materials from the sea floor laced with
residual DDT, left over from its manufacture in California decades ago.56
What about humans? Tierney argues that when DDT was banned “there wasn’t evidence that it was
carcinogenic.” This is true. But since then we have learned a great deal about the risks of pesticides,
and there is now strong scientific evidence that many pesticides carry serious risks to humans. (Recall
that Silent Spring was not just about DDT; it was about pesticides in general.) Since 1971, the cancercausing properties of diverse pesticides have been demonstrated by numerous peer-reviewed
scientific studies, both in animal models and exposed humans.57 We have also learned much more
about the manner in which DDT does, in fact, harm humans.
A recent review in the Lancet—the world’s leading medical journal—concluded that when used at
levels required for mosquito control, DDT causes significant human impacts, particularly on
reproductive health. (This is not surprising, given that some of the earliest evidence against DDT was
that it interfered with reproduction in birds and rats.) Abundant scientific evidence reveals DDT’s
impact on child development, including preterm birth, low birth weight, and possible birth defects.
High concentrations of DDT in breast milk are correlated with shortened duration of lactation and
early weaning—itself highly correlated with infant and childhood mortality. The Lancet authors
conclude that any saving of lives from malaria might well be abrogated by infant and early childhood

mortality caused by DDT.58 Some lives might have been saved by continued use of DDT, but others
would have been lost.
And what about cancer? A few years ago, medical researchers realized that there was a shocking
flaw in previous studies that investigated DDT exposure and breast cancer. Most of them were done
after DDT use was already on the decline, or even after the ban, so the women being studied had
probably been exposed only to low levels (if at all), and exposed later in life when the body is less
vulnerable. To really know whether or not DDT had an effect, you’d need to study women who’d
been exposed to DDT early in life, at a time when environmental exposures were high.
In a remarkable piece of medical detective work, Dr. Barbara A. Cohn and her colleagues
identified women who had been part of medical study of pregnant women in the 1960s, and therefore
might have been exposed as children or teenagers when DDT use was widespread in the 1940s and
’50s. These women had given blood samples at the time, samples that could now be reanalyzed for
DDT and its metabolites. In 2000–2001, they measured DDT-related compounds in these samples and
compared them with breast cancer rates. The average age at the time of the original study was twentysix; these women were now in their fifties and sixties—an age by which breast cancer might
reasonably be expected to appear. The results showed a fivefold increase in breast cancer risk among
women with high levels of serum DDT or its metabolites.59 DDT does cause cancer, it does affect
human health, and it does cost human lives. Rachel Carson was not wrong.
Admittedly, some public health experts think that DDT could play a useful role in malaria control
in some places in the world today, but it never was the miracle cure that Lomborg, Sowell, Cohen,
and Tierney have made it out to be. There is no scientific evidence to support the claim that millions
of lives have been needlessly lost, and there is substantial scientific evidence that a good deal of harm
—both to humans and the other species we share this planet with—has been avoided.
So what is going on here? Are these folks just confused? Misinformed? Ignorant? Even
hysterical? Would that it were so.
We’ve seen how some people have fought the facts about the hazards of tobacco, acid rain, ozone
depletion, secondhand smoke, and global warming. Their denials seemed plausible, at least to some,
because they involved matters that were still under scientific investigation, where many of the details
were uncertain even if the big picture was becoming clear. But the construction of a revisionist
history of DDT gives the game away, because it came so long after the science was settled, far too
long to argue that scientists had not come to agreement, that there was still a real scientific debate.
The game here, as before, was to defend an extreme free market ideology. But in this case, they didn’t
just deny the facts of science. They denied the facts of history.

Denial as Political Strategy
Each of the stories we’ve told so far involved a handful of actors attempting to prevent regulation of
specific products. But the twenty-first-century attack on Carson had nothing to do with preventing
regulation; the regulation was long established. Nor was it an effort to overturn that regulation. It was
well understood in American science, government, and agriculture that DDT was no longer effective
in the United States. So why does DDT matter? Why attack a woman who has been dead for nearly

half a century?
We saw in chapter 3 that as the acid rain story was emerging in the 1960s, the American
environmental movement was changing its orientation away from an aesthetic environmentalism
toward legal regulation. Carson’s voice was fundamental to that reorientation. After all, what was the
value of a national park if no birds sang in it? If Carson was wrong, then the shift in orientation might
have been wrong, too. The contemporary environmental movement could be shown to have been
based on a fallacy, and the need for government intervention in the marketplace would be refuted.
We see this narrative first emerging from someone we have already met: Dixy Lee Ray. In
Trashing the Planet, Ray sang the praises of DDT and constructed a set of “facts” that have circulated
ever since. She told a story of how DDT was wrongly abandoned in Sri Lanka, where “public health
statistics … testify to the effectiveness of the spraying program.” It began like this:
In 1948, before the use of DDT there were 2.8 million cases of malaria [in Sri Lanka]. By
1963, there were only 17. Low levels of infection continued until the late 1960s, when the
attacks on DDT in the U.S. convinced officials to suspend spraying. In 1968 there were one
million cases of malaria. In 1969, the number reached 2.5 million, back to the pre-DDT levels.
Moreover by 1972, the largely unsubstantiated charges against DDT in the United States had a
worldwide effect.60
Is this account true? Partly—the part up to 1963. Between 1948 and 1963, DDT worked, and
malaria cases dropped dramatically. Although resistance was seen as early as 1958, eradication
appeared to be working overall. In 1963, the small handful of new cases should have made it
controllable; indeed, malaria should have been on the path to eradication in Sri Lanka. But then Ray
started to leave out key facts.
In 1968, malaria flared up again, and DDT couldn’t control it. Still, the Sri Lankans persisted,
using even more DDT over larger areas at more frequent intervals. Still, it didn’t work. In its 1976
study of pesticide resistance, the World Health Organization’s Expert Committee reported:
In Sri Lanka a revised programme started in March 1975 that had been planned in the light of
the limited financial resources available … The use of DDT at 1g/m2 at 4 monthly intervals
with particular attention to improved coverage did not result in any significant difference in
malaria prevalence as compared with an area with normal (lesser) coverage, and no
improvement was obtained either by using DDT at the rate of 2g/m2 at 4 monthly intervals.61
Finally they switched to malathion, a more expensive agent, but one that the region’s insect
population hadn’t yet adapted to. This brought the malaria rate down again, although not to the
extremely low levels seen in 1963.62
So Sri Lanka didn’t stop using DDT because of what the United States did, or for any other reason.
DDT stopped working, but they kept using it anyway. We can surmise why: since DDT had appeared
to work at first, officials were reluctant to give it up, even as malaria became resurgent. It took a long
time for people to admit defeat—to accept that tiny mosquitoes were in their own way stronger than
us. As a WHO committee concluded in 1976, “It is finally becoming acknowledged that resistance is
probably the biggest single obstacle in the struggle against vector-borne disease and is mainly

responsible for preventing successful malaria eradication in many countries.”63
Resistance is never mentioned in Ray’s account, an especially notable omission given that she was
a zoologist. In a particularly egregious example of the pot calling the kettle black, Ray accused both
environmentalists and William Ruckelshaus of giving credibility to pseudoscience, by creating “an
atmosphere in which scientific evidence can be pushed aside by emotion, hysteria, and political
pressure.”64 But it was she, not Ruckelshaus, who was spreading hysteria.
Ray had not accused Rachel Carson of mass murder, but others soon did. We met Steve Milloy in
chapter 5, as he founded The Advancement of Sound Science Coalition on behalf of Philip Morris in
1993 to defend a product that really had caused millions of deaths. Soon thereafter, he began to spread
the “millions of deaths” claim about DDT. According to his 1997 annual report, he began working
with J. Gordon Edwards, an entomologist at San Jose State University, to help him publish an account
of the DDT controversy.65 Edwards’s account finally appeared in 2004 in the Journal of American
Physicians and Surgeons, published by the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons. This is
a Libertarian political group that shares a board member with the Oregon Institute of Science and
Medicine—a group that had also promoted skepticism about global warming. Edwards contended that
“the worldwide effect of the U.S. ban has been millions of preventable deaths.”66 While suggesting
that “the term genocide is used in other contexts to describe such numbers of casualties,” he never
mentioned the fact of pesticide resistance—a striking omission for an entomologist.
Milloy continued the antiscientific crusade in his post-TASSC career, and continues it to this day.
“It might be easy for some to dismiss the past 43 years of eco-hysteria over DDT with a simple ‘never
mind,’” Milloy asserted recently, “except for the blood of millions of people dripping from the hands
of the WWF, Greenpeace, Rachel Carson, Environmental Defense Fund, and other junk science–
fueled opponents of DDT.”67 Milloy is well-known for his attacks on science related to all kinds of
environmental issues, including global warming (which he calls a “swindle”), acid rain (which he
notes helps slow global warming—although he doesn’t believe in global warming anyway), and the
ozone hole (which he considers to be of no real significance).68 Milloy’s current project is
junkscience.com, but, as we saw in chapter 5 “junk science” was a term invented by the tobacco
industry to discredit science it didn’t like. Junkscience.com was originally established in a partnership
with the Cato Institute, which, after Milloy’s continued tobacco funding came to light, severed its
ties.69
The disinformation campaign continues on the Web, supported by organizations and institutes that
are by now familiar. After Rush Limbaugh parroted the “Rachel was wrong” attack, the Competitive
Enterprise Institute promoted him for the Nobel Peace Prize.70 The Competitive Enterprise Institute
shares philosophical ground with the American Enterprise Institute, which promoted the work of the
late fiction writer Michael Crichton. His 2004 novel, State of Fear, portrayed global warming as a
liberal hoax meant to bring down Western capitalism.71 Crichton also took on the DDT issue, as one
character in the novel insists, “Banning DDT killed more people than Hitler … It was so safe you
could eat it.”72
The “Rachel was wrong” chorus is echoed particularly loudly at the Heartland Institute, a group
dedicated to “free-market solutions to social and economic problems.”73 Their Web site insists that
“some one million African, Asian, and Latin American lives could be saved annually” had DDT not
been banned by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.74

The Heartland Institute is known among climate scientists for persistent questioning of climate
science, for its promotion of “experts” who have done little, if any, peer-reviewed climate research,
and for its sponsorship of a conference in New York City in 2008 alleging that the scientific
community’s work on global warming is a fake.75 But Heartland’s activities are far more extensive,
and reach back into the 1990s when they, too, were working with Philip Morris.
In 1993, Richard C. Rue, a project director for the Heartland Institute, wrote to Roy E. Marden,
manager of Industrial Affairs for Philip Morris Management, to solicit continued support. Rue
enclosed a copy of an op-ed piece, evidently an excerpt from a forthcoming book, written by Joseph
Bast, the Institute president and CEO.76 He recounted other recent Institute activities, boasting of
distributing almost nine thousand copies of a special publication of the Chemical Manufacturers
Association, of which eight thousand were sent to “state legislators and constitutional officers and
other public opinion leaders.”77
Philip Morris also used Heartland to distribute reports that they (Philip Morris) had
commissioned. In April 1997, Roy Marden wrote to Thomas Borelli (who we met in chapter 5)
discussing a task force report they had prepared in conjunction with the Association for Private
Enterprise Education. Marden wrote:
… the Heartland Institute, an Illinois-based policy group with whom we work, [will] publish a
24-page summary of the report/paper as a policy study. This will be released late next week,
with a distribution of at least 3000 (half journalists, the remainder to state Constitutional
officers and business types). Heartland would be willing to do a full run of 10,000 (which
would include every state legislator and Member of Congress) if they can get the funding for
the 7000 differential. I am getting faxed later what this will cost … and I think we should
consider this.78
Heartland Institute officials also met with members of Congress on behalf of the tobacco industry,
organized “off-the record” briefings, wrote and placed op-ed pieces, and organized radio interviews
and letters to editors.79
In 1997, Philip Morris paid $50,000 to the Heartland Institute to support its activities, but this was
just the tip of the iceberg of a network of support to supposedly independent and nonpartisan think
tanks. The stunning extent of Philip Morris’s reach is encapsulated in a ten-page document from 1997
listing policy payments that were made to various organizations. Besides the $50,000 to the Heartland
Institute, there was $200,000 for TASSC, $125,000 for the Competitive Enterprise Institute, $100,000
for the American Enterprise Institute, and scores more.80 Payments were for as little as $1,000 or as
much as $300,000, and many went to groups with no evident interest in the tobacco issue, such as the
Ludwig von Mises Institute or Americans for Affordable Electricity. Numerous other documents
attest to activities designed to undermine the Clinton health care reform plan.81 Often financial
contributions were referred to in company documents as “philanthropy,” and because these
organizations were all nonprofit and nonpartisan, the donations were all tax deductible.82
The following image is the first page of this ten-page document listing the “policy” organizations
to which the Philip Morris Corporation contributed. Note how nearly all of these were described as
having a focus in either “Individual Liberties,” “Regulatory Issues,” or both, and how the Cato

Institute, the American Enterprise Institute, and the Competitive Enterprise Institute—all of whom
have questioned the scientific evidence of global warming—each received six-figure contributions.
Note also the funding to the American Civil Liberties Union. Additional pages document
contributions to the Frontiers of Freedom Institute, the Acton Institute, the Alexis de Tocqueville
Institute, and the Independent Institute; to seemingly grass-roots organizations—the Citizens Against
Government Waste, the Independent Women’s Forum, and the Institute for Youth Development—and
to university groups such as the George Mason Law and Economics Center and the University of
Kansas Law and Organizational Economics Center.

Source: BN: 2078848138, Legacy Tobacco Documents Library

The Orwellian Problem
The network of right-wing foundations, the corporations that fund them, and the journalists who echo
their claims have created a tremendous problem for American science. A recent academic study found

that of the fifty-six “environmentally skeptical” books published in the 1990s, 92 percent were linked
to these right-wing foundations (only thirteen were published in the 1980s, and 100 percent were
linked to the foundations).83 Scientists have faced an ongoing misrepresentation of scientific
evidence and historical facts that brands them as public enemies—even mass murderers—on the basis
of phony facts.
There is a deep irony here. One of the great heroes of the anti-Communist political right wing—
indeed one of the clearest, most reasoned voices against the risks of oppressive government, in
general—was George Orwell, whose famous 1984 portrayed a government that manufactured fake
histories to support its political program.84 Orwell coined the term “memory hole” to denote a
system that destroyed inconvenient facts, and “Newspeak” for a language designed to constrain
thought within politically acceptable bounds.
All of us who were children in the Cold War learned in school how the Soviet Union routinely
engaged in historical cleansing, erasing real events and real people from their official histories and
even official photographs. The right-wing defenders of American liberty have now done the same.
The painstaking work of scientists, the reasoned deliberations of the President’s Science Advisory
Committee, and the bipartisan American agreement to ban DDT have been flushed down the memory
hole, along with the well-documented and easily found (but extremely inconvenient) fact that the most
important reason that DDT failed to eliminate malaria was because insects evolved. That is the truth—
a truth that those with blind faith in free markets and blind trust in technology simply refuse to see.
The rhetoric of “sound science” is similarly Orwellian. Real science—done by scientists and
published in scientific journals—is dismissed as “junk,” while misrepresentations and inventions are
offered in its place. Orwell’s Newspeak contained no science at all, as the very concept of science had
been erased from his dystopia. And not surprisingly, for if science is about studying the world as it
actually is—rather than as we wish it to be—then science will always have the potential to unsettle the
status quo. As an independent source of authority and knowledge, science has always had the capacity
to challenge ruling powers’ ability to control people by controlling their beliefs. Indeed, it has the
power to challenge anyone who wishes to preserve, protect, or defend the status quo.
Lately science has shown us that contemporary industrial civilization is not sustainable.
Maintaining our standard of living will require finding new ways to produce our energy and less
ecologically damaging ways to produce our food. Science has shown us that Rachel Carson was not
wrong.
This is the crux of the issue, the crux of our story. For the shift in the American environmental
movement from aesthetic environmentalism to regulatory environmentalism wasn’t just a change in
political strategy. It was the manifestation of a crucial realization: that unrestricted commercial
activity was doing damage—real, lasting, pervasive damage. It was the realization that pollution was
global, not just local, and the solution to pollution was not dilution. This shift began with the
understanding that DDT remained in the environment long after its purpose was served. And it grew
as acid rain and the ozone hole demonstrated that pollution traveled hundreds or even thousands of
kilometers from its source, doing damage to people who did not benefit from the economic activity
that produced it. It reached a crescendo when global warming showed that even the most seemingly
innocuous by-product of industrial civilization—CO2, the stuff on which plants depend—could
produce a very different planet.
To acknowledge this was to acknowledge the soft underbelly of free market capitalism: that free
enterprise can bring real costs—profound costs—that the free market does not reflect. Economists

have a term for these costs—a less reassuring one than Friedman’s “neighborhood effects.” They are
“negative externalities”: negative because they aren’t beneficial and external because they fall outside
the market system. Those who find this hard to accept attack the messenger, which is science.
We all expect to pay for the things we buy—to pay a fair cost for goods and services from which
we expect to reap benefits—but external costs are unhinged from benefits, often imposed on people
who did not choose the good or service, and did not benefit from their use. They are imposed on
people who did not benefit from the economic activity that produced them. DDT imposed enormous
external costs through the destruction of ecosystems; acid rain, secondhand smoke, the ozone hole,
and global warming did the same. This is the common thread that ties these diverse issues together:
they were all market failures. They are instances where serious damage was done and the free market
seemed unable to account for it, much less prevent it. Government intervention was required. This is
why free market ideologues and old Cold Warriors joined together to fight them. Accepting that byproducts of industrial civilization were irreparably damaging the global environment was to accept
the reality of market failure. It was to acknowledge the limits of free market capitalism.
Orwell understood that those in power will always seek to control history, because whoever controls
the past controls the present. So our Cold Warriors—Fred Seitz and Fred Singer, Robert Jastrow and
Bill Nierenberg, and later Dixy Lee Ray, too, who had dedicated their lives to fighting Soviet
Communism, joined forces with the self-appointed defenders of the free market to blame the
messenger, to undermine science, to deny the truth, and to market doubt. People who began their
careers as fact finders ended them as fact fighters. Evidently accepting that their ends justified their
means, they embraced the tactics of their enemy, the very things they had hated Soviet Communism
for: its lies, its deceit, its denial of the very realities it had created.
Why would any scientist participate in such a fraud? We’ve seen that Steve Milloy and John
Tierney, the Competitive Enterprise Institute and the Heartland Institute, were late entries in this
tournament, echoing arguments that had been first constructed by scientists. Our story began in the
1950s, when the tobacco industry first enlisted scientists to aid its cause, and deepened in the 1970s
when Frederick Seitz joined forces with tobacco, and then with Robert Jastrow and Bill Nierenberg to
defend the Strategic Defense Initiative. It continued in the early 1980s as Fred Singer planted the idea
that acid rain wasn’t worth worrying about, and Nierenberg worked with the Reagan White House to
adjust the Executive Summary of his Acid Rain Peer Review Panel. It continued still further, and
turned more personal, in the 1990s as the Marshall Institute, with help from Singer and Ray,
challenged the evidence of ozone depletion and global warming and personally attacked distinguished
scientists like Sherwood Rowland and Ben Santer.
Why did this group of Cold Warriors turn against the very science to which they had previously
dedicated their lives? Because they felt—as did Lt. General Daniel O. Graham (one of the original
members of Team B and chief advocate of weapons in space) when he invoked the preamble to the
U.S. Constitution—they were working to “secure the blessings of liberty.”85 If science was being used
against those blessings—in ways that challenged the freedom of free enterprise—then they would
fight it as they would fight any enemy. For indeed, science was starting to show that certain kinds of
liberties are not sustainable—like the liberty to pollute. Science was showing that Isaiah Berlin was
right: liberty for wolves does indeed mean death to lambs.

CONCLUSION

Of Free Speech and Free Markets

Our Founding Fathers placed freedom of the press in the first amendment of the U.S. Constitution,
because democracy requires it. Citizens need information to make decisions, and a free press is
crucial to its flow. Two centuries later the Fairness Doctrine was established in law, and although the
legal doctrine was dismantled in the Reagan years, the notion of “equal time” remains enshrined in
Americans’ sense of justice and fair play.
But not every “side” is right or true; opinions sometimes express ill-informed beliefs, not reliable
knowledge. As we’ve seen throughout this book, some “sides” represent deliberate disinformation
spread by well-organized and well-funded vested interests, or ideologically driven denial of the facts.
Even honest people with good intentions may be confused or mistaken about an issue. When every
voice is given equal time—and equal weight—the result does not necessarily serve us well. Writing in
Democracy in America long ago, Alexis de Tocqueville lamented the cacophony that passed for
serious debate in the young republic: “A confused clamor rises on every side, and a thousand voices
are heard at once.”1
That was two hundred years ago; today the problem is much worse. With the rise of radio,
television, and now the Internet, it sometimes seems that anyone can have their opinion heard, quoted,
and repeated, whether it is true or false, sensible or ridiculous, fair-minded or malicious. The Internet
has created an information hall of mirrors, where any claim, no matter how preposterous, can be
multiplied indefinitely. And on the Internet, disinformation never dies. “Electronic barbarism” one
commentator has called it—an environment that is all sail and no anchor.2 Pluralism run amok.
The result is plain to see. A third of all Americans think that Saddam Hussein was behind the
attacks on September 11.3 Nearly a quarter still think that there’s no solid evidence that smoking
kills.4 And as recently as 2007, 40 percent of Americans believed that scientific experts were still
arguing about the reality of global warming.5 Who can blame us? Everywhere we turn someone is
questioning something, and many of the important issues of our day are reduced to he said/she
said/who knows? Any person could be forgiven for being confused.
This cacophony of conflicting claims is particularly unhelpful when it comes to sorting out
matters related to science, because science depends on evidence, and not all positions are equally
grounded in it. Indeed, we’ve seen throughout this book how a small group of men with scientific
bona fides and deep political connections deliberately distorted public debate, running effective
campaigns to mislead the public and deny well-established scientific knowledge over four decades.
And we’ve seen how many skeptical claims are based on ignoring evidence. This presents a real
difficulty, one that is not easily resolved, for how can you prove that someone has ignored

something? One can often show what something is; it is far harder to demonstrate what it is not.
Clearly, people have a right to speak; the question is, to whom should we be listening?
For half a century the tobacco industry, the defenders of SDI, and the skeptics about acid rain, the
ozone hole, and global warming strove to “maintain the controversy” and “keep the debate alive” by
fostering claims that were contrary to the mainstream of scientific evidence and expert judgment.
They promoted claims that had already been refuted in the scientific literature, and the media became
complicit as they reported these claims as if they were part of an ongoing scientific debate. Often the
media did so without informing readers, viewers, and listeners that the “experts” being quoted had
links to the tobacco industry, were affiliated with ideologically motivated think tanks that received
money from the tobacco industry (or in later years the fossil fuel industry), or were simply habitual
contrarians, who perhaps enjoyed the attention they got promoting outlier views. Perhaps
correspondents felt that adding this information would be editorializing. Or perhaps they did not
know.
Many journalists we have spoken with have been surprised at our revelations, and in some cases
even skeptical, until we showed them the documents. The degree of research we have done for this
book cannot be done in time for a daily or weekly deadline, so it is understandable that most
journalists would not know what we have discovered in five years of research. But the pressures on
contemporary journalism cannot be the whole story, because we have seen how, at least in the early
stages of this story, media leaders were openly courted by the tobacco industry. Arthur Hays
Sulzburger, Edward R. Murrow, and William Randolph Hearst Jr. were hardly unsophisticated people,
yet they evidently accepted the argument that the tobacco industry’s view of the harms tobacco
generates merited equal consideration as the scientific community’s view. That is rather hard to
explain, except to suppose that journalists, like the rest of us, are reluctant to accept information we’d
rather was not true. Edward R. Murrow no doubt hoped that tobacco smoking wouldn’t kill him. And
who among us wouldn’t prefer a world where acid rain was no big deal, the ozone hole didn’t exist,
and global warming didn’t matter? Such a world would be far more comforting than the one we
actually live in. Faced with challenging situations, we welcome reassurance that everything is going
to be all right. We may even prefer comforting lies to sobering facts. And the facts denied by our
protagonists were more than sobering. They were downright dreadful.
Whatever the explanation, it is clear that the media did present the scientific debate over tobacco as
unsettled long after scientists had concluded otherwise. In 1999, researchers Gail Kennedy and Lisa
Bero at the University of California, San Francisco, examined newspaper and magazine coverage of
research on passive smoking and found that 62 percent of all articles published between 1992 and
1994 concluded that the research was “controversial.”6 Yet, as we saw in chapter 5, the scientific
community had by that point reached consensus, and the tobacco industry had known the degree of
danger even before that.
A similar phenomenon developed with acid rain in the 1990s, as the media attended to the idea that
its cause was still not established—more than a decade after that was no longer true—or the claim that
it would cost more to fix than it was worth, which was unsupported by evidence.7 The press continued
to report well into the 1990s that the ozone hole was perhaps caused by volcanoes.8 Until recently the
mass media presented global warming as a raging debate—twelve years after President George H. W.
Bush had signed the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change, and twenty-five years after the
U.S. National Academy of Sciences first announced that there was no reason to doubt that global
warming would occur from man’s use of fossil fuels. “Balance” had become a form of bias, whereby

the media coverage was biased in favor of minority—in some cases extreme minority—views.9
In principle, the media could act as gatekeepers, ignoring the charlatans and snake oil salesmen,
but if they have tried, our story shows that at least where it comes to science they have failed. As we
have seen, it wasn’t just obviously right-wing outlets that reported false claims about tobacco and
these other subjects; it was the “prestige press”—indeed, the allegedly liberal press—as well.
Maybe now the tide is starting to turn. In April 2008, the New York Times reported that many of the
retired generals featured on broadcast and cable news networks, speaking as independent experts on
the state of the Iraq War, were not independent at all. Many were paid employees of military
contractors with a stake in the armaments and other systems being used in the war, while others were
working for the White House. Several of these generals had been groomed by the Pentagon—some
met personally with Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld—to spread the word that the war was going
well, despite considerable evidence to the contrary. “Message force multipliers” the Pentagon called
them, as if they were some kind of weapon. And they were: they were weapons in a propaganda war, a
campaign to mislead the American people. The media either didn’t know about these behind-thescenes machinations, or didn’t care.10
Perhaps the media were taken in because these men really were generals. After all, they had
relevant credentials and presumably knew a lot about the prosecution of war, in general, even if not
about the details of this particular one. The problem was that they were not independent—they
represented a particular side with a vested interest—and they were retired, so whatever they knew
about war in general was not necessarily pertinent to the prosecution of this one.
The generals’ campaign to convince us that the war in Iraq was going well is just one example;
there are many others. The media—and all of us—have been the repeated victims of misinformation
campaigns in which “experts” are used either to sell “facts” that aren’t or to fight facts that are. But the
generals’ campaign offers a particularly useful parallel, because Jastrow, Seitz, Nierenberg, and
Singer were all retired physicists—the four-star generals of American science in the Cold War—and
like the generals, they knew how to make their claims sound credible. In this case, making their
claims credible meant making them look like science.

A Scientific Potemkin Village
A key strategy in the campaigns to market doubt was to create the appearance that the claims being
promoted were scientific.11 The tobacco industry created the Tobacco Institute to foster research, but
its primary purpose was to develop a cadre of experts who could be called upon in time of need. The
industry also sponsored conferences and workshops whose papers could be cited on the industry’s
behalf, and they created additional institutes to address ostensibly independent topics, such as the
Center for Indoor Air Research, designed to deflect attention away from tobacco onto other causes of
lung troubles.12 Historian Robert Proctor has recently documented the creation of newsletters,
magazines, and journals—including journals with ostensible peer review—in which the results of
industry-sponsored research could be reported, published, and then cited, as if they were independent.
These included Tobacco and Health, Science Fortnightly, and the Indoor Air Journal.13 It was a

simulacrum of science, but not science itself.
When the George C. Marshall Institute began to challenge the claims of the scientific community
on the ozone hole and global warming, they didn’t create their own journal, but they did produce
reports with the trappings of scientific argumentation—graphs, charts, references, and the like. At
least one of these reports was read and taken seriously at the White House. Yet they were not subject
to independent peer review—the most basic requirement of any truly scientific work. Had they been,
it’s likely they would have failed, because at least one of them seriously misrepresented the science,
presenting only one portion of a key graph, which if presented in its entirety would have refuted their
argument.
The scientists in our story also turned to techniques that were clearly outside the realm of normal
scientific behavior. Scientists debate each other ’s findings in the halls of science—universities,
laboratories, government agencies, conferences, and workshops. They do not normally organize
petitions, particularly public ones whose signatories may or may not circulated information soliciting
signatures on a petition “refuting” global warming.14 He did this in concert with a chemist named
Arthur Robinson, who composed a lengthy piece challenging mainstream climate science, formatted
to look like a reprint from the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. The “article”—never
published in a scientific journal, but summarized in the Wall Street Journal—repeated a wide range of
debunked claims, including the assertion that there was no warming at all.15 It was mailed to
thousands of American scientists, with a cover letter signed by Seitz inviting the recipients to sign a
petition against the Kyoto Protocol.16
Seitz’s letter emphasized his connection with the National Academy of Sciences, giving the
impression that the whole thing—the letter, the article, and the petition—was sanctioned by the
Academy. Between his mail-in card and a Web site, he gained about fifteen thousand signatures,
although since there was no verification process there was no way to determine if these signatures
were real, or if real, whether they were actually from scientists.17 In a highly unusual move, the
National Academy held a press conference to disclaim the mailing and distance itself from its former
president.18 Still, many media outlets reported on the petition as if it were evidence of genuine
disagreement in the scientific community, reinforced, perhaps, by Fred Singer ’s celebration of it in
the Washington Times the very same day the Academy rejected it.19
The “Petition Project” continues today. Fred Seitz is dead, but his letter is alive and well on the
Internet, and the project’s Web site claims that its signatories have reached thirty thousand.20
Many skeptical claims about global warming have been published in the Journal of Physicians and
Surgeons, which is associated with the Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine, who sponsored the
anti–global warming petition.21 The journal, previously known as the Medical Sentinel, is the outlet
of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, which among other things filed a suit on
behalf of Rush Limbaugh when his medical records were seized as part of his prosecution on drug
charges.22 The Sentinel published articles questioning the link between HIV and AIDS, including a
commentary by Michael Fumento, the journalist we met in chapter 5 who was defending pesticides
while accepting money from the Monsanto chemical corporation.23 The journal also published the
work of J. Gordon Edwards, whom we met in chapter 7 when he was working with Steve Milloy to
spread the erroneous claim that banning DDT cost millions of lives. (Neither the Web of Science nor
MEDLINE/PubMed lists the journal among its peer-reviewed scientific sources.)

We could go on citing examples, but the point is clear. In creating the appearance of science, the
merchants of doubt sold a plausible story about scientific debate. They erected a Potemkin village
populated, in only a few cases, with actual scientists. A reasonable journalist, not to mention an
ordinary citizen, could be forgiven for having been fooled by it.
But if this wasn’t a scientific debate, then what was it?

Free Speech and Free Markets
In January 1973, Emil Mrak, the retired chancellor of the University of California, Davis, gave a
presentation entitled “Some Experience Related to Food Safety.”24 In a long, thoughtful, and nuanced
speech, he recounted his experiences in Washington, D.C., serving on a major government panel. He
expressed confidence in the new EPA administrator, William Ruckelshaus, as well as in the regulatory
process overall, but he was concerned that toxicology and oncology were rife with uncertainties, that
analytical techniques were inadequate, and that there was a tendency in Washington to overreact to
incomplete evidence of possible harms. In short, Mrak was thinking hard about what was right and
what was wrong in regulatory procedures. He was, honestly and sincerely, presenting both sides—not
to the public, however, but to the Philip Morris tobacco company.
In the same year that Mrak spoke to Philip Morris, Richard Nixon dissolved the President’s
Science Advisory Committee. That was a shame, because when the nation had to face serious
questions about acid rain, the ozone hole, secondhand smoke, and global warming, we didn’t have
PSAC to set the scientific record straight as they had for DDT. But perhaps it didn’t matter, because
the campaigns that were carried out to undermine the relevant science were so extensive, so
sophisticated, and so well funded that PSAC would scarcely have been a match for them.
We have seen throughout this story how the merchandising of doubt was aided and abetted by
ideologically motivated think tanks that promoted and spread the message. We’ve documented that
several of these think tanks had links to the tobacco industry. Journalists Chris Mooney, Ross
Gelbspan, and Bill McKibben have documented how these think tanks were in turn funded by
conservative foundations including Scaife, Olin, and Adolph Coors, and giant corporations such as
Exxon Mobil.25 In 2005, for example, Chris Mooney documented how in just a few years Exxon
Mobil had channeled more than $8 million to forty different organizations that challenged the
scientific evidence of global warming. The organizations did not just include probusiness and
conservative think tanks, but also “quasi-journalistic outlets like TechCentralStation.com (a website
providing ‘news, analysis, research, and commentary’ that received $95,000 from ExxonMobil in
2003), a FoxNews.com columnist, and even religious and civil rights groups.”26 Mooney also noted
how former ExxonMobil chairman and CEO Lee Raymond served as vice-chairman of the board of
trustees for the American Enterprise Institute, which received $960,000 in funding from ExxonMobil,
and how in 2002, ExxonMobil explicitly earmarked $60,000 for “legal activities” by the Competitive
Enterprise Institute.
Mooney described what happened when scientists released the comprehensive Arctic Climate
Impact Assessment, which concluded that the Arctic was warming at twice the rate of the rest of the
world—much as the Jason scientists predicted it would back in 1979. The report was blasted in a

column by Steve Milloy, now working as a columnist for FoxNews.com and serving as an adjunct
scholar at the Cato Institute, which received $75,000 from ExxonMobil. The Washington Times
reprinted Milloy’s column, and neither Fox News nor the Washington Times disclosed that Milloy had
received money from ExxonMobil: $40,000 to The Advancement of Sound Science Center and
$50,000 to the Free Enterprise Action Institute—both of which are registered to Milloy’s home
address.27
ExxonMobil’s support for doubt-mongering and disinformation is disturbing but hardly
surprising. What is surprising is to discover how extensive, organized, and interconnected these
efforts have been, and for how long.
We met the Heartland Institute in chapter 7, vilifying Rachel Carson and promoting the myth of the
mistake of banning DDT. We also noted that Heartland has been active in challenging the evidence of
global warming. In September 2000, Bill Nierenberg had started organizing a “competitive review”
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s upcoming Third Assessment Report (which, of
course, was itself a review) with meteorologist Richard Lindzen; his death that month left the idea in
limbo.28 But only temporarily. Fred Singer picked up the idea in 2007, and carried out a
“Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate Change” review sponsored by Heartland.29
Heartland also sponsored a conference in 2008 insisting that global warming is not and never has
been a serious problem.30 But Heartland’s activities are far more extensive, and reach back into the
1990s when they, too, were working with Philip Morris.
We saw in chapter 7 how the Heartland Institute distributed reports, sent faxes, and met with
members of Congress on behalf of Philip Morris. Heartland also sponsored the National Journalism
Center, “developed to train budding journalists in free market political and economic principles.”31
Philip Morris’s point of view, of course, was that people should not be discouraged from smoking,
but they made common cause with various groups and individuals committed to “free market political
and economic principles.”
Perhaps this is why among the scores of think tanks and organizations that Philip Morris
supported, we find the seemingly obscure Ludwig von Mises Institute. Ludwig von Mises, an Austrian
aristocrat, was one of the founders of modern laissez-faire economics.32 And this brings us to the
crux of our story, the pivot around which these diverse actors came together. The link that unites the
tobacco industry, conservative think tanks, and the scientists in our story is the defense of the free
market.
Throughout our story, the people involved demanded the right to be heard, insisting that we—the
public—had the right to hear both sides and that the media had an obligation to present it. They
insisted that this was only fair and democratic. But were they attempting to preserve democracy? No.
The issue was not free speech; it was free markets. It was the appropriate role of government in
monitoring the marketplace. It was regulation. So we must consider the ideology that drove the
merchants of doubt—the ideology of laissez-faire economics—before we finally turn to the question
of how to make sure that we don’t get fooled again.

Market Fundamentalism and the Cold War Legacy

During the second half of the twentieth century, American foreign policy was dominated by the Cold
War and American domestic politics was dominated by anti-Communism. Our protagonists—Fred
Seitz, Fred Singer, Bill Nierenberg, and Robert Jastrow—were fiercely anti-Communist, and viewed
science as crucial in helping to contain its spread.
In the early stages of their careers, they helped to build the weapons and rocketry programs that
played a key role in American nuclear defense; in later years they used their positions of expertise
and authority to defend the maintenance and expansion of the nuclear state, providing “scientific”
credibility to arguments against détente and for continuous rearmament. As we saw in chapter 2,
Jastrow, Nierenberg, and Seitz created the “scientific” pro–Star Wars lobby, which gave them
tremendous credibility in hawkish conservative political circles.
When the Cold War ended, these men looked for a new great threat. They found it in
environmentalism. Environmentalists, they implied, were “watermelons”: green on the outside, red on
the inside. Each of the environmental threats we’ve discussed in this book was a market failure, a
domain in which the free market had created serious “neighborhood” effects. But despite the friendly
sound of this term, these effects were potentially deadly—and global in reach. To address them,
governments would have to step in with regulations, in some cases very significant ones, to remedy
the market failure. And this was precisely what these men most feared and loathed, for they viewed
regulation as the slippery slope to Socialism, a form of creeping Communism.
Fred Singer gave his game away when he denied the reality of the ozone hole, suggesting that
people involved in the issue “probably [have] … hidden agendas of their own—not just to ‘save the
environment’ but to change our economic system … Some of these ‘coercive utopians’ are socialists,
some are technology-hating Luddites; most have a great desire to regulate—on as large a scale as
possible.”33 He revealed a similar anxiety in his defense of secondhand smoke: “If we do not
carefully delineate the government’s role in regulating [danger] … there is essentially no limit to how
much government can ultimately control our lives.”34 Today tobacco, tomorrow the Bill of Rights.
Milton Friedman said much the same in Capitalism and Freedom: that economic freedom is as
important as civic freedom, because if you lose one, it is only a matter of time before you lose the
other.35 And so one must defend free markets with the same vigor and vigilance as free speech, free
religion, and free assembly.
The billionaire investor George Soros has coined a term to describe this perspective: “free
market fundamentalism.” It is the belief not simply that free markets are the best way to run an
economic system, but that free markets are the only way that will not ultimately destroy our other
freedoms. “The doctrine of laissez-faire capitalism holds that the common good is best served by the
uninhibited pursuit of self-interest,”36 Soros wrote. Like its bête noire, Marxism, laissez-faire
economics claimed to be scientific, based upon immutable laws of nature, and also like Marxism, it
has not stood the test of experience. If it were a scientific theory, it would have long ago been
rejected.37 Free-market fundamentalism is an article of faith.
“Scientific Socialism” wasn’t scientific because when evidence suggested that some of its central
claims might be wrong, its advocates refused to accept that; for the same reason, free market
fundamentalism isn’t scientific, either. The basic tenet of laissez-faire, that “free and competitive
markets bring supply and demand into equilibrium and thereby ensure the best allocation of
resources,” is an axiom that turns out not to be true.38 Prices can be displaced from their
“equilibrium ideal” for long periods of time, as any American impacted by the ongoing housing

market collapse can attest.
Even Milton Friedman acknowledged that there may be external costs that markets fail to account
for—and pollution is the clearest example. Regulation is needed to address external costs, either by
preventing them or by compensating those who are saddled with them.
Friedman was a true believer in the market—he thought that external costs were rarely high
enough to justify government intervention. But most of us want our governments to protect us from
harm in many, diverse ways. We want police and firefighters to protect our homes; we want to make
sure that our food supply is not contaminated and the water that comes out of our tap is clean; we want
to know that drugs we buy at the pharmacy won’t kill us. And in recent months, we’ve come to see the
consequences of insufficient regulation of financial markets.
Moreover, the idea that free markets produce optimum allocation of resources depends on
participants having perfect information. But one of several ironies of our story is that our
protagonists did everything in their power to ensure that the American people did not have good
(much less perfect) information on crucial issues. Our protagonists, while ostensibly defending free
markets, distorted the marketplace of ideas in the service of political goals and commercial interests.
The American belief in fairness and the importance of hearing “both sides” was used and abused by
people who didn’t want to admit the truth about the impacts of industrial capitalism.
Free market fundamentalists can perhaps hold to their views because often they have very little
direct experience in commerce or industry. The men in our story all made their careers in programs
and institutions that were either directly created by the federal government or largely funded by it.
Robert Jastrow spent the lion’s share of his career at the Goddard Institute for Space Studies—part of
NASA. Frederick Seitz and Bill Nierenberg launched their careers in the atomic weapons programs,
and expanded them at universities whose research activities were almost entirely funded by the federal
government at taxpayer expense. Fred Singer worked directly for the government, first at the National
Weather Satellite Service, later in the Department of Transportation. If government is bad and free
markets are good, why did they not reject government support for their own research and
professional positions and work in the private sector?
Many honest people who actually run businesses welcome reasonable government regulation with
rules that prevent bad behavior—like unfair business practices or polluting the environment—so long
as the rules are clear and fair, and create a stable, level playing field. After all, a corporation that
invests in pollution control wants to know that it won’t suffer in the marketplace for doing the right
thing.39 But the most serious critique of the central tenet of free market fundamentalism is simply that
it is wrong, factually.
History shows that markets do fail, sometimes spectacularly. During the Great Depression,
capitalism was in crisis, and citizens of widely varying political and moral persuasions accepted the
New Deal as necessary to save it. The alternative, it appeared to almost everyone, was a complete
collapse that could indeed lead to Communism, or some other form of totalitarianism.40 At the same
time, the phrase “free enterprise” was invented and marketed by the business community, along with
the notion of “the American Way,” to articulate the anxiety that something important might be lost if
the New Deal went too far.41 The exigencies of the Depression and World War II, however, made
arguments for the “invisible hand” seem quaint, and the New Deal concentrated power and authority
in the federal government in a manner undreamed of by our Founding Fathers.
The Cold War revived these arguments—Soviet abuses of power became increasingly clear, even
to former leftists—and they have driven American conservative ideology ever since. Ronald Reagan

is credited with challenging the New Deal, with its presumptions of the necessity and beneficence of
big government, but the ideals he instantiated had already been articulated by Friedman in 1962—the
year of the Cuban Missile Crisis—the coldest moment of the Cold War. Indeed, Friedman later argued
that Reagan’s positions were the same as Barry Goldwater ’s; it had just taken twenty years for their
wisdom to be recognized.42 Bill Nierenberg agreed. On the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the University of California, San Diego, Roger Revelle was asked about Bill Nierenberg’s politics,
and he replied that they were more than just conservative: “Bill Nierenberg … thinks the whole New
Deal was a mistake, no kidding.”43
Since the Cold War was responsible for both the general resurgence of free market ideology in
the United States and the specific professional success of the scientists in our story, it’s not entirely
surprising that these men would demonize their latter-day agonists as enemies of freedom. As we’ve
seen already, Robert Jastrow, Fred Singer, and Dixy Lee Ray—along with political propagandists
such as George Will and Rush Limbaugh—routinely accused environmentalists (and sometimes
scientists whose work contributes to environmental goals) of being Communists, Socialists, or fellow
travelers. We noted earlier how George Will asserted that environmentalism was a “green tree with
red roots.”44 But he was hardly the only one.
When Dixy Lee Ray addressed the Progress Foundation Economic Conference in 1992 on the
subject of “Global Warming and Other Environmental Myths,” she began by declaring, “I believe in
freedom. I believe in liberty.” (As if climate scientists didn’t!) The story of the twentieth century was a
progress tale, she explained, except that environmentalists insisted that progress must now stop.
Sustainability was replacing progress as the leitmotif of the century, and this was a problem because
liberty depended on progress.45 Without economic progress there would be no economic growth,
and without growth, governments would be forced to control resources. And to control resources,
governments would have to control people.
The specter of expanded government control was often linked to the threat of global governance.
This theme emerged strongly in the run-up to the Earth Summit at Rio, as Ray and others feared that a
global treaty on climate change would decrease national sovereignty. They also feared that this would
happen not of necessity, but by design. Ray concluded her speech to the Progress Foundation by
frankly insisting that the agenda of the Earth Summit was Socialist, its objective to “bring about a
change in the present system of independent nations … [a] World Government with central planning
by the United Nations. Fear of environmental crises, whether such crises are real or contrived, is
expected to lead to total compliance.”46
Ray recapitulated this argument in an interview with the Acton Institute for the Study of Religion
and Liberty, whose opening question to her was this: “With the world-wide decline of socialism,
many individuals think that the environmental movement may be the next great threat to freedom. Do
you agree?” Ray replied, “Yes, I do … The International Socialist Party, which is intent upon
continuing to press countries into socialism, is now headed up by people within the United Nations.
They are the ones in the UN environmental program, and they were the ones sponsoring the so-called
Earth Summit.” When asked, “Do you see a big influence by the radical environmentalists there?”
again she replied, “Oh yes. No question about that, the radicals are in charge.”47 And who
accompanied Ray to Rio? Fred Smith, the founder and head of the Competitive Enterprise Institute.48
Ray was not the only one to strike the theme that the Earth Summit was a Socialist front. Fred
Singer similarly argued in the Wall Street Journal that the Earth Summit would “shackle the

planet.”49 Patrick Michaels argued that “we’re about to centrally plan the world’s energy economy
based on the threat of global warming.”50 Steve Milloy repeatedly attacked Consumer Reports for
what one commentator has described as “socialism, sensationalism, and scaring consumers away
from products.”51 More recently, Patrick Michaels, a longtime critic of climate science and policy
scholar at the Cato Institute, criticized plans for a cap and trade system to control greenhouse gases as
“Obamunism.”52
Perhaps the best example of the thinking behind our story comes from Richard Darman, head of
the Office of Management and Budget in the administration of George H. W. Bush. In 1990 Darman
gave a speech in which he attacked environmentalists as having lost faith in America and accepting
the inevitability of American decline. Darman’s bête noire, the New York Times reported, was green
(perhaps they should have said vert), as he accused environmentalists of being closet Socialists:
“Americans did not fight and win the wars of the 20th century to make the world safe for green
vegetables.”53
All this had real impact. After George H. W. Bush signed the U.N. Framework Convention on
Climate Change, formulated at Rio, the Republican Party turned against it and led the charge against
its follow-up, the Kyoto Protocol, which would have put teeth into the general principles established
at Rio. President Bush’s pledge to take concrete action to protect the planet had vanished along with
his promise of no new taxes. The world would not be made safe for green vegetables. It would not
even be safe for polar bears. Or people living on Pacific Islands.
Political scientist Peter Jacques, with sociologist colleagues Riley Dunlap and Mark Freeman, has
shown that books skeptical of the reality of environmental issues increased fivefold in the 1990s over
the preceding decade (even as the scientific consensus about them was coalescing), and the
Republican turn against environmentalism occurred even as popular support for U.S.
environmentalism was rising.54 This observation brings us back to the early stages of our story and
the debate over SDI and nuclear winter.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, Cold Warriors looked for another great threat. They found
it in environmentalism, which just at that very moment had identified a crucial global issue that
required global response. In the early 1990s, global warming changed from a prediction about the
future to a fact about the present. Global warming became the most charged of all environmental
debates, because it is global, and it implicates everything and everyone. If the rules of economic
activity are the central concern of contemporary conservatives, then global warming has to be
central, too, because it stems from how we produce and use energy, and energy is involved in all
economic activity. Nicholas Stern, formerly chief economist and senior vice president of the World
Bank from 2000 to 2003, and principal author of the Stern Review of the Economics of Climate
Change (commissioned by U.K. prime minister Gordon Brown), has called climate change “the
greatest and widest-ranging market failure ever seen.”55 No wonder the defenders of free market
capitalism are worried.
The “reds dressed in green” refrain continues today. In December 2009, as world leaders tried yet
again to craft an agreement to control greenhouse gases—seventeen years after the U.N. Framework
Convention on Climate Change committed them to do just that—Charles Krauthammer declaimed in
the Washington Post that environmentalism was socialism by other means, a brazen attempt to transfer
wealth from rich to poor. “With socialism dead, the gigantic heist is now proposed as a sacred service
of the newest religion: environmentalism … the Left was adrift until it struck upon a brilliant gambit:

metamorphosis from red to green.” Whether an agreement was achieved in Copenhagen or not,
Krauthammer went on, Americans needed to beware of the enemy within: the EPA. “Since we operate
an overwhelmingly carbon-based economy, the EPA will [soon] be regulating practically everything
… Not since the creation of the Internal Revenue Service has a federal agency been given more
intrusive power over every aspect of economic life … Big Brother isn’t lurking in CIA cloak. He’s
knocking on your door, smiling under an EPA cap.”56
Some environmentalists no doubt are Socialists, but in our experience very few climate scientists
are. Moreover, even if all environmentalists were socialists, it does not follow that global warming is
a myth. One can believe in the superiority of the capitalist system and advocate for market-based
solutions to pollution—as many people do—but it does not follow that one should doubt the science
that demonstrates the need for such solutions. Acid rain, secondhand smoke, the destruction of
stratospheric ozone, and global warming are all real problems; the real question is how to address
them. Denying their truth does not make them go away. On the contrary, the longer we delay, the
worse these problems get, increasing the odds that governments will have to take the draconian
actions that conservatives most fear.
Which leads to the second great irony of our story. Men like Bill Nierenberg were proud of the
role they had played in defending liberty during the Cold War and understood their latter-day
activities as an extension of that role. They feared that overreaction to environmental problems would
provide the justification for heavy-handed government intervention in the marketplace and intrusion
in our personal lives. That was not an unreasonable anxiety, but by denying the scientific evidence—
and contributing to a strategy of delay—these men helped to create the very situation they most
dreaded.
Consider the case of Gus Speth.
We met Gus Speth in chapter 3 as a member of President Jimmy Carter ’s Council on
Environmental Quality, and an advocate for action against acid rain. Speth is no rock-throwing
radical. Born in South Carolina, he is the consummate Southern gentleman: well-spoken, well
educated, well regarded. As an undergraduate he attended Yale, went to Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar,
and returned to Yale for law school. During his long career he taught at Yale and Georgetown, served
as an advisor to President Carter, worked for the United Nations, and in 1999 returned to Yale once
again as the dean of the School of Forestry and Environmental Studies. Time magazine once called
him the “ultimate insider.”57
But after forty years as an “inside” environmentalist, Speth has become radicalized by the world’s
failure to act on problems we have known about for a long time. He now concludes that radical
change is needed. “The global economy is crashing against the Earth,” he warns in his recent book,
The Bridge at the Edge of the World. Environmental deterioration is driven by economic activity, so
we must consider if there is a fundamental flaw in our economic system. His conclusion “after much
searching and considerable reluctance, is that most environmental deterioration is a result of systemic
failures of the capitalism that we have today and that long-term solutions must seek transformative
change in the key features of this contemporary capitalism.”58
The merchants of doubt have produced just the effect they most dreaded. Southern gentlemen are
now preparing to dismantle capitalism.

Can’t Technology Save Us?
Back in the 1980s, the Reagan administration made clear to the National Academy of Sciences their
view that “technology will ultimately be the answer to the problems of providing energy and
protecting the environment.”59 Many liberals and academics agree that without change in our energy
technologies, there will be no solution to global warming. The question is not whether we turn to
technology for help; the question is whether we can assume that free markets will produce those
technologies freely, of their own accord. The question is also whether they will do so in time—so we
can relax in the comforting knowledge that they will—or whether we need to get out of our chairs
and do something.
The belief that technology can solve society’s problems is central to the school of thought known
as Cornucopianism, promoted by the economist Julian Simon. Cornucopians see themselves as
responding to the philosophy of Thomas Malthus, who famously argued that the poor were poor
because they had too many children, and the Enlightenment belief in the continued improvement of
mankind was erroneous, because unchecked population growth would eventually outstrip resources.
This would stop progress in its tracks, leading ultimately to a good deal of human suffering. So
humans had to stop population growth, or else suffer the consequences. (Malthus was no liberal; he
thought the best way to curtail population was to cut off aid to the poor.)
Cornucopians—along with historians of science and technology—recognize that Malthus’s dire
predictions did not come true in large part because he failed to appreciate that technological
innovation can make it possible to do more with the same resources (or in some cases even less).
Even though the world is far more populous today than it was when Malthus wrote, we manage to
feed many (if not all) of these mouths in large part to the technological innovations of the green
revolution.60 However, Cornucopians go one step further than historians, arguing that this will
always be the case, so long as human creativity and innovation are not circumscribed. The best way to
do this, they submit, is to keep markets free, so innovators can innovate and reap the benefits of their
inventions. (Contra Malthus, Cornucopians also oppose population control, feeling that human
ingenuity is the ultimate renewable resource.) They insist that optimism is the correct order of the
day, because history is a story of steady progress, at least in those times and places where people and
their markets have been free.61
Simon’s admirers like to call him the “doomslayer” for his insistence that gloom and doom
scenarios are wrong and the future remains bright.62 In his 1984 book, The Resourceful Earth
(coedited with Herman Kahn), Simon insisted that, contrary to the view expressed by the members of
the President’s Council on Environmental Quality in their Global 2000 Report to the President
(published in 1980), the future world would be “less crowded … less polluted, more economically
stable, and less vulnerable to resource-supply disruption” than the world today.63 In his 1995 followup, State of Humanity (which billed itself as a “balanced” look at the question), Simon began with the
Panglossian assertion that the outlook for the future was “even more happy than before” because
conditions had improved in nearly all areas they had studied, and more and more areas were coming
under such study.64
Simon’s philosophy can be seen ramifying throughout the stories we have followed. Dixy Lee Ray

presented herself as “unmasking” the “doom-crying opponents of all progress.”65 Bill Nierenberg
responded to the Reagan administration admonition not to present a “wolf-crying” scenario by
painting a Cornucopian idyll of future technological solutions to global warming. And Fred Singer
had been vexed by doomsday predictions since 1970, when he wrote a guest editorial for Science
suggesting that scientists might be overreacting to concerns like global warming.
In 1970, few scientists had even thought about global warming, so Singer was clearly ahead of the
curve. In hindsight we might also say that he got ahead of himself in thinking that the problem was
already resolved. “After many years of speculation and discussion, the effects of fossil-fuel burning
on climate seem to be reasonably clear,” Singer wrote in 1970. “While there has been an actual
increase in the CO2 content, the ‘greenhouse effect’ of climate warming has been small, and even
negative, because of the overwhelming effects of atmospheric dust which tends to cool the
atmosphere.”66 Singer may have been right in his analysis of why no warming had been seen at that
time: many scientists now believe that an early warming signal was not seen because of the
countervailing effects of atmospheric aerosols, predominantly sulfates produced by burning coal (the
same pollutants that contribute to acid rain). Singer, however, dismissed the possibility that as CO2
continued to mount, the warming effect would eventually emerge (as it has). Rather, he assumed that
the cooling effects of atmospheric aerosols would continue to counterbalance the warming effect of
CO2, and all would be well with the world. Thus, he concluded his editorial with an admonition for
scientists “not to cry ‘wolf’ needlessly or too often.”67
In the 1980s Singer recognized that Cornucopian arguments rest on the presumption of an
adequate supply of affordable energy, but he later dropped this concern and moved solidly into the
Cornucopian camp.68 His 1999 book, Hot Talk, Cold Science: Global Warming’s Unfinished Debate
(with a forward by Frederick Seitz), was published by the Independent Institute, for which Julian
Simon served on its board of advisors and was an influential guiding spirit.69 Singer also published a
chapter in Simon’s State of Humanity book, along with Patrick Michaels, whom we met in chapter 6
denying global warming, and Laurence Kulp, whom we met in chapter 3 defending the Reagan
administration’s position on acid rain.
The Cornucopian argument was recently given new life by Danish political scientist Bjørn
Lomborg. Lomborg’s work has appeared in major newspapers around the globe, including the Wall
Street Journal, the New York Times, the Economist, the Los Angeles Times, and the Boston Globe. He
has appeared many times on television in the United States and Europe, including 60 Minutes, Larry
King Live, 20/20, and the BBC.70 His most well-known book, The Skeptical Environmentalist:
Measuring the Real State of the World, closely follows the Cornucopian line that the world is getting
steadily better, and that environmental claims are at best exaggerations, if not outright distortions and
falsehoods. Indeed, he begins The Skeptical Environmentalist with a quote from Julian Simon:
This is my long-run forecast in brief: The material conditions of life will continue to get better
for most people, in most countries, most of the time, indefinitely. Within a century or two, all
nations, and most of humanity will be at or above today’s Western living standards. I also
speculate, however, that many people will continue to think and say that the conditions of life
are getting worse.71

In The Skeptical Environmentalist, Lomborg repeats what are by now familiar claims: that Rachel
Carson was wrong about DDT, that global warming isn’t a serious problem, that our forests are
doing fine. Life, in general, is much better for just about everyone, and there’s “no need to worry
about the future.”72 So what are the environmentalists fussing for?73
Lomborg’s book has been criticized as a textbook example of the misuse of statistics.74 In 2002,
four leading scientists enumerated in Scientific American the ways in which Lomborg’s math was
“misleading.” In Denmark, a struggle erupted over the book, and charges of scientific dishonesty
were leveled against Lomborg.75 Ultimately, the Danish Ministry of Science, Technology, and
Innovation ruled that Lomborg couldn’t be guilty of scientific dishonesty, because it had not been
shown that The Skeptical Environmentalist was a work of science!76
However you characterize The Skeptical Environmentalist, its arguments contain two fatal flaws.
In opposing brisk action against global warming, Lomborg insists that other problems, such as world
hunger, are more pressing. This is the classic false dichotomy, because there is no intrinsic reason
why humans cannot address both, and unchecked climate change will almost surely increase hunger,
as poor nations struggle to respond to strained circumstances.77 Moreover, as we have pointed out
elsewhere, world hunger persists for many reasons, but not because the Western world has been busy
doing anything about global warming.78 A second flaw in Lomborg’s reasoning is that his statistics
are almost entirely based on impacts on humans (life expectancy, calories eaten, etc.). He freely
admits that he writes from the perspective of human needs and wants: his statistics largely address the
quantity of years of human life lived and the numbers of individual human lives saved by various
improvements and innovation.79 (He also counts the lives allegedly lost to the banning of DDT.) Such
measures say nothing about the impact of human activities on nonhuman species, or the condition of
the world that our children will inherit. It is quite possible to live in a manner that is better for us, but
leaves the world impoverished for our descendants. Lomborg’s arguments also say nothing about the
quality of our lives, yet that is precisely what was at stake in traditional arguments for conservation,
and remains a central element of many environmental concerns today.
Rachel Carson was not indifferent to humans—a good deal of Silent Spring was about
bioaccumulation and its potential long-term impact on humans—but even if DDT had been proven
harmless to people, her argument would have stood: that DDT was doing serious harm to nature.
Carson’s concern—shared with many contemporary environmentalists—was with the ethics of
eradicating whole species (whether or not they were of use to us) and leaving our children a world
that was ecologically and aesthetically impoverished. A rare flower may be beautiful even if its
contribution to atmospheric oxygen is negligible; a venus flytrap may thrill us even if it does little to
protect us from malaria-carrying mosquitoes. As we have put it elsewhere, Lomborg and his
followers make the philosophical error of thinking that things that can’t be counted don’t count.80
Lomborg has been defended in the Financial Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Economist, and by
many advocates of laissez-faire economics, such as the Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise.81
He also has links to many of the ideologically driven think tanks we have already encountered,
including the Competitive Enterprise Institute, the Hoover Institution, and the Heartland Institute.82
This is not a surprise, for the Cornucopian philosophy is linked to free market fundamentalism in its
conviction that the state is the problem, not the solution. Among its various activities, the Independent
Institute (publisher of Singer ’s book Hot Talk, Cold Science) sponsors the Sir John M. Templeton

essay contest for college students and junior faculty. The essay prompt for 2010 is:
Everyone wants to live at the expense of the state. They forget that the state wants to live at the
expense of everyone.
—Frederic Bastiat (1801–1850)
Assuming Bastiat is correct, what ideas or reforms could be developed that would make
people better aware that government wants to live at their expense?83
Of course, the Cornucopians are not entirely wrong. Some governments do grow at the expense
of their people, and many aspects of modern life are better (at least for many people) than they were
in previous centuries. The problem with their view is twofold.
The first problem is their presumption that these advances will necessarily continue. If we have
indeed reached a tipping point, as many leading scientists fear, then the past may not be a guide to the
future. Past environmental changes were mostly local and reversible. Today, human activities have a
global reach. We are changing our planet in radical ways, and we may not have the wherewithal to
respond to the challenges ahead, at least not without enduring a good deal of discomfort and
dislocation. Moreover, some of these changes—like sea level rise and the melting of Arctic ice—are
almost certainly irreversible.
The second problem with Cornucopianism is its assertion that past advances have been the result
—and could only have been the result—of free market systems. This assertion is demonstrably false.

Technofideism
The history of technology does not support the Cornucopian view of the relation between
technological innovation and free markets. Many technologies crucial to the advance of civilization
were invented before the advent of capitalism. Moreover, the Soviet Union, for all its failures, was a
technologically innovative society. Most famously, they launched an artificial satellite into space
—Sputnik—before the United States did. The problem with the Soviet Union was not that they lacked
technological innovation. The problem was that the benefits did not accrue to their people.
Cornucopians hold to a blind faith in technology that isn’t borne out by the historical evidence. We
call it “technofideism.”
Why do they hold this belief when history shows it to be untrue? Again we turn to Milton
Friedman’s Capitalism and Freedom, where he claimed that “the great advances of civilization, in
industry or agriculture, have never come from centralized government.”84 To historians of
technology, this would be laughable had it not been written (five years after Sputnik) by one of the
most influential economists of the second half of the twentieth century. The most important
technology of the industrial age was the ability to produce parts that were perfectly identical and
interchangeable. Blacksmiths and carpenters couldn’t do it; in fact, humans can’t do it routinely in any
profession. Only machines can. It was the U.S. Army’s Ordnance Department that developed this
ability to have machines make parts for other machines, spending nearly fifty years on this effort—an

inconceivable period of research for a private corporation in the nineteenth century.85 Army
Ordnance wanted guns that could be repaired easily on or near a battlefield by switching out the parts.
Once the basic technology to do this—machine tools, as we know them today—was invented, it
spread rapidly through the American economy. Despite efforts to prevent it, it soon spread to Europe
and Japan, as well. Markets spread the technology of machine tools throughout the world, but markets
did not create it. Centralized government, in the form of the U.S. Army, was the inventor of the
modern machine age.
Machine tools are not the exception that proves the rule; there are many other cases of
government-financed technology that were commercialized and redounded to the benefit of society.
Even while Friedman was writing his soon-to-be-famous book, digital computers were beginning to
find uses beyond the U.S. government’s weapons systems, for which they were originally developed.
Private enterprise transformed that technology into something that could be used and afforded by the
masses, but the U.S. government made it possible in the first place. The U.S. government also played a
major role in the development of Silicon Valley.86 In recent years, something we now all depend on
—the Internet, originally ARPANET—was developed as a complex collaboration of universities,
government agencies, and industry, funded largely by the Department of Defense’s Advanced
Research Projects Agency. It was expanded and developed into the Internet by the government support
provided by the High Performance Computing and Communication Act of 1991, promoted by thensenator Al Gore.87
In other cases, new technologies were invented by individual or corporate entrepreneurs, but it
was government action or support that transformed them into commercially viable technologies;
airplanes and transistors come to mind.88 (Transistors were explicitly promoted by the U.S.
government when they realized that Minutemen missiles needed onboard rather than remote controls,
and vacuum tubes would not suffice.)89 Still other technologies were invented by individuals but were
spread through government policy. Electricity was extended beyond the major cities by a federal
loan-guarantee program during the Great Depression.90 The U.S. interstate highway system, which
arguably created postwar America as we know it, was the brainchild of President Dwight Eisenhower,
who recognized the role it could play both in the U.S. economy and in national defense; it became the
model for similar highway systems around the globe. And nuclear power, which may help us out of
the global warming conundrum, was a by-product of the technology that launched the Cold War: the
atomic bomb. The relationship between technology, innovation, and economic and political systems
is varied and complex. It cannot be reduced to a simple article of faith about the virtues of a free
market.
What this all adds up to—to return to our story—is that the doubt-mongering campaigns we have
followed were not about science. They were about the proper role of government, particularly in
redressing market failures. Because the results of scientific investigation seem to suggest that
government really did need to intervene in the marketplace if pollution and public health were to be
effectively addressed, the defenders of the free market refused to accept those results. The enemies of
government regulation of the marketplace became the enemies of science.

Why Didn’t Scientists Stand Up?

If the skeptical arguments pursued by our protagonists were not about science—if they were politics
camouflaged as science—then why didn’t scientists recognize this, and say something? Why did the
scientific community stand by while this was happening?
With the notable exception of the atmospheric science community’s defense of Ben Santer,
scientists fighting back have been conspicuously scarce. We would have liked to have told heroic
stories of how scientists set the record straight—and in a few cases we have. Gene Likens and his
colleagues sought help from the National Academy of Sciences when the White House interfered with
their acid rain peer review report. F. Sherwood Rowland tried to correct Fred Singer ’s
misrepresentations of the ozone debate. Climate modeler Stephen Schneider, who appeared in chapter
3 in the nuclear winter debate, has for many years actively spoken out against misrepresentations of
climate science, including the problem of false balance in the media.91 But these voices are,
unfortunately, scant. Clearly, scientists knew that many contrarian claims were false. Why didn’t they
do more to refute them? Where were the real scientific voices speaking out against the Potemkin
village?
One reason for scientists’ silence involves the complex dance that takes place in science between
the individual and the group. Scientists are strongly motivated by the accolades and prestige that
accrue from making a major discovery. Yet, at the same time they are often reluctant to attract the
limelight for themselves. The reason is twofold. First, nearly all modern science is the result of
teamwork—a point to which we shall shortly return—and second, knowledge counts as science when
it reflects the consensus of expert opinion, even if it originated in the genius or creativity of one
person. In the modern world, any scientific breakthrough is likely to be the result of the collective
effort of several dozen, scores, or hundreds of researchers. The IPCC today attempts to summarize
the work of thousands. A scientist who steps out to speak on behalf of his colleagues risks censure,
lest colleagues think he is trying to take all the credit for himself.
The scientific societies have tried to address this by developing formal statements on climate
change that reflect the collective wisdom of their members, but these statements tend to be dry at best,
and often nearly impossible for a normal person to decipher. Who among us has read the IPCC
Summary for Policymakers, much less the thousands of pages of actual reports? Indeed, who on the
planet has read all this stuff? What average citizen knows that the American Meteorological Society
even exists, much less knows to visit its home page to look for its climate-change statement?92
Clearly, it’s ridiculous to imagine that anyone would, so someone has to summarize and
communicate it. Then another difficulty arises. Scientists are finely honed specialists trained to create
new knowledge, but they have little training in how to communicate to broad audiences, even less in
how to defend scientific work against determined and well-financed contrarians. They often have little
talent or taste for it, either. Until recently, most scientists have not been particularly anxious to take the
time to communicate broadly. They consider their “real” work to be the production of knowledge, not
its dissemination, and they often view these two activities as mutually exclusive. Some even sneer at
colleagues who communicate to broader audiences, dismissing them as “popularizers.”
Scientists’ commitment to expertise and objectivity also places them in a delicate position when it
comes to refuting false claims. If a scientist jumps into the fray on a politically contested issue, he
may be accused of “politicizing” the science and compromising his objectivity—as Carl Sagan was
when he tried to call public attention to the dangers of nuclear winter. This places scientists in a

double bind: the demands of objectivity suggest that they should keep aloof from contested issues, but
if they don’t get involved, no one will know what an objective view of the matter looks like.93
Scientists have also been afraid to get involved because they have seen what happens when they do.
Ben Santer ’s experience is unfortunately not unique. In 2005, Penn State researcher Michael Mann
was the subject of an angry attack by Congressman Joe Barton of Texas, who demanded that Dr. Mann
hand over detailed information about the sources of his research support, the location of all his data,
and much more—even though the scientific results under scrutiny had been published in peerreviewed journals and there was no evidence that Mann had done anything wrong, anything that is,
except provide compelling evidence that the Earth was rapidly warming.94 In the course of writing
this book, we have been attacked, too, including by Senator James Inhofe of Oklahoma.95 Nearly
fifteen years after Ben Santer was first attacked by Fred Seitz, Fred Singer, and Bill Nierenberg, he
continues to be harassed. Most recently Climate Audit, run by Steve McIntyre (a Canadian geologist
with links to the mining industry, who was previously involved in the attacks on Michael Mann), has
used the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) to demand details about his research. FOIA, of course,
was designed to enable citizens to know what their own government was up to, not to help foreigners
harass our own scientists.96 In any case, the whole point of the Lawrence Livermore Model
Intercomparison Project, which Santer leads, is to make the relevant data and models available to any
scientist who wants to use them. Anyone wanting to replicate Santer ’s work is free to do so. There is
no need for FOIA.
These attacks have had a chilling effect. At a recent conference, a colleague told one of us that in
IPCC discussions, some scientists have been reluctant to make strong claims about the scientific
evidence, lest contrarians “attack us.”97 Another said that she’d rather err on the side of conservatism
in her estimates, because then she feels more “secure.”98 Biologist Kåre Fog has described how
many Danish scientists gave up trying to correct the many false claims propagated by Bjørn Lomborg
because they did not wish to be subject to misrepresentations of their work and victims of vicious
personal attacks.99 Intimidation works.
Perhaps the most forgivable reason why scientists have not gotten more involved is because they
love science, and believe that truth wins out in the end. It is their job—their singular job—to figure
out what that truth is. Someone else can best popularize it. Someone else can better communicate it.
And if there’s garbage being promoted somewhere, someone else can deal with it. Indeed, it would be
wrong for them to take time away from their work to deal with quotidian matters. As we noted, one
leading scientist said about the 1983 report, Changing Climate, “We knew it was garbage, so we just
ignored it.”100 Unfortunately, garbage doesn’t just go away. Someone has to deal with it, and that
someone is all of us: journalists who report scientific findings, specialist professional bodies who
represent the scientific fields, and all of us as citizens.
Recently, the distinguished economist Robert Samuelson repeated an argument in the pages of the
Washington Post—and again in Newsweek—that Bill Nierenberg made twenty-five years ago: Global
warming can’t really be solved—so we just have to get used to it.101 But there are solutions. Global
warming is a big problem, and to solve it we have to stop listening to disinformation. We have to pay
attention to our science and harness the power of our engineering. Rome may not be burning, but
Greenland is melting, and we are still fiddling. We all need a better understanding of what science
really is, how to recognize real science when we see it, and how to separate it from the garbage.

EPILOGUE

A New View of Science

Imagine a gigantic banquet. Hundreds of millions of people come to eat. They eat and drink to their
hearts’ content—eating food that is better and more abundant than at the finest tables in ancient Athens
or Rome, or even in the palaces of medieval Europe. Then, one day, a man arrives, wearing a white
dinner jacket. He says he is holding the bill. Not surprisingly, the diners are in shock. Some begin to
deny that this is their bill. Others deny that there even is a bill. Still others deny that they partook of
the meal. One diner suggests that the man is not really a waiter, but is only trying to get attention for
himself or to raise money for his own projects. Finally, the group concludes that if they simply
ignore the waiter, he will go away.
This is where we stand today on the subject of global warming. For the past 150 years, industrial
civilization has been dining on the energy stored in fossil fuels, and the bill has come due. Yet, we
have sat around the dinner table denying that it is our bill, and doubting the credibility of the man who
delivered it. The great economist John Maynard Keynes famously summarized all of economic
theory in a single phrase: “There is no such thing as a free lunch.” And he was right. We have
experienced prosperity unmatched in human history. We have feasted to our hearts’ content. But the
lunch was not free.
It’s not surprising that many of us are in denial. After all, we didn’t know it was a banquet, and we
didn’t know that there would be a bill. Now we do know. The bill includes acid rain and the ozone
hole and the damage produced by DDT. These are the environmental costs of living the way citizens
of the wealthy, developed nations have lived since the Industrial Revolution. Now we either have to
pay the price, change the way we do business, or both. No wonder the merchants of doubt have been
successful. They’ve permitted us to think that we could ignore the waiter while we haggled about the
bill.
The failure of the United States to act on global warming and the long delays between when the
science was settled and when we acted on tobacco, acid rain, and the ozone hole are prima facie
empirical evidence that doubt-mongering worked. Decision theory explains why. In their textbook,
Understanding Scientific Reasoning, Ronald Giere, John Bickle, and Robert Mauldin show that the
outcome of a rational decision-theory analysis is that if your knowledge is uncertain, then your best
option is generally to do nothing. Doing something has costs—financial, temporal, or opportunity
costs—and if you aren’t confident those costs will be repaid in future benefits, you’re best off leaving
things alone. Moreover, acting to prevent future harm generally means giving up benefits in the
present: certain benefits, to be weighed against uncertain gains. If we didn’t know that smoking was
dangerous, but we did know that it gave us pleasure, we would surely decide to smoke, as millions of
Americans did before the 1960s. Uncertainty favors the status quo. As Giere and his colleagues put it,

“Is it any wonder that those who benefit the most from continuing to do nothing emphasize the
controversy among scientists and the need for continued research?”1
To change the way the problem of global warming looks, Giere and his colleagues conclude,
you’d need “undeniable evidence both that doing nothing will lead to warming and that doing
something could prevent it.”2 But as we have seen, any evidence can be denied by parties sufficiently
determined, and you can never prove anything about the future; you just have to wait and see. So the
question becomes, Why do we expect “undeniable” evidence in the first place?
The protagonists of our story merchandised doubt because they realized—with or without the help
of academic decision theory—that doubt works. And it works in part because we have an erroneous
view of science.
We think that science provides certainty, so if we lack certainty, we think the science must be faulty
or incomplete. This view—that science could provide certainty—is an old one, but it was most clearly
articulated by the late-nineteenth-century positivists, who held out a dream of “positive” knowledge—
in the familiar sense of absolutely, positively true. But if we have learned anything since then, it is that
the positivist dream was exactly that: a dream. History shows us clearly that science does not provide
certainty. It does not provide proof. It only provides the consensus of experts, based on the organized
accumulation and scrutiny of evidence.
Hearing “both sides” of an issue makes sense when debating politics in a two-party system, but
there’s a problem when that framework is applied to science. When a scientific question is
unanswered, there may be three, four, or a dozen competing hypotheses, which are then investigated
through research. Or there may be just one generally accepted working hypothesis, but with several
important variations or differences in emphasis. When geologists were debating continental drift in
the 1940s, Harvard professor Marlin Billings taught his students no less than nineteen different
possible explanations for the phenomena that drift theory—later plate tectonics—was intended to
explain.
Research produces evidence, which in time may settle the question (as it did as continental drift
evolved into plate tectonics, which became established geological theory in the early 1970s). After
that point, there are no “sides.” There is simply accepted scientific knowledge. There may still be
questions that remain unanswered—to which scientists then turn their attention—but for the question
that has been answered, there is simply the consensus of expert opinion on that particular matter. That
is what scientific knowledge is.
Most people don’t understand this. If we read an article in the newspaper presenting two opposing
viewpoints, we assume both have validity, and we think it would be wrong to shut one side down. But
often one side is represented only by a single “expert”—or as we saw in our story—one or two.
When it came to global warming, we saw how the views of Seitz, Singer, Nierenberg, and a handful
of others were juxtaposed against the collective wisdom of the entire IPCC, an organization that
encompasses the views and work of thousands of climate scientists around the globe—men and
women of diverse nationality, temperament, and political persuasion. This leads to another important
point: that modern science is a collective enterprise.
For many of us, the word “science” does not actually conjure visions of science; it conjures
visions of scientists. We think of the great men of science—Galileo, Newton, Darwin, Einstein—and
imagine them as heroic individuals, often misunderstood, who had to fight against conventional
wisdom or institutions to gain appreciation for their radical new ideas. To be sure, brilliant
individuals are an important part of the history of science; men like Newton and Darwin deserve the

place in history that they hold. But if you asked a historian of science, When did modern science
begin? She would not cite the birth of Galileo or Copernicus. Most likely, she would discuss the
origins of scientific institutions.
From its earliest, days, science has been associated with institutions—the Accademia dei Lincei,
founded in 1609, the Royal Society in Britain, founded in 1660, the Académie des Sciences in France,
founded in 1666—because scholars (savants and natural philosophers as they were variously called
before the nineteenth-century invention of the word “scientist”) understood that to create new
knowledge they needed a means to test each other ’s claims. Medieval learning had largely focused on
study of ancient texts—the preservation of ancient wisdom and the appreciation of texts of revelation
—but later scholars began to feel that the world needed something more. One needed to make room
for new knowledge.
Once one opened the door to the idea of new knowledge, however, there was no limit to the claims
that might be put forth, so one needed a mechanism to vet them. These were the origins of the
institutional structures that we now take for granted in contemporary science: journals, conferences,
and peer review, so that claims could be reported clearly and subject to rigorous scrutiny.
Science has grown more than exponentially since the 1600s, but the basic idea has remained the
same: scientific ideas must be supported by evidence, and subject to acceptance or rejected. The
evidence could be experimental or observational; it could be a logical argument or a theoretical
proof. But whatever the body of evidence is, both the idea and the evidence used to support it must be
judged by a jury of one’s scientific peers. Until a claim passes that judgment—that peer review—it is
only that, just a claim. What counts as knowledge are the ideas that are accepted by the fellowship of
experts (which is why members of these societies are often called “fellows”). Conversely, if the claim
is rejected, the honest scientist is expected to accept that judgment, and move on to other things. In
science, you don’t get to keep harping on a subject until your opponents just give up in exhaustion.
The he said/she said framework of modern journalism ignores this reality. We think that if
someone disagrees, we should give that someone due consideration. We think it’s only fair. What we
don’t understand is that in many cases, that person has already received due consideration in the halls
of science. When Robert Jastrow and his colleagues first took their claims to the halls of public
opinion, rather than to the halls of science, they were stepping outside the institutional protocols that
for four hundred years have tested the veracity of scientific claims.
Many of the claims of our contrarians had already been vetted in the halls of science and failed to
pass the test of peer review. At that point, their claims could not really be considered scientific, and
our protagonists should have moved on to other things. In a sense they were poor losers. The umpires
had made their call, but our contrarians refused to accept it.
Moreover, in many cases these contrarians did not even attempt to have their claims vetted. In fact,
many of them had stopped doing scientific research. Our story began in the 1970s, when Fred Seitz
was already retired from the Rockefeller University and began defending tobacco, although he was a
solid-state physicist, not a biologist, oncologist, or physician. The story continued in the 1980s, when
Seitz joined forces with Robert Jastrow and William Nierenberg. How much original research on SDI
or acid rain or the ozone hole or secondhand smoke or global warming did any of them do? The
answer is nearly none. A search of the Web of Science—an index of peer-reviewed scientific
publications maintained by the Institute for Scientific Information—shows that Frederick Seitz
stopped doing original scientific research around 1970. After that he continued to publish here and
there, but mostly book reviews, editorials and letters to editors, and a few works on great men in the
history of science. Bill Nierenberg and Robert Jastrow similarly published little in the peer-reviewed

journals during this period.
Fred Singer has perhaps the most credible claim to have been a working scientist during the
course of our story. In the 1950s and ’60s he published a substantial number of articles on physics and
geophysics, many in leading journals such as Nature, Physical Review, and the Journal of
Geophysical Research. But around 1970, he too shifted, from then on writing a large number of letters
and editorials.3 Web of Science lists some of these as articles, but it is at least debatable as to whether
most of these constitute original scientific research, such as Singer ’s 1992 piece, “Warming Theories
Need Warning Labels,” published in the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists (which, not incidentally, contains
an illustration of the domino effect—shades of his anti-Communism).4 In the 1980s, Singer did a
series of articles for the Wall Street Journal on oil resources, yet he was not a geologist, a petroleum
engineer, or a resource economist, and had done little or no peer-reviewed research on the topic.5
The fact is that these men were never really experts on the diverse issues to which they turned their
attention in their golden years. They were physicists, not epidemiologists, ecologists, atmospheric
chemists, or climate modelers. To have been truly expert on all the different topics on which they
commented, they would have to have been all of these things: epidemiologist and ecologist,
atmospheric chemist and climate modeler. No one in the modern world is all of those things. Modern
science is far too specialized for that. It requires a degree of focus and dedication that makes it a
daunting task to be an expert in any area of modern science, much less in several of them at once. If
nothing else, this should have clued observers in that these men simply could not have been real
experts. An all-purpose expert is an oxymoron.
Journalists were fooled by these men’s stature, and we are all fooled by the assumption that a
smart person is smart about everything: physicists have been consulted on everything from bee
colony collapse to spelling reform and the prospects for world peace.6 And, of course, smoking and
cancer. But asking a physicist to comment on smoking and cancer is like asking an Air Force captain
to comment on the design of a submarine. He might know something about it; then again, he might
not. In any case, he’s not an expert.
So what do we do?
We all have to make decisions every day, and we do so in the face of uncertainty. When we buy a
car, when we buy a house, when we choose health insurance or save for retirement, we make
decisions and we don’t allow uncertainty to paralyze us. But we may rely on people who we think can
help us.
Normally, we try to make decisions based on the best information that we can get about the
question. Let’s say you need to buy a car. No doubt you will take some test drives, but you’ll also talk
to friends, especially those who know something about cars, and maybe read some magazines that
evaluate cars, like Consumer Reports or Car and Driver. While you know that magazines make
mistakes, and that prices and availability of options can vary, you assume that the information you
find is reasonably accurate and realistic. Call it car and driver realism.
The metaphor isn’t quite apt for our discussion though, because in the end buying a car is highly
subjective, based to a large extent on questions of taste. I can decide what I think is the right car for
me, but there are no experiments I can do or observations I can make that will settle the question for
others. There is, in the end, no truth of the matter.
So consider a different example.
One of the largest financial decisions most of us make in our lives is the decision to buy a home.
When we do, we consider numerous factors: the size and location; access to work, shopping, and

recreation; safety and security; the quality of local schools; and of course the price. The process of
deciding to make an offer can be wrenching, involving, like the car, a host of subjective factors, but
with far more at stake. Once we’ve made the decision to make an offer, however, we need to do one
more thing—something to which most of us give really rather little thought, considering how much
is at stake.
We do a title search. Or rather, we hire someone to do a title search. We need to know that the title
on the property actually belongs to the person who is selling it, and there are no outstanding claims
or liens to stand in our way of ownership. If the person we hire to do the search is incompetent or
dishonest, we could end up in a financial disaster. Yet we do trust the title search. Why? The short
answer is because we don’t have much choice. Someone has to do the title search, and we do not have
the expertise to do it ourselves. We trust someone who is trained, licensed, and experienced to do it
for us.
The sociologist Michael Smithson has pointed out that all social relations are trust relations. We
trust other people to do things for us that we can’t or don’t want to do ourselves.7 Even legal
contracts involve a degree of trust, because the person involved could always flee to Venezuela. If we
don’t trust others or don’t want to relinquish control, we can often do things for ourselves. We can
cook our own food, clean our own homes, do our own taxes, wash our own cars, even school our
own children. But we cannot do our own science.
So it comes to this: we must trust our scientific experts on matters of science, because there isn’t a
workable alternative.8 And because scientists are not (in most cases) licensed, we need to pay
attention to who the experts actually are—by asking questions about their credentials, their past and
current research, the venues in which they are subjecting their claims to scrutiny, and the sources of
financial support they are receiving.
If the scientific community has been asked to judge a matter—(as the National Academy of
Sciences routinely is)—or if they have self-organized to do so (as in the Ozone Trends Panel or the
IPCC), then it makes sense to take the results of their investigations very seriously. These are the title
searches of modern science and public policy. It does not make sense to dismiss them just because
some person, somewhere, doesn’t agree. And it especially does not make sense to dismiss the
consensus of experts if the dissenter is superannuated, disgruntled, a habitual contrarian, or in the pay
of a group with an obvious ideological agenda or vested political or economic interest. Or in some
cases, all of the above.
Sensible decision making involves acting on the information we have, even while accepting that it
may well be imperfect and our decisions may need to be revisited and revised in light of new
information. For even if modern science does not give us certainty, it does have a robust track record.
We have sent men to the moon, cured diseases, figured out the internal composition of the Earth,
invented new materials, and built machines to do much of our work for us—all on the basis of
modern scientific knowledge. While these practical accomplishments do not prove that our scientific
knowledge is true, they do suggest that modern science gives us a pretty decent basis for action.
In the early 1960s, one of the world’s leading epidemiologists, initially skeptical of the idea that
tobacco was deadly, came around to accepting that the weight of evidence showed that it was. In
response to those who still doubted it and insisted that more data were needed, he replied,
All scientific work is incomplete—whether it be observational or experimental. All scientific
work is liable to be upset or modified by advancing knowledge. That does not confer upon us

a freedom to ignore the knowledge we already have, to postpone action that it appears to
demand at a given time. Who knows, asks Robert Browning, but the world may end tonight?
True, but on available evidence most of us make ready to commute on the 8:30 next day.9
Don’t get us wrong. Scientists have no special purchase on moral or ethical decisions; a climate
scientist is no more qualified to comment on health care reform than a physicist is to judge the causes
of bee colony collapse. The very features that create expertise in a specialized domain lead to
ignorance in many others. In some cases lay people—farmers, fishermen, patients, indigenous
peoples—may have relevant experiences that scientists can learn from. Indeed, in recent years,
scientists have begun to recognize this: the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment includes observations
gathered from local indigenous groups.10 So our trust needs to be circumscribed, and focused. It
needs to be very particular. Blind trust will get us into as least as much trouble as no trust at all. But
without some degree of trust in our designated experts—the men and women who have dedicated
their lives to sorting out tough questions about the natural world we live in—we are paralyzed, in
effect not knowing whether to make ready for the morning commute or not. We are left, as de
Tocqueville recognized two hundred years ago, with nothing but confused clamor. Or as Shakespeare
suggested centuries ago, life is reduced to “a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing.”11
C. P. Snow once argued that foolish faith in authority is the enemy of truth. But so is a foolish
cynicism.
In writing this book, we have plowed through hundreds of thousands of pages of documents. As
historians during the course of our careers we have plowed through millions more. Often we find
that, in the end, it is best to let the witnesses to events speak for themselves. So we close with the
comments of S. J. Green, director of research for British American Tobacco, who decided, finally,
that what his industry had done was wrong, not just morally, but also intellectually: “A demand for
scientific proof is always a formula for inaction and delay, and usually the first reaction of the guilty.
The proper basis for such decisions is, of course, quite simply that which is reasonable in the
circumstances.”12
Or as Bill Nierenberg put it in a candid moment, “You just know in your heart that you can’t throw
25 million tons a year of sulfates into the Northeast and not expect some … consequences.”13
We agree.
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